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PEEPIN' THROUGH THE WINDOW
James 0. Elder

Max was busy devouring his chef's salad-wilted lettuce, a wedge of
tomato, and a heavy-handed concoction of vin~gar and oil that was simply
festering with garlic-and periodically glancing up at Freddie flipping
burgers, while J.B. was trying to make eye contact with the cute-pretty girl
when her father wasn't looking. So Max didn't notice the man sitting at the
straight part of the counter in the back of Nick's who was nodding over a
plate of bacon, eggs, and grits. And neither did J.B. The four people standing along the wall waiting for a seat at the counter noticed him. So did the
two truckers sitting on either side of him. And although he's watching him
out of the corner of his eye as he rings up another order, "LET'S SEE,
THAT'LL BE $3.96 OUT OF $5.00," Sgt. Marty O'Koren notices him, too.
He's hunched over the counter with his right elbow anchored beside his
plate, his right hand held high in the air, ~nd his fingers weakly holding that
fork like he wouldn't care if it slipped, crashed, and bounced across the
counter like a fish out of water, making that funny sounding noise that only
a single piece of silverware can make when falling (hard-soft, hard-soft,
hardsoft, brrrinnggg!) and startling ~verybody in the restaurant to stop
eating and working long enough to look at him, knowing that he was the
culprit responsible for breaking their rhythm. If you look close, you can see
his eyelids fighting, struggling, refusing to shade his eyes. Yet slowly,
weakly they succumb to the nod. His right hand dangles toward the counter
from his wrist, the fork hovering, about to fall, teetering between weakly
clasped fingers. His head is bobbing slowly, dipping forward slowly, and
bending at the neck ever so slightly, and ever so slowly. He appears to be
swooning. To a fleeting eye, he is motionless. To a probing eye he is nodding, slowly and jerkily, his will to resist the nod fighting back at intermittent intervals, trying to keep his head erect and his eyes open, like a trucker
who's been pushing 70 for the la.St 400 miles and is now just 30 minqtes
away from Little Rock-and SANCTUARY-but the long haul, the night,
and a renegade band of white lines have conspired to dash salt in his eyes;
and even though he knows that he's slowly.falling asleep, he lies to himself
that he's not. And tnat's how the "nodder" nodded, slowly and reluctantly.
But with each passing second his feeble resistance diminishes more and
more, and as it does, his face droops closer and closer to his plate.
Everybody doesn't notice him all at once.
The tall man in the gray felt hat standing at the front of the line along the
wall turns and offers the lady standing behind him the newly vacated seat,
even though he came in first. She politely refuses by tilting her head to one
side and flashing this toothy, cover-girl smile, or better yet, that ridicul~usly benign smile worn by the little girl on the Morton salt box. Yes,
that's it, that's how she was smiling, smiling like she didn't mind going to
the store in the rain to get a box of salt; after all, she did have mommy's
umbrella, didn't she? And so what if she wastes most of the salt skipping
home in the rain; why mommy only told her to go get it-not how to carry
it. The tall man strategically places his new hat on the coat rack in the back
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of the restaurant so that he can keep a sharp eye on it while eating. As he
stiffly walks back past the "Morton salt lady," she turns up the volume on
her smile. He grunts and squats down on the short mushroom stool with a
curt smile of indifference, never realizing that she simply prefers to sit next
to her man: that guy standing next to her with his fists jammed down deep
into his pockets, but real cool, mind you, like he was just trying to keep 'em
warm, not like he was trying to bust the bottoms out. He hasn't smiled or
said a word since he came through the door; he might not have smiled in
two years. But he was the first person in Nick's to know why the man in the
back was nodding; he wasn't the first to notice him nodding, just the first to
know why.
Nick noticed the "nodder" first, but then she always noticed things first;
noticing had been the key to her surviv.al in an all-Black neighborhood
where the only Whites that exist are those that migrate to the community to
work, collect rent, and make arrests. When she was a little girl, her mother
told her that it wasn't good for a young lady to be so nosy. "Men are afraid
of NOSY WOMEN," she said, "afraid that they're going to find out
something that they don't want them to know ... besides, it's just not good
for a marriage to be so nosy," she continued, as if she had unmasked one
too many skeletons of her own. Fortunately for Nick, she never took her
mother's advice. She turned "nosy" into "know-how" and, as a result, her
father saw fit to bypass two sons and a son-in-law to give her full control
over all his business enterprises, which consist of three restaurants, two
liquor stores, and a string of apartment buildings and real estate that only
she and he know about. So it was no surprise that Nick noticed the "nodder" first; she couldn't have not noticed him even if she'd wanted to. But as
long as he only nods in his plate and doesn't affect the customers, the service, or the cash crawling in the register, she won't say anything to him.
Until then she'll just keep glancing over at him with those blue-blue eyes of
hers, which are so seductively blue that if you didn't pay any attention to
her double chin or the gray streaks in her hair and didn't concern your gaze
with the wrinkled bags beneath her eyes and concentrated on the eyes alone
and the blueness of them, you could very easily be sucked down a euphoric
tunnel of erotic fantasy. Just so blue and deep are her blue eyes.
J.B. nudges Max with his elbow, leisurely takes another sip of coffee,
then points his thumb over his right shoulder and says, "Ain't that your
boy, Gus?"
Max spins half-way around on his stool and screams to himself in a
whisper, "GUS!" No, that can't be Gus, he a~sures himself. Yet his dark,
ebony face lights up with recognition as a white powdery glaze flashes
across his sunken cheeks and tiny sweat pimples quickly percolate on his
nose. Why he looks like a diseased animal with matted tufts of hair sticking
up on his head, his shoes scuffed and worn lopsided, and that filthy orange
sweater he's wearing is so putrid-looking that the sight of it makes you smell
it. No, that can't be Gus. Gus would never let himself go like that. He
wouldn't let the game dehumanize him; he was too quick for that, too fast,
too clever ... naw, that ain't non'a Gus! Max refuses to look beyond the
squalid clothing for fear he'd recognize the man in them. If he did look
beyond the clothing, he would see the bloated face that is not unlike that of
the drowning victim who's found floating downstream a week after his
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disappearance; he'd see the puffed hands, swollen as large as boxing gloves
with dimples where knuckles used to be; he'd see the dark, scaly splotches
tattooing the skin; and he'd see the gray, ashy skin itself that's been sucked
dry of all its natural juices by the heroin, the mix, or both, blanketing the
bloated face and puffed hands like a piece of parched leather that was once
soft and supple, but someone had left it to dry in front of a blazing fireplace
too close for too long, and it had scorched and begun to smolder.
Max slowly whirls back around to his fast cooling hamburger, trying
desperately to purge the sight of that filthy orange sweater from his mind.
His imagination grabs it and slings it down a laundry chute to the basement
of his subconscience. He shrugs his shoulders and beams a twisted, embarrassed grin at J.B., avoiding J.B.'s hazel eyes, and lifting half of the greasy,
sliced burger to his mouth, only the orange sweater pops back into his mind
like the clown in the jack-in-the-box that he once owned as a kid. The latch
that held the top down on the box was broken, so the clown was subject to
pop up at any given moment, regardless of how long or short he'd been
cranking out 'The Three Blind Mice" with the handle on the side, and no
matter how many times he forced the clown back down into the box, it
would never stay; it just popped back up whenever it felt the mood. And
just like that clown in the jack-in-the-box, the orange sweater refused to
stay down. He had seen the sweater and he had smelled it, and although he
didn't know this at the time, he would remember that foul odor for the rest
of his life. In fact, it would eventually become the standard by which he
gauged all foul odors, not that this was the foulest odor he had ever smelled,
nor because it was the least foul, but simply because it was somewhere in
the middle, and that's where all things begin. And just as he could not
forget the sight and smell of that sweater, he could not ignore the fact that
the "nodder" was his friend Gus, his childhood running buddy and teenage
hustling idol, the man who had taught him everything he knew about
"boostin," but more importantly, had taught him about life and surviving
his environment, something that his own parents had left up to God and the
Baptist church. Yet he felt embarrassed that J.B. knew the "nodder" was his
friend Gus and that everybody else in the restaurant suspected it, although
they really didn't, and then he began to feel ashamed of himself for feeling
embarrassed about knowing, knowing a man he'd once loved more than
any woman, but was unable to reach down in his guts and pull out enough
courage to share his humiliation with him by simply walking over there and
saying, "What's been happenin', Gus?"
So Max sits there eating, but not eating, his head swirling wildly, frantically, and violently like a merry-go-round gone berserk. Finally, in a
desperate attempt to cling to at least a fragment of reality, he nails his eyes
down to the river of scratches criss-crossing the plastic plate holding the
other half of his hamburger. Perhaps he'll discover some discerning art pattern that'll free his mind from the "Star Wars" scenario playing inside his
head over whether or not he should get up from his stool and walk the
scant eight feet down the counter to where Gus is nodding and say
something to him; it doesn't matter what. .. or does it. .. what would you
say ... how would you say it. .. everybody will be looking at you ... J.B. is
laughing at you ... what if Gus goes off ... after all, it's been three years ... you
mustn't forget you've got that cocaine in your pocket and that cop is
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already looking at you funny ... .
Meanwhile Gus is nodding ... and nodding ... and nodding, closer and
closer to his plate, a part of him having already surrendered, and the other
part-the much larger part-still fighting, daring the spectators to notice
that he's nodding even though they're looking right at him, his head protruding from his chest like a mounted moose; while that smaller part of him
is whispering, "Gus, my man , you're noddin' your ass off! Don't it feel
good? So what if they watchin' you; you don't giv'a shit about them or this
little shitty restaurant. FUCK'EM! And your boy Maxwell sittin' over there
with that punk Jesse-Boy like he don't know who in the fuck you is-and
you was the one that put that game under his belt that got 'im them fine
clothes and that diamond on his pinky; yeah, fuck'em. Fuck all them
motherfuckers ... just go 'head and nod, you don't giv'a shit. " As he listens
to the faint voice in the back of his mind or the pit of his stomach or the
coffee cup in front of him , that heavy stainless steel fork slips from his
swollen hand, slaps the counter like a gong, and skids to a rest against the
yellow sugar bowl behind his plate. He slowly opens his eyes and
straightens his posture with such a calm casualness that if you hadn't been
staring right at him , you would've sworn he wasn't nodding at all; but then
you were staring right at him and you know that he was. Yet he doesn't
pick the fork up right away , and he doesn't look bewildered with that selfindicting countenance of the married man caught with the "other" woman;
he employs the same misdirection technique he'd use if he were boosting a
gold watch or a diamond ring from a jewelry case at Peacock's . While
everybody's eyes are riveted to the fork, he nonchalantly picks up his coffee
cup and downs a big slug of the cold mud like that's what he'd planned to
do all along; only he hadn't, and everybody knew it except Freddie. That
larger part of Gus had convinced him that he'd faked them all out-faked
them right out of their shoes, he thought. Even as he sat the coffee cup
down, picked the fork up, and started nodding again he told himself, yah ,
faked them right out of their shoes.
Everybody in the restaurant was watching the "nodder" now except Max
and Freddie-Fred die was watching the grill-but they weren't all just
gawking at him like mannequins in a State Street window who had no
choice but to stare wide-eyed, even though they too had long since lost their
choice of options. They glanced, gazed, and stared at him in varying styles
on multiple levels of intensity, but nevertheless watching him , watching him
like his humiliation and self-degradati on were the key to their very salvation. Even those of them who desperately tried latching their eyes to some
fixed object in the room like the steam wafting up from the coffee pot or the
fly-strip dangling from the ceiling or the plastic crucifix hanging on the wall
behind Nick's head, they too had no choice but to watch-just as Lot's wife
had no choice but to stop fleeing, turn around, and watch Sodom and

Gomorrah being destroyed, even though she had been warned that a glance
would cost her her life-SHE HAD NO CHOICE. And as that smaller part
of Gus seduced him more and more into the nod, so were the onlookers
seduced more and more into watching him, until now his face hovers just
six inches above his plate .
Max feels the ditch between him and Gus swell by leaps and bounds, and
that scant eight feet that once separated them has sprouted into a mile-wide
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gorge so that his legs refuse to carry him and his mind refuses to demand
that they do it.
A tall, gangly woman in three-inch heels, gray skirt, pink blouse, and
straw hat with a pink ribbon around it inches her way into the restaurant
and stands in front of the register waiting for Nick to finish bagging the corned
beef sandwiches she ordered by phone. She notices the cop's eyes keep
darting to the back of the restaurant, so she follows their rapt and knowing
gaze until she spots the "nodder." Is he searching for something in his
plate ... why, I hope not. .. maybe he's smelling the food to see if the eggs are
rotten or the bacon's rancid ... hopefully not, she thinks as the bells chiming
in the register snatch her attention. She looks into Marty's serious blue eyes
for an answer but all she sees is the reflection of her own thick, wide-framed
glasses. Walking out of the restaurant past the big plate glass window with
"Nick's" scrawled across it, the sharp clacking of her high-heels pounding
against the concrete, merging into the avalanche of groaning engines.
blasting horns, and the barking of the paper-man in front of his newstand
on Madison, she glances back just one last time, thinking, MAYBE HE'S
SICK!
Angrily, Max looks at Gus again-not knowing that it would be the last
time-and he sees the withered shell of a body that he once knew and loved
and that once housed an enviable athlete but now, at best, houses a parttime spectator who watches games on TV between nods ... between
hustling ... between copping ... between taking off ... and between nodding
again; and even though he can't see Gus's eyes, he knows that the heroin
has zapped them of all their whiteness and contaminated them with a
ghastly, jaundice yellow that is as close to being brown as it is to being
white. And as Gus's bloated face swings just inches above his plate, a thick
stream of saliva froths from his mouth into his grits like a rope of spider
silk, and everybody is watching, waiting-hoping- that his face crashes into
his plate. A sharp, jagged-edge pain slithers inside Max's chest that he
knows can't be dislodged by water or coffee, so he reaches into his pocket,
ups with a ten-spot and flings it on the counter, and only J.B., Nick, and
Marty notice him leave out the door, spit in the street from the side of his
mouth, and light a cigarette as he walks past the big plate glass window
without even peepin'.
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THE LETTER
James O. Elder

On the Sunday afternoon before the Monday morning that Maxwell
Towbridge escaped from the Kentucky State Correctional Center in Jerline,
Kentucky, he was awakened in his cell by a strange flapping sound. It
wasn't a loud flapping, nor was it a constant one, but it was loud enough
and repeated with enough regularity to gently tug the thinly laced veil of a
hot, muggy afternoon's sleep from his face. For a moment the flapping
stopped. And so did the veil; it hesitated long enough for him to see a clear vision of his brother Marvin raking clusters of dry autumn leaves, orange and
brown autumn leaves that crackled to the touch in the back yard of a mammoth white house with towering pillars surrounding it. For every two-foot
patch of land that Marvin cleared, a floating wicker basket would swoop
down and shower him with more dry leaves, and no matter how fast he
worked, the floating wicker basket always worked a bit faster. Max
couldn't tell by the twisted expression on his brother's face if he was enjoying his task or hating it. But no sooner had the flapping sound started up
again than the veil started slipping down his face again, only this time his
brother Marvin was matching the strange flapping sound stroke for stroke
with his rake. As the sweaty veil of sleep fell from his chin and slid across
his chest, a hot breeze sauntered through the barred window up over his
head from the direction of Lexington, opening his eyes to see Sleepy
Pankowitz fanning a letter across the bars of his cell.
Max eyed the thin spaghetti figure fanning the letter against his cell
through the V-shaped space of his worn, out-turned boots, which save for
the white jockey shorts, were the only clothing he wore. His T-shirt and
khakis were draped over the railing at the foot of the top bunk, where he
lay on his back with his fingers knitted into a weave and nestled up under
his head.
Sleepy glances down either side of the long, empty corridor before looking directly at Max with those mirthful blue eyes-blue eyes that are always
bowed at half-mast when they are not outright sequestered by narcolepsy.
Sleepy quickly glances down at the letter in his hand and then back at Max,
the quarter moon smile on his lips leaping twofold.
"Why aren't you watching the movie with the rest of the guys, Max?"
Sleepy says in that deep, hazy voice of his which never registers a decible
above a whisper, and which-even to Max-is a damn good imitation of
Lauren Bacall.
"It was too hot, too many people, and I'm tired of watching John Wayne
movies. Now cut the bullshit and tell me how much you want for the

letter."
Sleepy winces at the aggravation in Max's voice, but sensing a pinch of
curiosity, he sniffs the letter and flashes an impish smile.
"Well, Max, I'll tell you, it smells like it's worth about ten packs ... but
seeing as how you put in a good word for me with Turkey the other night,
I'll let you have it for five, but that's five packs of Kools mind you; I don't
want any of those stinking Pall Malls you've been trading with the fresh
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meat".
"What makes you think I'll pay you five packs of Kools for a letter that I
can read for free tomorrow?"
"Well, first of all, Max, it hasn't been butchered by official hands;
secondly, I'm sure it's at least three pages long; and last but not least, it's
from somebody by the name of Jesse-boy, and with a name like JESSE-BOY
it's just got to be hot stuff".
Max slowly swung down from his bunk like a seasoned paratrooper at a
thousand feet, slid his footlocker from under the bed, and began riffling
through the cupcakes, candy bars, magazines, tattered photographs,
T-shirts, underwear, and his precious Lexington souvenir-wh ich he'd
ceremoniously wrapped in a white silk handkerchief -until he finally
reached the cigarettes. He thrust six packs of Pall Malls at Sleepy and said,
"Take it or leave it."
Sleepy immediately dropped the letter inside his shirt, spun around on his
heels, snapped his chin in defiance, and said over his shoulder, "You'll get
the letter tomorrow at mail call like everybody else, and don't blame me if
there's nothing left but 'DEAR MAX ... SINCERELY YOURS."' And with
that, Sleepy walked off down the long, empty corridor toward the lounge
and John Wayne.
Max counted Sleepy' s slow, methodical footsteps echoing down the steel
corridor, the urge to read the uncensored letter clawing at his throat. By the
time he counted to seventeen, the footsteps stopped. When he heard them
start up again, he was sure they were growing louder and louder rather than
more faint.
When Sleepy reached Max's cell this time, he spotted three packs of Kools
wedged in between the bars; he nonchalantly picked them up and replaced
them with the letter. Neither man said a word, although they both knew
that Sleepy couldn't have gotten a drag off a cigarette if he'd dropped that
letter back into the mail bag from where he'd stolen it the day before.
Sleepy glared at Max, who was obviously feigning sleep to mask his
eagerness to read the letter, and in so doing he missed seeing that gesture
that Sleepy made in the air with his upturned middle finger as he turned to
walk away; and because it was such a hot day, even if he'd had his eyes
open, he probably wouldn't have noticed the sweat stain winding down the
back of Sleepy's plaid shirt, nor would he have noticed Sleepy's mangled
blond hair, that ranges in color from streaks of golden yellow to streaks of
bleached auburn, as it bounced up and down in unison to his slow, methodical walk.
Maxwell held the envelope up to the light to see where it was safe to tear;
he quickly ripped the end off and dumped the contents into his lap. His
palms grew moist with perspiration as he unfolded the letter and began
reading:
DEAR MAX,
GUS IS DEAD. He got killed on 16th Street trying to stick
up a store-front preacher with a toy gun. I know it sounds
crazy, but it's true. He got shot four times in the chest and
once in the head, and they say he still lived long enough to
crawl in a hallway and die. Me and Gus never did get along,
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but I figured you' cl prefer to hear about him from me rather
than some stranger who didn't know him at all, or luck out
and get blown away by stumbling across it in the Jerline
Gazette or whatever the fuck y'all read down there, because
regardless of how I might have felt about him, I always
knew that you loved him like a brother ....
Max's hands trembled so uncontrolla bly that he had to put the letter
down; the opposing corner edges where he'd gripped it were damp , warm,
and crumpled . He shut his eyes and took a long, deep breath. Then he
looked at the letter lying there on the bed beside him and slowly began
shaking his head from side to side; at that very moment he hated Sleepy' s
guts for bringing him that letter . As hard as he' cl fought the violence and the
nightmares of being institutiona lized by fantasizing about the serenity of the
outside world, Sleepy had conspired with the prison to let the outside world
reach into his cell and violently slap him into a nightmarish stupor. He's
always thought that Gus would fade out with a needle in his arm in the
back room of some musky lit "Shooting Gallery" -and that he could
accept- but not like some mangy, suicidal dog with his tail stuck between
his legs, moping across the Dan Ryan Expressway during rush hour. He had
a sudden flash of Gus kneeling in a piss-stained hallway with buckets of
blood oozing from his mouth and nostrils; only his vision wasn't of the Gus
who was killed-the dope addict who was drooling into his breakfast the
last time he' cl seen him at Nick's, and in so doing had made him feel so
embarrasse d that he left the restaurant without finishing his food or saying
hello. No, not in the least. His vision was one of youthful innocence, of the
Gus who' cl died so long ago that he' cl forgotten he was dead-the black,
lanky kid with the nappy hair and the crooked smile, the make-believ e
brother that always came through when needed to punch somebody out or
to enlighten him as to the majestic beauty of a pigeon in flight . Maxwell had
his choice of visions, and he chose. But either way, Gus was dead, and the
thought of it nauseated him. He blamed the heat for the queasy feeling in
his gut, wiped his sweaty palms off on the bed sheet, lit a cigarette, and
reluctantly picked the letter up and started reading again-and in THIS he
had no choice .
. . . Gus's habit had him by the balls, Max, and wouldn't let
go . He joined the "program" a couple of times, but the best
he could manage was to swap habits: a methadone habit for
a heroin habit. I rapped with him a few times since the last
time we saw him nodding in Nick's, and I swear, Max, you
wouldn't have recognized him. He had these crusty looking
scab sores all over his face and hands, and his skin was so

burnt out he'd turned ash gray. Little Mickey toJd me that
he'd gotten so down and out that he'd started shooting T's
and Blues and that part of his ass had fallen off-can you
imagine that-that's why he' cl quit taking baths, because
whenever he' cl wash with a rag, part of his flesh would peel
off. I don't know what you and the good ol' boys down
there be getting off on, but if it's them T's and Blues, Max, I
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really wish you'd ice it; that shit is worse than rat poison.
Gus had gotten to the point where he looked like a
winehead, dressed like a winehead, and smelled like a
winehead, and even though he wasn't, you sure in the hell
couldn't tell the difference by looking at him; and, Max, you
know a booster can't steal shit looking like a winehead. All
of the shopping mall security guards in and around Chicago
knew him by sight, smell, and name; and they would snatch
him every time they spotted him; and the 1st District
policemen didn't even allow him downtown, day or night.
Since his shabby appearance had blown his main hustleand his habit was too wicked to handle a package-he
started burglarizing apartments.
He made out O.K. at first. I mean, he was stealing shit as
fast as Sears could deliver it. But once, while he was
burglarizing a third-floor apartment over on Douglas, this
niggah came home early from work and busted him; Gus
had the man's clothes, TV, radio, and meat from the freezer
all stockpiled by the front door, and was in the process of
disconnecting the stereo system in the front room when he
heard the jingle of door keys. Time the niggah saw his shit
sitting by the door, he up'd with his piece and started
shootin'. Knowing that death stood between him and the
front door, Gus jumped from the third-floor window as a
bullet grazed his back. Gus broke his collar bone, two
fingers, and his right leg in two places; but he still managed
to get away before that niggah could get downstairs and kill
him. He walked with a real bad limp after that and had lost
his nerve for burglarizing completely. But he still had that
habit to feed. And right around then is when he started
stickin' up with that toy pistol-a black, plastic, snub nose
.38 they said in the papers.
Anyway, late Sunday night he spotted his mark sitting in
a mint green Cadillac countin' a lump of cash. He eased up
on him from the passenger side of the car and threw the toy
pistol up in his face and told him to give it up. Now the
preacher said that he didn't know the gun was a toy, but
people on the street say otherwise. Anyway the preacher
went on to say that when he'd given Gus the money that he
had in his hand, Gus demanded him to give him the money
that he had in his pocket and that if he didn't, he was going
to "blow his fuckin face off," and that's when he reached
into his suit coat pocket, pulled his gun, and shot him. Jive
niggah shot him five times before he hit the sidewalk. Some
people say the preacher is an ex-pimp hustling behind some
bullshit religion that he invented and that he knew that
Gus's gun was a toy, and that's why he went for his piece
even though Gus had the drop on him; they also say that
Gus never got a chance to even smell that money, let alone
touch it.
·
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Me and Joyce went to the funeral, and I swear it was the
wildest thing I ever seen in my life, Max. People were
screamin' and hollerin' and knockin' over benches, and ol'
deacon Crawford got drunk and threw up on the podium
right in the middle of his "Little Boy Lost" speech; but that's
another story and I'm running out of paper. I hope those six
years pass like six days. I'll be down to see you as soon as I
can, and remember that "good time" is the quickest way out.
LOVE,
Jessie-Boy

P.S. CONNIE'S HOME.
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DKE HOUSE
Ann Hemenway

Elaine and George stood outside DKE house-the rattletrap, falling-apart,
plaster-cracked (where the members had punched the walls in anger or
ecstasy), alcohol-sodden, hockey-playing fraternity where Chuck was a
member. George had a standing invitation to all DKE functions, though he
was not a member of that or any other fraternity. "Why do I have to join
and pay money and live and eat with a bunch of sweaty guys when I can go
to their parties and drink free booze, which is the only reason for joining
anyway?" he had said and laughed. "I can't see calling anybody bro ,
anyway." But he called all fraternity members bros, exaggerating it, drawing out the syllable and deepening his voice, booming "BRO." Because
George lived with Chuck-one of the broiest bros of them all, Elaine
thought-he could go to DKE parties without getting kicked out, as
the brothers kicked out most non-fraternity members who attempted to
walk through the thick and battered door that screeched open into DKE
House.
Elaine was female-she could get in anywhere. "And all the better if I
spread my legs," she said .
They did not normally go to cocktail parties-especially fraternity
cocktail parties and most particularly not DKE cocktail parties, where
everyone got drunk within the first hour, and then the women took off
their shoes and the men took off their jackets ("Just like Mommy and Daddy," said George, who never wore a suit or jacket to any party) and spread
their tail feathers and did a mating dance.
By the time Elaine and George had walked down to the house (which sat
collapsing on the edge of campus) and hauled open the door and walked
across the warped floor past the rickety bannister, the strutting and preening had already begun to the thump and grind of Bruce Springsteen. Ties
were unloosed and stockinged toes gripped the moldy, blue carpet. As she
and George stood in the wide doorway that led to the party rooms, Elaine
saw that, yes, they were dressed like Mommy and Daddy, but with a difference: If a young man was wearing a three-piece suit, he also wore a pair
of scroungy tennis shoes. An olive-skinned young man with a bump on his
nose wore a tie with a flannel shirt. They were in transition.
Across the room through another doorway behind two long tables that
served as a bar, Chuck beckoned them, raising a bottle of vodka or gin.
They weaved their way through the knots of people, George receiving
punches on the arm from various directions as they worked towards Chuck.
When they got to the bar, Chuck grinned at George while he poured Scotch
into a glass for one of the people who lined the bar.
His smile faded as he looked at Elaine. "Elaine," he said, disgusted.
Elaine laughed. That afternoon at the library, Chuck had complained to
her about how she never wore a skirt.
"Why don't you ever look like a girl, for Chrissake?" he said, his florid
face turning even redder. "You never wear anything but those fucked-up
T-shirts and those army pants. Can't you at least wear a blouse or
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something?"
Elaine didn't think that was any of his business and told him so.
Chuck closed the book he had been studying with a slap. "You're not a
bad-looking chick. You could be really good-looking if you wanted to be."
Elaine had leaned forward and narrowed her eyes. "I wore a fucking
uniform for almost twelve years. A jacket, a little Peter Pan blouse, and a
goddamn pleated skirt for twelve years. Winter and summer. The same
skirt for practically twelve years. If I don't feel like wearing one, that's my
business."
Chuck leaned back and lowered his eyelids, frowning; his fleshy cheeks
sagged. "Okay, okay, but if you and George come down to the house
tonight, why don't you wear a skirt."
Elaine had laughed and said she didn't have one. She laughed now as
Chuck looked at her Spiderman T-shirt and bluejeans and shook his head,
then looking at George, asked them what they wanted to drink.
"Scotch and water," said George.
"Vodka and tonic," said Elaine and, leaning forward over the bar
whispered, "I wore mascara just for you, Chuck."
Chuck pulled two plastic glasses from the stack and expertly poured
Scotch and vodka into two glasses at the same time. "Thanks," he said, sarcastically, as two and a half jiggers worth of liquor splashed onto the ice in
the cups.
Chuck was too busy to talk to them; young grown-ups were appearing
and reappearing by the table rapidly tapping their cups, calling out,
"Screwdriver!" "Two Bloody Marys!" "How 'bout a beer, Chuck?" And
Elaine and George walked into the main room carrying their drinks. In this
room the music was loud and clusters of skirts and pants waved arms and
drinks and cigarettes and chattered wildly above the noise.
"Oh God," said Elaine after glancing around, "no food."
"Shit," said George, straining to look around the groups of strutters and
preeners, "they must have spent all their bread on booze-wait a
minute-there's a bowl of potato chips over there." He hoisted his glass
toward the far corner of the room. "Quick, let's get them before they disappear."
They quickly edged towards the bowl and stood with their backs to it,
surreptitiously reaching behind their backs and gathering up handfuls of
chips.
A stocky, young man, with kinky blond hair and a red vest across the
room eyed Elaine's chest. She felt, suddenly, as if they were a pair of
headlights or brights, and she wished she could turn them off with a push of
her toe on the floor. She slid her eyes up to George, but if he noticed, he
gave no indication but looked straight ahead, his jaw jumping as he
chewed. Then she noticed a thin guy with a high forehead and thick black
hair flick his eyes up and down her body as he walked past. I'm being watched,
she thought, as she stepped closer to George; I'm being undressed.
And she felt the same way she'd felt when she was four years old and naked,
and her brother had grabbed her and held her in front of the window while
all the kids from the neighborhood looked on from the sidewalk.
"These potato chips are stale," muttered George as loudly as he could
from the side of his mouth. The stereo had been turned up and people had
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begun to shriek.
"Yeah, I know," said Elaine through the side of her mouth and her third
handful of potato chips. "Isn't it strange how potato chips get chewy when
they get stale? Most things dry out."
George rested his arm on her shoulder; his dangling hand was greasy and
dusted with flakes of salt. He stared at the wall across from them and
scrawled on it in black magic marker was "CHARLIE MANSON IS MY
HERO."
"George, ol' buddy!" a voice bellowed, and they saw a young man with
deep-set eyes and sun-blond hair swaggering drunkenly towards them.
"George, ol' buddy, how ya doin'?" And he stuck out a meaty hand as he
barreled forward. He wore a tweed jacket and blue jeans. Elaine thought
she saw a pimple on his square chin.
"Pretty much of a blow-out, isn't it?" he roared as George shook his hand
and mumbled pleasan~ries that he didn't listen to. "We are going to get
wasted tonight! It is going to be one brutal party night here!" He focused his
glassy eyes on Elaine. "Who's the little lady?"
George let go of the young man's hand and looked at him hard, his face
deadpan, then started. "Oh, Elaine, this is Chip Waller. Chip, this is Elaine
LeMaire."
A tall, storky guy in a big-shoulderc:d madras jacket came up and loomed
next to Chip, just as Elaine held out her hand to Chip. He wrapped his paw
around her hand, and she felt her hand shrink and grow soft and feeble until it began to disappear beneath his beefy grasp.
Chip turned back to George, still holding Elaine's hand. "Are you an art
major now?" he asked.
Elaine tried to tug her hand gently from him, but he gripped slightly. She
looked at George with alarm. George's jaw tightened, and there was a glitter in his eyes as he answered Chip. "Yeah, I changed sophomore year."
She pulled a little harder this time while staring at what definitely was a
pimple on Chip's chin. The storky guy looked down and smirked. Elaine
began to feel as though her hand were an object separate from her; an object that her wrist and Chip's huge, enveloping hand were fighting over. She
tugged again and felt the hands grow sweaty; she began twisting her wrist
when George said, "Chip, you want to let go of her hand?" in a deadly
tone.
Chip grinned down at her. "You want your hand back?"
"Yes," said Elaine, stiff and sullen, looking him straight in his deep-set
eyes, ready to spit.
He loosened his grip slightly and she began pulling her hand from his
grasp, but he loosened only enough to let her pull her hand away slowly;
and as she pulled, his fingertips slid slowly up the back of her hand until he
caught the tips of her fingers and lingered for a moment, a disdainful smile
dancing on his lips.
Elaine snapped her hand back and held it behind her back and tried to
wipe it off on her jeans; her palm was still wet. As she stood there, tense,
rigid, thighs clasped tightly together, the music from the stereo roaring in
her ears, George swallowed the last of his Scotch, took the cup from his
lips, and gripped Elaine's arm, saying through the teeth "See ya later,
Chip," and led Elaine away to the bar. They marched blindly through the
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crowd; Elaine didn't care who she smashed into , who spilled his drinkthey deserved it, she thought. They jostled through the four-deep crowd at
the bar. Chuck was just getting off duty, rolling down his sleeves as they
came up. A wiry boy with a mustache slid past him and began pouring .
Chuck looked up from his cuff button to George's tense face. "Hold on and
I'll mix you a strong one. "
"No, " he said, turning to a girl with barrettes and an urgent , shaking
glass. 'Tm off. Ask the guy with the stache."
Chuck quickly poured two strong drinks over ice and handed the cups as
he slid out from between the two tables. Elaine took hers, gulped, and nearly gagged.
Chuck looked surprised; his invisible eyebrows rose and he wrinkled his
forehead. "Too much for you, Elaine? I figured you guys wanted strong
ones. You want me to water it down?"
"No," Elaine gasped, "it's fine."
Chuck leaned over the bar. "Bawdy. Hey, Bawdy! Hand me my coat. "
The bartender bent down and handed Chuck his tweed jacket, which was
big enough to be a tablecloth.
"Let's get away from the bar, " said George, and holding his drink high in
the air, he backed through the crowd. A girl's sweatered arm knocked
Elaine's elbow, and her drink sprayed onto her T-shirt and the floor.
"Fuck," said Elaine, pulling away. The girl glanced over, but didn' t
speak, didn't apologize. "Aren't you going to apologize?" Elaine asked , and
the girl tossed her cascade of brown hair and twitched the mole above her
thin lips as her eyes darted towards Elaine and back again.
"Fuck you, too, " Elaine muttered and squeezed away through shoulders
and arms, and she saw George and Chuck standing in a clear space against
a battered wall between two walls. Chuck stood with his foot on a metal
folding chair as he listened to George, who was chopping the air with his
drinkless hand. As she walked up, Chuck put his arm on Elaine's shoulder.
"So Waller gave you a hard time." He turned back to George. "That guy's
been looking for a fight for a long time." He looked back at Elaine. "You're
cold," and he looked pointedly at her chest.
Elaine pulled her chin down and looked at her chest. "Shit," she said. A
blotch of wet had spread on her right breast, and her nipples pointed right
through her shirt. "Shit," she said again.
"What happened?" George asked.
Chuck put down his drink and pulled at the lapels of his jacket. "You
want my coat?"
"Fuck, " said Elaine, watching her nipples harden even more. "No , I'd just
look even more ridiculous. That thing would be huge on me. That bitch,
that goddamn bitch. She didn't even apologize. She knocked me right in the
arm and didn't even say a word. I'll just keep my back turned." And she
faced the wall.
Chuck tried to keep his eyes plastered to her face , "So I can watch?"
Elaine shrugged and crossed her arms over her chest. What choice did she
have, she thought. Chuck knew her and would at least attempt not to rip
off her clothes with his eyes. George reached over and touched her face
with his fingertips. "This has been a pretty bad night for you. " Elaine
grimaced and said nothing. She wondered why she couldn't take this in
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stride, why she had to cross her arms tightly over her chest and feel the wet
fabric stick to her skin while George and Chuck talked about Chip Waller,
while Elaine interjected snide comments miserably. "He's an asshole," she
said at one point. "He's a fuck-ass," she said at another as they discussed
what should be done to him (or rather Chuck did), and that was strange
because she was the victim, she was the one with the grudge, with the feeling of violation, and yet all she wanted to do was avoid him as much as
possible, while Chuck considered the various ways his face could be
rearranged.
Chuck had begun working himself up into a fighting mood-with the
help of four beers gulped in quick succession-when Louisa flew up, clutching a huge glass of something. "Whah, Ellie," she sang, "Ah didn't expect
you all to be heah !"
Elaine noticed for the fiftieth time that Louisa's accent got stronger when
she drank. She also noted that lately Louisa's accent had been thick as
sludge for days on end.
"Ah'm Louisa Kennicot," she crowed to Chuck, "and yew ahr?"
"Chuck Watson. Nice to meet you," Chuck said, jerking his head in an
uncomfortable bow. He was angry because Louisa had barged in just as his
fighting mood had risen to a punching pitch. Elaine was relieved; this meant
she wouldn't have to talk Chuck out of doing damage to an asshole.
Louisa, oblivious, chirped and twittered and bounced her curls and went
into some wild story about how she'd ended up on the roof of "Sigma Phah
with Chahlie and Timmy" and how they'd "trahd to throw beahcans into
the birdbayuth from fowah stories up and those are hagh stories, too, and
oh, Ellie, Ah was so scahed, but Chahlie and Timmy jest kept sayin' they'd
cayutch me and pretty soon Ah fohgot all about how hah we wereah and
jest kept throwin' those beahcans into the birdbayuth. Of cohse, we were so
pah-faced thyat we couldn't see wheyah the dayum birdbayuth was-" and
she swooped and clutched her throat and clutched at arms and tossed her
head, and Elaine saw that Louisa had exorcised the fighting spirit from
Chuck and he was gazing at Louisa in fascination. She nudged George and
jerked her head toward Chuck, and George smiled with his eyes.
Slowly Elaine and George retreated, standing side by side, nodding,
watching, a united front of observance, as Louisa spun around Chuck and
engulfed him, and he began to laugh and lean forward and smile, showing
his perfect, white teeth. And Louisa's glass was empty, and Chuck went up
to the bar to fill it and didn't ask Elaine or George if they wanted a refill,
too. They waited, preparing to leave, already outside the door in their
minds, already walking through campus, already imagining how they could
find something to eat because the cafeteria was closed, while Louisa chattered and they nodded and Elaine asked her where she was going for
Thanksgiving and she said Coral Reef Club in Florida. Chuck came back
and George said it was time for them to go-though they had nowhere to
go-and Chuck said, "You just got here." But the music had been turned up
and it hurled against the walls and vibrated in the cracks and the talk roared
above them and Elaine knew no one there and George, she knew, didn't
care to know anyone there anymore and they dug up their coats from the
pile in the corner and said goodbye to Chuck and Louisa, who were
laughing uproariously, and they walked through a dark hallway so they
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wouldn't have to pass through the crowd and they opened the door and the
cold New York November seeped into their jackets, up their sleeves, as they
stood outside DKE house on the hard gravel driveway.
''I'm hungry," said George, pulling an orange knit cap from his pocket.
"Me, too," said Elaine into the cold, but she was not just hungry for
food. She thought of the young women inside at that party, dressed up,
made up, sophisticated, as they crossed their legs and lit their cigarettes,
and the young men with their jackets draped over their arms or pushed
behind their wrists when they shoved their hands in their pockets. And the
snatches of conversations she heard, drips and drops of talk that was
forgotten as soon as it was spoken: "That history quiz was a bitch." "Did
you see that chick? She had gold spangles on her eyes." "Why, Tommy,
you look like you're ready to be Chairman of the Board of IBM." "What
perfume are you wearing?" Drip, drop, drip, thought Elaine.
"I'd forgotten how bad those parties were," said George, pulling his cap
firmly over his ears. "It makes me think I would have had a better time
studying."
"We can still make the movie," said Elaine. "It's probably about ninethirty."
George pulled back his cuff and looked at his watch. "Hah. Guess what
time it is. Just guess."
"I said nine-thirty."
"Nope," George laughed and held his wrist out for her to look. "It's eight
o'five. We were only there for an hour." He stood in front of her, crinkling
up his face.
"We missed dinner for that. I'm starved," Elaine stamped her foot.
''I'm hungry and starving and I don't have any money!" George cried,
taking her shoulders and shaking her.
"Neither do I," said Elaine, bouncing like a ragdoll in his hands. "And the
coffeehouse is closed."
George let go of her and stared at her miserably. "I have five dollars to
last me through the week. Fortunately, except for decent food and alcohol,
there's no temptation to spend money in this wasteland. Elaine, what are we
going to do about food? I need food!" His breath came out in snorts, puffing into the air, filling up the sky.
Elaine kicked the hard ground with her toe and it hurt, but she was only
vaguely aware of it because she was loaded-vodka and tonic loadeddraped over George's arm loaded; the fresh air had hit every cell and expanded the alcohol in them.
"With five dollars we could get macaroni and cheese," she said.
George rested his arm on her shoulder and spoke out into the clear and
starry sky.
"I don't want macaroni and cheese. I want steak. Steak with mushrooms

and a baked potato. Steak cooked medium rare. I want real food."
Elaine let her gaze flit past George and beyond DKE house where the
cemetery stretched out, its old graying tombstones jutting crookedly from
the cold earth. Tombstones from old Glasscotters whose bones were rotting
near the old buildings where they spent the best years of their lives.
"I want salad, too," said Elaine to the ghosts of the alumni, "with real Thousand Island dressing, not mayonnaise and ketchup and sweet relish mixed
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together. I want whole slices of cucumber and bits of cheese. What are we
going to do, George?"
George thought for a moment, wiping his nose with his sleeve and sniffing. "Have you got a good-sized purse? Like something a little smaller than
a suitcase?"
Elaine tried to concentrate, but her thoughts were not collecting; they sat
like pieces of patchwork waiting to be sewn together. Her hands were going
numb and, wiggling her toes, she found that they were cold, too. Time to
stop wearing tennis shoes, she thought. She saw her toes through her shoes
and socks, white and crammed together like dead worms. She started mentally looking around her room, under the bed with papers and old notebooks, maybe a sock coiled and ready to spring, in the closet on the top
shelf. No-there it was, on the floor behind her oversized hiking boots, a
brand new blue canvas book bag with snaps on the top that her mother had
given her for school, and she hadn't used once; in fact, she knew the minute
her mother presented it to her that she'd never use it.
"Yes. Yes, I do," she said.
"Good. Let's go get it," said George, taking her arm and marching her up
the short, steep slope that led to the cemetery and beyond.
"Okay," she said, ready to be led anywhere. "What for?" she asked a
minute or two later as they weaved their way through the gravestones.
George didn't hesitate a step. "Did you ever hear of stealing?"
Elaine stopped in her tracks and squatted in front of an old, crooked
gravestone with scrollwork on the sides. She watched as the dim markings
on the pock-marked corroded stone formed into letters and dates: Archibald Fennel, 1859-1919.
"Archibald Fennel sucks cock," she said.
George stepped behind her and looked at the stone, shaking his hands
from the cold. Their breath blew steamy, like ghosts or haunts around the
graveyard.
"Archibald Fennel stopped sucking cock a long time ago-long before
you and I were born," he said.
Elaine's feet were turning solid, but still she squatted in front of that
gravestone. "Archibald Fennel sucks bone, then-pelvis bone, or he sucks
cock in heaven-that' s what he does; he sucks cock in heaven."
George put his hands on her shoulders and said in resonant tones, "And
all the angels and archangels and all the company of heaven came down
upon him saying, 'Glory to cock in the highest. Glory to thee, Archibald
Fennel, for thou hast found favor with God for thy cock sucking
expertise."'
Elaine stood up and stamped her feet on the hard, crunchy grass. "The
nuns never told me that," she said, "You know, if Archibald Fennel was
born in 1859, he graduated from here in 1881. My grandmother wasn't even
born then. That was when this was an all-men's college. Hah, I bet he did
suck cock on those cold and snowy days."
George put his arm around her and began walking up the small slope of
the cemetery to the iron gate where two iron angels stood on each gatepost
watching over the dead. The gate with its iron rods twisting like licorice
sticks and ending in spikes, hung half-opened and was stuck with a steel peg
in the earth. "Years ago," George said as they passed through the gate,
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unlocking arms for a moment while Elaine passed through first. When they
reconnoitered , Elaine with her arm around George's waist, George with his
arm around her shoulder, George began again, "Years ago, they used to
plan activities so the boys wouldn't go crazy."
Elaine watched their feet-hers in boys' tennis shoes, George more practical in heavy leather hiking boots; she bent her neck and watched those
two pairs of feet stomp, stomp, stomp, machine-like on the ground. "How
do you know?" she asked.
"Because in October, during alumni weekend, an old alumni told me. He
was a really old alumni-an ancient alumni, like class of 1911." George
sniffed again, "Chuck and I were sitting in the room; I was working on a
model or something and Chuck, I think, was standing in the bathroom cutting his toenails over the toilet and we heard this knock-not a hard knock,
not like a pounding, but a feeble knock, an old knock, like the person on
the other end was shaking. And Chuck says, 'Who the hell could that be?'
So I went and opened the door, and there was this old guy standing there.
He was leaning on two canes. He wasn't just old-he was old. Ancient."
George bent over, his arm still around Elaine, and grasped an imaginary
cane.
They had reached the outside of the quad in back of Baker Dorm; in a
moment they would be inside the quad where students hurried like frantic
shadows, dashing into lit buildings.
"Did you let him in?" Elaine asked.
"Sure," said George, "Sure, I did. He looked a little embarrassed, a little
shy. He was great. He had on a tweed jacket and a bow tie," George
laughed, "a real snappy bow tie and a white shirt. His clothes hung on him,
he was that old. He looked at me kind of shy and said, 'This used to be my
room many years ago when I was a student here. I thought I'd take a look
at it.' He had a raspy, trembling voice, and I started thinking that maybe he
had cancer or emphysema because he was wheezing like hell."
Suddenly Elaine wanted George to stop talking; she didn't want to hear
anymore about the old alumni with cancer or emphysema; no, not with
Archibald Fennel's white bones turning to dust in the graveyard, not with
Archibald Fennel's school ring rattling loose around the dry knuckle bone of
his right hand. Not when it was eight o'clock at night in November and
earth was frozen and the leaves had fallen and the quad, even with people
scurrying about, was desolate, except for the thin light shining from the
windows; not when Elaine was nineteen years old in her sophomore year
and the thought of an old man returning to the room of his youth, the only
thing still standing from his youth, the old man in a bow tie leaning on two
canes outside the door, afraid to return, afraid to bother the life that lived
there now-Chuck cutting his toenails, George building, building, always
building-stan ding outside the door and asking, but not asking, if he could

come into a place that was his and not his any longer. And it struck
Elaine-Elaine nineteen years old in her sophomore year-it struck her as
the vodka wore off like a stone in her stomach, a stone bitter and sad, and
she was sad for the pride of old men standing in doorways where they used
to live. But she didn't tell George, and George, being slightly drunk and
having a chuckle in his voice, grinning into the cold air, clasping her around
the shoulder in such a way that she knew he wanted to tell her that he
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didn't want to stop, kept shaking his head as if he had water in his ear.
"So I invited him in, and Chuck came out of the bathroom and we all
shook hands. His name was James Harcourt, I think, and he looked around
the room, not saying anything for awhile. His eyes were blue with that film
over them that old people have and finally he said, 'Hasn't changed much.
Hasn't changed much at all. New paint job, maybe.' I asked him to sit down
and if he'd like a drink or something, so he sat down and had a drink and
started to tell us all about the old days."
They began walking on the sidewalk, heading for Elaine's dorm, which
was across the street on the other end of campus, past the Commons and
the Union and the classroom buildings. George called to two guys in down
vests and they waved. George waved back, but Elaine only glanced up at
them and then looked back down at the sidewalk, wanting the old man to
rise from his chair spryly, with new juices flowing in old marrow, and
throw away his cane saying, "Well, I'm off to play tennis."
George continued, "Anyway, Chuck and I are sitting there listening to
old James tell us about the old days. He says, 'You know, back then there
were no girls at the college, and we boys had a lot of extra energy and the
administration had trouble keeping us in line. Boyish pranks, you know,
just boyish pranks, like putting a cow in the belfry of the chapel.' He'd call
everybody boys or fellows. He kept saying 'you boys' or 'you fellows' and
pointing at us with his bent up old finger." George imitated the old man's
raspy wheeze. '"So every year in late October, before it got cold, they'd
give each class cans of paint, each in a different color; freshmen had yellow,
seniors had blue, sophomores had red; I don't recall what juniors had,
maybe green, and we'd meet out in front of the chapel at seven o'clock with
our paint cans and brushes. The dean, Dean Walbridge, bless his soul (here
Elaine darted a glance at George and he said, "I swear to God, he said
that.") Dean Walbridge would blow a whistle, and we'd all run for the
chapel and start painting.' Chuck and I couldn't believe it. Christ, the
administration letting you paint all over the chapel? Chuck was really
blown away, he started saying how nowadays that'd be considered vandalism. And the old guy just drank his drink and said, 'No, it was just
boyish enthusiasm."'
As she watched George shaking his head, Elaine said, "Boyish enthusiasm? Shit. Chuck's right. You try that now and you'd be a delinquent."
George tightened his grip around her and shivered, "Jesus, it's cold.
Anyway, the old guy started telling us about the paint fights they'd have.
Not only did they paint the chapel, they painted each other, too, whacking
each other across the face, the ass. See, whatever color covered the greatest
part of the chapel, that's what class won. If the chapel had more yellow
than any other color, the freshman won. Except the freshman never won,
they always got creamed."
Elaine stopped and unwrapped her arm. "Wait a minute. The chapel was
painted all these colors? You mean in those days the chapel was yellow and
blue and green and red? You're full of shit, George."
"That's what we said-only not quite that way," said George, "and old
James said they painted it every year anyway, so it didn't make any difference. Then you know what he said?" George laughed. They had crossed
the street and were walking toward the Union, which was two buildings
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connected by an overpass. Someone inside the building would rarely notice
it was an overpass; they'd just think of it as a wide hallway with large windows on the sides. They stepped up onto the brick courtyard in between the
two buildings.
"What did he say?" asked Elaine, sullen, cold, and hungry.
"He said," said George, drawing out the "said" and squeezing her, knowing she was crabby, "Well, he started looking over his shoulder and getting
this mischievous look in his eye. 'Got to make sure my wife isn't around to
listen,' he said, and he started whispering, 'Don't let my wife hear this, but I
think coeducation is a good thing. I don't like boys living in the same dorms
as girls, but I think that it was a great day when they brought girls on campus.' And then he started looking around even more, as if the dean had the
placed bugged or his wife was listening in at the keyhole, and he hunched
down in his chair and whispered (here George pulled his shoulders together
and glanced around, pursing his lips), 'We boys used to go crazy up here in
the wintertime when the snow would be four-foot high and the hill being as
secluded as it is. We used to think terrible things would happen to us if we
didn't see a girl pretty quick. We used to think it would fall off, or we'd go
insane-or blind-or even worse. Some fellows used to visit town girls, but
most of us fellows wouldn't stoop so low. Oh, yes, it was terrible. There were
rumors of fellows whooping it up together-wit h each other. Now, that's
probably true, but still there were rumors. Yes, don't let my wife hear you, but
I think coeducation is a good thing.' Chuck and I were trying not to laugh."
'Tm glad he had a wife," said Elaine, feeling the stone lift from her
stomach. They were outside her dorm. She got out her detex card and inserted it in the slot on the door. The door buzzed and she opened it.
"Ah, warm air," said George, following her inside. "Yeah, I'm glad he
had a wife, too. He left shortly after that-not until he asked me what my
sculptures were, though." His voice echoed in the empty lobby, bounced
against all the glass, wall upon wall of glass.
"What did he say?" Elaine asked. This ought to be a good one, she
thought, as she opened the door to her hall and they paraded down to her
room. They stopped in front of her door.
"He asked if they were modern art," said George, rubbing his red, raw
hands together as he slouched against the wall. "I told him I didn't know; I
just had a good time building them and I don't worry about it. He took a
long look at the one on the mantle and said, 'Stick to your books, son.
Study hard.' I told him my father said the same thing. Then he situated
himself on his canes and hobbled out the door. He was a cool old guy. I
hope I have that many marbles left when I'm that old. But you know what
was really strange?" George stopped and stared at the wall while Elaine inserted the key in the doorknob. George cocked his head and then looked
sharply at Elaine. "Chuck," he said.

"Oh, Chuck," said Elaine, annoyed, as she unlocked her door. 'Tm
wondering what Chuck is going to pull on Louisa."
"Chuck couldn't pull anything on Louisa that Louisa didn't instigate
herself," said George.
"What does that mean?" she asked, standing with the door open. They
stood, George, preoccupied, sad, his forehead crinkled as he leaned against
the wall.
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"You know Louisa, Elaine. If anything she'll pull something on Chuck,
like dragging him up to the top of DKE to throw gin bottles off the roof."
"He can handle it," said Elaine.
"I don't know. No, this was really strange," said George, looking confused again, putting his fingers to his lips and staring at the wall. "After the
old guy left, Chuck just sat there on the arm of the chair, watching the door
with this funny expression on his face. He was kind of smiling, but his eyes
were sad. Bleak, you know?" George turned to make sure she was listening,
to make sure she understood. She stood with her hand on the doorknob,
her head resting against the door.
'Then he started shaking his head saying, 'Boy,' and then he shook his
head again. 'Boy,' and he went into the bedroom and shut the door. It was
strange." George looked beyond her head, beyond the door at the end of
the hallway, across campus, staring into his own room as Chuck had closed
the door behind him.
"And what did you do?" Elaine asked, putting her hand on George's arm,
opening the door.
George shrugged. "I just sat there, too. I just sat there."
Still holding his arm, she led him in the door. "Corne on in," she said.
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DADDY FOX VS. THE SENSUAL SCRAPBOOK
Ann Hemenway

Elaine said yes without thinking, knowing the second she said the word that
she didn't want Louisa to come in; she didn't want to look at Louisa and
both want and not want to ask her why she ended up in Joel Williams' bed,
("Of all people," Victoria Bedlow's voice reverberated).
Elaine never hinted she'd heard gossip or the nickname, "Louisa-On-theCot." And she was angry at Louisa for what she interpreted as an unspoken
expectation that she would defend Louisa against all the Victoria Bedlows,
all the Joel Williams, all the snickers, the stares, the lowered voices, the
hands over mouths in the cafeteria; that Louisa did not expect Elaine to
carry around that dagger of defense had never occurred to Elaine. It would
not occur to her now, as Louisa opened the door. All her life, Elaine had
believed you stuck up for your friends-regardless of their actions. It was
her own sense of honor that she wore like a lieutenant's sash across her
chest. She was annoyed that Louisa would never realize how Elaine had
once, twice, many times, defended her.
Louisa never defended her actions to Elaine or to anyone, but would
breeze on, blithe, cheerful, ready with a story, with a drink, with merely
the easy slow time to talk, to savor, her stockinged legs crossed at the ankle
as she lounged on the bed-her bed, Elaine's bed. On the campus she never
rushed at all, but sauntered and swayed, her books slanting in her arm, gazing about, her wide mouth lifted in smile, looking for someone to wave to.
But Elaine didn't think of this as she sat cross-legged on the floor, the snip
of the scissors suspended around a tuxedoed arm as she lifted her pointed
chin towards the door; she thought only that she was annoyed, like a sullen
cat.
"What are you doin'?" asked Louisa as she emerged from behind the
door.
"What's that around your neck?" Elaine asked, pointing with the scissors.
"It's mah walkin' shot glayuss. Ah got it at the Glasscott Inn," said
Louisa, shutting the door behind her with a foot. She leaned forward.
Around her neck was a heavy imitation gold chain ending in a shot glass
that rested neatly between her breasts.
"Doesn't it bounce against you when you run?" Elaine asked. "Oh, but
then you never run, anyway. I don't think I've ever seen you run. But
doesn't the booze slosh out of the glass?"
Louisa took a few steps closer to give Elaine a better look. The shot glass
hung, swaying in mid-air. "Ah can't run. Ah've got weak ankles." She
squatted down and took the glass in her hand and held it towards Elaine.

Elaine put her scissors and the cutout down and peered into the glass.
"See Ellie, it's got a liyud, but Ah left it upstayahs." She let go of the glass
and it bounced against her sternum.
"Doesn't that hurt?" Elaine asked, picking up her scissors.
"Ah'm gettin' used to it," said Louisa, standing with a wobble, "What are
you doin? Is it fowah a clayuss or somethin'? It looks interestin'."
"It's for the scrapbook."
"Oh, thayut scrapbook you have with George? Not studyin' eithah, huh.
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Ah'm so bowahd with studyin'. Ah just thowet Ah' d come down and see if
you were as bowahd as Ah am. Ah got some Jack Daniels up in mah room.
Whah don't Ah bring it down and we'll celebrate." Louisa put a hand on
her hip and leaned into it.
Elaine, pretending she was intent on the cutout's foot, kept her head
down as she mumbled, "Celebrate what?"
"Whah, Daddy Fox's birthday."
Elaine looked up despite herself.
"Daddy Fox? You have a Daddy Fox? It sounds like Gone With The
Wind, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, and Brer Rabbit all rolled into one."
"Oh, he's mah granddaddy. He's nahnty-fowah today," Louisa looked
toward the door, "Whah don't Ah go get mah friend Jack and Ah'll tell you
about it. Okay?"
"Okay," said Elaine reluctantly.
Louisa disappeared, leaving the door ajar. The room was stuffy with
humidity, and the pages of the magazines seemed to cling to her fingers as
she leafed through, trying to find the elusive woman in the evening dress
who wasn't too big for the man. She was slow at cutting, slow at finding
pictures. George would flick through the magazine and land upon a perfect
picture-a prize pig with its snout up, perfect for a woman's crotch-and
then the scissors would fly around the picture, even though he was cutting
left-handed with right-handed scissors.
Maybe Louisa would decide to go to the class she was probably skipping,
but the door swung open and Louisa reappeared, bottle in one hand and a
baggie of ice and a stemmed glass in another.
"Ah thowet you maht lahk some, too. Do you?" she asked, again kicking
the door behind her.
"Nope. No, thanks," Elaine answered, barely looking up from the perfume ad beneath her eyes.
Louisa swayed across the room, her walking shot glass bouncing, and
collapsed, sitting on the bed. "Ah have the worst hangovah. It's lastin' all
day. Ah was at the Inn last naht drinkin' miyunt juleps."
Elaine kept her back to her, bent over her magazine.
"Ah skiyupped mah poetry clayuss today. Ah just couldn't face it. All
they do in theyah is talk, talk, talk. 'What do you think of this simile,
Louisa? Do you think it's onomatopoeti c?' 'Ah don't know,' Ah say,
because Ah can't say that it's not onomatopoeti c, it's just plain traht.
Anaway," she sighed, "Ah'm feelin' a little undah the weathah, which
shuwah isn't hahd, because this weathah is shiyut. How's Geohge?" Louisa
turned her head and looked at Elaine's back as Elaine's shoulders wiggled
up, then down.
"Fine, I guess."
"You nevah talk about him, Ellie. Whah are you alway so secretive and
taht-mouthed about that boy? Tale me about him."
"Nothing to tell," said the little bumps of Elaine's spine to Louisa. "Tell
me about Daddy Fox."
"Oh, yeas, Ah fowahgot." Louisa looked back up at the ceiling. 'Today
is Daddy Fox's nahnty-fowah th birthday. Ah didn't go to the pahty this
yeah, obviously. Layust yeah he had nahnty-three candles on his cake.
That cake looked like it was on fah, Ah sweyah. He's so old; he hayud a
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lotta trouble blowin' out all those cayndles, especially since he's been inhalin' ceegars fowah seventy yeahs. It seems to hayuv done somethin' to
hiyus lung powah. Ah thowet he was gain' to hayuv a stroke or somethin'
raht theyah. He was turnin' blue and evrathin'. But we all helped him , and
all those cayndles went out like somebody put water on 'em. "
Elaine had reached the end of the magazine in a fruitless search for the
evening-dress ed woman. How little can I say, she thought as the annoyance
prickled up her arms and kept her eyes down, her voice low. How could she
keep herself asking (at the same time accusing, not speaking, letting her
anger dart around the room) why Louisa forced this role upon her-this
role of both prosecution and defense. But she spoke, finally saying, "So tell
me about Daddy Fox."
"Louisa sat up , lifted her glass to her lips and said, "Daddy Fox isn't his
real name. His real name is De Forrest Jackson Lee Gayrette. "
Elaine didn't hesitate a moment. "Wanted to pack them all in one, didn't
they? Are those all Confederates? "
"Wale, they weren' t gain' to name him Grayunt or Sherman, were they?
Or Lincoln? He was only bowen about twenta-five yeahs aftah the war,"
said Louisa after she'd drained her glass.
"That's true, " said Elaine. "So anyway, tell me how he got the name. "
Louisa stretched out on the bed and put her hands behind her as if she
were standing on a hammock among the jimson weeds and honeysuckles.
"Ah'll tale it to you the way they told it to me when Ah was a little girl. "
Her voice grew soft and lazy and dripped like molasses. "Ah sweyah Ah've
heard it 'bout a hundred times . Evrabody tells it. Daddy Fox tells it about
fifty times when you see him. That's 'cause he's so old he repeats himself a
lot."
Elaine laid the finished cutout on the blank page of the scrapbook to test
it out. "Proceed," she said.
Louisa stared at the ceiling. "About forty yeahs ago, or maybe fifty yeahs
ago , evrabody lived in the Big House. Well, not evrabody, Aunt Mae and
Aunt Caroline, Daddy Fox's sistahs, were married with children and lived a
coupla miles away, but Aunt lzzie, who nevah married, lived in the Big
House with Daddy Fox and kahnda sat around a lot doin' petty pointy'know, needlework? Ah guess she was a little touched in the haid or
somethin'. They talk about her as if she was. Once when she was young,
she rode to a party in a gahbage truck. She was late, so she stopped this
gahbage truck and asked the drivah fowah a ride. He sayed, 'Get on in,' so
she got in the truck in her chiffon dress and shocked the shiyut outa
everybody. Her beau was in an accident involving a gasoline can and a
barbecue pit and burned to deayeth, so she nevah married, but that's
anothah story. "
"Louisa, just tell me the story, will you?" Elaine said, edging Miss Mark
Eden 38DD with Elmer's glue. "You don't have to tell me the books of
Genesis and Leviticus, okay?"
Louisa opened her eyes and turned towards Elaine's purple T-shirted
back. "Ah'm just givin' you a little background. See, Daddy Fox lived in the
Big House 'cause he was the oldest son. He's mah mamma's Daddy, but she
wasn't married yet. Mah payrents didn't get married 'til about 1936 and this
was about 1932. See, Ah gotta sistah who's thirty-nine. Ah'm the baby by a
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long shot, Ah sweyah. If I'd been a boy they woulda named me Josephy'know, Joseph, child of mah old age ... That shiyut.
"Anaway, evrabody was at the Big House 'cause Aunt Aimee was gettin'
married. She was the first dawtah to get married, and Daddy Fox, or
Deforrest, as he was called then, was kinda nervous, 'cause his first dawtah
was gettin' married in about a week. Daddy Fox sayed he was relieved to
get Aunt Aimee off his hayunds, but Aunt Aimee says he was nervous'Skittish like a colt,' she sayed.
"Seein' as evra one was home, Daddy Fox-Ah mean DeForrest-decide d
to hold a hunt. They hired Mistah Reems to be the hunt mastah and told
him who to invite. See, the hunt mastah is in chahge of all the goin's on and
he handles the dawgs. Daddy Fox had the best dawgs: Daisy Chain and
Showet Stuff. Daisy Chain led the pack and Showet Stuff hung 'round in
the back snuffin' evrathin'. Daddy Fox still talks like those dawgs were
blood relatives, I sweyah-Elaine, what in holy hale are you doin'?''
Elaine took her finger out of her mouth. ''I'm testing the glue to see if I
still like it."
When she' cl placed the cutout in the scrapbook, the glue had seeped out
around the edges, so she' cl wiped it up with her finger and put the finger in
her mouth to see if she remembered the taste. It was bitter and sour. "I used
to like it when I was little. I used to eat the stuff all the time when nobody
was looking. Did you ever let it dry on your skin and peel it off? Bobby and
I used to do that for hours, pretending like we had scars, and then we'd peel
it off and let the flakes pile up on the table until it looked like we had advanced cases of leprosy. Bobby used to give me shit about eating the stuff
all the time, but I was addicted."
As Elaine spoke, Louisa's face wrinkled in disgust. "Do you know what
that stuff's made of, Ellie? Do you know what's in that shiyut? Hohses
hooves-hohses hooves and cows hooves."
"That's hide glue, Louisa, not Elmer's glue. You're not the first person
who told me that. Bobby beat you by about fifteen years." She squirted a
dot of glue on her palm, spread it into a thin layer, and waited for it to dry.
"Then, whah do you think they have a cow on the front of the bottle if it
isn't made outa cows?" said Louisa as she dropped a limp-wristed hand
towards Elaine. "Lemme see the bottle."
Elaine turned and handed her the bottle and quickly turned back.
Louisa sighed. "Ah cain't tale what's in it; the lettahs are all scraped off.
Just don't eat that stuff, Ellie. It cain't be good fowah you. Heah," Louisa
held out the bottle, "Heah, Ellie, take it," she said as she leaned forward
and poked Elaine in the back with the orange cap. Elaine reached a hand
around her back and took it. The glue was dry on her palm and ready to
peel.
''I'm not going to eat it, Louisa. It tastes like shit. Just finish your story,"
she said, all the time wondering why she couldn't look Louisa in the eye.
Louisa dropped her head back on the pillow. "All right. What was Ah
talkin' about?"
Elaine shifted her weight and crossed her legs Indian style. "The dogs."
"Oh, yeas. Anaway, they got about fifteen or twenta couple-whatevah
that means, hounds. The kind that yodel, and they brought 'em all ovah to
the Big House the day befowah. Ah guess they made a lotta noise 'cause
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Daddy Fox didn't get ana sleep-or maybe he was too nervous. Anaway, at
a hunt, evrabody gets up at the cracka dawn, and Ah guess they let the fox
outa the cage about an hour befowah so that he can run around and get lost
and make it hard fowah the dawgs to fahnd him.
"So they all got dressed. Now the mastah and the huntsmen (theyah the
guys that handle the hounds) weyah raid coats and black velvet caps. So do
the whippahs-in, who ride around the dawgs to make sure they don't go
sniffin' squirrels or rabbits and get off the track. They ride hohseback, too."
"Do they whip the dogs?" Elaine asked.
"Hale if Ah know. Ah suppose they do, since theyah called
whippahs-in."
"Terrific," said Elaine, "You know, you have a great family. They shut
your great-aunt up in the house because she's a little weird, and they beat
little dogs. That's wonderful."
Louisa plunged ahead. "So while evrabody else is gettin' dressed, Daddy
Fox, who's already dressed, is feelin' pretty low. He hadn't gotten ana sleep,
and he was really edgy on accounta Aunt Aimee gettin' married. Now Daddy Fox sweyahs he just wanted to celebrate early. Ah mean real early; that
seven cases of bootleg Kintucky sowah mash whisky was just too much of
the devil's temptation. Aunt Aimee disagrees. She says that she should've
sayed, 'Get thee behahnd me, Satan' and left that sowah mash alone. But
Daddy Fox didn't do that. When evrabody else was gettin' breakfast, Daddy Fox was clompin' downstairs in his custom-made boots to the cellah,
while nobody's lookin', and heyeds straight fowah the seven cases of Kintucky sow ah mash."
Elaine stopped cutting and turned-yes, turned-facing Louisa as Louisa
sat up in bed, looking around her.
"So," Louisa continued, glancing at Elaine, "He goes ovah to one of the
cases, rips it open, and takes outa bottle, cracks it open, and drinks it down
like it was the last drink he was evah goin' to get. As Daddy Fox sayez,
'Fastah than you can say Jehosophat, that Kentucky sowah mash whisky
was outa the bottle and down the hatch.' He sayez that evra time he tales
the story." Louisa's voice got wobbly and her accent became even more
pronounced. 'Faystah thayen you kin say Jeehosophat, thayut KINtucky
sowah mash whisky was outa the bottle and down the hayutch.' Then he
cracks open anothah bottle and guzzles that one, too. Now you can imagine
his condition, 'cept he didn't feel anathin' til he got outside and tries to get
on his hohse. All of a sudden he feels like he just got dropped down a mine
shaft. He goes ovah to his hohse and tries to get his foot in the stirrup, but
the stirrup just keeps slidin' away. Now his hohse, Captain, knows theya's
somethin' wrong, so he starts backin' away, and one of the huntsmen come
up and asks Daddy Fox if he needs some help. But Daddy Fox is dayumned
if anabody' s gonna help him get on his own goddamned hohse 'cause he
was born on hohses. Finally, he kinda crawls onto Captain's back and sits
theyah, swayin' like a peach tree in a windstohm."
Louisa sat on the bed and swayed back and forth, her eyes rolling and
unfocused.
"Now Mistah Reems, the huntmastah, has already given the command
for the hounds to draw, which means look around for the fox. Now
evrabody' s sit tin' around on they ah hohses watchin' the dawgs sniff around
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until they get a whiff of the sceyent. The huntsmen and the whippahs-in
cheer the dawgs on and start blowin' on theyah hohns until Daddy Fox
thinks his heyed is about ready to bust open to the size of a rayvine. You
evah heard a huntin' hohn?"
"Louisa," said Elaine, stretching out her legs, "Where would I hear a
hunting horn in Muncie, Indiana? It's not exactly the hunting capital of the
world. The only horn I ever heard was Mary Ann Pinkney squealing on the
cornet across the street."
Louisa was turned around, plumping the pillow behind her. "Ah don't
know, Ellie. You mighta. See, a huntin' hohn is just this long tube that only
has two notes-piercin' notes. It can raise the daiyed-even the daiyed that
have been daiyed for a hundred years."
"Even the Civil War dead, huh, Louisa?" said Elaine, now not even
bothering to pretend she was gluing, but just listening.
"Most especially the Civil war daiyed, Ellie, honey," said Louisa with a
smile, "Anaway, at the sound of that hohn, the hohses get rarin' to go. The
dawgs start yodelin' and cryin', which means they've latched on to the
sceyent, and Daddy Fox takes off, hale bent fowah leathah, whippin' old
Captain (who doesn't need whippin') and yellin' like he was Teddy
Roosevelt chargin' up San Juan Hill. The whole time he's drunker than
shiyut, but he's too good a hohseman to fall off his hohse-even though
he's swingin' in the saddle like Tarzan on a liyumb."
Louisa's arms were swinging over her head as she had again sat up in the
bed. "Evrabody sayes that was the wildest hunt they've seen in at least fifty
yeahs. Those dawgs didn't stop runnin' and yelpin' once. Usually theyah
daiyed spots, where the dawgs lose the sceyent and the whippahs-in hafta
coax them along, but not this time. This time those dawgs just kept movin'
and snuffin'. Now Daddy Fox was one of the finest huntahs around-drunk
or sobah-and he's haulin' ass aftah these dawgs like he was chasin' a
Yankee thief. (So he tales it. Ah have nothin' against Northernahs, you
know that.)" Here she paused to make sure Elaine had understood. Elaine
nodded, looking at Louisa's round blue eyes, not knowing that her green
eyes were equally as round, if not rounder, as she nodded up and down
slowly. Louisa, satisfied, plunged ahead.
"So Daddy Fox is goin' fast ah than anyone else; he's practically steppin'
on the dawgs' tails and Captain's foamin' at the mouth and Daddy Fox is
yellin' like a banshee and behind him people are callin', 'Deforrest, watch
out for that tree!' and 'Don't jump that fence!' But Daddy Fox doesn't listen
to 'em 'cause he's movin' like a bat out a hale, and he's leapin' ovah fences
when the dawgs are just crawlin' undah 'em. And theyen he sees the fox-at
least he thinks he does-' cept he seein' two foxes and about eighty dawgs
'cause he's seein' double. He sees those two raid-and-white furry tails and
fowah pointy ears and the d.awgs are hallooin' like all bejesus and those
foxes run up the tree and sit they ah, scared as shiyut. And Daddy Fox,
who's no spring chicken, but about fifty yeahs old, is right behind the
dawgs when he comes fl yin' up to that tree, hollerin' and shoutin', and he
kills those two foxes-'cept theyah's only one-and he takes out his knife
and cuts off the mask and tosses it ovah his shouldah to Jimmy Joe McLean
and then he cuts off the mitts and throws 'em to whoevah, because he
wasn't lookin' (maybe the dawgs ate it, Ah don't know) and then he hacks
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off the tail and starts chargin' around, swingin' that dayumn thing ovah his
haiyed like a helicoptah, screamin' and yellin' and practically smashin' into
trees until he's dayumn near outa sight. Evrabody's sittin' theyah wonderin'
what the hale is wrong with him. He's actin like he nevah got a fox
befowah, and they watch this speck of Deforrest Gayrette jump ovah this
huge fence and start gallopin' around Francis Jacobs' tobbaca field. Now
Francis Jacobs is yowah basic white trash who shoots at anathin' that moves
on his propahty-includin' people-and theyah's Deforrest Gayrette,
fathah of the bride-to-be, trampin' all ovah 01' Man Jacobs' tabbaca field,
swingin' a foxtail ovah his haiyed and shoutin' when a shotgun goes off.
And Deforrest Gayrette falls off his hohse fowah the first time in ovah thir·
ty yeahs and lays theyah, still as a rock, flat on the ground ."
Louisa paused to light a Saratoga Long, slowly shook out the match,
dragged on her cigarette a little too deeply, and stared at the wall in front of
her angelically. Elaine watched her for a long time , letting her enjoy the
suspense; then she turned her back and began leafing through the scrapbook. She picked up a True Confessions article and began to trim it. Finally,
she said, "Okay, Louisa, the minute's up. I'm dead from suspense. Tell
me the rest. "
"You sure you wanta heah it?"
"Yeah, I'm sure . So what happened to Deforrest Garette?"
Louisa slowly eased herself down to a prone position. "Well, he's lyin' on
the ground, and evrabody goes thunderin' up to him and just looks at him ,
shocked to shiyut. Aunt Aimee starts cryin' her eyes out 'til somebody
sayez, 'Ah don't see ana blood. ' So they get off theyah hohses and move in
a little closah, and then they catch a whiff of the Kentucky sowah mash .
He'd just passed out cold, clutchin' that foxtail like it was a baby's blanket.
"A few of the men go to wake him up, and somebody turns him ovah
and he just starts snorin' -hard. And Aunt Aimee sayez, 'You aren't gain'
to wake him up when he starts snorin' like that. You might as wale just
carry him home. ' See, when Daddy Fox snores like that , he's so loud, the
roof shaykes and he's daiyed asleep. So a bunch of 'em pick him up , and
he's heavy-daiyedweight-and they throw him ovah Captain's back like a
sack a meal and walk him home."
Elaine, who had again stopped cutting and again had turned to look at
Louisa (who was lying on her side on the edge of the bed ), said, "That
doesn't quite explain it. How did he get the name Daddy Fox?"
Louisa looked at Elaine, the left side of her mouth stretching toward the
ceiling in a smile. "Ah hayven't gotten to it yet , Ellie. Hold yowah hohses.
See, the next day-long about noon-Daddy Fox wakes up and he has the
wust hangovah theyah evah was ... "
"Worse than the one you have now?" said Elaine innocently.
"No comparison. Shiyut, Elaine, he drank two bottles of Kintucky sowah
mash, ' Ah just had six miyunt juleps. Anaway, he slowly crawls outa bed
and gets dressed and creeps out to the veranda and sits theyah for hours,
not even thinkin', until his brothah-mah Great-Uncle Robert-actually it's
Uncle Bobby Lee ... "
"As in Robert E. Lee Garette?"
"Ya yes, ma' am, you got it. Unless Bobby Lee comes up behind him and
whispahs, 'Feelin' poorly, Brothah Fox?' Now Deforrest starts up and with
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all the strength he can mustah, he cracks ol' Bobby Lee one raht across the
haiyed. Bobby Lee just picks himself up and laughs, but Aunt Aimee sees it
and begins to say, 'Hey, Daddy Fox, hey, Daddy Fox,' about fowah hundred times (Ah told you she was a pain in the ass) and Daddy Fox has had
enough and tales her to go stick her haiyed in a rain barrel and take her
damn fool no 'count addle-brained fiance with her."
Elaine lay down on the floor and sighed, "Louisa, what does all this
mean?"
Louisa sat up and widened her eyes. "Ah'm gettin' to it, Ellie. See, that
comment got Aunt Aimee mad, but she didn't say anathin'. You know, hale
hath no fury like a woman scorned, that shiyut."
"Bull shit," said Elaine to the ceiling.
"Ellie, Ah'm tellin' it to you the way Ah was told it. Aunt Aimee nevah
fowahgot it-she didn't say anathin', but she nevah fowahgot it eithah.
And about a year latah she has a baby. And anothah year latah the baby
starts talkin', and of course, he's got to call his granddaddy somethin'. The
tradition in mah family goes that whatevah the first grandchild calls you is
what all the grandchildren call you from then on. So Daddy Fox goes to
visit, and about two minutes aftah he walks in the door, Aunt Aimee picks
up the baby and points to his granddaddy and says, 'Who's that, Jere.my?'
And Cousin Jeremy, who's about two years old sayez in perfect clear
English, 'Daddy Fox!' "
"Jesus Mary Joseph, Louisa. Jesus, Mary Joseph," said Elaine to the ceiling and she started to laugh. "You made that up."
Louisa stood up and brushed off her skirt. "No, Ah didn't. Every word of
it is true. At least as far as Ah know it's true."
Elaine sat up and wrapped her arms around her knees, watching Louisa.
"Just like it's not true that you ended up in Joel Williams' bed Saturday
night."
Louisa, still gathering herself and her belongings up, didn't miss a beat.
"Now Ah wouldn't go that far."
"Then it's true. You did," said Elaine, and she just about bit her tongue
and waited for Louisa to say shut up, Elaine, or none of your business, or
what difference does it make, because Elaine suddenly knew it didn't make
any difference, that Louisa was her friend and told her stories and brought
her drinks and magnolia blossoms and whippoorwills and told her about
Southern nights when the air was so thick you could touch it like a black
velvet curtain.
"Is that whah you've been actin' so strange, and you won't look me in the
eye when you remember not to?" asked Louisa as she paused from screwing
on the cap to her Jack Daniels.
Elaine didn't look at her and didn't answer either.
Louisa sat down on the bed and looked at her, hard. "You been defendin'
me, Ellie?"
Elaine still didn't answer. She'd had too many years of nuns' accusations
to answer a question like that.
Louisa's voice grew softer than Elaine had ever heard it. It grew as gentle
as a mist on a peach tree. "You don't have to defend me, Ellie. You don't
have to defend me to anyone. My Aunt Aimee said once that people are
goin' to talk no matter what you do, so you might as well do what you
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want."
"Especially here," said Elaine, her mouth against her knees.
'That's true. Ah never met such people for bein' so interested in what
other people do. They must be very bored."
And Elaine looked at her and shook her head, "But why Joel Williams, of
all people?" Shut up, Victoria, she thought.
"Ah wanted to see what he was like," said Louisa as she stood up.
Elaine perked up. "What was he like?"
Louisa strolled to the door and said ever so casually, "Worst lay Ah ever
had. A field mouse has a bigger prick than Joel Williams." She opened the
door.
Elaine jumped up. "Wait a minute, don't go. Tell me about it."
Louisa laughed. "Well, there sure isn't much to say, if you know what Ah
mean. He has no sense a rhythm, for one thing. Ah felt like Ah was ridin'
on the back of a flatbed on a dirt road. He told me Ah was great. 'You're
great, you're great,' he kept sayin'. Too bad the feelin' wasn't mutual."
Elaine put her hands on her hips. "Jesus fucking Christ, I don't believe it.
Yes, I do believe it. That's the funny part. What a flaming asshole."
Louisa leaned against the corner of the door and swung back and forth.
"Ellie, don't you worry about me. Ah'm <loin' just fine. Besides, Ah may as
well tell you, since you're my good friend and the only person around here
that even tries to stick up for a person. Ah'm leavin' at the end of the
semester-gain' to Europe with mamma."
"You'll be coming back, though, won't you?" said Elaine, but Louisa was
shaking her head.
"No, Ellie. See, all Ah ever wanted was to meet a nice doctor or lawyer
and have a nice house and play a little tennis. Ah'm not gain' to find that
here. And Ah want to go to Europe. Ah want a little peace and quiet.
That's all."
"Oh," said Elaine feeling her eyes growing wide and sorrowful.
"But Ah'll see you, Ellie. Ah'll always see you."
But Elaine, standing, her arms crossed now, halfway across the bare
room from Louisa, didn't believe that. And she didn't, right now, say all the
nice things that people say when a friend is leaving. She didn't say don't go,
or I'll miss you; she just said, "Oh."
"It's almost five-thirty, Ellie. Ah gotta change for dinner. See you later."
And Louisa slipped out the door before Elaine could say any nice things,
before Elaine could say goodbye. As the door closed, she realized that
Louisa's heavy accent had almost disappeared when she had stopped talking
about Daddy Fox. And she wouldn't think that Louisa was leaving and that
she'd never hear of Daddy Fox again. She went to her closet and got her
brush and began pulling the bristles through her fine brown hair. Electricity
crackled. It was five-thirty, she thought, as she brushed and brushed. She
was meeting George and Sarah. She still had a month to see Louisa, a
month to say all those nice things. She didn't have time now.
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THE MILE-LONG BRIDGE
Pete Bontsema

Tim was a hard worker all right, an entrepreneur. Born into humble
slovenliness of working class parents in the blue collar industrial suburb of
Franklin Park, he quickly rose to the elegant and opulent cushiness of Lake
Bluff, a town so grandiose it even looks warm in the wintertime. He made
this prestigious climb in the astonishingly short time of two weeks.
Back in Franklin Park, Tim's father worked in the rail yards beneath the
tollway. As you drive south of O'Hare Airport along the faithful Tri-State
Tollway, you come to this bridge-they call it the Mile Long Bridge, and
it's all of a mile and then some, arching high for the full mile, taking you on
this aerial cement path that goes over the railyards. When you look out
your car window, you look down into this incredibly crammed and condensed area of parallel tracks, hundreds of pairs of tracks, each one going
off in the distance and coming back again to crisscross, each one lined with
long strings of freight trains, boxcars and engines. Between the endless lines
of tracks are gravel paths and cars and little sheds and warming houses
where men in dirty and greasy jeans go in and out, tiny houses with broken
wooden stoops and rusting doorknobs that won't shut all the way. The
younger men wear tight-fitting jeans jackets over their proud muscular
bodies, and the older men wear khaki, thigh-length jackets that droop
heavy from pints of whiskey kept in the deep pockets. And, as you scan
this entire sight, the wide and distant square miles of tracks and trains, you
see two huge warehouses looming protectively over it all, somehow giving
explanation and reason for all this metal and machinery. They are the low,
flat Georgia-Pacific warehouse and the multi-story, close-faced, intimidating structure of cold gray called The Empire Galvanizing Division,
Joslyn Mfg. Co. This is where Tim's dad worked, and the highway department made a big mistake when they didn't stick a little rest-stop ramp on
that bridgeside, for people are always riding over that bridge with their
faces pressed to the windows or hanging out like a hot spaniel. The state
could have put in a couple outhouses and those telescopes that you can SEE
ALCATRAZ! with; they could have cleaned up on concessions.
But the funny thing is, you don't see all that much activity down there. If
you're buzzing down the tollway at 55 or 60, you get a full minute on that
bridge, and you can hang your head out the window and crane it to all
angles and you'll see the trains and high power lines and the smoke coming
out of the little sheds, and you'll see the big warehouses and steel plant, and
you'll see some cars parked here and there, and you'll even get a good look
at the Foster and Klieser billboard with the slinky blond stretched out beside
a bottle of Black Velvet Scotch, but you aren't likely to see any workmen
walking below her. She'll smile and look sexy above all the train tops, and
her face will become obscured in power lines as you drive away, and hers
will be the only face you'll see. This is where Tim's father worked, and God
only knows what he did.
"Christ if I know," Tim would say. "I go to work with him on Saturdays
sometimes and we'd go a couple places and walk all the way from the west
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end to the east and he wouldn't do a thing. Just walk along and watch the
ground and I thought we were looking for something, so I looked, too.
Then we'd go into some crummy office, and he'd talk with his buddies and
drink coffee and try to fix me up with their ugly daughters. "
It was probably the vagueness of his work that killed Tim's dad , the fact
that people didn't know where you'd be at a certain time or what you'd be
doing . It was the type of job where you could crawl into an empty caboose
and sleep for a couple hours. A lot of people like jobs like that, and Mr.
Conforti was no different. He was a smallish guy, quiet and shy, a guy who
lived from paycheck to paycheck and tried to raise his children morally. A
basically nice guy who made a living and not much more. And he tended to
keep to himself. He didn't drink on the job (except for a few beers on Friday
and Saturday maybe, just before quitting time) , but a lot of the other guys
did and they threw some pretty good hoists. In summer they'd walk down
the never-ending paths of gravel that wound and curved between the walls
of freight trains, groups of five and ten, walking along and drinking beer,
following the paths that curved and curved until you felt you were walking
in circles. They'd go from shack to shack, these little offices and lunch
rooms that had heaters in winter, fans in summer and refrigerators always.
These five guys walk in on a summer afternoon and find five or ten more
guys, all sitting around the dark wooden table and lying on the benches
below the dirty windows, drinking beer. There's a fan sitting in the sink,
blowing over a bucket of ice, sending coolness onto the sweat and _grimy
collars of the men. And they all drink. And then they move on to the next
house, picking up more guys, separating into smaller groups, moving on ,
getting drunk, following more gravel paths under the summer sun, making
prayers to the Black Velvet lady who became more real as the day went on
and the sun went down. And as they go, they get rid of their beer cans,
sometimes tossing them towards oil drum garbage cans and sometimes just
tossing them into empty boxcars. Sometimes there would be an empty bottle of Old Fitzgerald found on a flatcar a week later, and it would bring
back fond memories for the finder, remembrances of a Friday drunken into
obliteration.
It was on a sunny Saturday morning in summer-a Saturday after one of
those Fridays-that Tim's dad was working, walking along a gravel path
between two long trains. He happened to look into an empty boxcar and
saw a beer can that was actually nailed to the back wall of the car, with BB
holes in the can and all around it. Somma the guys musta brought an air
pistol, thinks Mr. Conforti with a smile, and he's right. In fact , if he had
been around for the previous night's festivities, he would have seen some of
the boys taking potshots at Miss Black Velvet with a pump action pellet
rifle, standing in the darkness and aiming like duck hunters at the skylined
billboard while the cars rolled on the tollway in the background .
All harmless fun , but the boys won't remember where they hung this beer
can, and Mr. Conforti figures it's best if he takes it down while he has the
chance. He stands at the side of the boxcar and puts his hands on the flat
floor-about chest high-and gears his teeth and knees for the bounce-andjump that he's probably made twenty times a day for the past twenty years.
He's forty-seven now , and the push-up doesn't come as easy as it used to
but he gets up OK and goes to the back wall where the beer can tilts
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cockeyed on the wooden wall. He looks at the can and the dozen or so
holes, then smiles at the hundreds of misses around the edge, BBs still
lodged in the peeling wood. He figures the boys to be hitting about one in
ten, not bad after a few beers, and he turns to see empty cans discarded at
the far end of the boxcar, shining in the shadows. Musta had one too many,
he says to himself, and grips the beer can to pull it from the wall. But the
nail is stronger than he thinks, and he puts another hand to the task, clenching his teeth and pulling hard. And it still won't budge.
And then he's gone. Just like that. Aneurism. Blood vessel pops and
you're gone in nothing flat. Not a whole lot to it. Old people sometimes
drop dead while they're trying to take a shit. They sit there straining to take
a dump, and they screw up their faces and hold their breath and push push
push and the blood gets tied up somewhere and the artery explodes. Pop
goes the vessel. Hard to tell how much pain there is, but its quick at any
rate. Tim's father was yanking on that nailed down beer can with two
hands, pulling hard, his face right up close, teeth grinding ... and then he's
on the dusty wood slab floor, his back against the wall, his arms outstretched and paralyzed, eyes open and black with dilated pupils, lying in
the shadows below the beer can on the wall.
It would be later that day, when the sun had shifted and was now warm
and yellow on his stiff body that Mr. Conforti was found. Some nineteenyear-old kid who had just started working there happened to see him and
went tearing to the office shack in cold terror. His first dead body.
It was also a first for Tim's mom-her first dead husband. After the kid
told the foreman, they ran back to the boxcar and a couple guys carried the
body back to the shack and these five guys sat around in near panic trying
to figure what to do. And the body lay there on the bench below the grimy
window, looking like a Saturday napper that was so common. So the
foreman paces around and takes suggestions and they call an ambulance,
but they know its gonna be a long wait. They don't know what to do, but
the foreman decides he's the only one capable of making the correct decision and he decides to call Mrs. Conforti. Just fuckin' calls her on the phone
and tells her that her husband is dead.
And you take some woman who's been a making-ends-meet type of wife
and mother her whole life, a woman whose last job was in 1956, a woman
who knows she doesn't stand a chance of providing for herself, let alone
herself and a fifteen-year-old boy, and she's likely to lose her mind. She was
a skitterish woman to begin with, always afraid to be alone in the house at
night, always begging Tim not to go out when his father was gone at night.
An incessant worrier who only saw a pinhole view of a situation, always
this speck of negativity which blossomed like a newsreel iris before her. A
woman who wore aprons over her thin body, who tried to keep her blonde
hair full and curled short on her head, much in the same style as it
had been when she had married Mr. Conforti back in '55, a woman who's
facial skin was taut and unwrinkled, and when she smiled it looked as
though she'd cry. When her husband died, Mrs. Conforti was offered help
by the Wives of the IWW ("Wobbly Women" as they were known in the
neighborhood). These were all women whose husbands had gotten pinned
to walls by forklifts or hit in the head by sewer drainpipes swung from
cranes, men who had lost fingers in jam presses or gotten fried in electrified
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pools of standing water. Some dead, some just maimed. These women had
been through all of it before, and they visited Mrs . Conforti and comforted
her with the sympathy of experience . They offered her all kinds of
help-money, companionship, even free psychiatric counseling that would
be paid from reserved union dues. But Mrs. Conforti couldn't see that ,
couldn't imagine herself going to a head doctor or taking charity. She
refused everything. Tim and his uncle had to push the hysterical woman
through the funeral and the stream of well-wishers and calls of condolences.
They told her where to go and what to do; all she had to do was exist. She
sat at the kitchen table for days and cooked meals on schedule that were
never eaten. She cried and slept only for a couple hours at a time , usually
resting her head on the kitchen table. Tim tried to help , tried to console her,
but only saw himself getting sucked under with her. Mrs . Conforti knew
there would be pensions and Social Security and insurance, but she kept
saying, "It'll never last us, never, " and Tim got to the point where he
couldn't take it anymore. Then, almost two weeks after her husband's
death , Mrs . Conforti poured some Bo-Peep ammonia into her afternoon
coffee and began a long and painful death. Tim was away , but a next door
neighbor heard the woman scream as the ammonia sizzled through the walls
of her stomach, and she came running. She took her to the hospital where
Mrs. Conforti lay for three days before dying of massive bleeding of the
stomach.
Tim had been living up in Lake Bluff with his grandmother while his
mother was in the hospital. He had been given a lot of bullshit about her
condition all through the three days ("Tim, it's hard to say, but she just
might pull through. But why don't you get involved with a therapy group
anyway-just to help you through this trying time" ). Three or four times a
day there would be calls from the hospital, none of which he was allowed
to hear ("Could I talk to your grandmother, Tim?" ), so Tim stole a message
recorder from the office of a friend's father and, with the help of the friend ,
connected the machine to the basement phone so he could listen in on the
kitchen conversations. He spent a lot of time in the basement during those
three days of summer, always with the shutters closed over the windows,
the lights off, and the stereo going. That was the best part of living with his
grandmother-the terrific stereo which she never used. Tim brought all his
albums, some hash and dope, and got high in the basement and listened to
music and paced around and every time the phone rang he flicked a switch.
He'd listen to his granny's footsteps overhead, following them as they
walked to the phone and then stopped for five or ten or twenty minutes,
however long the call was. Then when he heard the steps go back, he'd click
the machine off, rewind the tape, and play it back. It's not long before his
grandmother calls from the top of the stairs, 'Timmy, could you come up
here for a moment , please?" and he clicks off the stereo and eagerly bounds

out of the sun-slit darkness, nervously stoned and scared , trying not to
show that he already knows the latest development , but anxious to see how
his grandmother will sugar-coat the news.
He had the basement just the way he liked it. The queen-size hide-a-bed
pulled out from the couch and kept there with the blankets all tousled and
messed , w ith Tim's clothes scattered on top. When the bed was just a
couch, it was one wall of a four-sided "conversation group ," a small square
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made of the couch, a couple love seats, and two or three chairs. But now,
with the mattress pulled out and all the chairs kept in place, it was this single
mass of room-consuming bed. It took up the whole center of the room, with
the fireplace to one side and the stereo to the other, all surrounded by the
face-high windows with the wooden shutters closed tight, letting in only
thin streams of sunlight. This is the way Tim liked it and, for the three days
while he was there, his grandmother indulged him and let him have his
way; she didn't even bother him. She never went downstairs and that gave
Tim a chance to get high in peace and listen to his albums and pace around
when he was thinking. And when the phone calls came in, he went over to
the table back by the fireplace and flicked on the recording machine.
And when the news came in that his mother was dead, Tim switched on
the phone recorder just like a dozen other times, and he proceeded to pace
around the bed just like always. He walked in big looping circles, listening
intently for the almost indiscernible beat of footsteps coming through the
ceiling above him. The stereo was going full blast, but that didn't interefere
with his well-focused concentration, and as he turned each lap, he'd stop by
the bed and take a hit of hash. Then he went back to his walking. But he
didn't hear his grandmother's footsteps like he usually did, and after about
ten minutes he got suspicious. He clicked off the machine, rewound it, and
listened to the replay. And though the conversation upstairs was not over,
Tim was downstairs, already knowing that his mother was dead. It was
news he had been expecting, waiting for, and he didn't give it much
thought. Instead, he sat in the center of the bed, smoked his hash pipe, and
wondered how his grandmother would break the news. It was more than a
half-hour before she came to the head of the stairs and called him up, and
when she did, he just stayed in the heap of blankets and sheets, staring at
the bowl of the pipe, and said, "I'll be up in a minute. I'm wrappin' a present to take to Mom in the hospital."
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AMANDA
Adrienne Clasky

Amanda always comes over and leans against Mike's doorjamb, and it just
tears at him. Something in the way her head is tilted to the side, temple to
wood, as if it were too heavy for her to hold upright. He will stand there
huge and blond and bare-shouldered in his striped tank-top because of all
the heat being kicked out of the silver furnaces behind him. H2 will coax,
"Come in, come in."
She will start talking right away, even as she heaps her parka on the
shaky wooden chair by the door, as if he has asked her a question and she is
just answering it. He will go and lay himself out mid-couch, legs stretched
out long and crossed in front of him, head dropped back against the window, which presses a circle of cold into his scalp, and he will watch her as
she begins to pace. She will pick things up off his desk as she passes it:
Jung's autobiography, a beer bottle with a German label, a Bic pen which
she clicks five times fast.
One night she says, "You know what my grandmother told me the night I
came home after my first Fuck?" She says "Fuck" louder, blares it across the
steaming room at him, going for the shock. The furnace to his right sizzles
and the wind rushes by the window behind his head and a car grumbles
slowly down the ice-glazed street. He feels himself to be as big and passive
as a stuffed bear-something Amanda has told him he reminds her of.
"Actually," she goes on, at his desk now, clicking the pen, "it was after my
first, second, and third fuck." She comes over and curls herself onto the
couch next to him, so close that her knees rest on his thighs, and she sets her
cheek down on his shoulder.
"See, I had been with Phil. I didn't get home till at least five; I had never
stayed out that late before. This was last spring. The sky was all royal blue,
like a neon sign at the height of its flash. The whole kitchen glowed with it.
I closed the back door and was just standing there feeling all fine and milkycalm between the legs. I didn't even notice Gramma sitting there at the
other end of the table until she said, Turn on the lights, Amanda.' I got nervous right away. I mean, she was sitting there in the blue, and she hates being in any room without the lights on, unless the sun is shouting DAYTIME
through the windows. So I walk over and hit the switch and the yellow
rams all that blue out of there and glares at me. So when I look down at
her, I'm squinting. 'Sit down, Amanda,' she says. Her voice is real calm,
steady. This scares me, too, because her voice is never calm, not even when
she's asking who left the yogurt out. So I sit down across from her, the long
way, on one of those straight-backed, third-degree chairs of hers. 'Where

were you, Amanda?' My eyes are watering from the sudden brightness and
maybe because I'm so tired, and she blurs-no features, just beige on the
top and glaring pink from her house dress_on the bottom.
'"Ou_t,' I say, stalling to give myself enough time to think up a lie. And
she says, 'I'm not gonna ask you where you were, Amanda,' like she hasn't
just asked me that. 'I already know,' she says. 'I just want to tell you what
happened to Margaret Anderson.'
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"Oh God, I think. An abortion story. But I've heard her mention
Margaret before, so I know whatever she's gonna tell me is gonna be
true-she never makes up things about real people. She says it's bad luck.
'"Margaret,' she goes on, 'was a little Gentile girl who stayed with us for a
year when I was fifteen. She was sixteen and looked, you know, older. She
already had bosoms. Not big, ugly ones, but just enough to make her waist
look smaller in those dark, silky dresses she used to wear. And she had the
sweetest face-the way shikses sometimes do-a little goyim nose that turned
up at the end and smooth, real blonde hair, not dyed, and not too
blonde, just blonde enough. ' So Gramma tells me she came home from
school one day, and Margaret and her mother have their coats on and are
waiting by the door. That Margaret's face was streaked from tears and that
she wouldn't look at Gramma and that her mother's face was stiff like it was
frozen.
"Mother said, "We're going out," so I just went, Amanda. We didn't ask
questions of our parents in those days.' So she tells me how they got on a
streetcar and got off in this real poor section-There wasn't even glass in the
windows, Amanda-just wooden boards nailed across.' Gramma stopped
smiling by this time, those hazel eyes of hers are opened real wide like she's
scared. She tells me how it was real cold, 'The sky was dark, Amanda,
gray.' God. I can just see the three.of them: my great-grandmother on one
end in this old, shabby, black overcoat that I've seen pictures of, with the
shiny gold buttons she sewed on when the old ones fell off, looking like a
walking house because her breasts pushed the coat out so far in the front
and her shoulders were so wide. And Gramma on the other end with her
chicken legs sticking out the bottom of some wool coat that didn't come past
her knees because they couldn't afford a full-length one. And between them
this beautiful shikse, all blonde and camel hair-coated. Anyway, Gramma
tells me they had to walk a long way-until her toes were stinging
and her legs were red-before her mother finally turned into a building.
'And no one said a word the whole time, Amanda. ' She tells me they
walked up stairs and stairs through a hallway so dark you couldn't see your
hand in front of your face. 'My mother warned me not to touch the bannisters, but I knew better. Already at fifteen I,' she stresses the word "I", 'had
common sense.' She tells me that when her mother finally knocked on a door
it was opened by a woman with hair that was three different shades mountained on her head and a cigarette dangling out the side of her mouth. "'You
stay here," my mother told me, and I didn't have to be asked twice. I was a
good girl.' So Margaret and her mother followed the woman and her
cigarette into a room off the front room and closed the door behind them.
'And I was alone in that dark room behind those boarded up windows.
There was a ratty, old couch with the stuffing falling out the center of it,
but I was afraid to sit on it, so I just stood there in the middle of the room
and waited."'
Michael circles an arm around Amanda's shoulders and runs a finger
down the side of Amanda's cheek, foll ows it under her chin .
"She tells me she waited a long time. 'Maybe an hour, Amanda, an hour
in that gloom, smelling the stale cigarette smoke that had probably been
trapped in there since the past summer. Then there was screaming. You've
never heard screaming like that, Amanda. I've never heard screaming like
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that. So I disobeyed my mother. The one time-the only time-I ran into
that room, Amanda. And what I saw ... There was Margaret on this wide
bed with my mother leaning over her so I couldn't see her face-just her
legs. Her dress was pulled up to her waist. She had no stockings on her legs,
Amanda, just blood. Blood was smeared all down them and pooled between
them and fingers of it soaked and spread out on the sheet around her.
And that woman. That woman was standing over her holding up in the air
a metal thing that hooked at the end-and the end, Amanda, had blood on
it. The end had been inside her, Amanda. My mother looked up and said
just one thing to me, "Get out." And I obeyed her, Amanda. When we finally
left, Margaret couldn't even stand up all the way. She was hugging herself
around the middle and leaning against my mother and her face was so pale,
so white. And it was cold outside, Amanda, but her face was shiny with
sweat.' Gramma looks up at me now, and her whole face is pinched inward,
her eyes are squinted, nearly closed. That's what happens,' she says to me,
'when you stay out all night with a boy that has watery blue eyes and arms
like three octopuses.' Then she marches out of the kitchen, slamming off the
lights. Well, I can tell you, she sure curdled that fine milky feeling between
my thighs."
Michael had been running his fingers down her neck and she had swatted
them away. "Stop it," she had said. "I don't feel like fucking tonight." So he
had dropped his hands into his lap and watched them lying there, puffy
fingered and white. He had wanted to say to her, "I don't want to fuck you,
Amanda. I just want to make you feel fine and milky inside. But he knew,
because of the way she writhed when he was on top of her, because of the
way she spiked her chin into his shoulder, trying to get him off her, that he
never would. That she loathed his body that it was too big and heavy. If I
could tear the flesh off my body to lighten if for you, Amanda, I would, he
had thought that night, enjoying the dramatics of it.
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POT DAYS
Adrienne Clasky

For days the fall sky had bulged with heavy and oppressively dark clouds.
But on Monday, finally, and in a frenzy of thin, sharp drops, it rained.
The new, lovely dishwasher Rudalfo, who had started at the Third Rail a
week ago, and had been sentenced then by Jake, one of the owners, to the
dishroom, heard, in a pause of the rumbling of the machine in front of him,
the rain orgasmically flinging itself to the cement outside the screen door to
his left. Suddenly light again, he jigged backwards, grabbed above his head
for a clean rag from a pile of them on the shelf there along the back wall,
cracked it crisply once, then tied it by two corners around his neck like a
cape. The silver box of the machine hissed; steam billowed from its mouth
to his right, and he pounced back to it, plunging his bare arms into the
steam, and tugged a dish rack, heavy with clean hot plates, out of its
always gaping mouth. All week the thick air had hung on him, pressed
against him like a fat, insatiable woman-giving him an erection that
formed a small, white pyramid under the elastic band of his uniform pants.
And all week, through the doorway, perpendicular to the screen door, a
woman's voice had drawled into the dish room, low and as languid as the
air:
"Aw Charist, Gustavo, give me some food! Come awn! I need something
to munch on!"
He would wade to the doorway, throwing his hands out before him, and
grab either side of it, as if he were pulling himself up through mud. He'd
poke his lovely head into the kitchen-but she'd always be gone. And he'd
laugh, delighted with the game, the mystery of it. He thinks about that
voice now, standing with his back to that doorway, clattering plates into a
stack.
Jake, who has been bent under the cover of the bar counter, twisting glass
after glass clean on the black, vibrating brushes suctioned to the bottom of
the sink, hears, above the quiet humming of those brushes, the zinging of
rain on the flat roof above his head, and agitates the glasses faster on the
brushes. The hinges of the front door whine out: The door is opening. Jake
pops his head up over the counter, letting go of the glasses and floating his
hands in the warm, languid foam on the surface of the water. Is it Amanda?
No, it's not Amanda, it's too early-she never lazes in till past eleven.
Maybe she'll come early-no, it's Rosie. A few minutes and another whine
later, he thinks, no it's Ben. Then, it's Betsy. It's Marrisa. Damn, damn,
damn. And he feels the rain, faster now, whizzing like bullets onto the roof,
on the bare and tender skin of his neck, exposed between the ridge of his
close-cut hair and limp collar, and the skin on it prickles. She's gotta be
coming in. She's gotta be here soon, soon ...
The door hinges whine out again, but the person pushing the door open is
doing it oh-so-slowly, dragging the sound out into more of a cry this time.
Jake pops his head up one more time-and yes, it's finally, finally Amanda.
He ducks back down, slips a glass off a brush, and releases it into the rinse
tank.
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Only Amanda is not released by the rain. The other waitresses and
waiters are scurrying through the dark restaurant: Rosie rushes napkins onto tables, followed by Ben who bangs forks onto napkins, followed by
Marissa who slaps down knives, followed by little Betsy who pings teaspoons down. But Amanda lugs herself down the aisle, narrow shoulders
slumped under her long and heavy cloth raincoat, as if still walking against
the thick, pressing air of last week.
You see, this is one of Amanda's pot days when, before work, she parks
her Vega down by the lake in a hug of boulders, her fender almost kissing
the flat, green metal of a No Parking sign, while she sucks a toothpick joint
down to an ash, which she pinches to powder and drops out the rolled
down window-sepa rating herself from the evidence. In fact, every day this
past week has been a pot day for Amanda, but everyone thought it was just
the weather, dragging on her the way it did on them.
Ben, snapped back into quick movements and nervous irritation by the
rain, pausing fork over napkin, sees Amanda's profile in stripes through the
wooden bars dividing the center two rows of booths-the tan of her face
and hair, the hook of her nose, but her eye is blotted by a bar-and he pelts
the side of her face with complaints:
"You're late again, Amanda. What's with you? You've been late every
day this week! Whatta ya think, you can just breeze in here for the rush,
without doing any of the setting up, then breeze on out? Is that fair,
Amanda?"
"Life is never fair," she says. He sees her eye, half-closed between the
bars. She passes on. He slams the fork down on the napkin.
At the bar, Amanda props herself up on her elbows, grinding them into
the bar counter. When she's stoned, she's forever leaning on her elbows, as
if the pot has sucked up her strength the way she has sucked up joints, and
her elbows are becoming sorely red, scaly, and dry.
"Howdy, Jake," she says down to his pale, soft neck.
Pretending surprise, but moving too quickly for the surprise to be
believable to any but a very stoned observer, Jake snaps to standing and
says, "Oh hi, Amanda, how are ycfU?"
And she answers, "Surviving," with a tired drawl, the answer she always
gives when she's stoned.
He chuckles a dry, papery sound that makes Amanda's throat itch. She
rubs her neck.
"Sorry I'm late."
"Oh Jeez, that's okay. Don't worry about it." He grins, and his gray eyes,
puppy-dog eager, pry into her eyes, which makes her nervous. Defensively,
she drops them to his shirt. It's a new one, shiny white and crossed with
cold, blue stripes.
"Nice colors."

"What? The shirt? Why thank you." He puffs out his thin chest, rubs his
sides. Her eyes are so soft this morning, he thinks, fuzzy like kittens. Usually they are like scared mice, scurrying over the bar counter under his
searchlight stare. He doesn't understand that nervousness- doesn't she
know he'd never hurt her? That his hands would be ever-so-gentle on her
neck, the slant of her cheek. And looking at her cheek, he sees that the rain
has plastered a strip of hair across the wide bone. Without thinking, he
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reaches tentative fingers to it and oh-so-gently caresses it back behind her
ear-and she lets him. Her eyes laze up his shirt to his eyes, and his thighs
tremble beneath his polyester pants. He doesn't notice that the softness of
those blue eyes is only a blank, stoned stare. She has let me touch her. She's
let me.
"Well, I guess I better go do some work." She turns slowly from him,
drifts through the kitchen door.
He watches it swing until it stops.
The steam billowing out of the mouth of the dishwashing machine has
heated the air in that small, close room, has thickened it again with the
sticky smell of lavender soap powder. The crisp white of Rudalfo's uniform
has wilted into gray and droops damply on him. He is slapping plates
resentfully into the dish rack. He has heard the wooden soles of her clogs
knocking towards him across the tile floor of the kitchen, and he knows
without looking that those footsteps, musical like wooden blocks, are the
footsteps of the chiparosa with the so-slow voice. So he turns from the
chest. A corner of his cape lifts, falls.
And Amanda sees him. His hair, oh god, his black, black hair, falls
across his forehead at an angle so sharp it makes her dizzy. He is Peter Pan,
Robin Hood, all the slender, dashing young men she imagined when she
was eight, imagined them swinging on a silk rope to stand in the open window of her bedroom, wearing magical clothes: loose white blouses with
sleeves that puffed, masculinized by black vests and tucked into hugging
black pants. She sucks in that sticky air; her hand jumps by itself to her ribcage-and she stands there holding it palm up as if, in a minute, she is going
to disconnect that breast and pass it over to him. And he smiles, as if ready
to accept it. Just then a slapping of thin leather over tile closes in on them
from beyond the far door. Jake comes and stands in the doorway. No farther. As if that rich, candy-air is too thick for him in his cool silvers and
blues, to wade through. He grins, like always, showing the gaps between
his yellowing teeth to Amanda, to Rudalfo, nodding slightly. He says
nothing. Amanda pauses, her body still held up before the sinking that
would come if she were only allowed to pass that breast. Rudalfo, all casual
carelessness, let's his arms fall back and rest on the runners behind him,
cocking his lovely head at an angle to Jake.
And Jake slides his hands up the cool slipperiness of his shirt, over the
rockiness of his ribcage, the way he always does-but there is a difference.
Usually he is spreading himself up, as if saying, "Yes, here I am, I am here!"
But this time, there is a tremulous reassuring going on: I am still here, I
AM!"
"Well, Amanda, are you all done with your work? Your tables are all set
up?" He still grins, slides his hands floorward now.
Amanda is stunned. She opens her mouth, closes it again. He has never
criticized her in any way, questioned her about her work.
"We have no room here for lazies, for people who let other people do all
their work!"
Amanda backs out of the dishroom, dropping her hand from her breast.
Jake nods once more at Rudalfo, then turns, and as he walks back to the
dining room, through the glaringly white kitchen, he feels his age heavy on
him, and his shoulders, usually squared, slump forward.
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The rain pushes a cool breeze in through the screen door which swirls
around Rudalfo' s legs flapping his soggy pants. That old pine he griego , he
thinks, and tosses his head feeling light.
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INNER CITY SKETCHES:
GOD BLESS THE CHILD
Reginald Carlvin

Hattie Evans returns to the small table nestled at the window's edge, a halfempty can of warm beer cradled in her work-worn fingers. She sits, listening to the thum and hum of the street, staring pensively at the brand label
on her beer can. The sudden loud noise of children playing a game jerks her
head around. Phyllisine and Chu-man stroll up the street; Chu-man staggers
a bit, loaded on reds. He lets his hand drift from Phyllisine's waist to her
buttocks, brushes, feels, rubs, caresses, 'til she knocks his hand away
playfully. Minutes go by as Hattie waits, slowly turning the beer can
around in a wet ring on the table, impatiently.
Phyllisine, lithe, lush brown, slightly bovine, pops into the room, slamming the door behind her, looks quickly and evasively at her mother and
heads straight for the refrigerator. She peers inside intently. "What we got
to eat, Momma?"
"Where you been, Phyllisine?" her mother asks, in a hard flat tone.
"Oh ... up 'n down the street," she answers, snatching the last piece of
salami from the understocked 'fridge. "Over at Mary Jo's for awhile and
then ... "
"Up and down the street where, Phyllisine? Me and Miz Edwards been
sitting right here in this window just about all afternoon and we ain't seen
hide nor hair of you in all that time ... and the first time I do catch sight o'
you ... you come strolling up the street with that no-count bastard
Chu-man ... with his hand all over yo' rump!"
Phyllisine stands awkwardly, posing with one leg bent to the side, popping gum and switching stances as the mood of her mother's lecture goes
from light logic to heavy drama. Mrs. Evans' temples bleed with repressed
anger and her right eye twitches as she goes on. And on. And on.
"Now Phylissine! I've told you a million times not to be ripping 'n running up and down these streets with boys hanging all over you! Especially
Chu-man! You know he ain't no good! Boy ain't but fifteen years old and
got two babies already."
Phyllisine, tired from a full day of ripping and running up and down the
street with Chu-man, nods listlessly, sighs slightly with boredom between
gum chops.
"Now I'm telling you, Phyllisine! It's gonna be your lil' red wagon! Chuman ain't got no job, ain't got a pot to piss in or a window to throw it out
of!"
As her mother rages on and on ... Phyllisine's attention wanders so completely that it appears she has mentally blotted her mother out.
"Phyllisine! Phyllisine! Damnit! You hear me?!"
Mrs. Evans suddenly springs from her chair, enraged by her daughter's
lack of attention. "After all I done for you! And you run around like a common hussy!" Mrs. Evans screams the words out, hitting at Phyllisine's head
with the beer can, slinging a sparkling stream of warm beer across the
room.
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Phyllisine casually dodges the can and her mother's flailing fists, at
first ... 'til the full weight of her attack lands. She stumbles backwards,
shielding her face and head with her arms as her mother hits wildly at her
with open palms, and then her fists, and finally with a hairbrush snatched
from the dresser.
Her attack is a grunted, disgusted, mad, savage, primitive one ... between
the two of them , Hattie Evans' angry grunts and the deep-throated screams
coming out of Phyllisine, the small room rocks with a feeling that can only
be called madness. Phyllisine, bruised, too hurt to scream any longer ...
Finally, her mother's anger and attack slow down, 'til she is just simply
pounding at her daughter's body with no strength in the blows, the handle
of the brush broken off on Phyllisine's head. And then she stops, crying bitterly, along with Phyllisine ... hard, cold, brutal tears ... milked from her by
frustrated visions and lack of breath.
Phyllisine sits sobbing on the floor, her head resting on the side of the
bed, lumps, snot and tears streaking her brown African face.
Mrs. Evans walks slowly, woodenly, away from her, to the refrigerator,
pulls another can of beer out of a six-pack and moves heavily past her
daughter, back to the open window. She sits, looking tired, angry, and
black.
The room and space between mother and daughter is filled with spent
tension, but not private tension. Below them the sound of a blasting car
horn, from the next room the sounds of a man and a woman making
drunken, loud, careless love ... and from other places an El train rumbling
by, the gravely sounds of James Brown, Aretha, Ray, Charlie Parker ... the
screams and yells of a group of playing children.
Phyllisine crawls up over the side of the bed, swollen, hurt , in a state of
shock ... crying bitter, sporadic tears. Hattie Evans sits, quietly sipping her
beer, tears running over her cheeks and down into the corners of her
mouth. Phyllisine sobs herself off to sleep, while her mother remains in
place, shaking her head slowly as though trying to rid herself of evil
thoughts.
"Phyllisine? Phyllisine?! Wake up, baby ... let Momma talk to you."
Phyllisine jerks backward on the bed involuntarily as her mother reaches
out to pull her into her arms ... "Don't be afraid, honey . .. Mamma's sorry .. .I
guess I just lost my temper, I'm sorry."
They sit, in a warm silhouette, framed in the half-light of early evening,
mother and daughter with their arms around each other, crying quietly.
Hattie Evans holds her daughter's tear-stained face in her hands, trying to
blot out, in some way , the noise, the filth, the rats, roaches, poverty of
spirit and meanness of their lives.
"Girl. .. listen to me, please ... Momma don't wanna be beating on you, but
that's the only way I can teach you what you have to know in life. Life is

hard and men ain't nothing but dogs and that's a lesson you got to learn
early in life! Men will sweet-talk you and jive you 'til they get what they
want, and after that, they don't wanna have nothing else to do with you.
Now don't get me wrong! Some men ain't like that. . .but most of 'em is.
And 'til you learn the difference between the two , you really got to be on
your guard ... or as y'all say nowadays ... you got to be on the case ."
"What it is ... " Phyllisine says quietly, and she and her mother look at
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each other openly, with affection for the first time since she entered the
room.
"Phyllisine ... you getting to be too big a girl for me to be throwing you
around this room the way I'm doing ... "
They both stare suddenly, fearfully, at the door as several bodies in the
hallway wrestle-bump through it; the sounds of men arguing come through
and then fade as they go on.
"I know what I think you really need, probably more than any advice I
can give," Mrs. Evans continues. "You know what that is?"
Phyllisine shakes her head slowly, negatively, from side to side, as she
wipes her nose with the back of her hand.
Mrs. Evans gently removes her hands from her daughter, a determined
look in her eyes, begins to bustle about the dingy little apartment assembling herself. She pulls a blood-red dress with fringes around the hipline
from a small collection of outdated dresses in her closet, shakes her head
negatively and pulls another one out, weighs the merits of the two dresses
carefully and finally decides to stick with the red fringe. Mrs. Evans, totally
caught up in the dress selection thing, temporarily forgets her daughter,
who sits up in bed watching her mother's actions with a puzzled expression.
"Momma?"
"Huh?"
"You never did tell me what it was you thought I needed."
Mrs. Evans pauses in the course of greasing her legs and gives Phyllisine a
secretive little smile ... "I got it in mind, sweetheart. .. got it in mind, if it
works out okay, I'll tell you about it later on."
Phyllisine continues staring at her mother quizzically. "You going out
somewhere?"
Mrs. Evans, in her best nylon slip, putting on makeup in the mirror,
mumbles, "To a bingo game at 'Nita's." And goes on to her hair, struggling
a bit with the handle-less brush. Phyllisine hops from the bed to help her
mother, beads of perspiration on her forehead and top lip, zip up the
slightly-too-tight red dress.
They manage, with a joint effort-Mrs. Evans sucking in deeply,
Phyllisine pulling the zipper up-to get the dress on.
"Well, how do I look?" she asks, making a couple of turns in place.
"It looks nice, Momma .. .it really does."
Mrs . Evans sways rhythmically a few times, suddenly caught up by the
music from someone's radio being played weekend-loud down the hall. She
bounces over to a cheap mahogany jewel box for a piece of costume jewelry
to set her dress off with, humming a bit as she does so.
Finally, satisfied that her thing is together, she turns to Phyllisine. "Now
listen ... I may not be in 'til late .. .I want you to stay inside the rest of the
evening ... a girl can't do nothing but get herself into a whole bunch of
trouble being out in the streets late at night, okay?"
"Okay, Momma ... what we got to eat?"
Mrs. Evans repowders the moist places on her face, digs down into her
purse and hands Phyllisine a dollar.
"Take this and run down to Pop's Place and buy yourself a couple of
handburgers. I'll bring some food home when I come home. 'Nita's cooking
chit'lin's 'n stuff."
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Phyllisine folds the dollar into a neat square and balls her fist around it.
Momma gives her daughter a quick, urgent peck on the cheek and a tender
hug.
"You be good now! I shouldn't be out too late ... run on down to Pop's
and come right on back, don't be lallygagging around, you understand?
You got your key?"
Phyllisine nods yes stiffly, silently showing her mother the apartment key
on a string around her neck. Mrs. Evans pauses at the door to see if she has
her own key and, without another word, leaves . .. her jaws set tightly.
Phyllisine stands, as though rooted to the spot for a moment, slowly
wanders over to her mother's last beer can, shakes it for proof of content
and then downs the dregs. She wanders aimlessly about the room , sits staring out the window at all the people on the street for a couple of minutes
and finally , impulsively, decides to go for her hamburger.
She trips through the hallway of her building, pausing to be curious at
each door, starts downstairs and meets Chu-man lounging on the second
floor landing with Billy Woods and BoBo, killing a pint of white port. They
make a sudden move to run before realizing who it is ... settle b~ck into their
groove, seeing it's only Phyllisine.
Chu-man, thin hawkface shadowed under a big hat propped rakishly on
his bulging Afro , suavely reaches for Phyllisine' s arms as she walks past
him.
"Where you going, girl?" he asks, in his best Sweet Peter voice.
"Ohhh, " she answers, grinning, young love flashing , "nowhere in particular. .. just walking out... "
Chu-man pulls back up the steps a bit, whispers loudly, "Come on, go up
on the roof with me .. .I wanna show you something. "
"You want this comer, Chu-man?" Bobo calls up to him as he and
Phyllisine start back up the stairs.
"Naw .. go 'head, y'all kill it," he calls back, making an obscene finger
behind Phyllisine's back.
On the rooftop, filled with as much garbage as any of the alleys below,
they spot ... over in one comer, behind a crumbling chimney, two glowing
tips going around in a circle.
"Must be Willie and some of the fellas getting loaded," Chu-man says,
trying to make out the faces in the dark.
He leads her by the hand to another section of the roof, behind a
chimney. They stand, leaning against the waist-high roof edge, staring
down, fascinated by the sight of the swarming people on the street below
doing so many different things at one time ... and by the glistening lights
from the tall buildings downtown , throwing a spectrum of colors on lowlying clouds.
Chu-man edges behind Phyllisine, aligns himself to the shape of her

behind, locks his arms around her waist and begins to nibble on her earlobe
and kiss her on the neck.
"Stop, Chu-man, don't do thatl I got to go."
But Chu-man doesn't stop, his hands go on ... to cup her breasts, to reach
and to push his slender fingers into the elastic top of her panties.
She turns to face him as he attempts to pull her down onto the gravel surface of the roof. "Ooooh Chu-man .. .I love you so much, " she says and
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kisses him, her eyes closed and trusting, his open and cynical. He crudely
pulls her dress up, starts yanking her panties down and off, and trying, in
the same motions to unzip his fly.
"Chu-mannnn ... Chu-mannnnn," she whispers to him as she permits
herself to be stretched out on the roof, "you know I think you wrong about
my period! I don't think I'm just irregular. . .I've missed three times in a row
now .. .I think I'm pregnant. I don't think those red devils you gave me
work."
Chu-man shows the slightest possible interest in the information
Phyllisine lays on him. He begins to make hard, forceful motions inside of
her. "Move," he whispers abruptly. "Move over this way a lil' bit! This
damned gravel is hurting my knees ... "
Three large silhouettes ooze into view, freezing Phyllisine's motions with
fear ... towering above the two of them.
"Whassamatter?" Chuman asks, breathing hard. "You don't dig the way I
fuck or something?!"
"I don't think that's it, young blood," one of the figures says, the joint
still glowing in his fingers, "I think she's just waiting for a real dick, that's
all."
"Go 'head and finish, lil' bruh .. .I'd wait an hour for a shot o' that tender
young pussy."
One of the figures nudges Chu-man in the side with the toe of his shoe
and asks, in a cold-blooded voice ... "We ain't gon' have no trouble outta
you, are we, young blood?"
Phyllisine holds her face in her hands, trying for a scream that won't
come, as Chu-man's body rolls off of hers, exposing her nakedness to the
night air.
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BREAKAGE
Tom Metcalf

The rocks keep plunking into the water; the ripples are smashing into each
other and causing the bottle to bob and sway as it heads farther out into the
gravel pit; it partially obsures itself in a thin layer of clouds and takes on
the appearance of the moon.
As Dave cocks back with another rock, he turns to Pat and says, "It's like
that bullshit about unsaved infants." He releases the rock and turns back to
Pat. "The reason the Church did this was because in the Dark and Middle
Ages, the people who baptized kids received a set fee for doing it." The rock
splashes short to the left. "Since a lot of people were really poor at the time,
this was a major expense." He begins kicking a rock loose with the side of
his foot; the rock is partially imbedded in the ground. 'The Church has
always used horror stories to scare people into doing things." He begins
scraping the dirt from the rock with his thumb. It's a pear-shaped, gray
rock with all the weight on one end. "First they'd say that an unbaptized
baby could never go to heaven. A baby-"
"Motherfucker! That was close," Pat exclaims after a near miss."
Dave continues, "-that never had a chance to do anything. Since it was
a baby, they said that it wouldn't go to hell either; it would hang out
through eternity in limbo."
"Kind of like the Twilight Zone, or the great bench in the sky."
The wind whips up and begins blowing their hair around. Pat chucks
another rock at the bottle and Dave continues his dissertation on babies.
'Then they used to tell all the peasants that Satanists made candles out of
the fat of unbaptized babies. They had to use unbaptized babies. This
would scare the peasants into having their babies baptized right away, so
that Satanists wouldn't steal them away in the night and make candles out
of them."
Dave and Pat both release rocks at roughly the same time. The bottle is
getting farther and farther away, and they are having to arch the rocks way
up in the air, so that they sweep down from the sky near the bottle. As the
last two rocks cut through the water, the sun pops out-lighting the
splashes. They are each determined to be the first one to get the bottle.
Dave ordinarily would never be standing there throwing rocks at a bottle
in a gravel pit. He is following Pat's lead who threw the bottle in the water
and began throwing rocks at it, intentionally missing it at first. He seemed
to be enjoying himself so much that Dave had joined him.
"Ah, a skipper. Check this baby out " Pat holds up the flat rock for
Dave's inspection. Dave perfunctorily examines it. Pat steps down near the
water and releases the rock sidearm across the surface. It begins skipping in
a quick domino succession. There were eighteen definite skips and one
questionable dribble at the end, which Pat would, of course, count and say
he had nineteen.
Triumphantly, Pat turns to Dave and says, "What really used to get me
was the bit with indulgences. In the Dark and Middle Ages, they out-andout sold them. I remember when I was a kid, I used to get these little holy
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cards with stuff like three hundred days' indulgence written on them." Dave
pitches an irregular rock that curves so far off to the left, he doesn't even
bother to watch where it hits, and says, "Some of these cards used to have
nice pictures on 'em."
"I have always been partial to the halo effect. I wish I could do it. Just all
of a sudden have this light around my head, with choirs of angels singing in
the background. Be a great party trick. But the thing with indulgences is
caught up in the whole idea of purgatory. It's kind of like, if you go to
heaven, you've got it made. No problem. If you go to hell, you're fucked
and there's nothing you can do about it. No problem again. I mean, things
are already decided anyway. But it's kind of like you can do business with
purgatory. As a kid they explained it to me something like a checking
account. If you did good deeds, you could start stockpiling grace-this
could be compared to money. However, venial sins were like writing checks
against your balance of grace. If you wrote too many bad checks in the way
of venial sins and you had the misfortune of dying, then you'd get sentenced to purgatory for some unspecified amount of time. The rub is, if you
are dealing with infinite time, what would some finite amount of time like
three hundred days signify in dealing with eternity?"
"That's it?" Dave yells as his rock plummets towards the bottle. There is
a distant click as the rock bounces off the bottle, visibly shaking it, but
leaving it afloat.
"You must've hit the top of it, up by the lip."
"Son of a bitch. I hit it. I did hit it."
"That don't count. You have to sink it." Pat explains.
"What if nobody hits it again? It's getting pretty far out there," Dave implores, thinking he deserves some kind of recognition for having it.
"Then nobody wins. Hold it. The bottle wins and we both lose." Pat
always liked making up his own games. He particularly enjoyed being able
to make up the rules and apply them where he thought fit.
"If neither of us hit again, I should win because I at least hit it."
"Well, that would be a pretty sleazy way to do it. If you had any honor
or pride, you wouldn't even consider it."
"You haven't hit it yet."
"Not yet. I will in a second. I just have to find a good rock." Pat begins
surveying the ground in search of a suitable stone.
"You're full of shit," Dave mumbles as he himself begins searching for
another rock. Semis and cars are rolling down the expressway in the not-sodistant distance. The sun again moves behind the clouds, and the shiny cap
the bottle had been wearing disappears, making it much harder for them to
see. They each unsuccessfully heave a couple more rocks out at the escaping
bottle.
"Catholic grade schools are pretty weird places. They can tell you all
kinds of stuff, and because you're a little kid, you don't know any better,"
Dave says while debating whether this rock in his hands would be too
heavy to throw.
"You know what it is-as kids we were just like peasants. Just too ignorant to know any better. I bet you heard some strange stuff. I know I did."
Pat pitches a rock that just barely overshoots the bottle.
"Maybe if you keep that up you can drive it back in closer. I remember
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getting in lots of trouble for disagreeing with this nun one time because she
claimed that the centuries-you know, like this is the twentieth century-she claimed that the twentieth century started in 1950 and could continue until 2050. I was only in about third grade at the time, but I knew she
was wrong, so I started arguing with her. She got all pissed off because I
was disagreeing with her. I had to do some kind of ridiculous punishment
for arguing with her. "
"Probably writing spelling words over and over again ."
"Yeah ," Dave responds as it all flashes back to him .
"That seemed to be pretty much the standard punishment for a wide
variety of offenses in the parochial school systems . They would just vary
the number of times repeated and the number of words according to the offense."
"They were always big on repetition. Confession had to be the prime example. The more frequent and serious your offenses, the more prayers you
would have to say. We had one priest who was famous for making
everyone say rosaries regardless of what you did ."
"We had a priest that was kind of the same way. Three Our Fathers and
three Hail Marys was the traditional punishment. "
They are both searching the ground, since rocks are becoming increasingly difficult to come by.
Dave begins to chuckle and says, "I knew these girls in high school whose
parents would drag them off to confession, and they'd gang up on the
priest, surround him from either side of the confessional. "
"How could they gang up on him? They always go one at a time. " Pat is
somewhat puzzled. "And you were put in a degrading position. "
"Well, they'd get in there-making sure that they each went in at the
same time-and start coming up with all these lurid stories to make the
priest horny. They'd just go on and on with anything they could think of,
and when they ran out of steam and the priest was getting steamy, they'd
flip open the sliding door on the other side, and the other one would start
working on him ." They both start laughing.
"Some of that stuff drives people to desperate measures. It was like the
weirdness of the nuns rubbed off to some extent. I'll never forget this one
kid who used to pay little kids a quarter to stand by this brick wall behind
the school and let him throw a hardball at them. He'd step back about ten
feet and just smack the living hell out of them. The little kid that was hit
would cry, but walked away a quarter richer. He'd then recruit a fresh one,
and the new little kid would assume his position, standing there trembling
next to the wall, waiting to get hit with a hardball. It was against the rules
for the kids to put their hands up. He'd paste another one and again go after
a fresh one ."
" Didn' t the little kids refuse to do it after they got hit? " Dave inquires

while digging a rock from the ground with his fingers.
"I could never really understand it either. But the kids, the same ones,
would be right back doing it again the next day . It's kind of like this other
kid we had in our class. He used to almost make people beat the shit out of
him. I mean the kid was suitable for picking on , but you could be standing
there-totally leaving him alone-and he'd walk up and hit you right in the
nuts. He usually got his ass kicked about twice a day. " Pat has located a
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stash of rocks and begins digging them out, even as Dave has been forming
a pile of rocks for future use. The autumn sun comes out, warm on their
faces, and again sets a shiny beacon on the bottle which is continuing to
move farther and farther out of range.
Pat continues babbling, "Nuns are the worst, but there's something about
all teachers that want to teach little kids. I'm sure some of them really want
to help the kids and all that kind of stuff, but I think most of them are just
in it for the power aspects of being able to scare little kids and make 'em do
whatever they want."
"That's got to be it. Unless, of course, they're child molesters. Then
they're in the perfect position to take advantage of little kids. After all, their
parents tell them to do whatever the teacher says, and they're usually
beyond reproach."
"When you're a kid, you don't really notice what fuckups they are personally, because you're too little to know better."
"And because nuns are supposed to be religious figures, they have that
double whammy, because besides being your dire superior, it was like they
could get you in more trouble with God than you were already in."
"It goes beyond them though. I'll never forget I had this totally useless
sociology teacher in high school, and it was a public high school, taxpayers'
money and all that. She talked like a guidance counselor. One time she
starts talking about the Egyptian sun god Ra-like in sun ray. I guess she
must have figured that made sense. Now that I think about it, it was actually a history teacher telling me this. I couldn't stand it and just burst out
'It's Ra (rah). Ray is something that you name a hillbilly.' Anyway, the
sociology teacher I was telling you about was giving us a lecture on drugs.
She told us that barbiturates were uppers and amphetamines were downers,
and that a doctor had put her on barbiturates for a diet and she took them
for three days and got addicted and had problems getting off the stuff. As
she started to tell the class what an ordeal it had been, I couldn't stand it
any more and burst out saying, 'You're full of shit, you have everything ass
backwards. No doctor would give you barbiturates for a diet. Barbiturates
are downers and amphetamines are uppers.' She told me she was offended
by my language, and I told her I was offended by her ignorance. That
earned me another trip to the office."
They both haul their stashes of throwing rocks over to the hill by the
edge of the water. The first one each of them throws is way off as they
immediately go for another rock and another try.
Dave says, "It's funny. That's the kind of thing that is supposed to
prepare us for the outside world. Imagine eating a handful of amphetamines
to try to get some sleep."
"Or eating a fistful of barbiturates for a long drive."
As one of Dave's rocks hits short and wide to the right about fifteen feet,
he says, "We're never going to hit that thing. We might as well give up on it
and throw another one in. "
"Don't give up the ship. Here, check out this rock." He holds forth the
rock for Dave to inspect. It is a rather remarkable aerodynamic type of
rock. Egg-shaped, it was even better than if it were perfectly round. "This
time for sure." Pat braces himself momentarily, then rockets the stone out.
He can feel when it leaves his hand that this is it. It's like when a baseball
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player hits a home run; you can tell by the feel as it leaves. You don't even
have to watch it; you know it's going. The two of them watched it intently
as it rocketed to its apex and then began to descend. The bottle shimmered
in the sunlight as the rock streaked from the sky, shattering it so that the
fragments disappeared under the waves.
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RESTAURANT
Laurie Meggesin

One Sunday afternoon during August, the restaurant was dead-dead and
hot-and I watched a fly buzz its death song as it threw itself against the
window pane.
There was a tingling of bells in the doorway. Somebody was coming in. ·I
shot out to the dining room and greeted Santiago and his friend Alfredo and
the tall, nice looking guy named Jose, who'd come in with them once before
and another guy I'd never seen before, dressed in a stiff pair of unwashed
Levis and long-sleeved nylon shirt that looked hot. He was introduced to
me as Jose's cousin, Guillermo.
"So, what's the celebration?" I asked cheerily.
"My cousin," Jose answered, "he just come up from Mexico."
"Well, that is good news!" I said, putting on my happy waitress face and
looking at Guillermo and smiling.
"Bueno, Guillermo, y coma estuvu su viaje?"
At this he meekly looked me in the face and grinned. "Mas o menos bien ,
Senorita, gracias a Dias." The ice was broken.
"Aye, Gloria, breeng us four beeers . .. todos quiren bironga, no? Aye,
four beeers, and Seven Up for you, Gloria."
So I poured four beers and prepared myself a Seven Up, and brought
them out on the tray. Among the macho Mexican men, I had to remain a
"good girl" in their eyes. Good girls don't drink alcohol. Therefore, I
always opted for the Seven Up.
Guillermo squirmed in his seat, shifting his weight, straddling his thin legs
under the table, then tucking them under his chair, and curling his bony
shoulders around himself, one elbow on the table. The hand that extended
from that elbow picked at the collar of his nylon shirt, the knuckle of his index finger rubbing at the perspiration around his neck. His head sank to his
opposite shoulder, creating a thin wrinkle of skin on the .qutside of his
cheek, and his nose, thick at the bridge and flared at the nostrils, pointed
into his barely touched beer. I was impressed by the length of his
lashes-long and thick and black. His lids were half-closed, and he
appeared to be directing his words to the salt and pepper shakers as he
began to tell of his trip.
"The crops were so bad last year-there was an awful drought. Mi papa
could barely harvest enough corn to feed the chickens. There was no water.
Many of the chickens died, the sow had a stillbirth. El pinche caletura! Mi
mama went to work washing clothes for the doctor's family in the village;
Rosalita went with her to help. I'll never forget that first week she washed
clothes with mi mama-her fingers were raw, the skin actually hung from
where blisters had popped, her tiny little hands had rough, brown
callouses." He held his hand up as he spoke, and with his thumbnail scraped
at the callouses on the undersides of his own fingers. His own hands rather
startled me-thin, but with a large palm and rather stubby fingers abnormally swollen at the knuckles. Along the back of his right hand cut the long
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white smile of a scar. He continued. "As Rosalita prepared the table for dinner at night , she'd suck on her fingers, like they were pieces of candy. And
she had been doing so well in the fourth grade-almost all nines and tens!
Mi mama was so proud of her! I worked in the fields with Papa and Marcos. Marcos is little, but el muchacho has un chingo de muscles on those
arms! In the afternoon when mi mama came back from the doctor's house,
mi Tia Nacha would come over and they would make tamales for Migui
and Joselio to sell in the villages, in the doorways of the cantinas . So we got
through the drought okay. But then Papa .. ." His voice broke here. Santiago
whispered, "Gloria, four more beers."
As I prepared the tray , I could here the low voices of the guys out in the
dining room , could hear the scrape of Guillermo's empty glass as he had
finally finished off the dregs of his warm beer. The contrast between the airconditioned dining room and the thick, hot, humid air of the kitchen
stunned me momentarily, brushed against my skin like sopping wet rags. It
took me a few minutes to pour the beers, and I prepared a big bowl of
tostaditas and salsa, in case anyone felt like munching . I, for one, did not.
When I returned to the dining room, the place seemed like a refrigerator.
I asked , "Is it too cold in here for you boys?" Jose nodded yes , and Guillermo was rubbing his arms through the nylon shirt sleeves . I quickly served
them and ran back to turn off the air-conditioner. I prepared myself
another Seven Up and returned to my seat in the dining room. Guillermo
was still talking .
"You member Pepe Ramirez-aye, Esteban's brother, the guy you played
soccer with. He and Javier Cardenas got together with me, and we decided
we'd go to the border together. Javier had crossed before, at Matamorros .
He has a sister in-how you say-Brownzbille, in Tejas ; her husband picks
cotton for a rancher. So we took the bus for Matamorros. We were going to
cross by ourselves. Javier had done it before, and anyway, we didn't have
the money to pay the coyotes. "
I interrupted in a whisper, "What's a coyote?"
"People smuggler, " Jose answered quickly, to hush me .
"Three different coyotes came up to us in the square at different times,
one asking for 100 American dolares to help us across, the others asking for
150 and 200. I only had 300 peso with me, about 15 American dolares ,
which was only enough to buy food, and the other two didn't have much
more. Javier felt sure he could get us across okay, as long as we were careful
and kept an eye out for La Migra. "
"La Migra ?" I raised my eyebrows.
"Immigration, " Jose whispered.
"The sun was setting when we got to the river. The sky to the west was
golden and orange, and the sun was huge and fiery and bloody, as the ripe
flesh of a mango. We crouched in some bushes, waiting for the night to blot
out the remaining sunlight. It felt like hours, like eternities . I felt my heart
was going to burst through my chest. Pepe smoked cigarette after cigarette,
and Javier coughed and fanned the smoke away from his face.
"Javier looked and looked at the sky. Finally, it was a dull blue . The sun
had set , but the moon wasn't yet up. Javier said, 'It's time .' We sank to our
knees, and I prayed to La Virgin de Guadalupe and all the saints in Heaven
to please take us safely through this journey. Quickly, we undressed and
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wrapped our clothes into little bundles to carry over our heads. We peered
over the bank of the river, where the slow water hit only halfway up the
bank. Javier judged it was a good place to cross. He climbed in first , to
check the depth of the water, and it only came up to his thighs. He
motioned for us to get in, and to keep quiet. La Migra kept a tight guard
and close lookout over the river, and the slightest noise or splashing would
be enough for them to discover us .
"Chin todo, was I scared! I climbed down the steep slope of the riverbank
and sand and loose earth clung to the sweat of my naked body. All I
wanted to do was dive head-first into the river and rinse myself off. Of
course, I couldn't, and anyway, the water was so old and muddy it
wouldn't have done much good . It was hard to walk against the current ,
which got faster in places, and it probably would have knocked me off my
feet if it hadn't been for the mud on the riverbed sucking at my ankles. All I
could think about was how the sand and dirt that stuck to my back and
under my arms itched, and how I wanted to scratch the places. But one little move might have been enough for La Migra to spot us, so I didn't move.
"Javier was a little in front of me , Pepe behind me and to the side. We
were halfway across when there was a big splash . Pepe was splashing
around in the water, gulping air, trying to tread water. An undercurrent
was sucking him down. I waded back to him and grabbed his arm, careful
to stay away from the drop off, and pulled him back onto the riverbed.
Poor Pepe! He's so little, and not very strong-he'd had the yellow fever
when he was little, and it had weakened him . I walked close to him , and we
didn't have any more problems with the river. I guess he was lucky. I've
heard plenty stories about people being drowned by the undercurrent.
"We climbed up the bank, and we were in America! Pepe and I wanted to
laugh out loud, but Javier wasn't acting as happy. He said our hardships
were just beginning. 'Cabrones , no saben que peligroso es esta pinche
tierra?" he said. The ground was dry and rocky. The moon was up by now,
and we had to crouch as we walked through the shadows. We quickly
dressed, and the sweat, water, and sand stuck to my clothes. My shoes
filled with bits of sand and gravel with every step I took.
"We walked this way for maybe a half-kilometer when we came to a huge
cyclone fence, with barbed wire twisted at the top. Javier stamped his foot
and swore, and said it might be an electric wire . He picked up a rock and
threw it at the top wires. It hit , but nothing happened. So he said it probably wasn't turned on. He began to climb the fence , motioning us not to try
until he got over safely.
";tv1y heart was in my mouth . We watched as he climbed quickly up the
fence, like he would climb a tree back in the village. He was soon at the top ,
and slowly stuck out his index finger to touch the wire. Nothing happened.
His hands grabbed at the wire, and with the strength of his legs, he hoisted
himself to the top. He balanced there, and I almost laughed out loud; he
looked so much like a flying squirrel ready to take off. He grabbed the wire
again, and letting his feet go , swung down and caught the toes of his shoes
in the metal mesh of the fence. He quickly dropped his hands down , and his
shirt must have caught in the wire because I heard a faint rip. He climbed
part way down , then jumped, and tumbled through some brush. He
motioned to me. It was my turn.
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"I climbed the fence quickly, and soon was at the barbed wire. As I'd seen
Javier do, I pushed off with my toes and gathered my body together at the
very top. With the pressure of my weight, the barbs bit into the meat of my
palms and stung, and I wanted to cry out. Instead I hissed my pain. I guess I
was shaking a little, because I was tottering back and forth on the wire, so I
clutched the wire harder and the barbs bit deeper. Trying with all my heart
and soul to be careful, I quickly reversed my grip, and my legs swung back
and forth and the pain in my hands made me sure I couldn't stand it any
longer, that I'd have to jump. I landed on all fours, and the palm of my
right hand managed to land on a sharp pebble, and I winced in pain.
"Pepe made it with a little trouble. His shoulder brushed hard against the
wire, tearing into his skin, and he had a nasty gash with un chingo de
sangre dripping from it. When he made it, we all compared the gashes in
our hands. All of us had wounds smeared with blood. 'La sangre de Cristo ,
Javier called it , 'the blood of Christ.'
"We were on a rancher's land, and fields of cabbages stretched before us.
It was so quiet! I hadn't noticed the tranquility, the beauty of the night. I
had been so aware of the blood beating in my own ears. But there was no
time to relax under the stars.
"The ground had been freshly tilled. We had to crouch as we ran through
the fields , running practically with the help of our hands. The ground was
rough and uneven between the rows of cabbages, and I was always tripping, my hands hitting clods of earth , hard, and shooting pain through my
sore hands . My back ached from leaning over like that without being able
to straighten up, and my feet were getting blisters from the harsh terrain."
El Mudo leaned back and drummed his knuckles against his backbone. Jose
massaged his shoulder, and Alfredo sat tracing the lines in "his palm. Guillermo continued . "We must have run that way for three kilometers. From
the height of the moon , it was probably around three in the morning when
we stopped to rest.
"Javier pulled out his water bottle, and we all drank long and lustily. It
was practically empty by the time we were through. He warned that we'd
better conserve water, because it got so hot during the day and anything
could happen. We slept for maybe two hours, for the moon had set when
we awoke. Ahead of us was the lawn and mansion of the rancher. We practically crawled along the ground to get to the road . A dog started barking,
then a chorus started up. 'Run! ' Javier yelled, and we didn't stop until we
were in the ditch of the road.
"From where we crouched, we could see lights go on in the rancher's
house, and in a few minutes the front door opened and an old man with a
fat stomach appeared in a cowboy hat and a funny pair of baggy pajamas,
and he had a rifle cradled in his arm. 'Okay, you Mexies, where are ya? I
c'n smell yore around here somewheres.' He pointed the slim neck of the rifle into the air and fired twice. The dogs kept barking. 'Aw, shaddup , you
damn mutts!' he muttered, and went back inside.
"Javier was fairly shaking, and he said that the rancher was sure to call La
Migra , so we'd better find a ride quickly or hide in the bushes. He said the
bushes weren't a very good idea, because it was mating season for the rattlers, and last time he'd crossed he had stumbled across the body of a boy
who looked maybe thirteen-years-old. He had been dead only a day or two ,
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and the calf of his leg was swollen up and purplish from where a snake had
bitten him. Javier wasn't telling us anything new. We knew about snakes,
and one of Pepe's uncles had got bit about five years back and died-you
remember that. But now snakes were really on my mind. I saw a twig on
the ground, and it became a snake, and I practically jumped into Javier's
arms. He laughed until he almost cried into his fist, then his face changed
and said to not act stupid, just keep a look out and be careful. We crawled
onto the road, but jumped back into the bush when a pair of headlights
came towards us. It was a pick-up truck. Javier swore, Those headlights
looked just like La Migra, to me, just like La Migra hija de la chingada!'
"The sun was starting to rise. The sky lightened. When the next truck
came along, we could see it was old and worn, so we got into the road and
put out our thumbs. The truck pulled over. There was a Mexican driving,
probably a Tejano, because he was dressed decent and was wearing a new
straw cowboy hat. 'Adonde van ustedes?' he asked. To Weston's ranch, to
look for work,' Javier replied. The stranger looked us up and down. 'You
are mojados,' he said. Javier didn't answer. The stranger sighed and started
up the engine again. 'You have relatives at Weston's?' Javier nodded yes,
'Esta bien,' the Tejano replied. 'I'll take you until right before the Migra
check point. Circle the road for two miles, then stay walking just by it.
Weston's ranch is about four miles after that.'
"The Tejano dropped us off where he had told us and repeated his advice.
We thanked him, and he smiled and said, 'Que te vayas con Dias.' Then he
was off, and we circled into the brush, careful where we stepped because of
the snakes.
"It was early in the morning, and hot-it must have been 100 pinche
degrados already. Pepe said he had to stop, that he needed some water;
none of us had had anything to eat since we left Matamoros. We finished
Javier's water, then started on mine. The sun was so strong that it burned
my eyes. I wished to God for my sombrero! We rested for maybe fifteen
minutes, then started going again. It seemed like eternities. The sun was so
fierce, and without any food in my stomach, I was sure I would faint dead
away. Pepe swooned once and fell, so we sat and poured some water down
his throat for some minutes, before we were able to go again. The sun was
high when Javier finally said, 'Okay, let's turn to the road."'
The air-conditioner had been off for a good half-hour, and the room was
stifling hot. I got up to switch the thermostat back to "cool." As I stood,
Santiago motioned for me to bring another round. I cleared the table.
Jose had sat all this time snapping tostaditas with his fingers, and crumbling them into little chips in the ashtray. He didn't look at his cousin, but
at the place mat-his elbows on the table, his big shoulders hunched around
his ears. Alfredo was tapping an erratic little pattern on the plastic glass in
front of him. Santiago dug at his back molars with a toothpick. Guillermo
was talking practically into his collar now, and both his elbows were on the
table, holding up his head. His fingers twisted through his curls and pulled
them taut.
"It was in the middle of the afternoon when we reached the ranch. We
entered around the cotton fields, and Javier asked around if anybody knew
Suzanna Cardenas, and knew where she was. Finally, a small woman who
carried a baby on her back answered, 'Oh, yes, she is over there.'
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The woman she pointed out was wearing a faded flowered dress and was
picking cotton and throwing it in a bag. There were two little boys with
her, both picking, one of them around seven, the other five. Those are her
sons, Jaspar and Cesar. Celia must be at the adobe, watching the baby. '
Javier yelled across the rows. 'Aye! Suzanna! Herman a mas hermosa! '
Suzanna stopped picking and jerked her head, and ran to Javier with her
arms outstretched, and hugged him, crying, 'Javier! You made it! Gracias a
Dias mio!' The older boy, Jaspar, stopped picking and ran up. The younger
one didn't know what to do. He hugged his bag to his stomach, and stared.
"Javier introduced us, and Suzanna greeted us warmly, explained her
husband was working in another part of the field, and had Jaspar lead us
back to the rows of the adobe huts, so we could clean up and have
something to eat. When we entered the hut , Celia , who was about ten or
eleven, same as Rosalita, was feeding a plate of frijoles to the two-year-old.
She mixed us up some huevos revueltos and frijoles, and I must have eaten
ten of those eggs! I hadn' t realized how hungry I was.
"Javier went to work the next day in the cotton fields, and Pepe and I got
a job nearby harvesting cabbages. We worked 12-hour days, making $1. 75
American do/ares an hour. Then Concha cabled us the money for Pepe, and
me to come up to Chicago. Suzanna arranged something with a coyote who
worked for the rancher to get us fake birth certificates and social security
numbers. That took $300 of the $500 Concha sent us. The rest was enough
to pay for the bus."
· Santiago suddenly jumped from his chair, rather clumsily, jarring the
table and sending salsa slopping over the rim of the bowl. "Ayye, let's hab
sum muzeeck!" he hollered. Alfredo jumped up, and they tottered over to
the juke box and put on some ranchero music-Joe and I called it "drunk
music." The loud trumpets grated my nerves. I got up to clean the spilled
salsa and refill the beers. Jose remained talking to Guillermo. As I wiped up
the mess, he said, "Aye, mano , tu madre va estar bien. Vamos a encontrarte trabajo pronto , sabes?" "Si, yo se, esta bien ," Guillermo answered.
"Si. Esta bien. "
Santiago started singing along to the music. "En Benito Leon , Guanajuato ... donde aye la tierra sangro-ossa ... aye! aye! "
"Aye, Gloria, you wanna dance?" Pumpkin Face asked, extending his
rubbery palm in my direction.
"No, gracias ," I replied, and looked over to where Jose and his cousin
were talking. Jose was snapping tostaditas between his thumb and forefingers and was crumbling them into the ashtray. Guillermo was pulling at
one of his curls. Jose's hand reached across the table, and Guillermo's hand
clasped his tightly.
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THE FISHERMAN AND HIS WIFE
A Tale Retold And Doctored Up
by Sylvia Howell

Long ago in a tumble-down shanty on the yellow banks of the mighty,
muddy Miss'ssippi, there lived a poor fisherman and his wife. Each morning
the man, poor as he was, faithfully went to the bank of the river and tried
his best to catch a respectable mess of catfish. And since things hadn't been
too good for him lately, he was depressed. He was just at the point of giving
up completely when he felt the angry tug of something in his net.
"Whoa, Nellie!" he exclaimed, cautiously avoiding too much optimism at
this point. "It prob'ly ain't no more'n a old boot, or turtle or somethin'
useless, I 'spect," he told himself as he hauled his net in. But the sight that
greeted him there was enough to make a poor hog drop its slop. For lying in
the net, just as calm as you please and grinning ear to ear, was a fish, the
likes of which he'd never seen in his whole life.
Now this fish was pretty near gaudy in its coloration, as its body fins
were covered with sparkling red stripes. The head, with both eyes on the
same side like a flounder' s, was iridescent and acted like a rainbow in the
sun when the creature wiggled in the net. Its swim-fins were any color they
wanted to be, depending upon how you looked at them. Yet it was a sight
for sore eyes, this creature.
"What in the name o'tamation is you?" the man gasped in awe as he examined his catch closely. The creature stopped wiggling long enough to
glare at him.
"Well, what the Devil do you think I is? I'm a fish! Is you really as dumb
as you look?" the creature angrily retorted.
"Well, if I was you, I'd think twice 'bout callin' somebody dumb, seein' is
how you de one in de net, not me," the man replied.
"Well, you sho' straight 'bout dat!" the fish conceded with a grin when he
found the man to be swift and clever after all. "Look here. While we on de
subject o' talkin', lemme just put a little bug in yo' ear."
"What's dat?" the man asked cautiously.
"Well, for one thing. I ain't de kind of fish you think I is. I is a magical
fish an' I was on my way to Bombay, when someway I got myself tumt
around. And here I is in dis muddy river o'yours. So if you entertainin' de
notion of cookin' an' eatin' me, you kin just forgit dat," it spoke.
"How come?" the man asked.
"You ever eat 800-year-old fish meat before?" it asked simply.
"I reckon I see yo' point," the man acknowledged.
"Thoughtchu would. So how boutchu lettin' me go. Be worth yo' while if
you do," the animal said cunningly.
"Well, if I tum you loose, I'ma be lef' wit nothin'. And far's I kin see, I'd
be de loser any way you slice it," he explained to the fish.
"Naw. You ain't de loser you think you is. Wit me bein' magical an' all, I

kin do you a favor right back," it said.
"Now what kinda favor kin a fish do somebody back?" he asked
dubiously.
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"Well, it ain't as if I lack a few tricks up my own sleeve. An' since you'd
be doin' me a favor by lettin' me go, I kin do you some thin' good back,
too," it pointed out.
"How you mean?" The fisherman was curious.
"Lemme ax you somethin'," the fish began. "Is you married?"
"Lawdy Jesus, is I ever!!!" the man gasped, slapping his forehead.
"I take it by de way you answered, yo' wife alla time harpin' at you 'bout
somethin'. Is I right?" the fish ventured.
"You sho-nuff is!" the man confessed.
"Okay. So what do yo' wife alla time be harpin' at you 'bout?" the fish
queried.
"She want everythin' she lay her eyes on. She just natural-horned greedy.
Period," the man continued.
"Well, whatchu say I arrange to git her somethin' that'll soothe her down
real quiet and content," the fish proposed.
"Sound good. Like what?" the man asked.
"Oh, say. A little somethin' made outa real gold, maybe?" it hinted.
"Now you talkin'!" the man grinned. "She go crazy for stuff like golding
jeelry!" the man brightened considerably.
"Okay. Here's what I'ma do. I'ma give 'er some golding ear-bobs, an' a
golding brace-lick and a golding neck-lick. How you reckon she gonna like
dat stuff?" it asked.
"Aw! She gonna go stone-crazy over dem things!" the man beamed.
"Then all you got to do is let me go. An' when you git home, you gonna
see somethin' sparklin' on yo' old lady's person. You watch my word!" the
fish promised.
The man hesitated somewhat. And the fi'sh, seeing this, made another
effort.
"How 'bout if I throw in a pair o' golding ank-licks for huh legs," the fish
added, hoping to get free once and for all. "Chances is, they prob'ly look
something like bird legs themselves. You don't hafta say nothin' cause bein'
magical, I already know. An' most bird legs need somethin-nother to
beautify 'em up a Iii-bit. Course now, if she don't like nunna dis stuff I'm
givin' you, just bring it all back to me. Tell you de trufe, dis stuff oughter
keep her quiet a long time. So how boutchu lettin' me loose now," the
animal said.
"Aw-right. But you better not be lyin' ," the man threatened, not really
sure as to how he'd even back up his threat.
"I might be lots o'things, but I sho' ain't no liar!" he said, wiggling from
the man's grasp and plunging into the river.
And when the man got home, he discovered that the old fish had kept its
promise to him.
"Well! I'll be ding-danged!" he howled gleefully, slapping himself as his
wife opened the door to let him in.
"You ain't half as ding-danged as I was to look up and see me in dese fine
old ear-bobs and dis here brace-lick and dis here neck-lick," she gestured
grandly for the purpose of allowing his eyes to examine the various pieces
of gold jewelry. "An' look at dese!" she exclaimed, turning her legs for him
to examine the anklets. "All dis stuff is 'pyor' gold!! Wher' you reckon it all
come from?" she asked her husband.
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"Ain't but one place I knows of, and dat be dat old fish-feller I caught
down at Goo bot' s Landin'," he said, then relating the tale of the fish to his
wife as she listened intently. When he was finished , she spoke.
"Well, if dat be de case and wit all de stuff I need, you coulda axed him
for more'n some old jeelry! Where'd you say dat old fish stay?" she asked.
"Down at Goobot's Landin', " he replied.
"Well, go on back down dere and tell 'im dis golding jeelry ain't nothin'
without somethin' mo' spec'tackuller to go with it," she said.
"Whatchu got in mind to ax for?" the man asked his wife.
"Now you know how much I always admired folks with they mouths
fulla dem modderin gold teefs. Well, I wants myself some, too. Go ax 'im
for some!" she ordered.
So the man returned to the place in the river where the fish was seen
earlier. He looked hopefully into the water, and as he did, strange words
found their way upon his lips:
"Fish Fish!
Swimmin' in de sea;
Git yo' self up here!
My wife, she houndin' me! "
"Hey dere! Whatchu callin' me for? " came the voice of the fish , who was
somewhat surprised to see the man again so soon.
"My wife. She say dem ear-bobs, dat brace-lick, dat neck-lick, and dem
ank-licks you give 'er wasn't nothin' without no gold teefs to match 'em, " he
explained.
"Aw, well, dat's a oversight on my part 'cause I ain't into all dat
fashionable stuff of ladies and womens. Is dat all you want? Summa dem
gold teefs?" the fish asked.
"I reckon so," the man replied.
"Okay, then. She got 'em, " the fish answered before diving into the
waters again.
"See ya 'round, Fish!" the man called over the water.
"I kinda hope I'm gone de next time you come around," the creature
called out from a distance. The sun twinkled briefly on its back before it
disappeared for good.
Upon reaching home, the man was impressed at the dispatch with which
the request was granted for his wife.
"Lawdy, Lawdy, Lawdy! Dem sisters at church is gonna drop they
natural drawers when they sees my mouth fulla modderin gold teefs! " she
squealed in delight before a small mirror. When she smiled, the man saw
that his wife's mouth looked like Christmas. Putting a finger to her chin, she
fell into deep thought. "HMMMMMMM , " she pondered aloud. "Now just
what is I'm gonna wear when I go sportin' dese here modderin gold teefs?"
Her sudden movement startled the man. "I know! Go down to Goobot's
Landin' and tell dat fish , I wants me a red dress. Now it got to be bespangled wid jillions of doo-bangles. 'Cause dem doo-bangles on dat dress is
de only thing what would set off dem gold teefs right, " she outlined.
"Warning!! It done got too dark out tonight! I ain't goin' nowhere!" he
argued .
"Suit yo'self. But you ain't sleepin' in de bed wid me and I ain't favorin '
you wid no 'nooky' 'til you gits me dat red dress be-spangled wid jillions of
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dem little golding <loo-bangles! Do you understan' me?" she snapped.
''I'ma be goin' in de mornin' time," he said with resignation. But it seemed
to him that she could have at least considered giving up a small portion of
her nooky for all the things she'd accumulated thus far. But that was not the
case. She was a truly selfish woman.
At the crack of dawn, her words pelted him like hailstones until he was
finally wide awake .
"Go ax for my red dress wid dem <loo-bangles now! 'Cause I couldn't
hardly sleep all night long for thinkin' 'bout dat thing! " she volunteered excitedly. The man had slept none too well himself, but for another reason.
"Okay, here I go now," he groaned.
"Wait! " she called out suddenly. "Dat dress ain't gonna do all by itself. I
been thinkin' ."
"'Bout what?" the man asked.
"I swear I ain't got me no decent shoes to go wid dat dress! An' Lawd
knows I always wanted me somma dem floor-stompin, purple velvet shoes
for church. You reckon dat fish'll gimme dem wid dat red dress I'm axin'
for? " came her words.
"I 'spect he would if I ax him. Trouble is, now, I ain't gonna ax him for
no mo' stuff," he announced. But sensing trouble, the wife resorted to one
of her feminine devices.
"Aw, Sugar-Balls . How come you ain't gonna ax him? Don't you think
dese legs'll look good in some purple velvet, floor-stompin' shoes and me in
dat red dress," she purred, but not without demurely lifting the hem of her
housedress provocatively above her knees for him.
"Yep! I 'spect they would," he slurped excitedly. "Be right back! "
And for some reason, he couldn't get down to the river's edge fast
enough. (What with the sight of his wife's leg still in his mind. And the promise held .) Once at the water's edge, he began the magic words:
"Fish! Fish!
Swimmin' in de sea;
Git yo'self on up here!
My wife, she ...... " he was cut short by a voice in the water.
"Dat you again, is it?" asked the fish.
"I reckon it is," the man answered somewhat embarrassed.
"Well, what's on de rail for de lizard now?" it asked.
"Last night my wife said she wouldn't give up no nooky unless I axed you
for a red dress be-spangled wid jillion o' gold <loo-bangles, " he confessed
openly to the fish.
"Welp, " the fish said, scratching its head with a fin. I don't rightly know
if I want to deal wid dat , seein' is how das y'all's persnul bin'ness," it spoke
deliberately . "Seem like to me, if you was <loin' right by her in de bedroom
in de firs' place, she wouldn't be needin' so much gold satis-fi-cation ," he
played with the word until he thought he had it right .
"Believe me, Brother Fish, I sho-nuff tried . But huh mind is so infested
wid de thought of gittin' golding stuff, she don't even seem to desire me no
mo' . An dat's what's been vexing my heart for de longest time ," the man
spoke.
"Well, I do righteously declare! You got yo'self one greedy warning for a
wife!" the fish said.
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"Seems so," the man answered simply.
The fish, though somewhat aggravated, obviously, at the repeated requests, nevertheless felt sorry for the man. He upheld his end of the bargain
nobly.
"You toddle on back home, son. She'll have that dress when you see huh.
But watch yo'self, now. Don't let her git to thinkin' she kin henpeck you to
death," advised the fish as it prepared to slip beneath the water.
"Wait!! One mo' thing!" the man added.
"What?" the fish asked curiously.
"She say she gonna need some purple velvet, floor-stompin' shoes to go
wid dat red dress. I almos' forgot!" he breathed heavily.
The fish, on the other hand, nearly blew a fuse upon hearing this last
addition to the request.
"Purple velvet, floor-stompin' shoes!?!?!? Wid dat red dress I'm givin'
'er?? She ain't plannin' on goin' jukin' on a Sat' day night, is she?" it asked
with curiosity.
"Naw, she ain't," the man answered defensively.
"Well, if I was you, I'd still sprinkle a little salt on her tail just in case, "
the fish suggested.
"She ain't gain' no-where but to church and back. I'm seein' to dat my
ownself," the man grumbled.
"Well, if dat red dress and dem purple shoes ain't tacky, I don't know
what is," the fish said.
"I didn't ax yo' opinion. I just want her dem shoes and dat dress! Now is
you givin' or not?" the man nearly snarled.
"I reckon I is, since you tumt me loos an' all, " the fish said coolly. And
with a flip of its tail, it slipped beneath the surface of the water.
Before long ...
"0000000000! Weeeeee! Baby, you look good enough to coat all over
again!" the man leered at his own wife in the doorway. She stood posing, as
if all she needed was a lamppost to lean against. Her hands were on her
waist, and the golden bracelet slid slowly down her arm around her wrist.
And she, ever the shrewd one, picked up on his actions to her own advantage.
"I 'spect I would if I had me a hat fulla dem feathers of green birds, which
go cascadin' every which-way," she said.
"Aw, baby, I just cain't go back no mo' . I'm sorry as I kin be, " he pleaded.
"Yes, you can ax him, too!" she said sharply.
"But-but," the man sputtered.
"Buttin' is for billy goats! Just do it! " she hissed. The gold jewelry and the
<loo-bangles on the dress sparkled as furiously as her eyes. But seeing that
she wasn't getting anywhere, she resorted to another of her devices. "Aw,
baby. Please?" she asked offering her chest up to him, because she knew
that spreading a little sugar caught just a few more ants . Unable to resist,
the man agreed.
"Shucks, girl. You know I cain't stand it when you do dat at me wid you'
bozzooms!" he grinned. "All you got to do is say dem words, Sweet-Cake,"
he grinned anew. Suddenly, he was like a big dog at feeding time. He literally galloped down to the river's edge.
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The fish was waiting for him this time.
"Hey, Fish! My wife, she ..... !" the man started but never finished.
"Hold it! Oat's all she wrote where her pencil lead broke!" it announced
sternly. "I just realized me sornethin'!''
"Wha's wrong, Fish?" the man was confused, knowing that in the past, he
had only to ask the fish and his wishes were granted. But the announcement
by the fish threw him off balance somewhat.
"You mus' think I ain't got nothin' better to do than chew de fat wid you
'bout yo' wife's wants! Well, I got news for you! It ain't my fault dat you
latched on to what's prob'ly de greediest warning in de history of mankind.
And you kin let 'er make a fool outa you all you want. But when she make
you start rnakin' one outa me, dat's where I draw de line!! I been thinkin' to
myself," it began, "I give 'er dern ear-bobs, follered by de gold brace-lick,
de gold neck-lick, and dern gold ank-licks. Then come dern god-awful gold
teefs! But still I been fair, figurin' I owed you, so I didn't say nothin'. Next
thing I know, she want a red dress. But not no ordinary-lookin' one. Oh,
no! It got to be be-spangled wid gold <loo-bangles. An' not a few, but a
jillion! !! I give it all de same, thinkin' dat she just cain't pos'bly want nothin'
mo'. Den 'fo I kin leave ya, you drag back over here axin' for floor-stompin'
purple velvet shoes, as 'posed to reg'lar walkin' shoes! (An' de Good Lawd
Hisself is de only one dat knows what she need wid dem things!) But still,
de 800-year-old-sucker give 'em to her all de same, just to shut her up. But,
oh no! Here you come again, bold as daylight, axin' for a green hat! Do you
heah me? A green hat wid feathas cascadin' every-which-way. (Which, if
you axes me, is in piss-poor taste!) Well, I done 'bout give 'til I just cain't
give no mo'!"
"Mr. Fish, I know my wife, she a little on de greedy side, but if'n you
gimme de hat, I promise not to bother you no mo'," the man whined. "Look
like she 'bout to gimme a little nooky, at last!" he added desperately. But
the fish remained unmoved by the plea.
"Nope. I ain't givin' nothin'. 'Cause de mo' I gives, de mo' she gonna
want. An' it seem like she don't mind folks nor fishes knowin' just how
greedy she is," the fish observed. "But y'all needs to learn a lesson. An' I
definitely got me mo' fish to fry elsewhere," he smiled, stopping only to
chuckle at his own pun. "An' one mo' thing. Neither one o' y'all ever so
much as said 'Thanky' for de stuff I already give. So takin' all dat into consideration, I'm Indian-givin' back all de stuff I give out in de firs' place. And
you kin come down here and beg all you want. I'm gonna be headin' for
Bombay this evenin' round three-clock. So you kin tuck yo' sorry tail an' git
on back to where you caimt from. 'Cause y'all's credit wid me is null, void,
cancelled and extinct!!!"
The man cringed at this tongue-lashing from the fish, but in his heart, he
knew the creature to be correct. He swallowed hard as he watched the

animal angrily dive into the water once and for all. Suddenly, the water,
seeming as angry as the fish, turned black and sloshed over the man's shoes.
And not only that, the sky itself began to darken suddenly as if to accommodate a vicious storm. Without warning, violent drops of rain began
pelting his flesh. With all this sudden darkness, the man had difficulty getting back home. Huge bolts of lightning, like enormous fingers, acted as
though they were trying to get him on purpose. (He found it necessary to
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zigzag all the way home just to dodge them! ) The leaves of the trees turned
red, and the shininess of their leaves in the flashes of lightning made them
appear to be be-spangled with jillions of gold <loo-bangles. Purple-velvet
vines grabbed at his feet from below as he made his way back to the shanty.
And when he finally reached the safety of his home, his regular plainlooking wife was at the door to greet him. She was a pitiful looking sight,
but beyond that, he could see a humility in her face that had long been
absent. As for himself, he certainly felt much wiser in the long run.
"Hello, darlin' ," she said in a natural voice. The look of Christmas was
noticeably absent from her mouth now. "Corne on in, an' warm yo' po'
bones by de fire, " she said softly.
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TEDDY'S HOMECOMING
Kenn Pearson

The digital clock-radio clicked. Seven-thirty.
The letter was on top of the bookcase. I had taken it out of its shoebox
earlier in the day, intending to read it again. I crossed the room to the sofa,
threw my body down its length, twisted my neck around, and looked over
at my cigarettes on the window sill. Groaning, I got up again. It was still
raining. The clock said seven-thirty-two. I lit one of the cigarettes, recrossed
the room, and plopped down once more.
The envelope was dirty, both from travel and use. I had read it six or
seven times already. Teddy's handwriting was barely legible. But no matter
how bad something is written, if your name is intertwined with the sloppiness, you can still read it. It's like being in a crowd of people and being
absorbed in something-a book, or whatever-and hearing your first name
called out. It doesn't matter how absorbed you are, or even if you know no
one would be calling out your name; you can't help allowing your eyes to
drift up from the page, and look around. As bad as Teddy's writing was, I
knew my name when I saw it. I pulled the letter out, unfolded it, and began
to read:
Dear Scot,
This morning they brought in three dead gooks. One of them left a
trail of brains which stretched out ten feet behind him as they dragged
them by their feet. All three wore black, silk pajamas. Two of them
were only about fourteen; the other was around twenty. The problem
is that we had seen one of them hanging around here for the last three
or four days. They seem to be everywhere. The black p.j .'s, I mean.
Last week, one of the officers over at K Company-a green lieutenant
who had just gotten here-was blown apart by some kid. The kid and
his mother were selling flowers on the side of the road, and this guy
stops to buy some. The mother-can you believe this!-sends the kid
over with the basket, and this guy reaches into the basket of flowers,
and he and the kid are blown into a thousand shreds. The thing is, the
kid was only about four years old. And the fucking old lady stands
there and watches the whole thing.
It's so fucking (here I can't make out the word, but I think it's scary)
here. Nothing is right. We don't know what we're doing here, or who
we're fighting anymore. I can't bitch at you. You remember how I used
to mimic your mom about biting your fingernails; well, I've started
biting mine. Sometimes it's so fucking boring you just want to take out
your weapon and shoot yourself, to get it over with. We stay stoned
here all the time, because it is so boring and that doesn't help, so we
just get higher, and that doesn't help. Most of the time I have this feeling down inside me like you get just before some guy takes a punch at
you. You know what I mean-knees knocking, teeth rattling, stomach
playing rock and roll. I just want to run and hide like you, but there is
no where to run to over here-that's safe anyway. And momma is a
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few thousand miles from here.
Outside our hutch there are trenches. A couple of times a day a
thing called "incoming" happens. That's when the gooks bomb the shit
out of us, and everybody and his brother runs outside and jumps into
the shit hole. Three or four days ago, we were sitting around drinking
beer and smoking a "j, " when all hell broke loose. We all headed for
the shit hole, and we all made it. Then this guy, Frenchy, who's not
really French but is from French Lick, Indiana, a real crybaby, starts
crying that he wants a beer. We all told him to shut the fuck up and
keep his head down, but the fucker keeps on bullshittin' around , and
finally this guy, Doug Kerr-we called him Dinky-jump s up and
says, ''I'll get us a beer, French," and jumps out of the shit hole and
runs into the hutch. Some of the guys are laughing, and others are yelling for him to get his ass back here, and, Scotty, I swear to God, you
could hear that thing scream in there, just like in the fucking movies. It
whistled, and we ducked, and it blew Dinky and our beer and all our
shit all over South Nam. They came last night and took Frenchy away ,
so we could get some sleep.
I tell you what, man. I want to get out of here so bad, I almost blew
my toe off the other day when I was cleaning my weapon. It was the
day after Dinky died. We had moved to another hutch and dug a new
trench-some of the guys started the trench before they would even
step foot into the hutch-and I was sitting out front on one of them
folding chairs, you know the ones I mean , they look like two wooden
"x's" with a piece of canvas stretched across them. I had my weapon
lying across my lap, having just finished cleaning it, and was running a
cloth up and down the barrel, not really paying attention to what I
was doing. Actually, I was looking off into some trees and watching
some birds flying around and singing and all that. And my feet were
stretched out in front of me, and I just looked down at them, at the
one on the right, and there was this dusty , black boot staring back at
me, and suddenly I hated that fucking toe like I never hated anything
else, and it was the most natural thing in the world to swing that fucking weapon around and blow that motherfucker out into outer space.
And I did swing my weapon around, and my hand slid up from the
barrel, really slow, and I felt my heart start to knock against my chest,
like it was a prisoner and the cell was on fire, and my finger reached
the trigger, and my eyes never left that fucking toe-I remember thinking how good it would be to watch it fly off and, maybe, join those
birds in those trees over there-and I began to sweat as my finger
reached the trigger, and something deep down inside myself yelled for
me to stop, but I couldn't stop, and I pulled the trigger- actually, I
squeezed the fucking thing real slow- and I heard this loud, fucking
click, and nothing happened.
I had forgotten to load the motherfucker .
Let me tell you something, man. I was never so scared in all my life
as I was right about then. Because I realized what I had almost done
and how fucking close I had been to doing something that stupid. I
didn't stop shaking for an hour after it happened , and even now I'm
still scared by the thought of it.
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Telling you this reminds me that I almost forgot to tell you what
happened to me last month. I almost got out of here, on a fucking
medical. I mean, they almost sent me home because of some dreams I
was having. Only they weren't real dreams; between you and me, they
were all just this one drug trip I had taken. What happened when I told
them this trip, as if I were having a re-occuring dream, was phenomenal.
It started when I was filling my lighter up one day. We do things to
get high that you just would not believe, such as pouring gasoline
through a loaf of bread, and eating the last slice. It tastes like shit-try
licking your hand the next time you fill up your car with gas, and
you'll see what I mean-but it got you off and that was the main thing.
Anyway, one day I was sitting in the hutch filling up my lighter, and
the smell of the lighter fluid was starting to get to me. I took out my
hankie and coughed into it a couple of times. The idea came out of the
bright sunlight of the open doorway and sat down next to me. I looked
down at the hankie, then over at the lighter fluid. I reached over and
knocked the can over as I grabbed it. I pulled it toward me and
squirted it into the hankie before I had a chance to change my mind.
The can gurgled, once, and then again. A fly went by in slow motion,
but when I looked up, I saw nothing. I heard laughter coming from
one of the other hutches. Through the doorway I saw the heat rising
from the muddy ground. There were one or two footprints in the mud
near the door where the grass had been trampled down from our many
entrances and exits. Beyond the muddy part, the grass was bright
green and looked like a painting of home.
I raised the hankie to my nose and inhaled. I coughed and sputtered,
and pulled it away. Taking a deep breath and releasing it, I pulled the
hankie to my nose once again and breathed deeply a second time. I inhaled so long I thought I'd never stop. It was like walking up a long
white staircase and never seeing the top; you just walked and walked
and walked, aware only of the next step and not the one beyond that
one. I felt myself falling backwards then. I was falling, and then feeling
myself falling, and then I felt myself feeling myself falling. Then I was
standing and watching myself falling backwards. I turned away from
the guy who lay there with the hankie over his nose. I felt light. I
walked over to the doorway and stepped through into the warm sun,
only I couldn't feel the warmth. I saw the currents of air, and the currents of heat rising from the ground as they mixed and shifted, dipped
and rose, like when you blow cigarette smoke out into a breeze. It
grew black. I heard a sound behind me, and it was much later before I
realized that it sounded like the separate tones of a wind chime. I
turned around to see what had made this beautiful music. The hutch
had disappeared into the blackness, and I should tell you that I felt no
fear from this darkness, the way I used to feel when I was a kid-you
remember, when we talked about being afraid of the dark-and just
stood there wondering what had happened to the hutch. It's strange,
but I didn't wonder what happened to the body inside the hutch. That
was because I felt like I was "me." In fact, I felt more like myself than I
ever had before. Don't ask me to explain that one. Anyway, there was
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this darkness and I took a step into it, and that's when I heard the
second gong behind me. It sounded just like the first. I turned back
around and standing before me was ... me! Then without any feeling of
movement, I was that me, standing there looking back at myself. The
only difference was that this "me" was younger than the last one. I
heard a third gong sound behind me, and when I turned, I was again
staring at another "me." Then like the first time, and again without
feeling myself move, I was this new "me" standing there staring back
at the other "me," and I was so much younger than the last "me," that
I actually began to be frightened. And when I got scared, this caused
something new to happen. There was another gong behind me, but
this time when I turned around, I was watching a movie in a theater
somewhere. Only it wasn't a real movie; it was my life playing out
before me, slowly. I grew scared, or should I say, more frightened than
I already was. I stood up, realizing when I did, that I had been sitting
down, and started to scream. Nothing came out; the movie continued.
I screamed again, and this time the scene before me switched, and I felt
myself being pulled forward. I was in the hutch and was walking
toward my body. I saw my body for only a brief second, before I was
jerked forward into my body. I felt a weight, like a thousand pounds
on my chest, and then nothing ...
I sat up. The hankie fell into my lap.
Anyway, I went to the company commander and told him about my
trip. Only I said it was a dream I kept having. He sent me to Mental
Hygiene. There was this corporal there, and I told him about my
"dream," and asked what I should do. He sent me to see this Captain
Williams. Williams asked me to repeat what I had told the corporal,
and when I did, he wanted to send me to see this colonel. The Colonel
was the last stop before I was to be sent to Saigon for tests. But I got
tired of telling the damn thing, and maybe a little scared that I'd get
caught somehow, and so I never went to the Colonel.
I wanted to go into Saigon, though. But this sergeant was telling me
not to fuck any of the gook women they have there, unless I check
them out pretty well first. What they do is stick razor blades up their
twats, and when you put your dick in, it's just like one of them French
guillotines. Only you lose a different kind of head, ha-ha. Seriously,
though, I want to come home so bad that I'm thinking about going to
the fucking Colonel anyway. If they catch me, at least I'll get a break
from this place for a while. Last Tuesday, I think it was ...
The telephone rang.
I got up and looked at the clock. Seven-fifty-nine. I guess Teddy was
going to be delayed, or something. I crossed the room, and suddenly, just
before I reached for the phone, I felt as if I were going to throw up. My
stomach turned over, and a cramp grabbed the muscles there. I continued
my forward motion and picked up the receiver.
"Hello," I said into the thing.
"Scotty?"
"Yeah." I recognized Mrs. Novak's voice.
"Scotty, I. .. ". The voice caught, and I knew this wasn't going to be a
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pleasant call. I heard a sob, and then a man's deep voice.
"Uh, hello. Scot? This is Mr. Novak. "
"Yes, sir, how are you?" I didn't know what else to say.
"Scot... ". There was a pause. "Scot, you were a friend of Teddy's,
perhaps his .. .best friend. "
"Yes, sir. What. .. what happened?"
"Scot, Teddy's ... dead. Teddy's ... " he began to cry.
I just stood there, stupidly, holding the receiver and winding the cord
around my wrist.
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RECALLING THE LAST ENCOUNTER
Lydia Tomkiw

There is an anemic embrace on the street;
A kiss is thrown, meets another,
Drops to the sidewalk and goes for a tumble.
You warn of tight clouds that
Wriggle like army worms;
I want to telephone the sailors,
Curse their songs of gasoline while
The light in the booth turns me hideous.
I want to become hydraulic,
Hit the news stands-national exposure,
Feel the world crawl into me through the finger tips
As the traffic locks, stops, goes soft.
I want to talk about milk,
About the invisible bones of the face,
About the brain that sits too close to the skin
While I hear you tell me we could be chainsaws under the stars.
Under what stars?

PA TRON SAINT OF THE LANTERN HEADS
Lydia Tomkiw

In crowds, he is invisible;
I lean over, waving my arms through him,
Calling his name followed by question marks.
No answer.
When he wears black and sits against walls,
I can only see him while looking through windows,
And then I can see only the window itself and whatever
It decides to throw back at me.
It's very frustrating.
He's caught me being Oriental,
The silent small stepper,
Drowning in thick brocade,
Dancing so spinelessly,
I've often wondered if he found it appealing.
He's caught me as an animal,
Dressed in snakeskin,
Tigers tripes,
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Dressed as a tourist,
And yes, even a spider's web.
Still, the only reaction he gives me is in my sleep:
Visions of him banging the side of his skull against mine.
How utterly romantic.
Yet, if we were to meet at a library, or laundromat,
If we were pulled together by fate or the death of a mutual friend ,
If I was hanging out a window just as he was climbing along the ledge
A word would go crashing like bones from a plate,
A touch would make me curl
Like a leaf in a fire.

INSOMNIA
Lydia Tomkiw

The whole situation is a bad bath,
Numb as wax fruit.
Catch it.
Knot your eyes and please hold down the whimper.
Go ahead:
Dream of encylopedias written about you,
Of ram horns sitting shy but available in thrift stores,
Of bald men at parties conjuring up spirits
That turn into wall flowers.
Wake up;
I want to break your legs with stories.
One goes like this:
I see him in a bar making eyes at me.
We meet.
He tells me it's his birthday.
We go out to celebrate and I fall in love.
Now I am tame as a clam,
Black as butane, flirty as a pleat.
Before you fall asleep on the tier of the terrace,
Please lacerate all the lampshades;
Hang the paintings upside down to surprise the maid;
Clear the red air;

Embrace me til I curdle.
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REPETITION
Jackie Martello

Again
with unlined eyes
bleakly kissing mirrors,
you make love in rips
like sewing dresses without scissors.
Again
with pointy shoes and
eyes of glassy sand, you
waltz around thrift stores
in search of that elusive $1. 98 baby grand.
Again
with impaired circulation,
with impossible ideas about jowls,
you seem to think it's etiquette
to answer a door while danger prowls.
With the grace of indians you
slip into water
unmindful of the grapes,
the blood, the slaughter.
Now see,
you have caught her
and caught her and
caught her
again.

UNTITLED
Jackie Martello

The images hurt like hell.
Lying on my white, 2-piece
bed, ice melting in my throat,
I see you shake meadvance with a melting
cellophane kiss.
No thing's changed.
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A scent of mothballs hovers near the pipes,
the watercolors lay untouched in a tin case,
and the clock still works when I'm not looking.

THE DISMISSAL
Jackie Martello

Linda Linda
you're dead
and still walkin' around the city.
I found you after three years
in the fourth row of foldaway
chairs at the museum
looking drab
and listening to a trio
of authentic South American
musicians.
You used to hug me
and scream in Spanish.
Your mother loved me
and was almost as promiscuous
as you.
You said she married again
for money.
Linda Linda
you took your lipstick off
gained weight
and are just a regular girl.
You looked up at me and said hello,
as if I was a little sister
left in your care for three
days and just returning
from the store.
You never talked from the corner
of your mouth before
never looked at me like
so what?
I wear the makeup now.
I jump up and do strange things.
Now I'm the one who darts into
alleys when nature calls.
Linda Linda
that used to be you
but you're dead
and think you've been through it all.
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Indulgently you give me
five minutes of your time
to say hello * so what* goodbye.
I was dumb to think
that your sparks still gave heat,
that your nails still grew up and out,
that you were ever really pretty.
Linda Linda
you idiotI loved you and your disdain for taboos,
your tricks and curses and glitter ...
I thought someone like you
maybe
was made to last
and now I can't even tell you
dirty jokes
or tell you what new drug I've tried
or how black hair just isn't for me
or how I write poems or draw
or any of that good shit.
Now look what you've made me do
Linda.
I just hate to make big black marks in
a neat phone book.
I have to cross you out
like a bad section of a painting,
always knowing you'll still
be there if I scratch the surface.
Linda
I care about you not caring
about me.
My Spanish is rusty
and your nose too big
and god,
I wish you would scream again.

THE SINGER'S WIFE
Kim Berez

When one of her fingernails breaks off
She sees her mother in the mirror
The little ones
push all the doors open looking
for Daddy when she's right there with her blood in the toilet
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thick crimson
as her innermost
feelings when Daddy's waiting in the afternoon bed
or watching the late late show when he's home
t. v. light sculpting his face
into experimental emotions
They're saying Mosquitos never been this bad
or they' re saying Snow's never been this bad
The longest weeks are almost microscopic
Shaped like protozoa
they tumble & roll teetering on a flat spot for the weekends
when they light matches for him
Sometimes it flickers when she closes her eyes to sleep
Maybe it burns when she stares at the ceiling

PARTING COMP ANY
Nancy Miller

This morning, fully
clothed, flat on
my back drinking whiskey ,
I remembered
that object inside
you made
of metal: ticking
in its black
canal. Although morning,
it wasn't
yet light. I drew the
blind and saw
your blood and the sheathed
tubes like bleak
tumor mills in a

tattooed
landscape. Hard times, hard
times. Clacking
of machinery
and hacksaws
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break the silence of your
locks, the quiet
of your heart shattering
its thin meat
walls. Now the thing is
burgeoning,
clutching at all the
cool wet light,
suturing you like
a fishhook
so delicately
you won't
even know until
you awake
charmed
on the floor
of some foreign sea.

A COMPROMISE
Nancy Miller

You've given up determining to get what you could get
and spend your evenings servicing the telephone
Your hand accounts the dull monotonous knob of it
You turn up the volume, accustom the drone
You say you cannot work , you say you are too delicate
and spend your evenings servicing the telephoneyou've given up determining to get what you could get
(and now you claim you never liked the tone . .. )
It was the same at school, they asked you why you quit
You'd given up determining to get what you could get
There's not a doubt about it, the hurt's a dumb , pale stoneyour hand accounts the dull monotonous knob of it
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RIDDLE
Debbie Pintonelli

I seem
voluptuous to you
hair tits ass hair tits ass
I am the tunnel of love
as quiet as a vessel
full of flowers
At the perimeter
ready to please
nameless
san politik
perfect in rotund fertility
making babies like pancakes
darling nigger jew
I am blessed with
a Scarlet Letter
I'm better
than a fifteen-year-old boy,
more than my mother
She calls me pretty little helper
who dresses her dog in baby clothes
who beats the boys in every game
who sleeps at night with
Teddy between her legs and says
fuckme fuckme fuckme
I am not blonde (but should be)
I am LaDonna with dowries
Mademoiselle Mollycoddle
Lascivious Lola who is
perfect in purdah,
always hiding
I am yours do you know me?
The sleepwalking
Degas dream
bound tightly in China shoes
as sexless as Africa,
sewn up and
ready for a holiday
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OH! I'M A WIDOW
Carlene Wright

You come here dead, invading my night
with another woman, asking for a divorce.
She's in the back seat of the car, very pregnant.
The rat in the bowl of the toilet, pink gums
and a grey fur coat, has teeth sticking out
like you just screamed for forgiveness.
I look down at you, wondering what you dun had.
Come see, it looks horrendous and slightly hideous.
The dead always return in some form or fashion.
When we had lunch in Arnie's, the door opened
and the ghost arrived home safely, Charlie.
I went to the toilet, pushed my pants way down,
and as I sat and gazed out the window,
there it was again, dead and smiling.
I was kissing this dude, I opened my eyes
and there you were in the background,
staring and laughing.
When I last saw you dead on the video screen,
your spirit lifted to a cosmic star
right from the Cook County Morgue.
Is it good when you're dead or does
it just lie there and salter? Come
back any time you like,
but next time talk to me; I need a dead friend.
Besides, I spend your Social Security checks every month.
Will you see me at my next wedding? I hope so,
cause I'm going to pretend he's you with all
the trimmings. I just can't forget the Marshall Field shirt
you were wearing drenched in blood. Only a foolish fool
could kill a survivor like you, only an unauthorized
trigger-happy sadist who has plunged in voodoo.
Are you my life running?

ARGENTINA MI AMOUR
Chris Holda

Like the frozen frame of a video
broadcast on hold,
I stand before my easel, trying to paint
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your portrait from memory.
But instead of your face, I paint
a gray felt cap, a scarab and a lean
nude body descending a staircase,
in pale tones of blue.
The hand strikes fiercely at the canvas,
splattering black and olive on your legs
and feet.
The canvas is coarse. I scrape my cheek
against it, smearing tropical oils
on my hair and neck.
Argentina, my memory of you is distant.
Each scene, photographed on a card, keeps
falling into itself like a domino, farther
and farther.

A POEM BEGINNING WITH A LINE FROM TOMAS TRANSTROMER
Philip Steffen

For a fraction of a second as in a photograph
I think of someone else when we love.
Maybe it's because I want to play war games
and you're always Switzerland.
Or you love me because you could love anyone.
At thirty thousand feet, falling a thousand per second,
these thoughts could be endured.
But this soft fade, for seventy years maybe, playing
the same scraping cinemascope, it bums, slowly,
like weak acid leaking from a dying battery.

BENEATH SLEEPING NIGHT
Philip Steffen

You lie contemplatively,
I follow your contours
insulating the bright flesh
for a dark journey.
This is a ritual
like breathing,
important and
unlearned.
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POEM BEGINNING WITH A LINE FROM KENNETH KOCH
Deborah Lamberty

It was the summer of genius
and I no longer used pencils.
Perhaps I was waiting for ballet
slippers with quick endings
or maybe I wandered nearby rooms,
searching for marbles under
long pianos.
I really can't remember why,
just the urge to swallow
everything at once, like a
neurotic. I wanted to
choke and be famous.

GROWING UP CRUTCHLESS
Deborah Lamberty

It's winter in another
country and I am awake
in the next room, my face
in a mirror.
I'm what shadows are for.
Bald with exuberance
I marry, cut my
throat. I think I am
only ignorant.
I hear you breathe
miles away, enduring
sleep like a swan.
I give you a name,
sink out of sight, afraid
of what I am afraid of.
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BEQUEST
Barbara Eckhouse

If you would leave me something,
early morning skin
is specially sweet,
is night's talisman
floating in with my breathing,
my remembering.
Let me have your pillowcase
to trail down the stairs,
to carry in my book bag.
My wallet's too small
to hold anything
but solid treasure,
like green and silver
for exact bus fare.
A baby knows his blanket
smell, his mother's smell;
the sound of our car tires
wheeling home will arouse
our dog from his lethargy;
songs, special songs, freeze
me in my track, undone, sent.
You say the bed feels empty
when I am away,
But reach out your hand;
hasn't my weight left its essence
to warm the sheets and
grab you?
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JAY BISCO
Arthur Dudley

Something unbelievable happened in Chicago on April the 2nd. Jay Bisco, a
stock clerk on Fifth Avenue, woke up unusually early and rubbed his hand
across his face. He became aware of an unshaven face that contained what
felt like cactus needles pricking his hand. As he lay in his bed, he raised
himself on one elbow and turned to his still sleeping wife. He shook her
until she was aroused, and she asked, "What's wrong?" She lazily turned
her back to him, and he answered, "I've got to shave, you know, get
stroked. I need to lather up this face, get me a sharp razor and cut these tiny
hairs off my skin."
In reality, Jay really wanted his wife to shave him because she made her
living by being an excellent barber; but he knew she was too sleepy to cater
to his selfish desires and, sure enough, she thought, in order for me to get
some sleep, I wish this fool would cut his throat while he's shaving, perhaps
then I'll never be awakened for such miniature matters again. She dozed
back to sleep.
Careful, so as not to re-disturb his sleeping wife, Jay climbed out of bed
and journeyed to the washroom. He clicked on the light and walked to the
face bowl. He grabbed the bar of soap, and with one hand he turned on the
hot water. With the other hand, he ran the water on the soap and rubbed it
briskly onto his face. Finally, with enough rubbing, the soap had lathered
quite creamy enough to satisfy his desire. He positioned himself in front of
the mirror that was over the face bowl, grabbed a razor from the shelf next
to the mirror, and began to shave.
Suddenly, terrified, he stopped. There was something in the mirror. Not
only did he see his own reflection, but also that of another man standing
behind him.
He blinked and rubbed his eyes and then whirled around and saw no one.
"What the hell," he whispered under his breath, and he turned back around
to the task of shaving his face. The moment he stared back into the mirror,
he nearly fell to his knees. Staring back at him, along with his own image,
was the reflection of another man.
Now Jay is a very ordinary black man who lived with a very unordinary
superstitious black woman, so as it was, he'd dealt with a lot of difficult
situations. But, to say the least, he couldn't handle two reflections in the
mirror smirking out at a lone figure.
He let out a long, horror-filled scream as he stumbled backwards away
from the mirror.
The long scream of Jay's horror was nothing compared to his wife's indignant cussings.
Jay's scream had awakened her, and she began to scream at him from the
bedroom. "What in the hell is wrong with you, man? Perhaps you've
halfway slit your throat and need me to complete the task for you."
"Come here and look, woman, there's a white man in our bathroom mirror," he answered. And as she got out of bed to see, she thought to herself,
surely this man was dropped on his head on more than one occasion when
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he was a child. But, when she grudgingly made it to the bathroom, sure
enough, there was a white face with blue eyes and long, wooly red hair in
the mirror.
"Where and how in the hell did you get that?" she screamed. "Did you
hex somebody and steal their image? You thief, people have complained to
me before about how you steal anything that's not cemented to the
ground."
Jay wasn't paying any attention to his wife at that moment. He realized
that the image in the mirror belonged to none other than Father Stuart, a
priest at Jay's church.
"Hold on, my sweet wife, I'll take the mirror off the wall and cover it
with a blanket and hide it in the basement, let everything cool down for
awhile; then we'll take it away.
"We! We hell-just how in the world did you turn yourself into we? I
don't have a damn thing to do with it, and do you think I'll allow you to
drag me into your stupid troubles, you old mule piss? You can't even get up
in the morning without stealing something from God knows where. You
stupid egg-sucking son of an unfortunate mother. You're selfish, too;
you've messed up and now you're trying to drag me down with you. Ain't
that right, you scandalous fool? You're a smelly armpit, you know. Get it
out of here. I don't give a damn how or what you do, but just get it the hell
out of here."
Jay could only stand there and look stupid. He thought and thought, but
he just couldn't make sense out of it at all.
Finally, he thought, no matter how I look at it, I still don't know how in
the hell someone else's reflection can end up in my mirror. He began to dig
in his nose with his right little finger. Maybe Father Stuart died, and if I'm
found with his reflection I'll be charged with murder or something. He
could picture himself inside of Cook County Jail and the King Kong-sized
inmates surrounding him and slobbering and ready to peel him as if he were
a ripe banana.
,
The thought stirred him to get dressed into his always funky clothes. He
wrapped an old, patched, brown blanket around the mirror, tucked it
under his arm, and left the house while still being punished by a constant,
loud, deadly, verbal assault from his wife.
He wanted to get rid of the mirror and the stupid reflection that didn't
belong to him. Perhaps he could leave it on a bus, but someone would
always say "Hey, man, you're leaving your package." Maybe he could just
drop it in a lonely alley and run off and leave it, but he kept running into
friends and co-workers who would ask "What have you stolen now" or
"Why are you taking that to work?"
Finally, he decided to try throwing the mirror into the Chicago River
from the State Street Bridge.
But wait one moment, and let us discuss a few words about Jay Bisco, a
man worth talking about.
Like about half of the American people, Jay was a habitual drug user of
any kind. Marijuana, Tic, LSD, uppers, downers, inners, outers-he didn't
give a damn, so long as it did something for his head. His shirts always had
rings around the collar, and his pants had a dull shine on them, caused from
being ironed too often and seldom, if ever, washed. His co-workers would
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always complain to him, "Damn, you're funky, man.- Use some deodorant."
To which Jay would reply, "I do/ and they would add, "Well, use a lot!"
Anyway, he finally made it to the State Street Bridge. He quickly glanced
around and then tossed the mirror off the bridge into the green, murky
river. He blew out a long breath of air and smiled. Now pleased and
somewhat proud of himself for disposing of the mirror so easily, he decided
that instead of going to work, he'd return home and smoke a joint or two.
But hardly had he turned and taken two steps, when he looked and saw a
policeman beckoning to him with his finger and saying, "Get your ass over
here, boy."
Having dealt with Chicago police before, Jay tried to be as diplomatic as
possible and said, "Uh, hello, officer. How are things going, sir?"
'The hell with the questions, buddy, and you better tell me why you're
throwing shit off the bridge. Don't lie to me either, or I may do something
irrational," and the officer slowly put his hand onto his gun holster and
unsnapped the safety strap.
From this point on is strictly confidential because Jay will soon go on
trial,and anything said now may be used against him.
That same morning Father Stuart awakened very early. He massaged his
curly, red hair with his fingers as he always did when he woke up. He loved
his red hair, and he walked into his bathroom to admire and groom the red
growth. As he approached the mirror, he didn't see his reflection. He kept
right on walking until he crashed into the mirror with a loud thud. There
was a sharp tinge of pain on his forehead, so he backed away and at the
same moment looked into the mirror to examine his head. There was still no
reflection. Horrified, he rubbed his eyes, pinched himself, and splashed his
face with cold water to make sure he wasn't dreaming. He looked into the
mirror again, and sure enough, it was no dream and there was no reflection.
Father Stuart quickly said three Hail Marys, got dressed, and called the
police.
But for the moment, several facts should be revealed about Father Stuart
to show what kind of man he was. Priests obtain their positions in the
church by being true believers in God-following, obeying, and understanding the laws that govern the Catholic Church. They should be able to
sway their followers to believe in the church and God, in much the same
manner a Baptist minister moves his congregation.
A most important note is to never compare the two, because they are two
different species.
A priest rarely ventures to people's homes for the sole purpose of dinner,
or if he does, he'll usually walk or ride in some small, modest, inexpensive
car. Also during collections in the church, the priest will have money
baskets passed around until everyone has given. Afterwards he'll rarely beg
for more! And women: absolutely not. There is no sex for priests. Ministers
are absolutely the opposite.
Now that the facts have been revealed, it can be understood how he felt
when instead of his red, curly hair, he saw a perfectly reflectionless mirror.
'This is silly. How could I have lost my reflection?" He dialed the number

to the police department and waited. Finally, a voice answered, "Police
department, what's the problem?"
Stuart held the phone for a moment, uncertain as to what he should say.
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"Well uh uh ... excuse me. I don't want to sound prankish but this is an
emergency, " he finally said. "I wish to uh, it's hard to explain , but there's
been a theft or a robbery. No , a kidnapping. Yes, that's it, something has
been kidnapped."
"Your name please. "
"My name? I can' t tell you that; I'm in a position of being uh, well, if
people found out about what's happened to me, they'd think uh ... Good
Heavens, I don't want to even think about it."
"Well, who was kidnapped? Was it someone you know? "
"Someone I know! Yes, it's my, my, uh ... reflection. "
"Hmmm . .. a pet, huh? What kind of pet was it? A dog, a cat?"
"No, no , it's not that at all. It's my reflection ; you know, the image you
see when you look into the mirror. That's what I'm talking about. It's gone.
I don't know how or why, but it's gone. Now do you understand , sir, that I
need help?"
"You're damn right, I understand you need help , but you call a shrink
doctor, don't call me and tell me some half-ass, wild story about your
reflection disappearing. " And with that, the officer hung the phone up,
leaving Father Stuart confused and somewhat pissed off.
Father Stuart ran out the door of his home onto Green Avenue. He was
dressed rather tacky, but it didn't matter because he couldn't see how to
dress himself anyway. He would look into the store windows he briskly
stepped by, seeing everyone else's reflection instead of his own. It was
rather hard to navigate his way down Green Avenue without his reflection
to help keep him aware of where he was headed. No one noticed that he
didn't have a reflection, and in fact, some people even bade him a good
morning but he neither answered nor even acknowledged that he heard
them.
Suddenly he stopped, frozen in his tracks, near a pornography shop that
disguised itself as a jeans clothing store. An unbelievable series of events
blossomed before his very eyes.
A sleek, black Cadillac Seville stopped in front of the porn shop. Its rear
door opened, and a gentleman dressed only in a jock strap appeared from
the back seat of the car. He jumped out, sprinted to the shop, and disappeared into the doorway. Both surprise and horror came over Father Stuart
because he recognized the stranger as his very own reflection . The shock of
this sight made him feel dizzy. He could hardly stand on his feet , even with
the support of leaning against the shop wall. He just had to wait until his
reflection returned to the car . He waited, shaking as if he had been stricken
suddenly with typhoid fever.
After fifteen minutes or so, the reflection emerged from the porn shop .
Only now he was dressed in skin tight, faded blue jeans and a white T-shirt
with red letters written across it, proclaiming, "I'M NOT THE MAN MY
MOMMA WAS! " He had an arm load of nudie magazines as he climbed into the back of the Cadillac and bade his chauffeur to drive off.
That was it. That was the last straw. Father Stuart almost went crazy. He
couldn't even think straight anymore . How was it possible that the reflection in his mirror, up until today, couldn't walk or ride around , but could
show up today doing all these things as if it were only natural? Father
Stuart chased after the car, which only drove one block to a scuzzy bar
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with even scuzzier patrons. The Cadillac stopped, and once again the reflection emerged from the back of the car and vanished inside a doorway.
Father Stuart reached the bar, and rushing in after the reflection, had to
push and shove his way thru a cluster of women of ill repute , who used to
tease him about his priest's clothing and his apparent virginity. There were
a few drunks around; most were standing near the entrance . As he adjusted
to the haze of smoke and near darkness, his eyes searched every nook and
crack and person to find his prey. Finally, he discovered him sitting on a
stool at the bar next to a beriberi looking woman.
"What shall I say to him?" Father Stuart wondered. "I just don' t know
what to do ... "
He approached and cleared his throat , but the reflection just sat there
talking to the woman next to him and didn't even bother to look up.
"Uh, pardon me, sir. .. ," Father Stuart said, gathering up his courage.
"Yes, " the reflection said, turning around.
"I uh, Let me say, well uh , I don' t know quite how to explain sir. .. but I
think .. .I mean , don't you know where you belong, and where do I find
you? Of all places, in a bar. I'm sure you agree!"
"Well, to be honest with you, man, I don't agree with shit. I don't even
know what the hell you're talking about. As a matter of fact , rather than
continue this conversation , I'll turn around and do business with this
woman, and you can just get the hell out of my face. "
"But sir," Father Stuart replied, "don' t you understand that you belong to
me?"
The reflection gave Father Stuart a look of utter disgust and contempt
and then turned away and resumed his sweet-talking with his lady companion.
Father Stuart , feeling completely dumbfounded, turned to see if there was
a kind or understanding face that perhaps he could talk to and explain the
situation. But, of course, in this unsanitary pit of undignified men and sluttish women , there was no face of pity or concern . There was only the look
of sex and lust and money, alcohol , drugs, having fun and more sex.
Father Stuart decided to reason with the reflection, but when he turned
around to tell the image to cease the petty game, the reflection had
vanished.
He was downhearted. He left the bar and retraced his steps back to his
apartment. Once there, he decided to dial the police one more time and explain the chain of events.
He dialed the number, and the voice that answered was the same that
answered earlier.
"Uh , officer, it's me again. I'm the one who called you earlier about the
missing reflection. "
"Ohhh yeah ... now I remember. Did it come back?"
"No , no, it hasn't but now you believe me, you really really believe that
I've lost it?" Father Stuart asked excitedly.
"Sure, I believe you've lost it! You've lost your fuckin ' mind . I've told
you, don't call me with these half-ass stories; if you do it again , I'll come arrest you myself. Besides, any decent God-fearing man would never go
around losing his reflection, you crazy pile of horse shit." And with that ,
the officer hung up.
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Father Stuart started to contend with his unfortunate problem. How and
why is this happening to me, he thought, Perhaps I'm being punished for
neglecting some of my Christian duties. No, it can't be that , because I've
done the best that I could, and it's not possible that I've turned into a vampire, because I just came in from the sunlight, and if I were a vampire, the
sun would have reduced me to a pile of foul dust and I would have blown
away with the first gust of God's fresh wind. Maybe some deceitful fool is
playing a humorless joke on me, or perhaps a wicked witch has picked up
the yellow pages and let her fingers do the cursing to my name. Well, I
guess I'm just doomed to this petty ignorance, but why has my faith failed
me now . Whatever it is that I've done, I'll pray for forgiveness ; I'll pray,
that's what I'll do , and when someone sees that foolish image of mine,
they'll know that he's not me. They will come and tell me about the foolish
imposter, about how he is a slur to my very name . And with that , Father
Stuart went into his room and lay across his bed. After lying there motionless with his right hand on his forehead for a few seconds, his eyes slammed
close and he was fast asleep.
He did not awaken until the very next morning when a knock and a
highly respectable voice pierced his door. The voice belonged to Cardinal
Scholer. "Open this door, Father Stuart! What has become of you? Your
picture is in the daily paper. It is a picture of you urinating onto the
Picasso. There are rumors of you running around half-naked and hanging
out at smut shops and filthy bars . I have the very paper in my hand. Open
this door and tell me the truth . I will believe you. "
Father Stuart had gotten out of bed and tip-toed over to his door and laid
his ear and head against it. Not knowing what to do , he quickly dashed to
his bathroom, although in his moment of fear, he didn' t know what for. He
could still hear the Cardinal's voice beckoning him.
This world is full of believe it or not . Often it is quite outrageously
unbelievable. Suddenly, the reflection that had run around half-naked all
night and caused such a commotion throughout the city, turned up as if
nothing had ever happened , in its rightful place, in the mirror in front of
Father Stuart. He just happened to glance in the mirror, and there was the
reflection . He pressed both his hands against the mirror and the reflection
imitated his moves- all doubts aside , it was definitely his reflection.
Father Stuart ran back to the knocking at the door and opened it. In came
the Cardinal, and he was followed by a lone police officer. The Cardinal
pointed to the paper in his hand and said, 'Tell me the truth and I will
believe you . What caused this idiotic behavior?"
"In the name of God Almighty, it wasn't me! It was an imposter, I'd
never behave like a wild boar in public. "
"Liar," the policeman screamed.
"No , no .. .I'm not lying. It was a barbaric imposter."
"You're guilty as all hell, " the policeman screamed . But the Cardinal
intervened and persuaded the officer to leave Father Stuart be. He had faith
in all of his priests, and if Father Stuart said he didn't do it, he didn't.
The Cardinal and the officer left, leaving Father Stuart to himself. And
with a daintiness that had to be seen to be believed, Father Stuart sprinted
back into the bathroom and happily studied himself in the mirror. He was
so enchanted with himself that when he sneezed, he didn't even bother to
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wipe the green, slimy polluted stream of liquid from his face. He just smiled
at himself and said, "Glad to meet you again."
And so that's what happened in the great city of Chicago that day. But
now to think about the supernatural events-why couldn't Father Stuart
understand the policeman's indifference to his phone call? And too, why
did it choose to lodge itself in Jay Bisco's mirror? And why did Jay choose
to throw the mirror into the river? I don't understand it one bit and, to be
sure, it will be the least thing that I'll even consider thinking about. What
would be the strangest of all is that anyone would even consider worrying
about these strange happening?
Whatever your thoughts may be, these strange things do happen-rarely
maybe, but they do.
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ALAN AND AUDREY
Fern Levin

It was still dark in the heavily furnished living room where the gold
Mediterranean furniture seemed to suck Alan in, deep down into that
fabric, even though he resisted sitting all the way back. Instead he sat
perched at the edge of the chair, his coat politely over his arm. It was midmorning and he was sitting in the living room of Audrey's house. He had
decided to go there, after pulling out of the driveway on his way to work.
He hadn't called her first, nor had he discussed it with anyone. But he knew
he had to see her, face to face.
"But Mr. Blandstein," Audrey wailed, her smooth face quite tan from her
Florida vacation. ''Tara's my friend. I promised I wouldn't tell anyone
where she was."
"Audrey," he said quietly. "May I remind you I am not just anyone. And
I can't just sit by and let her alone in her condition ... I just don't understand
you ... you should realize we have to get her help."
Audrey was whittling away at a chipped fingernail, studying it in the
morning light that managed to barely push itself in through the centerfold
of the thick brocade draperies. And light snuck in from around the corner
kitchen. Her mother had already gone to work and she would be late for
school now, she thought, fidgeting, knowing full well she had no intention
of even going to school today. She curled her feet beneath her on the sofa.
"You just don't really know her," she said, now picking on a toenail, the
chipping sound filling Alan with disgust. "Nobody does. She doesn't want
any help at all."
He was beginning to lose his temper, and he didn't want to, just yet. He
had to be calm, make Audrey understand, so she would tell him where Tara
was. But inside him, he roared and bellowed at this girl who probably
talked Tara into everything wrong she ever did. He would have liked to
reach out and grab her by the shoulders and shake her, this girl who sat
before him, picking at her sun-parched toes ... a girl who shared his
daughter's clothes, his daughter's secrets, his daughter's very soul. And he
wanted to feel his fingers wrap themselves around her smooth brown neck,
to blame her for everything as he touched that small ball pulsating inside
her throat, and he wanted to squeeze and squeeze it, goddamnit, and shake
her so her hair and body went ragged. But instead, he just sat there.
"If you really are her friend, you'll tell me where she is this minute. Don't
make me bring in the police to question you. You can get in a lot of trouble
yourself, you know."
His voice cracked now, the firm appeal losing its credibility. He saw
himself down on the ground, prostrate before her, and it disgusted him.
And he realized that this was probably the longest conversation he and
Audrey had ever had.
"What would you expect your parents to do if it was you?" he asked.
Then Audrey laughed, that nervous cynical kind of laughter, with her
throaty foghorn voice.
"First of all, Mr. Blandstein, I know better than to get myself knocked
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up. I'm just too careful. And second, if something like that ever happened
to me, and I did leave home ... my ma would probably be relieved. But as
for my father ... well, I haven't seen him in seven years."
He was getting nowhere fast. But he had to keep on trying.
"Mr. Blandstein, believe me .. .I tried to talk her out of it, a lot of
times ... but she won't listen to anybody, and I'm supposed to be her best
friend. I think she's really flipped her cork this time, 'cause she really wants
to have that baby."
Now he was sitting forward, his shirt collar was opened. Beneath his
glasses, hollow dark circles appeared. There were new lines in his cheeks
and around his mouth, and there were lines in his forehead, separating
those tufts of skin Tara used to play with, lines that had etched themselves
deeper into his head, as he took off his glasses. He exhaled hard, as though
it had become a chore even to breathe. The sleepless nights showed on his
face, the constant worry, the silent tears he had left in his pillow, all the
unanswered questions that always led him back to the simplest one: Why?
And Nadine would not even discuss it. "Give her a week and she'll be
back," she said, "just mark my words." And then she had gone back to her
coffee ... her cigarettes ... her job.
Audrey watched him rub his eyes as he rested his glasses on his knee.
"And anyway, it's over three months. It's too late for an abortion."
She said it quietly. But the words, "Too Late" fell over Alan and cast a
long ominous shadow. They hung inside the room, echoing back and forth,
hurling themselves against the walls, from the gold tufted pillows that sat in
the corner to the velvet matador painting that hung on the opposite wall.
They seemed to even make the black wrought iron chandelier tinkle. He felt
as though he had just slid down a huge canyon, the words looming above
him. He felt it like dynamite exploding into his head, his body. It was like
having a rifle stuck up your ass, and someone pulling the trigger and blowing you to Kingdom Come. TOO LATE.
He saw the room dim and blacken, "IT'S TOO LA TE TO HA VE AN
ABORTION." And he saw the words, tall block letters painted in the
starkest black, standing like immovable steel beams, each letter thirty-feet
tall as he would try to pull them away with his bare hands, scrambling,
scratching, as he tried to climb those obstacles.
And it seemed he could even smell the words as they smoked and sizzled,
bringing back something deeply hidden, like the fetid rotten odor of death.
IT'S TOO LA TE and he saw that old image of a white sheet slowly being
drawn over his mother's supine body as she lay in that hospital bed and he
stood paralyzed in the doorway of her room, helpless, after he had rushed
halfway across town in buses and subways when he learned about the
stroke. And Alan remembers only the ticking sound of his shoes against
that cold green linoleum floor, as he hurried down the hospital corridor,
pushing past unmoving crowds that seemed to stand in his way. And he
remembers seeing the doctor pulling that sheet over her head and saying,
"It's too late, we did all we could." And Alan putting up his hands to his
ears, cupping them close and hard to muffle the already spilled words, from
that horrid awful sight of his anonymous mother who lay beneath the sheet.
And as if a steel wall were placed before him to hold him back, he could not
move one inch, he could not bring himself to go near that bed and take a
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final look at her face. And so this burden, he carries with him always, that
horrible punishment-because he did not look, because he did not go to
her-he can never remember her face. That horrible blankness punishes him
even in his sleep, for even in dreams he cannot get past that emptiness, that
faceless face.
"No , goddamn it; it's not too late," he screamed, getting up and bumping
into the coffee table with his knee so that an ashtray and assorted glass
nick-nacks rattled. "I've got to get to her, don't you understand. So you
better tell me where she is ... NOW!"
Audrey was biting her lip. She saw the expression on Alan's face change
and it made her straighten up and take notice. She had been confronted by
teachers who screamed at her, for talking and smoking in class. She had
known guys that were tough, guys who had shot up dope. She even
watched, fascinated, although she never did it herself. She had been fucked
in her cunt, her ass, upside down, rightside up, in cars, and rooftops, and
even on a gravestone. She had been picked up by the cops at thirteen for
drinking in a car with four guys. She had been interrogated by quicktalking detectives when she stole a coat at Saks. And somewhere in the
periphery of her memory, a dark circle of her past always seemed to loom
about, a distant point somewhere beyond her reign of vision , or thought.
Something that never quite materialized, stopping just short of the image,
that intangible substance she could never allow herself to think about , until
now.
She slowly looked up at Alan, and for the first time met his eyes.
"She's at the Pink Flamingo Motel."
And now the pace is slow for Audrey . The morning sun rose from the
lake and canopied over the city, and then it fell down somewhere behind
the trees in her backyard. But she did not know it, because when Audrey
sits on the sofa in her living room, she is not aware that it is dark outside
now, that she has been sitting there all day. She tugs at the cushion she
pulled from behind her. All day long she has been drinking Scotch from a
bottle and smoking weed, and occasionally she looks over to where Alan
had been sitting. Alan, Tara's father. And she is thinking about the whole
strange syndrome of fathers , and that darkly handsome man who was her
father once long ago. Her father who had a deep cleft inside his chin and
dark shiny eyes. A man with a quick smile, who used to sit with his shirt
open, and his hairy chest exposed to the wind, the sun, the elements, even
when it was cold outside. He never buttoned his coat either, or caught a
chill. For Tony Lodino was a man's man. A ladies' man , too , for that matter. A physical man, a man who made his presence known when he walked
into a room , and all eyes turned to see the fine muscular body, the handsome face.
"I've been around the block a few times," he would say. And he would
pull the cushion off the back of the sofa, fondling and petting it, as if it were
some soft kitten, and Audrey would look up at him and smile, and she'd
jump on his lap and he'd say, "Ah, Angelina, bella ... " and kiss her on the
forehead. For she had been named Angelina after his mother. "A good
Italian pasta maker," his wife always said, sarcastically. And whenever
Tony heard her say that about his mother, he'd say, "Fuckin' whore bitch,
what do you know?" to his "mick-for-scum" wife who liked his fat dago
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dick so much she finally married him.
And his wife insisted on calling his Angelina, "Audrey," saying she
should have a popular name, an American name.
Audrey now sits, weaving in and out of this life of hers. She sits,
remembering the arguments between her mother and father.
"You're no good, Tony," her mother would shout across the kitchen
table, all the children's eyes watching this volley of words. And Tony
would tell her to get off his back, his lids heavy from the booze, and she
would ball up her fist at him, at his constant drinking that caused him to
withdraw and retreat on those days that he was home and didn't have a
load to haul across the country. So he'd just sneer at her, hunching over his
plate, the bones of his broad shoulders so sharp now, they almost cut
through his shirt.
Audrey reaches for another drink, but now it is only to wash away that
taste in her mouth, the harsh and biting taste of pot and wine, and she
smokes another cigarette, snuffing it out as quickly as she lit it, the tobacco
taste making her nauseated. Her hair hangs limply on her face, as she sits
there in her jeans and tee shirt, mixing up the thoughts of today, thoughts
of Alan confused with her own father, and she remembers the noise that
would come from her parents' bedroom, the shouts she used to think about
and wonder over, her mother's crying out in a strange shrill voice, like she
was in pain, and her father, grunting like some animal, and her older
brothers and sisters giggling when she'd yell that "Daddie is hurting Ma ... ";
for these noises did not only come out in the wee hours of the night when
good little children were supposed to be sound asleep in their beds, but that
sound came any time, Saturday afternoons, Sunday mornings, weekdays ...
whenever Tony Lodino fell into the house after a long haul on the road,
smelling of booze and sweat.. .or after a night out drinking with the guys, or
after breakfast.. .or even before ... whenever Tony Lodino damn well
pleased.
But now Tony Lodino was no more. He wasn't dead, though he may as
well have been, she thought, for all she knew, fondling that cushion, then
slowly, thoughtfully, moving her body over to the place where Alan Blandstein sat just a few hours ago. But Alan was not her father. He was not so
fiercely handsome as her own father had been. Alan Blandstein wore glasses
and his pants never seemed to fit him right, bagging in the ass, too long, or
too short. .. and he wore those white pressed shirts that buttoned up to his
neck, but maybe he didn't have hair that strained to climb out from a barrel
chest, like her old man's did. And for a moment, she wonders about Alan's
naked chest, a silly slobbering grin visible only to the darkness of that living
room, and she thinks of all the times she had been to Tara's house, but
could not remember once ever seeing Alan without his shirt. And she hits
some more Scotch, not even feeling the dribbles that fall down her chin,
that would tickle her if she weren't so crocked already.
And a ringing phone in the middle of the night cuts through the air like
the finest steel blade. It makes its incision like a deft surgeon's instrument,
hits its target like the clean clear shot of an archer's arrow that is so swift it
bypasses even the wind.
And it rang upstairs on the phone in Nadine's room. It rang in the
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hallway. It rang in Tara's room and in the kitchen. But the only place the
ring was heard was in the family room, where Alan lay folded up in a heap,
a plate of curled up salami and dried bits of bread crust sitting next to him.
His glasses had slid down his nose and now hid in the crack of that vinyl
sofa where he sat. The opened bottle of Scotch was on the table in front of
him, half empty, and the cover was nowhere to be found.
And the slicing ring of the telephone, that phone that he had been watching absent-mindedly all night bled into his ears and spread throughout his
head with the authority of an order, a decree, until he finally grumbled and
moaned, opened his heavy eyes, not quite remembering where he was, but
knowing, just as sure as he found his hand crouched beneath his opposite
arm and touched that phone, knowing that it would be her.
And there are a million thoughts that could surge through a father's mind
when hearing the soft tiny voice of his daughter say, "Daddie, it's me." But
to Alan it brought back only the blur of some Sunday mornings, of a little
girl dragging a doll into his bedroom as she stood over his bed, whispering,
"Daddie, it's me," and tugging on his arm to wake him. But she wasn't a little girl anymore, and he had to fight these images that would choke the
speech from his throat.
"Sweetheart, where are you? Are you all right?" he said, now fully
upright.
'Tm fine. I just wanted you to know that. .. and I wanted to see how you
were."
'Tara, please, why did you leave like that?"
"I had to ... even though you can't understand ... but I'm okay, really. I
even got a job."
"A job, my god, Tara, are you crazy ... you're only fifteen, you've got
your whole life ahead of you. Do you know what you're doing to
yourself?"
He could have stuffed a rock in his mouth.
"Daddie, I don't want to get into that now ... please, I didn't call you for
that. .. "
"But I thought you and I understood each other ... better than that ... talk
to me."
"It's not that ... "
"But couldn't you have told me?"
He had to press his lips together tightly, to shut out the tears that were
ready to come crashing out of his mouth and he was winding the phone
cord tightly around his hand, over and over and over, cutting off his circulation.
"I tried .. .lots of times. But I didn't want to hurt you."
"And what the hell do you think you're doing to me now?"
"That's why I had to leave."
"But we're your family, damnit. .. we love you."
"Maybe YOU do."
"Tara, will you listen to me ... you know your mother cares, she's just
hurt and confused too ... she handles things differently."
"Yeah, I know."
"So be reasonable, come home now."
"I can't live there anymore. Don't you understand. It's not the same. I'm
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not the same."
And she thought that she had to say it to him, like she had said it to her
mother. She had to tell that person she loved most in the world, even
though he already knew, and the words froze when she tried to deliver
them, even across the miles, and she knew that until she let those words
out, and said them to her father on the other end of the phone, she knew
she would never be free.
'Tm almost four months pregnant. I can't come home."
"You come home, goddamn it, I don't care what you are and what you
did. This is your home and I am your father and I say to get yourself home
now .... "
His anger split and spread, anger for losing control, for feeling her slipping through his fingertips on a thread as fine as spider's silk, her voice
fading, curling up, and withering away somewhere between those telephone
wires, the last thing that held them together. And he was fighting now, goddamn it, fighting to keep his daughter.
And across the wire of that phone that Alan coiled mercilessly and
endlessly around his hand, stood a girl twirling another wire, as she stood
in a phone booth at a gas station that had long since closed. Its Exxon sign
now dim, the clanging of its pumps silenced. And the only sound that could
be heard was the drone of traffic and the squeak of the phone booth door,
and worse, that awful, deadly , silent pause, before she finally hung up the
phone.

'
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NATTIE
Renee Hansen

At five o'clock in the morning, in an area called "North Newtown," there is
a store window with dusty stuffed animals in pink blue and green, piled one
right on top of another, each gently pawing a dusty paw at the window. At
five o'clock in the morning on Broadway a drunk man gets on the #36
Broadway bus. He has no bus fare and after a brief exchange, the bus driver
brings the bus to a dead halt in the middle of an intersection, opens the door
and waits, with the perspiration gathering beneath the band of his cap, as
the drunk trips down the last step and stumbles back into the heat of Broadway.
Also at this time, a milk truck pulls into Treasure Island; a dark green
Buick stops to pick up two women with brighter green shorts on. They also
wear fishnet stockings and platform heels. One keeps flapping open the
mink stole she is wearing, though the bank clock clearly states that it is 5:04
and 89 degrees. Also at five o'clock in the morning on Broadway the last
lesbians are crawling out of B.J.'s and some head arm in arm towards their
cars. At five o'clock in the morning no one cares anymore. But there is one
man in a white Chevy, who for some reason cares enough to say, "HEY
YOU FUCKING LEZZIES ... WHY DON'T YOU GO BACK WHERE YOU
CAME FROM?"
Nattie, who has heard this remark, tries to think of exactly where that is.
Going back to where she came from would mean going back to that family
man who still drives a white Chevy. He was an American man in an
American car. His first, his very first, was a Hudson. And he rode that
Hudson long and far. He even ripped the back seat out, and the passenger
seat too, so that he could use the Hudson to carry lumber in, when he got
his first job as a carpenter. And he built his own home. Yes, built his own
home-on a full acre of land just outside the city. And he filled this home
with assorted pets, a wife and three children, books, and a TV. He quit
smoking cigarettes and took to smoking cigars. He began buying real estate
and had a fist fight with the tenants just to prove he was no chicken-shit
absentee landlord. He began to think of himself as a self-taught man who
was a self-made success. And always, he wanted to learn more. "Be openminded," was one of his favorite phrases. "The greatest of men," he is
quoted as saying, "know a little bit about everything." He bought an
encyclopedia on ancient art, another set of "Great Early American Inventions." At garage sales he picked up A through Fon the "Body Human."
And for his children he found a special children's library edition on plants,
and on the ascent of man. He devoted one entire week to "The Cogwheel"
chapter from "Great Early American Inventions" and an entire month to the
letter "E" in the "Body Human" series. His children learned that "Entameba"
is the bacteria which causes dysentery and ulcers, and that a baby is only
considered an "embryo" up until the third month of pregnancy. They learned
about the anatomy of the "eye," from its aqueous humor to its vitreous
humor. "Our first impression of people," Rolland Gayle Jensen is quoted as
saying, "in great part, is formed by what we see in their eyes." He bought a
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book called, The Great Minds of Men. In it were brief biographies and
quotes from the likes of Albert Einstein, Schwitzer and J.P. Morgan. He
bought more real estate and he bought more books on real estate.
And despite his success, despite it all, he still drove a white Chevy. "A
man who needs more than a Chevy isn't much in my books," he is quoted
as saying. Though he did believe that "A good man deserves a good drink,"
and so he developed a taste for the finest Cabernets and Courvoisier. He
moved his family to the inner city because he believed in it and opened a real
estate office in the Lincoln Park Area. He fought urban gangs and urban
violence and became an inner city pioneer (though every Linoln Park
Real Estate developer considers himself an inner city pioneer). He's gotten
new curbs, new sewer caps, and even new trees put in the streets in the Lincoln Park Community. And all the drunks, all the prositutes, all the homosexuals were pushed further down the street. You might say he made the
North Newtown section of Broadway what it is today, at five o'clock in the
morning.
At five o'clock in the morning on Broadway the faggots gesture quickly
to one another and the prostitutes dash into gangways at the sight of blue
lights still four blocks away. Nattie hops a cab. The driver complains about
the bar rush traffic. The neon signs quiver from the heat and they reflect in
the black tar of Broadway and make it appear as a huge oil slick.
Fifteen minutes later the cab turns down Nattie's street. The colorcoordinated hubcaps of Mercedes and Cadillacs hug the freshly poured
cement curbs. Sprinklers have been kept on all night and gently swish back
and forth, dappling the sidewalks, and washing the homes with a fine mist.
Nattie unlocks the door. The digital kitchen stove clock reads 5: 19. She
pats the dog's head on her way to her bedroom, shuts off the hall light her
mother has left on for her, bangs her shoulder on the bedroom door as she
shuffles through, takes off her shoes and falls into bed.
In forty-one minutes Rolland Jensen's alarm clock will ring. He'll stretch
and yawn leisurely, then suddenly bolt up to greet the new day. He'll turn
to his wife and say, "Good morning, Gloria. I've got so much to do today."
And then if she hasn't heard him, he will learn over and bend down towards
her ear, "I've said 'good morning' honey. It's going to be a busy day. I've
got an appointment at seven to show a building on Cleveland. Then I'm
meeting the city inspectors on Roscoe at nine. And the Lincoln Park Conservation Association is having their Board of Directors luncheon at
twelve."
"Rolland, don't you think you ought to slow your pace a little?" Gloria
will ask. In twenty-seven years of marriage she has performed consistently.
"That's the problem around here. No one ever realizes that the greatest of
men never achieved anything by laying in bed all day," he will be quoted as
saying.
Nattie does not have one foot on the down escalator of the Greyhound
Bus Station before she hears her name over the page. "Natalie Jensen. You
have a telephone call waiting on line three at the customer service desk.
Natalie Jensen wanted at the customer service desk." The words come out
first from the pit and then echo from the far corners of the ceiling, still fifteen feet above the catwalk.
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It is snowing outside in downtown Chicago. One floor below the pit are
twenty arrival gates. The buses come in with melted icing. Down the ramp
they swoop , one at a time, into a narrow enclave with slots, like long
graves, for parking spaces. The buses with melted, blackened, syrupy icing,
are soon replaced by buses with freshly iced tops. Nattie takes the second
set of elevators down to this area to wait at Gate 19 for Jake. There are
empty seats, but she prefers to stand, leaning sideways against the window
which faces the ramp, waiting for the bus that reads "DeKalb" below its
white icing . She hears her name paged again. This time the sound is muffled
and contained in this pit below the pit.
Rolland Jensen is on the phone at home. The dull hum of humanity at the
Greyhound station comes across his earpiece. He thinks it is static. He turns
to his wife and says, "God-damn her. God-damn her! The more I think
about this, the more upset I get! She better bring him back here Gloria. So
we can all talk about this like civilized adults." Then he paces a few more
times across the kitchen. He breathes more heavily with each step and each
step becomes quicker. Then suddenly he stops and pivots towards Gloria
and shouts, "Why does she god-damn have to tell him now, close to finals.
She knew it was finals up there. And damn her! Why doesn't she answer the
page?" He slams down the phone and shouts, "The more I think about this,
the more upset I get! " Then he picks up the phone to dial the Greyhound
station again.
As she listens to the hum echoing from gray wall to gray ceiling, Gloria
sips on her iced tea. She is drinking iced teas now. She is on something
called "The Ritz" diet and iced teas are its staple. All day she has wanted to
eat to calm her nerves, but she told herself she was not going to let this
bother her, so she has drunk iced tea with mint , iced tea with lemon , and
now iced tea with saccharine and tangerine slices.
Gloria calls to the dog , snaps her fingers, and throws him an ice cube.
Rolland paces and kicks at the cord when his feet become entangled in it.
The dog paws at the table for more ice . His paws are big and awkward and
not puppyish for three years now. "Do you remember Jake wanted to call
him Spot?" she says to Rolland hoping that he will pick up on the conversation. "Spot , now that would have been a silly name, wouldn't it, Rolland? "
Rolland switches the receiver from his right to left ear and continues pacing .
"Wouldn' t Spot have been a silly name. Wouldn't that have been just the
silliest name for you , King? " She talks now to the big black shepherd as she
holds his paw. "And there's not a single spot on you , is there , King. Huh
boy, right? " King moans and lies at Gloria's feet, having lost interest in the
ice cubes.
Gloria begins to knead the sides of her teak table with her hands. She
watches the perspiration from her palms seep into the grain of the wood.

The stain grows longer as she inches her hands further along the sides of the
table. She can only think now of her old pink kitchen table-how long she
had it and how little she paid for it. And she wishes she had it now, though
it had purple and green splotches from many Easter Egg colorings. She
wants her old , faded , pink table because she wants to cry over a familiar
surface.
Gloria continues to knead the wood of the new table. Rolland changes
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directions and begins pacing in the hall that leads from Nattie's bedroom to
the bathroom. Every three seconds Gloria sees him in the opening which
leads from the hall to the kitchen. "Nattie and Jake," she says to herself.
Then aloud, she whispers, "Nattie and Jake," as if she has just given birth to
twins and were now reaffirming the names she has decided to give them.
And why did Nattie have to do this, though she couldn't say to herself
exactly what "this" was because she got a sick feeling, an ache, in her
calves, in the back of her neck, that the doctor had just gotten through telling her came with tension. So she wouldn't say it, not even to herself,
though her mind spat up the word "lesbian" once or twice to mar her kitchen
table thoughts.
Nattie and Jake had tumbled back and forth in that hallway Rolland
paced through, tumbled one way, then tumbled the other, fought, then
made up by turning the hallway into a clubhouse, turning the hallway into
a spook house, or by turning the hallway into a concert house. And Gloria
would always get the best seat. She would sit in the kitchen, sipping black
coffee at her pink table, and hum between sips, hum in a lilting way, like a
soft Scottish bagpipe, whenever her children were at play.
Rolland Jensen bangs down the phone; Gloria clinks her spoon around
the inside of her glass. At the Greyhound station Nattie shifts her weight
from one leg to another as she waits for the DeKalb bus to come swooping
down the ramp.
On the bus, Jake folds his "Introduction to Microeconomics" and stares
out the window. He thinks about the skating party last night, the beer on
the frat house carpet, the yellow stains which led to his room, up to his bed.
In bed he had tried to remember how she told him and how she had
sounded and at what point in the conversation did he know what she was
going to say. "Quit asking me about men. You're always worried about
whether or not I'm going out with anyone and you're always unhappy
when you find that I'm not." He had known then, when she said that, but
he had pressed the conversation and at some point she had said, 'Tm not
seeing men anymore; I'm seeing women."
His hangover came early last evening. He had a headache when he closed
his eyes. His roommate came in, "Hey, Jensen, Ya gone schizo on us? One
minute you're out there chugging beer and the next minute you're in here
peeling more wallpaper off the walls."
"Shut the fuck up."
"Shut-up, shut-up, shut-up, shut-up," he says aloud as he continues staring out the tinted windows. Jake feels a slight tugging at his sleeve. It is the
man next to him, who Jake pegged as a salesman on first sight. "How late
ya figure we'll be?" he asks as he points to Jake's watch. His accent is flat
and broad. His entire appearance is flat and broad, from his broad dusty
face with broad cheeks, to his broad lapels, outdated 10 years, down to his
broad, brown, wing-tipped shoes.
"Maybe 20 minutes," Jake replies without looking at his watch and
returns his stare to the window.
"Someone meeting you?" he hears as he feels another tug at his sleeve.
"Maybe my sister," Jake replies as he raps his knuckles lightly on the window and studies his reflection. "I mean she's done it before, surprised me at
the Greyhound station."
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He studies the space his eye sockets make between his cheeks and
eyebrows. In between raps he stretches his thumb back to his wrist, a trick
he could do ever since he broke it when he was twelve. He continues talking
to the salesman as he studies the arch his thumb makes. "She had this
maroon tank-top and bell-bottoms, the kind that had been frayed at the
edges. And she was always tan in the summer. And I was coming home
from Boy Scout camp. The entire group had chartered the bus. And as we
pull into the station I see the older guys, the patrol leaders, nudging each
other and pointing to some girl standing at our gate. And I look and it's
Nattie. Only it didn't look quite like Nattie. See, she had just turned thirteen that summer. And I was just so surprised, so surprised when I saw her
standing there."
Jake turns to the salesman who is fumbling with his broad briefcase. "See,
the reason I asked," the salesman says, "is because I have three briefcases
filled with these things," and he opens the lid to reveal three rows of stacked
encyclopedias to Jake, "and I figure I might be needin' a ride. I mean with
the snow the way it is and cabs the way they are .... " and his voice trails off
as Jake's stare returns to the window.
As the white glazed buses replace the blackened syrupy ones, Nattie too
remembers the last time she was here to meet Jake. He had his khaki shorts
on; the tops of his thighs were pink. And as they walked out into the summer glare, Nattie noticed the slight, long muscle fighting to explode beneath
the pink. They had the cab driver stop at Fullerton Avenue beach , where
they got out and walked the rest of the way home. Her arms were deep
brown and her face was burnt over where it had peeled before. And did he
know that she had ridden here daily only to have stories to tell him about
her summer at the beach. So as they walked home, she told him about the
fight with the bottle of Sun-In and how it turned Pat's hair from brown to
blonde in 15 minutes. And she told him about Cheryl's broken leg and how
she faked it and plastered it herself to get this lifeguard's attention. "Can
you imagine? Can you imagine?" she said, "Can you imagine walking eight
blocks with eight pounds of plaster wrapped around your leg (on the hottest
day of the year yet!)? And oh, you missed the heat spell. Did you hear
about it? The beaches were nearly empty. They say that everyone stayed
inside close to a fan or air-conditioner. But I still came down here every
day. You should have been here, Jake. You should have been here. We
could have had the whole beach to ourselves. You should have been here."
And as they walked home she tells him that his sash is too crowded with
pins and medals and how he will soon have to get one of those large green
vests they make for "super scouts" who want to display all their merit
badges. Jake laughs, but Nattie thinks to herself that this is one of the last
good days of the summer and that last summer was probably her last good
summer with Jake. And she mourns this, as she turns around and takes in

the last sight of lake water, as she is always mourning the passing of the last
good days.
Nattie stiffens as the "DeKalb" bus swoops down. She is angered when
she sees him, perhaps because he has that full head of sandy hair seen on
boys of eleven on beaches on sunny days, perhaps because he is smiling and
looking directly at her. When he walks up to greet her his smile fades. Now
he remembers why he is here. He remembers getting sick last night-how
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his vomit splashed across the frat-red carpet, across his clothes, leaving the
orange flecks he had to clean up this morning, and the sight of it had made
him nauseated again. Nattie stands with her hands hitched in her pockets.
Jake swallows as he bends down to kiss the motionless Nattie, the dyke
Nattie. He follows her out of the great mausoleum. "Nattie, gay," he says to
himself as they escalate out of the pit, but then decides this cannot be true,
but his Adam's apple sludges up and down as he gulps. He has come to hear
her say that and will continue feeling nauseated until she does.
"I have my car," she says. "Dad keeps paging me. He wants us home
right away. He wants us all to have this little talk."
On the way home he raps his knuckles across the window until Nattie
exits at Fullerton.
"Park by the beach," he says.
"I was going to."
The yellow light of one streetlamp sweeps across the beach. At the
shoreline the wind whistles dryly across the sifted snow and sand, and even
across the water. He stands so stiffly and he looks so worn, like a board she
could have pried off an old barn wall. He is now an old sailor, a windbeaten sailor who has seen all the women, but never fucked all the women
because he was saving himself; since he was a Boy Scout, he has been saving
himself for some very special woman. She would be just like Nattie, he
always told himself that. And Nattie would stand up at the wedding. And
Nattie would be godmother to his first child. And he always became quick
friends with whomever Nattie was going out with because he and Nattie's
husband would have to be the best of friends.
Nattie knows what he is thinking. He is seeing it all pass before him. Nattie will never have children at the Fourth of July picnic. She will never have
a date at Christmas time. He had plans for Nattie. The Jensens had plans for
her. Jake stamps his feet in the snow and jerks his shoulders side to side, as
if he were trying to shake something off of himself.
"Do you know what you're doing Nattie? Do you know what you're
doing?" His words are nearly taken by the wind as they emerge.
Nattie stands facing him, swaying her body back and forth, slowly shifting her weight from one leg to another. "Yes," she replies and continues
swaying steadily to show that she is calm.
"That's it? That's all you'~e going to say?" The fur from the hood of his
parka blows softly, like cotton, and plays at the top and sides of his face.
He pulls the hood strings tighter and his face recedes further back, as if it is
a decision he has made just now to comfort himself and not to look for it in
Nattie anymore. She marks the evening as one of those "lasts." Thank-god
for the "lasts."
Through the snow the sand is exposed in large V-like streaks that resemble scars.
"I don't believe you, Nattie. I know you. I-just-know-you. You don't
need them. You don't need her. Whatever-the-fuck her name is."
Nattie turns away from him and whispers slowly over the water, "Christ,
Jesus Christ." And then louder, "I can't play stupid for you. I can't pretend
that women aren't important. And you'll just never get it, Jake, because
your cock will always be getting in the way of things. So you can feel sorry
for me and I'll feel sorry for you and then we'll call it even, and call it an
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evening. OK Jake, can we call it an evening?"
The wind has whipped the snow dry and it crunches beneath their
footsteps. Behind them there is the hiss of the wind over the water and the
ice creaks in the places where it is melting and trying to bend itself over the
waves-noises of a static night, sounds both Nattie and Jake will remember
when they think of their last evening at Fullerton Beach. And they both try
to think of some last good words some "promise me" words like "Promise
me we'll still be friends, " or "Promise me you'll think about it. " But nothing
came out. Nattie saw a shooting star and thought of it as a spark in the air
of the static night. 'Tm spending the night with Jenny, " she says, "I'll drop
you off at home. "
Rolland and Gloria have heard the rumbling of the car down Kerner
Street and Jake pauses after he closes the door, at the sight of their faces
frozen and pasted in the front window . Each keeps gripping at the curtains
they have parted around them. They watch as Nattie pulls away and Jake
walks slowly up to the front steps. Then Rolland suddenly yanks at the curtains as he stands erect and says to Gloria, "Damn her. God-damn her! "
And his voice gets louder as he walks away from her, towards the
bedroom . "I don't care about her anymore. You hear? You hear, Gloria? "
He is in the hall now. "Don't you let me lend her the car or pay any more of
her fancy dentist bills. You hear, Gloria?" He is in the kitchen now. "Don' t
you let me give her a dime! You hear? Not a dime! " Jake hears the bedroom
door slam as he walks in the front door.
"Your father's upset ," Gloria explains. "He's gone to bed. He won't say
anything more 'til morning. " Then she leaves Jake standing in the front hall
with King licking the snow off his boots.
"How ya doin', boy. Ha, boy? Ya wanna go out? Ha , boy? Ha, King?
Out? Wanna go out? " Jake opens the front door and King flies forward and
pounces out onto Kerner Street. They will take a long walk. Jake will
remember the last good days and curse Nattie for bringing an end to them.
Gloria turns off all the lights on her way to the kitchen , except the one in
the hall . She sits in the semi-darkness and stirs her iced tea , made now with
cinnamon sticks and sacharrine. In between stirs she pauses and runs her
hand across the fine-grained teak and thinks fondly again of her wobbly
pink table with the large purple splotches and smaller green stains like
polka-dots and how many glasses did Nattie spill across it and how many
times did she refuse to eat at it when she was a teen-ager, a silly teen-ager
with hippie hair and those oval wire-rimmed glasses which "never did any
much good to anyonefs face ," Gloria kept telling her. And Nattie had come
around then. They went shopping together and picked out some pretty tortoise shell frames.
So Gloria made up her mind to wait. She would wait for however long it
took. But still she cried silently over her glass of iced tea and sipped at her
own tears mixed with cinnamon sticks and sacharrine.
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RICHARD
Arlene Littleton

It never made any sense to anyone that Richard forgot to take his pills.
Every day, day after day, it was hound Richard to take those damned pills.
Notes were taped to the icebox, propped on dressers, pressed into his pillow
at night, even folded into his ironed handkerchiefs so they'd fall out when
he blew his nose. The pills were to prevent him from having epileptic
seizures, and they worked-when he took them. Sarah thought, and told
Aggie often, that the reason he didn't take them was to get attention. This
horrified Aggie, who would then say, "Why on earth would anyone want
to have a fit to get attention? The boy isn't mad, Maw." Sarah was partially
right. Richard had learned to use his illness to an advantage if it seemed
necessary. There was in Richard something macabre, something somber and
intense and death-like, and it manifested itself in odd ways. Once, while he
was hitchhiking across country, after he'd stood out on a dark stretch of
road for hours in the cold and watched the red taillights disappearing into
the distance one after another after another, he walked to the middle of the
road and lay down on his back on the asphalt, his body straight, stretched
out along the stuttering yellow line, and he waited. Three times he heard
the approach of car or truck, the squeal of brakes, felt the air become alive
on one side of his body, and three times he listened as the motor accelerated, the sound zooming past him and off into the far distance. He
never opened his eyes, flinched, or uttered a sound. The asphalt seemed
alive-the vibrations and hum of traffic far off shivered through his back,
and he thought of a movie he'd seen where an Indian had pressed his ear to
the ground to listen for the sound of hoofs. The Indian was trying to find
out how far off the cowboys were, the ones who'd massacred his village and
killed his squaw and papoose. The fourth car stopped, came to a
screeching, squealing, burnt-rubber smelling stop just three feet from
Richard's head. And Richard smiled serenely, winked to himself, and
wondered what he'd order if the driver offered to take him to breakfast. As
the driver pulled him up off the pavement, Richard feigned a stupor, began
mumbling incoherently. The only words the driver could make out were
"pills" and "seizure." Richard was only seventeen at the time.
When Richard returned home from his cross-country hitchhiking expedition, Joe sat him down at the kitchen table one night, at Aggie's request, to
have a man-to-man.
"Son," Joe said, "you got to stop doin' these things that scare your
Momma so. Three full weeks she didn't know nothin' 'bout where you was
or how you was or no thin' ... and you know how she worries ... like to drove
me crazy the whole time, wonderin' whether you was dead or alive or layin'
up somewhere all bashed up ... frettin' and pullin' her hair out wonderin' if
you was takin' your pills ... "
"I took my pills."
"Well, how was she supposed to know that, Boy? Christ! I done all I
could for this family ... for you people ... Lord knows that for sure."
Richard looked across the table at his father's face, watched it crinkle up
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into its familiar etched lines and creases, listened as he ranted on and on,
listened to the unvarying monologue that Joe totally directed toward absolving himself of any blame or guilt in the situation .
"I done all I could, Lord knows that."
Richard wondered how many times he'd heard those words, wondered if
his father ever really believed them, wondered if he really thought they ever
convinced anyone. Those words were like the peeling plaster on the walls of
the apartment; when you looked at it, something in you wanted to run over
and scrape it off, smooth it out, make it right, but another part said,
"What's the use? What's underneath will be worse, and I'll be sorry if I do
it.
"It's not your fault. " Richard said sullenly to the face that was now beetred , to the watery blue eyes that threatened at any moment to start leaking
and pouring out all over the table between them.
The memory came to him then, the one that usually came in the darkness
of his bedroom, in that twilight time when reality drifted in and out like a
phantom, when dreams and the events of the day became fused into one
fleeting mass that comforted and cushioned and delighted him . He was only
two or three years old . He sat in the middle of the living room floor and he
wanted his mother, wailed and cried and pleaded for his mother, but his
mother did not come. His wanting was not out of pain or hunger or any
need other than that of wanting to feel secure in the warmth of his mother's
flesh. Two hard, hairy, freckled arms thrust down on him from above. The
hands were rough on his tender skin, awkward and hesitant as they
clutched him around the middle and lifted him into the air. He was cradled
into an unfamiliar lap-the clothes he lay against were hard and odd smelling. His wails subsided into sniffling whines as the voice caressed and
enveloped him. The voice was velvety and deep , and he felt its tremors
through the rough workshirt his head lay pressed against.
"Rock-a-bye your baby ... with a Dixie melody ... when you croon ... croon
a tune ... from the heart of Dixie ... "
It wasn't his mother's song, and he didn't even understand the lyrics,
lyrics that would come to him in the middle of the night and comfort him
time and time again. The stone-like arms seemed to soften as the tune progressed, and Richard looked up for one last time at the red-haired crooner
who rocked him back and forth as gently as he'd ever been rocked and
whose face , calm and unlined with eyes closed, filled the empty places inside him and lulled him into the most peaceful sleep he would ever have .
. "It's not your fault." Richard tried to avoid looking directly into his
father's eyes, did not want to see the gratefulness he knew would be there
because of his words. He heard a long sigh, a sniff, a clearing of the throat.
Joe could go on.
"Your Momma wants you to join the Army. Ain't none of it my idea .. .I
want you to know that right off .. .I ain't for it and I ain't agin it, but it's
what your Momma wants. "
"The Army?" Richard was incredulous, unprepared.
"She figures it'd be good for you ... keeps talkin' about how much good
the Marines seem to be doin' for Johnnie ... ain't heard from that boy for
three months now though, don't know how she gets the idea it's doin' him
good. "
II
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Richard looked up at his father and felt the tuggings of kinship. The mention of Johnnie's name had done it, had placed them within the same realm,
the realm of family, of shared memories, evasive connections, and unrelenting binding ties. The acrid odor of shared blood rose in Richard's nostrils
and a bitter taste came into his mouth from somewhere deep in his throat.
He bristled.
"I ain't like Johnnie!"
And Joe, completely misunderstanding him, said, "The Army don't have
to know about the fits ... if you take your pills you don't have no fits ... the
Army don't have to know."
''I'm going to bed."
Richard rose quickly to his feet and stood before his father. It was no use.
If they sat and talked for the next six months, it would still be the same
between them, the gap would waver at times, seem like it may come
together and close, but there would always be a stream flowing in the middle that would resist the closing, would bubble up, widen and flush out,
broadening the two sides until they again stood each alone, each totally
separate and unable to reach the other.
Joe stared up at him with pale blue, uncomprehending eyes, but he could
not stare for long because Richard's eyes had filmed over, were hard, cold,
and unseeing, and Joe knew he had lost, had not done what he'd set out to
do, had veered somehow from the course and there was no going back. He
did not know what they wanted from him-Aggie, the kids, the boss at the
yard. What they wanted, what they expected, seemed just outside his
grasp-just when he thought he knew what they wanted, they turned on
him and wanted something else completely different. He wanted Richard to
leave the kitchen, to go off into his bedroom and to stop standing there
staring at him like he was expecting something, because Joe did not know
what it was he wanted.
It was Joe who lowered his eyes first. "Go on to bed then. You can talk to
your Momma in the mornin'."
Richard waited a long moment, wanting a confrontation; not expecting it
but wanting it; but his father did not raise his eyes and he turned from him
and left the kitchen. Just before he closed his bedroom door, his father
called out. "Richard! Don't forget to take your pills ... your Momma left
them out on the dresser for you ... "
Richard looked at the two small, pink-and-white capsules that lay on top
of the note that said "Please take these before you go to bed. Love
Momma." He folded the four corners of the note over the two capsules,
picked it up with his fingertips as though it were someone else's dirty
Kleenex, and dropped it into the wastebasket.
Richard lay in bed that night thinking for a long time. He lay on his back,
staring straight up at the ceiling, his hands crossed one over the other on
top of his chest. He slept in that position in case he died during the night.
He would not want to be found lying sprawled in an unflattering position-uncovered pajama legs jacked up to expose the dead hairy flesh of his
leg, his mouth agape, dripping, his hair stuck out at crazy angles. He had .
no wish to actually die in his sleep, merely thought he should be prepared
for the eventuality of it.
Richard thought about death a lot-ever since the streetcar accident, and
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that had been almost ten years ago. He'd been on his way to his grandmother's house and suddenly the streetcar stopped dead ar.d his head struck
the back of the seat in front of him and then he didn't remember anything
lucid for the next week. He didn't remember anything lucid, but he did
remember things he would never tell anyone about-things that v,ere dark
and haunting, terrible and wonderful things that hung in the closet of his
mind for years. He drew upon these things often, and the same types of
things would come to him totally new and different each time he would
"forget" to take his pills. He had to wear white bandages wrapped about his
head for a month after the accident. He wore them like a badge of honor,
wished they were blood-stained and tattered and awful looking. The impact
of his head slamming into the hard seat jarred loose some electrical
pathways, jumbled them up so that they'd skip around like crazy once in a
while, and sent Richard into violent convulsive seizures. The doctors did
not know this when Richard left the hospital, and so the first time it happened, both Richard and his mother were totally unprepared. At first, Aggie thought the boy was being silly, was playing some sort of pretend game,
and started to chide him for it. He was sitting at the kitchen table, eating his
cereal. He was moody that morning, staring off into space as he chewed his
food, not answering her when she asked him if he was full or if he wasn't
going to be late for school. But it was early in the morning, and Aggie
figured the boy just hadn't slept well the night before. She had her back to
him, was standing at the sink doing up the dishes when she heard the low
guttural moans that sounded primitive, animal-like. She turned and looked
at Richard. He was standing now, gurgling noises deep in his throat, looking up at something she could not see with eyes opened so wide and so full
of fear it sent a shudder through her. He backed away from the horror he
was seeing, flinging his arms over his head, trying to cover up and fend off
whatever was trying to get him.
"Richard ... you stop that now ... You ain't being funny in the least. .. "
And then it hit Aggie that Richard was not trying to be funny, that he
was not able to stop. His mouth contorted and his eyes rolled back up into
their sockets. His body stiffened and he fell hard to the floor. Aggie
watched in horror, unable to move for what seemed a horribly long space
of time. Richard was now foaming at the mouth, and his body was convulsing, his head snapping back and forth and his jaws snapping open and closed
like a mad dog. Aggie threw herself down to his side, grabbed hold of
the small body and tried to stop the violence. It ended as quickly as it had
begun. Richard became suddenly limp as a rag doll in her arms, breathing
loudly and rapidly, but breathing, thank God, and Aggie sat on the floor
rocking him back and forth and wiping the soaking wet strands of hair back
from his forehead. Richard would remember none of it, but would be confused and slow thinking for the next day or two. The doctors at the hospital
performed all kinds of tests on Richard after that, hooking him up to
machines with wires taped to his chest and his wrists and his head. And
after all the tests were over, they said he had epilepsy and gave his mother a
prescription for pills he was to take every day for the rest of his life.
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THE DOCK WORKERS

Ronald L. Burns

As soon as you cross the river on Harrison Street, you're aware of the Post
Office. It looks like ten floors of granite and concrete stacked one on top of
the other. Situated next to the river in the old industrial district on the edge
of downtown, the Main Post Office is an antique among the newer glass
and steel Amazons that clot the Chicago skyline. This dead, gray
building-wide enough to accommodate the eight lanes of the Congress
Expressway that runs underneath-is prison for some twenty thousand
employees.
Its front doors have no locks, and the building never closes; but there are
always the guards-the armed, blue-suited and night-sticked guards-swarming around everywhere, positioned at all the entrances, checking badges,
exuding a concentration camp level of security that only the workers who
slave there every day know is imagined, faked, untrue.
Workers clutter the sidewalks that surround the building, everyone (and
everything) rushing to beat an ever ticking clock, the workers hustling with
brown-bagged lunches swinging in hands, fresh newspapers tucked beneath
armpits, stopping for a tense, hurried second at the Canteen trucks parked
at the curb that serve heartburn specials and tinfoil-covered soulfood dinners, making a frantic purchase, then scurrying on toward an employees entrance, already fishing in their garments for the I. D. badge to show the
guard blocking the door-and all this-the hurry and bustle, the goings and
comings, the getting back from going-motivated by an agonized fear of
not making it up the stairs, and then on the elevator, and then to the locker
room to change, and then down the long floor, in time to punch in.
Inside, rows of fluorescent lights glare down upon a variety -of aisles, the
aisles snaking down a workroom floor two-and-a-half blocks long and oneblock wide, among row after row upon row of wooden mail cases with men
and women sitting before them, throwing mail into pigeon-hole slots.
Upon, along, and down these aisles, walking or pushing or driving or
leading every form of hamper or gurney or push cart capable of carrying
mail, are other men and women; the walls of the workroom are marred by
signs, pictures, posters, numbers, and codes advising or warning or ordering some action dealing with the handling of mail.
The security does not stop once you are inside the building; it is said that
the workers are always being watched. It is from the catwalks that this spying is said to take place. The catwalks-a grim network of enclosed
passageways, resembling a continuous cracker-box, tall enough for a man
to stand upright in-run along the high walls and ceiling for the entire
length of the building on every floor. Studded with two-way spy mirrors
(so that the workers cannot tell whether they are being observed or not),
the catwalks give the postal inspectors inside a peek at every nook and
cranny of the building.
Then there are the conveyor belts: long ones and short ones, portable
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ones and stationary ones. More formidable, however, are the floor-to-floor
conveyors (i.e. , conveyors that carry mail to other floors and units that are
hoisted along the walls, some snaking close to the ceiling beside the catwalks, yard after yard of intersecting conveyor belts upon which trays of
letters, like broken , confused freight cars, travel in never ending clanking.
Under the conveyors is a battery of mechanics carrying long wooden poles
like those used in the Olympic high jumps, whose sole job it is to see that
these conveyors aren't jammed, which , despite this, nevertheless happens .
There is a constant cacophony of noise: the clanking of conveyors; the
soft whirring of electric tractors driven by helmeted men; the rumbling of
packages, boxes, and letters being dumped from cloth sacks upon belts,
along with chattering workers who wait on either side to remove the pouring mail in proper receptacles .
The racket of moving mail , the motion of a workroom floor in full swing,
was so loud that Vince wasn't sure when the fat foreman said , "All 12:01
subs, get your badge cards and report to the detail desk! "
It was more intuition than actual hearing that made Vince look up from
the tray of mail he was sifting through. There was so much noise and motion-the P .A . system making announcements, foremen shouting ordersthat it was nearly impossible to tell when you were being addressed. "Did
you say 12:0ls? " he asked , continuing to pick through the tray of Montana
mail , searching for states that didn' t belong.
The foreman did not scowl at him , just stared tiredly as if thinking that
any fool could hear above the noise. "That's what I said ," he said.
Vince dropped a handful of California letters back into the Montana tray,
not caring that someone else would have to pick them out all over again.
He waited in line with the other subs milling about the detail desk , then
plucked the yellow card reading "Howard, Vincent" from the card rack.
The subs stood in the aisle, waiting. They were being reassigned again. Of
course, that was always it; you never stayed in one unit too long . Just when
you were getting the hang of working there, had finally solved the riddle of
what the foremen expected of you, they came and moved you again ,
always to another floor or a different unit on the same floor , or a different
assignment in the same unit-but still the change , the impermanence, the
not knowing where you'd be working next.
Two or three foremen bustled about checking names and asking to see
badge cards. "All right ," one ordered, "fall in! "
The subs formed a ragged line and followed the foreman , the cleanshirted back; they trudged down the main aisle toward the far end of the
eighth floor.
"Wonder where we gain' now ... ?" someone beside Vince asked. Vince
looked around to see the smooth , shaved face of the well-dressed sub he
had seen strolling about the floor from time to time.
"Get your coats and lunches, " the foreman in the clean shirt said. "We're
going across the street! "
Vince and Dresser looked at each other, then lined up at the cloak
counter with their garment checks in hand .
"Across the street," the Dresser said. "What the fuck 's over there?"
Vince shrugged, exchanging his check for the tattered pea-coat with the
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lady behind the counter. He watched the.Dresser slip a tan alpaca overcoat
across one arm, and again Vince felt like a bum, the alpaca smelling even
more strongly of the cologne than the Dresser did.
Half of the subs piled into the elevator, a long, wide, wooden structure
looking more suitable for the carrying of cattle than the shipping of
humans; the others waited for the next elevator.
Vince felt the elevator's surprisingly smooth descent, knowing by smell
that the Dresser was still beside him. The doors opened on the Harrison
Street side in the truck terminal, a huge , roaring, lower section of the
building with runways sloping up the street and circling two stories into the
building's bowels, where blue and gray painted mail trucks deposited and
received shipments of mail. In single file they took one of the sloping runways toward the street ; from time to time , they had to press into the wall to
allow the heaving, squeaking trucks to wail by with a rush of wind and
speed, the motion out of all proportion to the limited closeness of the runways.
They made it out onto Harrison without being crushed by the speeding
trucks; a canteen truck stood waiting, serving tinfoil-covered plates of
soulfood dinners for a buck-fifty. They dodged through the steady stream
of traffic crawling bumper to bumper both ways down Harrison and stopped
at a long, low, red-bricked structure which sat abreast of a freight yard and
beyond that, the Chicago River.
"Where in the fuck is they sending us," the Dresser moaned.
Vince didn't say anything, following the others into the long building . A
sign hanging in the entrance said: R-E-A Building-Postal Annex #3.
"Big mothafucka ," the Dresser says.
But Vince does not even hear him and is even only slightly more aware of
someone-one of the foremen who steps forward and says, '"A' to 'H' over
here! T to 'P' over there ! The rest of you line up against that wall."
Vince and the Dresser are in the same group . Their apparent foreman ,
Wilson , a smallish, nervous-acting black man, introduces himself as they
punch in . The clock makes an electronic thunk when Vince jams his card in;
he lays the card in Wilson's open palm and tells Wilson his name and social
security number.
It's big as an airplane hangar, Vince thinks, his eyes never stopping the
constant roving, the quick upward and side-to-side glances. High and wide
enough for a 747 to swoop through it at high speed, without its wings scraping the sides or its fuselage kicking up sparks on the floor!
They have already walked a block, and Vince can see no end to the
building, no back wall in sight. The building looks dead, as if it has not
been worked in years. Dust is everywhere, on the wide sliding doors with
the numbers printed above them , on the confusion of equipment-the portable conveyors, the push-trucks, and hampers that stand in the center of the
floor-and especially on the floor and in the air itself. At odd intervals
above the doors, small heat vents blow out a faint , nearly undetectable
warmth. Their small size seems ridiculous, insane in a place of such
magnitude, but the brief moment of warmth as you pass them is welcome.
Wilson begins squinting at the clipboard. He sounds off a volley of last
names. "Wait at this door!" Vince gets sent to door 47.
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"See ya around," the Dresser mumbles, walking off with the rest of the
group.
Wilson comes back. "All right, you all know the regulations; the same
rules you learned across the street apply over here." Wilson volleys off with
a long list of do's and don' ts, the same crap that Vince had been hearing
every day for the two weeks he'd been a Christmas sub at the USPO, hardly
listening, catching only fragments like "No goddamn smoking in the work
area!" and "If I catch a bottle on anybody, they'll get their ass shipped out
of here quicker 'en you can say lickity-split!" and "No fuckin ' off on duty.
We expect an honest day's work for an honest day's pay! " and especially.
"No tampering with the mail. Don't find anything in this here mail , and try
to find your way out of here with it!"
But Vince isn't paying attention. He is staring at the trailer parked at his
door. Both the dock door and the trailer door are open , like someoneanother group like his-had been there working just before the new team
came and had now vanished, gone up in a whiff of dust and cold .
"Let's see the hands of all of you that don't have gloves? " Wilson says. He
makes a notation on the clipboard . "I'll be back with your gloves in a
minute; then you can get to unloading the rest of that mail from the trailer. "
Vince headed for the trailer as soon as Wilson walked off. He had to step
up to get inside. He stopped in the mouth , sniffing, smelling dust , listening,
hearing nothing.
Damn it's long, he thought; then wondered how long it would take to
unload the trailer if it were stuffed full of mail. The wall of sacks, at least
what he could make out of them in the dark , reminded him of some huge ,
irregular honeycomb made up of dingy, gray duffle bags stacked from floor
to ceiling . On top of the sacks, to prevent them from being crushed, was the
lighter mail: the packages and parcels, the boxes marked "Fragile" and
"Handle With Care" in large red letters or with bright adhesive labels.
"Got a match?"
Vince blinked. He hadn't seen the man in the trailer until he spoke. The
man rose, huge, towering, and came forward: "Got a light on you? "
"You ain't supposed to ... " Vince saw that the man was at least six-five,
dark-skinned, with close-cut hair.
"Fuck their rules! Got some fire or don't you?"
Vince looked back to make sure Wilson wasn't around and then flicked
his disposable Cricket. The man bent forward into the flame , sucking on a
filterless cigarette. The man grunted something that sounded like "thanks, "
then went back to where he had been, which, as Vince's eyes adjusted to the
dark, he made out to be a pile of sacks dragged down and heaped in the
corner to form a kind of seat.
Vince stood against the wall; he could see the cigarette's tip glow and
diminish and smell the smoke. Next he heard paper rustling, something
sloshing in a bottle, a cap being unscrewed, the gurgle of a swig being
taken , and then the cap-rescrewing, liquor-sloshing, paper-rustling-all
over again in reverse. The cigarette glowed once more and was flicked forward, landing not far from Vince's boot-not like it had been thrown to hit
Vince, but like it had been flicked to fall in the exact spot it had fallen ; like
it had landed in that precise spot to intimidate Vince exactly as Vince felt intimidated now; and like the motive behind this intimidation was to make
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Vince wonder, brood over whether he was really being aimed at, exactly as
Vince was wondering, brooding over the queston now.
The cigarette glowed red on the floor; Vince did not step on it. The man
rose again and seemed to deliberately stalk to one side of the butt,
deliberately avoid smashing it out by giving the butt a wide girth.
"You new?" the stranger growled.
"Yeah!"
"They just call you in or ship you from across the street?"
"Across the street! "
The man paced the trailer back and forth, turning quick and neat in
abrupt volte-faces; the boards creaked, whispered under his weight. Vince
could see him good now: dressed like an ex-G.I. in the faded field jacket,
the faded and patched fatigues worn ankle high but not bloused. The combat boots looked almost new; but a closer look told that it was only the
shine, the spit shine given with a polish-blackened rag-augmented by
saliva-viciously scrubbed again and again across the toe in the way of exservicemen or skilled ghetto shoe shiners. And there was that restless quality about the stranger, that nervous, fretful manner of something jailed but
not yet broken, as if (the stranger) might all at once drop to all fours-suddenly naked, fur-covered-and lift his hind leg to the wall of sacks.
Vince knew that the man had never ceased to observe him, though; pacing, brooding, the man seemed not to notice him at all. Abruptly, he
stopped in front of Vince, the combat-booted foot covering the cigarette
butt.
'Tm Jason McBrad!" He extended his hand, then fetched it back to
remove the glove before snapping the hand out again.
"Vince Howard!" They shook hands, hard, viciously, eyeballs locked,
prolonging the squeeze as if with the intention of drawing blood.
"Folks call me Mac ."
"You can call me Vince." Vince could see his face good now-tense,
brutal-a face like misery and hard times.
Mac felt his pockets and produced the pack of Camels. "Want one?"
Vince looked back to see if Wilson had shown up yet. "What the fuck, "
he said, bringing out the Cricket. "Don't mind if I do!"
It was the night before Christmas, the coldest night of the tour. The river
was an unmoving, glass-like sheet of ice. The rail yard was a dead, frozen
wasteland of crisscrossing tracks with small, niggard fires burning to keep
the switches and ties unfrozen. And the truck yard lay covered in a tirestreaked layer of snow. A long line of trailers stood waiting, their rear ends
backed toward the dock building.
Vince scampered up the three cement steps; he flashed open his pea coat
so that the dock guard could see his postal button pinned to his sweater. He
hurried through the door marked "Postal Personnel Only. " Wilson, the
foreman, stood at the punch clock.
"Well, Mr. Howard," Wilson growled, "So nice of you to've come at
last!"
"My el was late!"
Wilson paid no attention, staring at a clipboard. "All right," Wilson said,
'Tm putting you on door 15 with McBrad and Mr. James. Don't you three
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do any fuckin ' off! "
Vince started toward his assignment; at the break room he saw the
foreman called Frenchman, a tall, truck driver-looking man , shushing subs
away from coffee and cigarettes. "Party's over," Frenchman kept repeating,
'Time to go work the mail! "
Through the window of the cloakroom , he could see the Dresser, whom
everyone else called "Stino, " changing from his elegant street clothes to the
more refined work outfit: corduroy slacks stuffed into blood-red, elaborately embroidered , western boots; a leather flyer's jacket with straps and
buckles galore; a black skull cap pulled over his ears; and the final touch - a
scarlet silk scarf tied Red Baron style and flung across one shoulder.
Stino grinned and waved; he came out slipping on a pair of leather
gloves. "What door you on?" Stino asked.
"15! "
"Me, too! "
Stino threw out his hand for five ; they slapped palms. "Gonna be a cold
motha tonight! " Stino said.
"Damn right, " Vince said. "The river's froze solid; and the wind blowing
off it almost knocked me on my ass when I crossed the bridge a minute
ago. "
They joined the migration of late stragglers heading down the floor. It
wasn't that cold yet ; the doors were still down , allowing the whiff of heat
blowing from the wall vents to stay in the building. There was a slow, lazy
bustling of subs gathering up equipment. Two men shouted "Beep ! Beep! "
as they rolled a short portable conveyor by. A lady in a dust mask veered
close to Vince, pushing a stack of hampers; Stino tapped the lady on the
arm and whispered something brief and lewd in her ear; she cackled,
slapped his hand away , and went about her business. A group of subs, huddled about the heat vent at door 9, waved a greeting to Stino ; a steady
stream of push trucks , some being led , others being pushed , came from the
far end of the dock.
Vince and Stino finally came to their door; most of the crew stood about
the heat vent , huddled, slapping their bodies for warmth , bundled to the
hilt in the same anonymous garments of yesterday. Stino bounded up to
them with a loud "Howdy, " sidling up to the females , grinning, joshing,
talking stuff.
Mac was off to himself, sitting alone on the edge of a conveyor, silent,
brooding .
Vince stopped in front of him. "Looks like it's gonna be a cold one !"
Mac didn't smile or even grunt; he just jammed out his hand for a shake.
Gone was the wringing, the milking, the weighing of each other's strength
that had marked that first handshake. Now it was hard , rough , meaningless.
Mac stared past him , yellow eyes aimed at Stino. "I see you got your
buddy with you. "
"Yeah, Wilson threw us all together tonight! "
Mac grunted-more with distaste than disgust - continuing to stare at
Stino without blinking.
"You don't like the Dresser much, do you?" Vince asked.
Mac didn 't even look at him; both hands were in the pockets of the
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fatigue jacket he always wore. One came out now to jam Camel into the
corner of his thick lips. The yellow eyes turned on Vince now, observing
him with that morbid, frozen stare which Vince could not decipher as either
love or hate. "Got a match ... ?"
Vince could see both of them with a mere shifting of his eyes-the
Dresser (Stino) flirting with the Puerto Rican as she worked outside on the
conveyor, and Mac standing against the wall in the back of the trailer.
Vince, stooping in the trailer's mouth to lift a bundle of exhaust pipes onto
the conveyor, let his eyes shift between the two-first jerking them toward
Stino, then back at Mac, who had not moved yet, who pressed motionless
into the wall as if he had somehow become immersed, saturated into the
very wood and steel of the trailer.
Neither of the two really seemed to fit with the rest of the subs-Stino
because of his flamboyant dress, his smug, suave image of class, his image
of being too good to be doing this job; and Mac because of his personality,
his aloofness. Yet it was hard to tell who fit the least.
Maybe it was Stino. Among the other subs Stino was like a left shoe
being used as a mitten instead of the foot it was made for. And no one had
said that Mac didn't like Stino, but Vince could tell, could sense that Mac
hated Stino.
Maybe it was Stino' s charisma that Mac hated, the way Stino had of
drawing people, the way a group of subs always gathered when Stino was
around. If a bunch of subs were in a huddle, talking, joshing, it was a sure
thing that Stino would be in the midst of them, talking louder, joshing
harder, that Red Baron scarf flung like a red rattlesnake across his shoulder.
In the break room Stino was always the first at the card table, plunking his
face cards down with a thunk and a snap, and shouting a hearty "Take that
motha-fucka!"
Simply put: They (the subs) hung around Stino like flies on shit!
Yet Mac was different. It was not that he shunned companionship, but
that he exuded a kind of ferocity-a quick, sleek, and powerful aura of
violence-which made friendship with him tantamount to a snake charmer
planting a kiss on the poisoned lips of his swaying cobra. Yes, it was like
that with Mac; you were never sure whether he would slap your back in
crude glee or break your knuckles for sneaking up on him while he slept in
the trailer's back.
They were in the break room during lunch one night. It was a simple
room: a few unpainted tables and benches shoved among vending
machines, boasting of coffee, sweet rolls, and candies in lighted, pictureperfect advertisements posted on the machine's front.
Stino sat at a table among three other subs, playing Bid-Whist. Mac and
Vince sat on a long bench against the back wall drinking coffee. Mac
clenched the cup in both hands, staring off, as if seeing nothing.
The break room was the only warm place (besides the cloakroom, and
the john upstairs) the subs had access to. Every time a new person came in,
a blast of cold air spat into the room with them, and there was an instant
protest from those already sitting down: "Close the fuckin' door!" "Slam
it!" "Don't let the heat out!"
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Vince unbuttoned his pea coat and stretched his legs. There was a constant ca-chang / ka-ching / thunk of subs using the vending machine-inserting money, jerking the item release lever, snatching up their purchase, then
fingering the change return slot whether they had money coming back or
not. The Bid-Whist players kept up a steady racket. Stino more raucous than
the rest-cards snapping down, insults being passed, the dealer riffling the
deck , and so on.
Vince turned to Mac. "What're you gonna do when our tour is over?"
"Nothin'."
"Nothin' ... ? You mean take it easy for awhile? "
"Nope! I mean just plain ole nothin'!''
Vince frowned. "Don't you work another job, or have a family-I mean ,
something ... ?"
Mac looked at him, stared with the yellow , red-rimmed eyes, not angrily,
not suspiciously, but like a scholar explaining simple logic to a damn fool.
"Look! I'm on aid! I live by myself! And usually I don' t do nothin ' much
but wake up in the mornin' and go to bed at night !"
Vince stared into his cup to avoid looking at Mac. He had never heard of
anyone who did nothing, had nothing, expected nothing, and probably, as
long as he lived, would get absolutely nothing.
When Vince thought about it now, he knew that there had been an
immediate dislike between Mac and Stino. He was working outside the
trailer on the conveyor, filling in for the Puerto Rican while she took a
break. Mac was standing in full view near the mouth of the trailer, a lit
cigarette in one hand, a pint of gin in the other. Mac had winked at him ,
one slow closing of his left eye, then raised the pint in offering. Vince
declined with a shake of his head. Stino stood in the main aisle at the
podium-desk, writing out a handful of dispatch slips for the push trucks
which were piled high with mail unloaded from the trailer. Stino showed his
teeth when he spotted Mac with the booze. Stino looked both ways before
abandoning the dispatch slips and easing over to the trailer. Mac leaned inside the trailer-in full view of any supervisor who happened to pass
by-taking leisurely sips from the brown-bagged pint, flicking ashes from
the Camel. The subs working the conveyor watched, Vince watched, as
Stino stopped in front of Mac and smiled up at him. Mac took another sip
from the pint, not even frowning from the taste , not even acknowledging
Stino.
Stino slipped off his gloves and wiped his hands on the thighs of his corduroy slacks. "Brrrrrrr," Stino shivered, hugging himself about the
shoulders, "Shit , it's cold in this dump !" Stino never looked away from the
bottle in Mac's hand; Stino's head nodded up and then down in time with
the raising and lowering of the pint from Mac's lips back to his side.
"Brrrrrrr! " Stino shivered again , "a hit of liquor would sure make the
night pass faster! "
Mac took another hit from the pint and chased it with a pull from the
Camel. He hadn' t even looked down at Stino ; he stared in the direction of
the podium-desk where Stino had been before spotting the bottle; he stared
in that direction , like he expected Stino to still be there writing the dispatch
slips instead of standing below him begging.
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"Hey buddy," Stino tried, "can I get a hit from your jug?"
Mac looked down at Stino then, like it was only now that he had heard
Stino, or even noticed that Stino was there. Mac took a last, slow gulp from
the bottle, then very deliberately turned it upside down. And even from the
conveyor, Vince could see a single drop of gin form on the bottle lip,
remain there a second, elongate, then plop to the floor. "Sorry," Mac said.
"All gone!"
There is an hour left before check-out time. Vince leans in the trailer's
mouth. He has a pile of sacks and boxes around him from where Mac had
heaped them before climbing the mail wall to lie down. He does not know if
Mac is asleep or not. He can hear no snoring, no stirring. But he knows that
Mac is lying there flat on his back, with his fists folded across his belly and
his eyes wide open.
Vince puts the mail on the conveyor slowly; he puts a sack on the moving, whirring rubber, then rests awhile; puts a box on, then rests
awhile-trying to make the mail last, trying to avoid having to go back of
the trailer and drag down more work.
The Old-Timer is singing again, singing the spiritual again: " ... gain' to see
the kings / We are gain' to see the kings ... " It seems to be the only recording
in the Old-Timers repertoire, and he doesn't seem to even know all the
verses to this one-just repeating over and over again the same few lines,
belching the words out into the cold, the dust. The Old-Timer is the only
one working the conveyor; but this is not unusual, the other subs are standing under the heat vent-even the Puerto Rican-or else having slunk off to
the break room to warm up. Vince eases another sack on the conveyor; he
sees the Old-Timer's gnarled, scarred hands clenching, fumbling at the
sack's rough burlap finish, and the hard, leathery face tensing with strain,
lifting the sack's compacted weight. The shriveled body, stooping, already
bent permanently into the shape and posture of a man who has labored all
his life in lifting things too heavy for him, stands there indecisively with the
sack weighing down on him, looking like a heathen or a slave with the
splotched headrag tied crooked on his head, and then lugs the sack inch by
agonized inch to a push truck and flings it.
Vince sees Stino coming from the far end of the dock; it is not so much
Stino he sees, but a bright Red Baron scarf coming his way, pushing
something. The Red Baron scarf stops at each door along the way, probably
joshing with other subs, laughing; the Red Baron scarf pauses to converse
with other subs strolling down the main aisle, probably giving someone
"five" or pecking a chick on the jaw. The Red Baron scarf comes closer,
pushing an empty push truck.
Vince doesn't know why, but he remembers the first night in the building,
and him and Mac being shifted to the same trailer with Stino after lunch.
That had been Stino's most elegant night: Stino had been throat-slashing
sharp that night, dressed to murder in the ridiculously clean, tan alpaca, the
coat and him smelling like a cologne counter in an expensive department
store. Working in his coat, Stino, like everyone else, was lifting sacks, staggering with the weight of mail with the air of someone used to doing light
work, performing the drudgery of slaves in the garb of a prince, humping in
the dust, the grime, laboring, unavoidably dragging the sacks against the
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tan coat, smearing it, and frowning as he watched the garment, slowly, by
degrees, get messy, then nasty, then filthy. Stino at first stopped every few
seconds to brush the grime from the cuffs and tails; then when the smears
clung to the coat so bad that the garment resembled a zebra-stripe tan and
black original , he screamed out, "I don't have to take this shit! I'm selfernployed! " And Vince just watched him then, not having heard about the
tailoring yet , and Vince remembered Mac watching him , too , leaning back
into the trailer's wall staring at Stino like it was giving him some kind of
weird kick to see a goody-two-shoes like Stino get nasty like everyone else.
But Vince hadn't really taken any notice of this then , only listening to Stino
shouting, "I could quit this shit right now! I'm a fuckin ' tailor! " And Vince
just watched him rave and wondered how much the coat had cost, and
whether Stino was really a tailor, and whether he had made the coat, and
how much it would cost to get cleaned, and still felt like a burn in his old
pea coat, when at the end of the same night , Stino , looking like a filthy
prince visiting a coal mine, left the building with Vince to walk to the el
together.
Never again did Stino wear the alpaca. But as he comes up to Vince now ,
pushing the push truck, he is still too well dressed for a sub in a dock
building, too dashing in the western outfit-the leather and corduroy and
Red Baron scarf.
Most nights Mac would cop a snooze about midway through the shift.
Working in the back of the trailer as he usually did , where he could hardly
be seen anyway (unless the light was shined inside) , gave him certain
advantages: He could hide out.
The tier (or mail wall) from which Mac pulled the sacks , wasn' t stacked
from floor to ceiling, but had a gap, a crawl-space at the top between the
tier's top and the ceiling, wide enough for a man to crawl into.
Sometimes, when Vince would be yanking down pieces of mail , kinda
pissed because he had to drag the mail to the conveyor himself instead of
Mac throwing it to him, he'd become aware of breathing, faint but steady.
Then Vince would see the slow, spaced wafts of vapor puffing out from
atop the mail wall , like a small fire was smoldering. And Vince would climb
up the wall and peek over the top and find Mac there on his back , gloved
fists folded across his belly, eyes wide open, staring.
Other times Mac really would stalk off to the washroom . And when Mac
had been gone awhile and Wilson started noticing the absence of Mac's
name during the occasional spot checks, Vince would have to sneak off to
fetch Mac back to the trailer. Vince would tell one of the subs to feed the
conveyor for him and then take the long floor. He'd hope that he wouldn't
run into Wilson now because he hadn' t asked permission to leave his assignment, and he could get himself into hot water over that damn fool Mac.
At the back of the washroom , where a row of three stalls stand , only
one-the middle one-has its green door closed. And Vince sees-before
the bottom of the stall cuts off his view, as if the rest of Mac were
decapitated-the combat boots planted squarely on the floor and a few vertical inches of green trouser bottoms. He goes into the next stall ; and with a
foot balanced on the toilet's porcelain rim and a hand atop the stall , he
hoists himself up. He peeks over into the middle stall , looking down at
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Mac, who is sitting, leaned back against the septic tank in the exact posture
Vince had found him atop the mail wall - gloved fists folded across belly,
eyes bucked wide open, staring straight up.
"Wilson's looking for you ," Vince says. There is nothing-not a flinch ,
not a blink. Then he shouts it, "Wilson wants you! " But the stare, frozen
like that of a smelt on ice, does not waver, does not even shift. Then he
hears the snoring-not loud, not deep , just the thick, scratchy sound congested lungs make. And it is the same snoring that Vince had heard from
atop the mail wall , the same rasping, heaving, belch of breath Vince had
mistook for normal breathing. But now, exposed in the washroom's glaring
fluorescence, Vince could tell it was something more, like the slow shock a
butcher at a chopping block must get when he finds out that the strangelooking, bleeding hunk of meat he has just hacked off is not the leg of lamb
that he intended, but his own left hand . You refuse to believe that Mac is
asleep , sound asleep with his eyes gaped open , as if he had been frozen , unthawably, in a state of hideous fright.
Mac had no respect for the rules. You'd see him in the trailer's back loafing on the job, sometimes squatting on a pile of sacks, sometimes fast asleep
atop the mail wall. Sometimes he would stand in the back smoking, not
even bothering to cup the butt to hide the glow or even fan the smoke, even
when the rules clearly stated that smoking wasn't allowed , even when
Wilson warned you time and again that you could be fired for doing it. Yet
Mac seemed to smoke when he wanted to , to loaf on the job when he
wanted to , to go on breaks when he wanted to , almost like he dared Wilson
to protest , to try and stop him.
And there was the drinking, too, the constant , ever-present pint bottle in
the pouch pocket of the field jacket, the cheap hooch that never seemed to
affect him-not in slurred speech, because he spoke seldom ; not in staggered walking, because his step was always crisp and neat and military, a
stalking, heavy-footed gait like marching; not in weakened intelligence,
because I.Q. , mental agility , never seemed one of his trademarks . And
strangest of all to Vince and the rest of the subs, because they all saw him
drink , was that the liquor never made his breath stink, never suffocated
those around him with the sweet-sweat of rot-gut gin.
There is no movement, not even a flinch under Mac's eye moves. He
clutches the sack tighter. And Vince thinks he can hear them, the muffled ticking of a hundred digitals; he tries to picture them in the sack, all neat in
their gift cases, glowing the time and date with electric intensity .
"How you goin' to sneak out? Somebody might see you! "
'There ain' t no catwalks in this buildin'!''
"That don't mean there ain' t no postal inspectors! They could be workin'
right beside you! Anybody could be one! Tell 'im Stino ... !"
Stino clumps down on the gum; he looks at the toe of his boot. "That's
what I heard. " Stino says.
"Tell 'im Stino! Tell 'im the story!"
Stino's mouth works fast on the gum; he looks nervous. " I don't know.
Smart-Alecky tole-"
"I don't wanna hear no fuckin ' story, " Mac cut in, glaring.
"You don't have to do this, " Vince tries. "You don't have to fuck up your
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job over some fuckin ' watches ... !"
"What job?" Mac says. "You saw the bulletin board today. This shit
could be over in a day or two. Tonight even could be our last time! "
The Old-Timer is still humming the spiritual, moaning it, belching it out
between old and cavity decayed gums. Vince sees that only he and one
other worker, the Hippie, are at the belt; the rest of the crew have slipped
away to get warm. There is no mail on the belt; the Hippie and Old-Timer
just lean there, as if waiting for the shift to end. And Vince wonders if what
he had heard about the Hippie is true, whether he really is an undercover
inspector. But he does not say this to Mac now; he does not say anything.
Mac shifts the sack under one armpit and shoves out his hand. "This is
it!"
They shake-no wrenching, no milking-just a shake. Stino watches
them, his mouth making wet , saliva sounds on the gum. But it is as if Stino
is not there; he is not being acknowledged .
Vince wants to grab Mac, restrain him, try to fling him to the trailer's
floor , and hold him down until the shift is over; he wants to shout for Stino
to help him , shout for the Hippie and the Old-Timer, holler for every sub in
the building to come running. But he does not; he doesn' t even take the gin
bottle when Mac pats his pocket, pulls it out , shoves it at Vince, then sits it
on the floor near Vince's foot when Vince makes no move to take it.
"Keep it ," Mac says. He turns and brushes past Stino like he doesn't even
know Stino is there. He does not run from the trailer, sneak, but simply
walks out, hunched , the green sack under one arm. He stops in the mouth ;
Vince can see him framed there by the lights; Mac is not looking both ways,
just standing there for a second before hopping down beside the conveyor.
Mac uses one hand to drag at the wind barricade; he does not have to pull
hard. The wind seems to assist him. The barricade almost reels back on its
own, the sacks used to plug up the gaps rolling to the ground. There is the
rip and howl of wind; snow belts in. Mac's clothes ruffle back; his pants
wave and bag. The Old-Timer stops humming to stare. The Hippie hugs
himself, moving a step back from the wind and snow that now gushes in.
"Where you gain'? " the Hippie shivers. "Where you headin' with that
sack?"
Mac doesn' t answer; he moves the hampers aside , stepping around them,
not even looking back to see if a supervisor will spot him.
The tails of the Old-Timer's head-rag flap in the wind; he stands grinning
with senile ignorance; a drip of snot trickles from one nostril and hangs
thick and puss-like on his mustache. He turns back to the belt and begins
humming again.
For a second, Mac is standing on the edge of the dock , looking out on the
rushing, whipping patterns of white; then he is gone. And Vince, not having not moved from the back of the trailer, can hear him , can hear the
double-thud of combat boots as Mac leaps from the dock , his boots finding
something solid even in the snow drift.
Without saying a word , Stino turns to the mail wall and begins to drag
down sacks. He takes two by their drawstrings and pulls them down the
planks to the conveyor, where he then dumps them. It's like Wilson had
somehow come, invisible, to the trailer and ordered Stino to get to work or
lose his job, because Stino humps now, pulls the sacks down and drags
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them to the front like Vince has never seen him do before.
Vince sits on a pile of sacks, just lets his legs buckle, and plops down, not
caring if Wilson spies him sitting down on the post office's time, not caring
if the parcels contained within the sack are labeled "fragile" in bold red stencil, or that his weight could crush them, ruin Christmas for some anonymous postal recipient. He picks up the pint of gin, just holds it without
drinking. He hears the Old-Timer moaning spiritual, throaty, gutteral, like
a Baptist choir all compressed into one. He wishes someone would shut the
old man up, plant a wide palm across his mouth to stifle the moan escaping
from him.
Stino is whisking past him, whisking back and forth from the mail wall to
the conveyor. Stino is not even chewing the gum now, just working, tightlipped, silent, hard-the way Mac used to work, as if Stino is now taking
Mac's place.
Vince places the pint between his thighs, squeezing them on it. He teases
the cap, unscrewing, then rescrewing, unscrewing, rescrewing. In his head
he can see Mac, can picture him-Mac lurking about the dock in the now
snow-drenched fatigue jacket; Mac ducking behind a docked trailer as a
team of inspectors walk by, bent to the wind, their shoes crunching loud
against snow-covered cobblestones; Mac waiting for them to pass, just
crouched behind the trailer until he can't hear them anymore and then
dashing out again, running, hulking, galloping a sloppy gait in snow almost
to his knees, with the sack clutched to his chest like it is a sack of gold, of
glistening nuggets and bullion; Mac stumbling, dodging, slipping, lurking,
like he somehow expects to maneuver between or around individual
snowflakes; Mac staggering toward the mute gleam of small, niggard fires
burning on the Amtrak freight lines, the flaming beckoning ties that he can
hardly make out through the blizzard, his breath coming fast now with
excitement because he is almost there, moving like a green-jacketed shadow,
an invisible man in the near dark.
And it's almost like Vince can hear the sack, too, hear it mingled with the
pounding in Mac's chest, the pulsing electric ticking of digitals.
He sits there, not feeling cold or warm, not feeling anything. He hugs the
pint between his thighs, fiddling with its cap; vaporized, his breath appears
then disappears in front of him. He is not aware that Stino still whisks past
him, that the conveyor is still whirring, or that the Old Timer is still humming-until he hears the shots. He doesn't even think that this is why he
has been sitting there, that this is the sound he has been waiting for, anticipating with every nerve ending, aching for-the sound he knew would
come, and would come soon-until it came.
First there is one shot, carrying loud, deafening on frigid air; and the OldTimer pauses in his spiritual. Then there is a volley of shots; and the OldTimer halts completely.
And Stino has heard it, too- Vince knows this-that Stino has been
listening for it, too. But Stino does not stop working; he begins to labor
faster, dragging the sacks down with an increased tenacity, a viciousnessjust as if he were assigned, by an invisible Wilson, to fill in for Mac.
"Wonder what that was?" Vince hears someone out front ask; he is not
sure whether it is the Hippie or another sub.
A few quiet minutes pass in which he is not aware of anything, and then,
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"Oh shit! Oh shit!" From even in the trailer Vince can tell that it is Wilson,
the voice excited, dismayed. "Oh shit! That fool McBrad done ran off and
got himself shot!"
His thighs scream with pain from where he's been squeezing them
together too long, and he relaxes them before he remembers the pint. He
hears the clap of it slamming unbroken to the planks, and realizes that he
has the unscrewed cap between his fingers. With his boots and slacks splattered, he jumps to his feet. Stino stands nearby with a sack's drawstring
coiled and knotted in his fist; they face each other over the pint, watching it
slosh gin, seeing a pool of it run and spread on the planks, mingling dark
with the dust and dirt and mashed cigarette butts, vaporizing in the cold. A
gust of blizzard wind swells against the trailer, making it sway; but neither
of them stoop to pick the pint up.
*

*

*

Pushed up against the windows in Stino' s first camp was his big, sturdy
Singer machine. The windows faced east, and from them you could see
across Wells, LaSalle, and Clark, the dividing line-to the tall sweep of
Gold Coast condos.
Sometimes, when Stino sat at the machine and Vince was propped up in a
cushioned chair beside him, they would stare out, watching the trickle of
cars glide down LaSalle, the movement of fur-coated patrons in the Jewel
parking lot, and the frozen vacant lot across from the Jewel, where, around
Christmas time, a hut would appear to hawk evergreen trees to the young
condo dwellers.
'Tm almost there," Stino would say sometimes, defiantly, having left
something unfinished at the machine to pace back and forth in the window,
glaring out. "Just a few blocks away ... "
And Vince would know what he meant; any fool in his right mind would
know what he meant. Just a few steps away from the Coast was that stretch
of rich, exclusive land bordered by Chicago Avenue to the south and North
Avenue to the north, where membership-o nly nightclubs abounded and
swank watering holes featured nude dancing, where elegant, little
restaurants had French names and tie-and-jacket dress codes, where nine
out of every ten apartment buildings were condos ("to keep the niggas out"
someone had once told Vince), where studios started upwards at three-fifty
a month and two-bedroom were shoved out of the question. The Coast was
doormen and underground parking, tree-lined streets and strolling poodle
and afghan owners, designer blue jeans and fluffy fur coats, whisking taxi
cabs and elegant horse-drawn coaches; but more than anything, the Coast
was money. Stacks and stacks and stacks of money.
But that was the view from the front windows. No one ever looked out
the back; the shade always stayed half-down, and a wilting plant sat on the
sill. From the back windows, through the dry, spiraling twigs of the plant
and the pane-frosted gray from your own vapor you could make out the
grim network of buildings called Cabrini Green: An infamous project made
up of ten and fourteen story high death traps, the color of red mud baked in
a kiln, and 15,000 niggas stacked one on top of the other like beady-eyed
rats in cages. And on summer nights, if you were quiet and stood in the
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window, you could hear the gunshots, or the intermittent wailing of an
ambulance racing to the scene. And you'd almost believe that you could
hear the people, too-the flash and swish of a razor slashing through air,
the moans of someone cut and bleeding in a stairwell, the steady thump of a
man's fist slowly, methodically, pounding his wife's face.
At the Hasty Tasty Cafe at Division and Clark, Vince and Stino sat over
an enormous breakfast in a rear booth beside a window frosted with cold.
Vince was cutting into a fat sausage when Stino waved his fork at the
blurred window. "Check out the bum on the corner!"
Vince speared the sausage with his fork before turning to the window and
wiping a sloppy peephole to see out. On the corner of Clark and Division
near the subway steps stood a bummy black man with his hands on his
hips. Dressed in faded woolens-the trousers too long and incredibly
baggy, the jacket with its collar upturned against the cold-the man
surveyed the area around him.
"Looks like he crawled out from under a rock," Vince says. Stino takes a
sip from his coffee but says nothing; they both watch.
On a bench not too far from the man sits a small, wiry-looking white
woman. She holds a quilted blanket in her arms with a tiny infant bundled
up inside. A shawl is draped across her shoulders, and she uses its material
in an attempt to conceal her heavy breast as the baby sucks and paws
hungrily. She stares off blankly, not watching the man , but staring at the
wide field that dominates the corner, the highrise condos that loom across
it, their tall frames denting the gray morning.
"That chick on the bench don't look like she belongs around here either! "
Vince says.
"But look at the dude's kicks, " Stino says. Vince looks; the shoes look a
lot newer than anything else the man wears-big, brown half-boots, shined
to a "T".
"They look like brogans to me, " Vince says around a mouthful of toast
and eggs.
"Naw, I think they're tap-dance shoes," Stino says; he wipes a larger
peephole on the glass.
A few condo owners amble by, muffled down in their furs , blinking
curiously at the misfits that have infiltrated their neighborhood. A little girl
in a mink jacket pries her hand loose from her mother and points a gloved
finger at the black man. As if on some cue, the man whips off his battered
felt hat and sets its crown down on the pavement.
"Watch him!" Stino says tensely; they both use napkins to clear a streaky
rectangle on the pane.
There is a sudden and tremulous ringing on the pavement. The TapDance man has begun to dance; his big, brown shoes, steel tapped on both
heel and toe, bang out a rhythm on the concrete. Strollers stop to look at
this stranger pounding out a song with his feet.
Stino slaps the table once with his fist: "Told-ja! "
The Tap-Dance man's face is drawn tight, intense, and yet expressionless;
his legs shuffle with an agility so synchronized, so flawlessly timed as to be
startling. He does a musical jig around his hat, and like a performing figure
skater, his hands rapidly change positions-now folded behind his back,
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then buried in his pockets, and next reaching, stretching toward the sky .
And his taps continue to ring while he primps and sashays around the
hat-now rapid, staccato bursts, then slow, measured rolls. His soft-shoe
bounces and rings off the fronts of buildings, slams against the window
where Vince and Stino watch, echoes, resounds, and then mingles with the
new music from his deranged feet.
And the woman on the bench continues to feed the child beneath the
shawl, her face impassive as a rock, as though she has seen this dance,
heard this song much too often. She looks off at the frozen field that
stretches in front of her, its hard soil ridged with tractor tracks and the
fossilized imprints of footsteps.
The passengers in a closed carriage, drawn by a noble black mare, peer
out in amazement at the scene; then the driver, outfitted in top hat and full
turn-of-the-century livery, cracks a whip over the mare's head and steers
the beast around a corner. The suited occupants of a chauffeur-driven Rolls
signal their driver to slow down while they stare over up-turned noses at
the dancing black horror on their thoroughfare. A few strollers who have
stopped to watch begin to turn away, some of them with tight looks on
their faces, as though they had seen something which they did not want to
see, had become aware of some truth of which they would have prefered to
remain ignorant. Some flip a few coins into the hat; others simply trudge
away, sneering with disgust.
But the Tap-Dance man swirls around and around , nimble as can be,
never losing his step, never missing a beat , prancing from side to side-his
taps striking the pavement with a precision timed almost to the point of
igniting sparks. He feints to the left and feints to the right , shuffles
backwards and pivots on his heels-all with the same grace and exactness,
the ingrown dexterity, doing his soft-shoe with a passion so extreme that it
seems as though, if he were to falter, make even the slightest error, this
fragile bit of power contained in his feet might melt away.
And the crowd continues to watch him , those who have left being
quickly replaced by newcomers. And the coins are intermittently flicked into the battered hat , being pulled from velvet change purses or the silk-lined
pockets of minks and sables, wolverines and chinchillas.
Then from somewhere in the crowd, hidden from view-and Vince and
Stino can hear this because a blast of cold air spits into the cafe as a
customer eases out the door-a muffled voice calls out:
"Dance ... ! Dance, nigger, dance!"
And for the first time during his performance, the Tap-Dance man's feet
land one micro-second later than timed, and for an instant his grim face
becomes almost imperceptibly grimmer. But his feet dance on , his heels and
toes kissing the pavement with renewed vigor, as though the deranged tiptapping of his shoes could stamp out the hostility of the slur already
spoken.
Then Stino slams down his fork; eggs and sausage jump a foot off the
table. And before Vince can react , Stino is up and moving for the door
without even bothering to throw on his alpaca.
"Hey, where you ... " But Stino is already out the door, slashing diagonally through traffic toward the opposite corner. Vince starts to rise, then
plops back down; through the window he sees Stino at the fringe of the
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crowd, shoving to get through, squeezing his way toward the dancing man.
Pale faces, above knotted ties or circled by hooded furs, whirl around at
Stino' s intrusion.
Vince tenses. "Stino's about to start a race riot." Vince flings on his coat,
grabs Stino's alpaca, throws a ten at the cashier, and makes it out the door
in time to see Stino standing beside the dancing man. Stino kneels and
places something inside the hat. In his blazer, standing beside the TapDance man who is also without an overcoat, Stino and the man look
something alike-like two misfits who have no business being on that side
of Clark.
Again Stino pushes through the crowd and makes his way toward Vince.
Vince notices the woman still sitting stiffly on the bench, staring out across
the bleak winter landscape. She no longer feeds the infant but rocks it
slowly, cradling its small form in her arms. She doesn't seem impressed by
any of this; it's like she hasn't even noticed.
He holds the alpaca out to Stino. He sees a few members of the crowd
pause to glare at him and Stino as they turn toward the apartment. Vince
wonders idly if the Tap-Dance man and the woman on the bench are
together.
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VALERIE
Vicki Julian

Early morning was best. You could just fucking walk and walk , block after
block, without passing another human until about 6:30 a .m ., when the
newsboys and first-shift waitresses and sobering party people would suddenly appear on the sidewalks, striding fast. But even then it wasn't bad . It
still wasn't cluttered-not like it would be within an hour when the
secretaries and salesclerks and such began a mass exodus from thousands of
apartments throughout Chicago, heading for the bus stop, the subway, the
car. By 7 a .m. , when the secretary was tugging on pantyhose before
rushing out the door, Valerie would always be clumping up the porch steps
to the house.
Years later, Val remembered nothing about that particular spring except
restlessly walking for hours, alone , and that early morning was always the
very best time. During the day, there was too much to be seen and to be
heard, and at night there were always the faces sitting next to her in a bar
and the hands touching her and her own voice slicing into everything, wantonly . But early morning would find her, head bowed and arms folded tight
across her chest , pacing a sidewalk that would eventually lead home. She
always made it back to the house. And each early morning step was
somehow a psychic flagellation , a stinging whip , until exhausted but
reprieved and repurified, Val would turn toward home.
By the time she bounded up the front steps and sprawled across her bed ,
she would have totally absolved herself of the night before .
The TV screen scans an Arctic landscape-bald-white snowdrifts below
cloudless skies. The camera, panning across the vast snowscape, slowly
climbs the smooth profile of the nearest drift then begins an equally
measured descent. "I bet that cameraman is fucking cold ," says Jay , addressing the TV . A quick line of static blinks across the screen as if in reply. "I
mean , he's probably up to his ass in snow," Jay continues, slouching down
farther into the chair and hugging himself for warmth. The winter winds
outside seem to accelerate and begin whipping around the apartment faster.
The whining is louder and the frantic swirl of snowflakes is felt , rather than
seen, through the window by Jay's head. Inside the room is dark, except for
a soft blue glow from the TV set, and the scattered chairs and coffee table
and couch seem to be objects abandoned in a cold twilight. On the TV
screen a polar bear suddenly appears on the horizon , about one footstool
and three rounded snowdrifts away from Jay's feet. As the camera zooms in
for a close-up facial shot , Jay kicks the footstool and sits up real straight in
his chair. "Shit, " he says, "that cameraman must be shitting in his nice
white thermals. You can see goose pimples on that bear's fucking tongue ."
The camera zooms back to a more respectable distance, and the polar bear,
once again isolated on the vast horizon , rises up on his hind legs and begins
sniffing the air with a wary nose .
"Wonder if polar bears are partial to the smell of dope ," Jay mutters,
idly, and watches the smoke from his joint stream lazily toward the televi-
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sion. It seems to linger, retaining a slender shape in the blue tube light, and
not blending with the loose clouds of marijuana smoke from Michael's
heaving lungs. Michael, sprawled on the couch on the other side of the
room , is absolutely motionless except for the working of his mouth around
the bobbing of his bare, white chest , actually light blue in the TV glow.
Michael's deep sucking and Jay's random monologue and the wind outside
are all that are heard in the living room. Someone forgot to turn the volume
up when the TV was clicked on .
The polar bear suddenly drops back down to four paws and lurches
toward the center of the screen at a brisk pace. "Fuck, if I were that
cameraman, I'd chuck the equipment into the snow and fucking run, " Jay
says, waving a fist like a cheerleader's porn-porn. "Run, fuckhead , run!"
But it is the polar bear that accelerates its pace . The camera remains
fixed, unwavering, while the image of the racing bear enlarges each second.
As the bear approaches the nearest snowdrift, Michael suddenly jumps from
the couch and charges toward the TV. Bear and Michael seem scheduled for
collision over the footstool. "Run, run, run," Jay chants in the corner.
Michael passes the footstool as the bear's face begins to push through the
screen . Then the scene suddenly changes. The camera is once again panning
miles of white snowdrifts below uninhabited skies. "Wonder if they shot the
bear while he fucking nibbled on a fat cameraman or what?" Jay asks.
Michael is bending toward the stereo next to the TV . He is utterly involved in placing a record on the turntable . He doesn't hear Jay's question.
He is totally oblivious to a sudden, loud knocking on the door. He knows
nothing, other than the overwhelming fact that the hole in the center of the
record is very small .
"Val is here ," says Jay to himself as he prepares to begin organizing
himself for a walk across the floor . The knocks on the door are insistent.
Someone must open the door. Each knock is progressively louder, angrier,
shattering the Arctic calm of the living room.
Val kicks the door so hard that it vibrates on the jamb.
Go home, she thinks.
The sun , rising sluggishly over the lake like a fat old prick, shafts her eyes
with bright light, but Valerie glares back, unblinking. No fucking sunshine
is going to intimidate her on this morning, fuck no . Nothing can intimidate
her after the past few hours. She has been to the other world and back
again and nothing as mundane and predictable as the sun can make her
back down, not now. She stares straight at the sun, tears beginning to tumble from swollen and aching eyes, until a cloud bank intercedes. The sun
fucking ducks out behind clouds, and Val has won. The rude-assed intruder
has been routed , decisively, so Valerie, great ass-kicker of the cosmos, can
now look away , smugly, proudly-but there is only just enough time to
roughly rub tears from her cheeks before a new challenger must be faced.
Distinctly, clearly, the cushioned pounding of a jogger's feet is heard
coming down the concrete path. What am I waiting for? Val thinks, as she
begins beating dust from the rumpside of her jeans. Until a few minutes a g o ,

she had been sitting on the sidewalks that border the Lake Michigan
shoreline this far north . Now with each slap against thigh or ass, dust
billows out behind her like the dust clouds that explode from an old rug
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when you toss it over a clothesline and beat it in the springtime. It isn't
spring, not quite yet , but Val pounds herself hard and thorough just
because it feels good , these quick sharp stings against the ass. She's too
frazzled to fuck with neatness. Otherwise, she would have first attempted
to untangle some of the long strands of blonde hair that snarl down her
back. She's just pummeling her ass because it is a pleasant enough way to
pass time until the jogger finally comes bouncing around the bend. The jogger's steps, rhythmic slaps against concrete, are louder now, and Val spanks
herself in strict counterpoint , two quick raps for each slap of tennis shoe,
until laughing, she throws both arms high overhead and stretches. "Why
don' t I just fucking go home?'' she asks aloud, daring the sun to poke out
from behind a cloud and answer. "Why?" she d .~mands of a crumpled
cigarette package, them stamps it flatter into the sidewalk. "Why , fish? " she
bellows across the lake. "Why don' t I go home , fish? Why?" Turning
sideways, she cups a hand behind her ear and for a long instant mocklistens for the slightest bubble, splash, or squirt of a reply. "May you all
fucking drown in your wet dreams, fish!" she screams, shaking an allencompassing fist at Lake Michigan. The disapproval in that fist reached all
the way to Canada , even.
And on this particular morning, as a matter of fact , the disapproval in
that fist sprawled all the way across Canada to the Arctic Circle. That fist
was shaking at polar bears sleeping in their caves and penguins waddling on
their icebergs. That fist was even shaking at the North Star, and beyond ,
past Pluto and meteorites and vast black holes.
That fist , on this morning, censored the universe.
She can hear the rhythmic pounding of his cushioned feet against concrete . The tennis shoes pound louder and soon , soon now , soon the jogger
will round the sharp curve and see Valerie staring at the dawn breaking
across the lake. A slender yellow feather flutters to the sidewalk just as Val
sternly turns to face the intruder. But it is no jogger. Turning, Valerie sees
Glenn racing toward her. His blonde hair churns with each jostling step.
Even when he jerks to an abrupt stop next to Val , the wind continually
whips slender cords of straight hair back from his face. With his fluttering
hair , Glenn seems frantic , squirming with motion , even though his slender
form is rigid , waiting. "I heard someone yelling like a maniac and knew it
had to be you ," he finally says.
"Where's Dennis?"
"That fucking bitch left with the others, " Glenn blurts, suddenly shifting
gears and beginning to pace back and forth between Val and the lake.
"They wanted to have an orgy and that fucking bitch left with them. "
Something gold glitters on the sidewalk near her feet. Val bends abruptly
and grabs, not cold metal, but the softness of a small yellow feather. She
clasps it tightly in the center of her fist , like a secret. It is the left fist-the
fi st that has forgotten about fish and polar bears and meteorites, the fist
that no longer disapproves.
Glenn , shifting gears again , suddenly stops mid-pace and asks, "Where
were you? I've looked everywhere. "
'There ," Val says, pointing like an obedient child to a cubbyhole in the
tumble of large rocks that border one side of the sidewalk. "I was just sitting
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there , waiting for dawn or something. I don't know . I heard the car leave. I
thought you had left with Dennis and the others ."
Glenn cocks his head on his shoulder, like a quizzical canary. Gusts of
wind are sweeping across the lake, pushing white-capped waves against the
sidewalk barrier. Cold spray fans against the back of Glenn's jeans. His hair
tousles forward. But he doesn't answer. He just stands there , looking watchful and bird-like. Val halfway expects him to suddenly perch on one leg or
begin slapping his forearms or sprout yellow feathers on his chest. It would
only be logical. Glenn would then soar above the city like a giant golden
pigeon, cawing "Va l! Val! Val" to commuters and traffic lights and dead
alley cats draped in treetops. It would be the perfect conclusion. It would ...
"It has been a long night, " Val hears herself saying.
Glenn abruptly steps closer and gives her a long, lush hug. "I wouldn' t
leave without you, " he says, swaying slightly as he hugs even tighter. "I
wouldn't leave you here. "
Viewed by a stranger, they seem to be lovers enjoying a private moment
by the lake-the most ordinary of romantic tableaux. An old black man
ambles down the rocks close to them . He has a fishing pole and tackle box
in one hand ; a six-pack of beer dangles from the other. And his face , hidden
in shadow under a wide-brimmed hat , cracks into a slow, hefty smile at the
sight of Glenn and Val embracing by the lake. He turns his back toward
them in respect for their privacy and begins to follow the shoreline south ,
still smiling.
"So Dennis really left with Quentin and Ronnie ," Val states flatly , as she
and Glenn begin walking across the park toward the subway.
"The bitch!" screams Glenn, downshifting into fury. "He started the
evening with us, and he should have ended it with us! The fucking bitch! "
Val , startled, dropped the yellow feather from her tight fist. She had been
clutching it all this time as if it were some sort of sacred souvenir. Blood of
the Saint. Bone of the Martyr. Bird Feather of the Dawn. The feather lightly
catches on the fabric of her jeans, gently flutters down her leg to the cuff,
then buries itself deep in the fold.
The night has been long. Bottle after bottle of beer. The oddity of being
the only biological female in a male gay bar. The constant shifting of emotions between herself and Dennis and Glenn . The lonely hour by the early
morning lake. And now another violent mood change in Glenn. One more
alien thing . One more thing.
She begins striding faster through the wet grass of the early morning
park, leaving Glenn to tag at her heels. His loud words , tossed by the wind ,
are muffled behind her. She doesn't want to hear this one more thing. Just
one more.
She herself is an arch veteran of the tantrum , but not one more thing, not
this morning, not another thing. Weeds whip against her pants leg. Glenn is
now silently keeping pace behind her. Not another thing.
(You're a Viking madonna , Glenn once said, and he raised a stiff arm in
mock salute. No, not now, Valerie thinks, not before breakfast. But thank
you just the same, Valerie thinks, and she mentally curtsies.)
At the subway station , they hug (Glenn suppressing a yawn; Val
fidgeting to keep eyes open ), then catch trains traveling in opposite directions.
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They don't see each other again for months.
It is mid-summer, late afternoon, and Valerie is prowling around the bars
on Lincoln Avenue. This is an ongoing obsession of hers. Regularly, like
clock ticks and shaving under your arms and birthdays, Val would be seen
prowling the music bars, the jazz bars and the blues bars and the folk bars,
of this strip. She would even, on occasion, enter a juke box bar. She would
be here, flirting with the bartender (coaxing free drinks), then she would be
across the street, laughing in a back booth with friends. Later she would be
down the block, by herself, sitting on a barstool and just waiting, idly.
Then she would be out the door and on to another place.
She has been doing this for over a year now. Michael keeps telling her
that they're going to erect a statue of her right at the intersection of Lincoln,
Fullerton, and Halsted. It will be a monument of sorts: backpack slung on
shoulders, cocktail in one hand and Chicago Reader in the other, frayed
laces in the tennis shoes, and long hair blowing in the wind. "Or better yet,"
Michael suggests, "it will be mounted on wheels. Then a squadron of shopping bag ladies, working in shifts, can continuously push it up and down
the Strip."
"Well, I've fucking earned it," Val mutters, downing a shot of raw
Scotch, then banging the glass on the bar real hard. Faces from all corners
and tables in the bar simultaneously turn toward the sudden noise.
Everyone in the bar is part of a large machine with master controls, and Val
has just inadvertently pushed the "turn-your-head" button. She immediately bangs her glass again, only twice as hard, and begins laughing maniacally. Michael sighs, slinks from his barstool, and shuffles toward the restroom
at the back of the bar. The room is completely quiet except for the crackling
reverberations of Val's laughter and Michael's soft shuffling. She bangs her
glass again even harder. Michael locks the bathroom door.
Later at a different bar (the jazz bar), Val repeats Michael's suggestion of
a statue on wheels (pushed by shopping bag ladies) to Lewis, the bartender.
"Perfect," he says, and buys her a drink. When Georgene arrives, Val
repeats the story once again, only this time she adds, "You know, of course,
that I'm going to be a shopping bag lady in thirty years. And I'm practicing
now so I'll be damned good. That's why I spend so much time just wandering around. I'm practicing, y'see, and you'll be a crazy old cat lady. Only
you'll have fifty cats instead of just two and ... "
"Fuck you," interrupts Georgene, and she buys Val a drink.
Everyone wants to buy Valerie drinks that night. Frank buys her two just
because he hasn't seen her in a few weeks; the bartender periodically refills
her glass (for free); Clem buys her a hello-how-are-you drink; Charlie buys
her a couple of drinks just because he is so bombed he doesn't realize that he
is buying drinks; strangers buy her drinks, hoping to engage her in conversation and such.
By ten o'clock Valerie is pie-eyed. She manages to coherently thank the
unknown young man for the cocktail that he has just handed her, then she
quickly turns her back to him. (She turns so fast that long strands of blonde
hair flagellate her benefactor's cheeks.)
There at her left elbow is Georgene again. "Resurrected yourself from the
pinball machine, I see," mumbles Val, still trying to regain her balance on
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the barstool after her lightning spin away from the strange men seated on
her right.
"What?" asks Georgene .
"I said," answers Val, clasping both hands around the shot glass for
ballast, "I said that I'll bring you bits of string from alleys. "
"What are you talking about, you drunken broad."
"For your fifty cats to play with. But only if you'll let me sleep in your
foyer in the wintertime and .. . "
"Fuck you," interrupts Georgene for the second time that night. And she
buys Valerie another drink.
Val now has a cocktail for each hand. It is difficult to decide which to sip
first. She carefully focuses on the right-hand drink. It looks fine. Now see
the left-hand drink. It looks fine , too. See Val lift both drinks to her mouth
at the same time. Drink, Val , drink. See Val Drink. Good Val. Good girl.
At 10:30 p.m. Steve buys her a drink just to get her to go away and leave
him alone. She's becoming an obnoxious pest. Lewis pours the cocktail , but
after watching Val try .to lower her head to the bar and guzzle from a shot
glass repeatedly without the remotest connotation of success, Lewis grabs
the drink and downs· it himself. This is almost the last thing that Val
remembers before waking up in bed with Lewis the next morning , hungover and wondering where she is, anyway. And which way is home. And
where is the closest glass of water.
"This craziness must either cease or accelerate," she mutters, not knowing
what she means . Lewis is sleeping on his back soundly . "Fuck ,"continues
Val , "all I remember is that he calls his prick Garfield Goose. What a thing
to salvage from an entire night. This must cease. "
After a moment, Val gently eases the sheet back and peeks at his body.
She is very objective . She surveys him dispassionately , from nipples to
knees . "Boyish, like my little brother," she mumbles, then smiles impishly .
But Lewis suddenly snores and the sheet is whisked back to his chin.
"This must cease," Val repeats as she snuggles back down into the pillow.
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BAL TIM ORE INSTANCES
Joan Gibb Engel

Late afternoon in Willowpond, back in the forties, was a quiet time. After
the children came home from school-the little ones dropped off in front of
their doors by the yellow buses, the older kids pedaling bikes-there were a
few minutes of flurry-hurried greetings, a search for a ball or a skate, a
raid on the refrigerator, a loud slamming of doors, a few echoing shouts.
Then the mothers of school-age children settled down on easy chairs to enjoy an hour of stolen time-to look at a magazine or to knit a few rows on
their husband's Christmas sweater before it was time to start dinner.
For the children, too, this time between school and dinner was meant to
be a period of freedom, sandwiched between the confinements of school
and homework. Getting outside "in the fresh air" was normal and healthy.
Not doing so was deviate and ill. The child who preferred to stay indoors,
to read Nancy Drew or the Hardy Boys, needed vitamins or a laxative, or
was suffering a serious developmental hitch, which the editors of McCall's
and Collier's magazines knew all about and informed the mothers of the
land how to treat. As a result, a child who didn't have a friend to play with
went outside anyway and walked briskly up and down the alleys and tried
to give an appearance of being on the way to someone's house.
Dorothy Lee Coates lived three blocks from Nancy who was two blocks
from me. We had known each other since first grade. In third grade,
Dorothy Lee was chosen to be Mary, the mother of Jesus. Everyone agreed
it was a good choice. Dorothy Lee, white-skinned, dark-haired, with
modest doe eyes, and an expression that said, "I have pondered these things
in my heart," rode down the darkened auditorium aisle on a real donkey
and a curtain draped around her head and down her shoulders. She sat with
baby doll on her lap and the cigar box, which I had painted gold-handed
to her by Billy Foster, "fatty-fatty-boom-a-latty" we called him. He laughed
at the audience from under his Indian blanket and construction paper
crown. In first grade, Dorothy Lee had a sandbox with a striped canvas
cover, and I played with the sifter that filtered all but the largest of the
glassy crystals. Dorothy Lee's mother didn't like me because I talked too
loud. Dorothy Lee's voice was a whisper.
And now Dorothy Lee, living in Kansas City with two children, do you
sometimes remember-after you have sent the nine-year-old out to play
and have settled back on the settee to leaf through the paper, to look for
brunch recipes-do you sometimes remember, or not quite remember but,
saturated with a damp chill uneasiness, do you get up and pace the floor
nervously?
Helen walked around the stage, sniffing. ''I'll find out," she told her
friends, for she was proud of her nose and its ability to discern even the
palest of odors. At home, when she entered her front door, she amazed her
grandmother by pronouncing, "Oh great, we're having rice!" "How does
she do it?" her grandmother asked. "Rice has no odor." And Helen was the
one who warned that a pilot light was out on the stove or that the casserole
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was beginning to burn.
Now the sixth graders, lined up on the auditorium stage to rehearse their
spring assembly, were aware of a strong and unpleasant odor. Helen and
the girls around her knew what it was, all right. In those pre-tampon days,
the salty smell was common enough, but who would let herself get this bad?
Probably Edna Mae, whose dirty ears the girls had peered into on the
playground, giggling and running away. But no, Edna Mae smelled all
right. Maybe it was Charlene. Everyone knew that she had been attacked
by a man once. She told people about it. Helen walked behind Charlene.
The odor was so strong it seemed to be everywhere, but it wasn't any worse
around Charlene. Some boys turned around to see what Helen was doing.
She'd have to admit defeat and go back to her place on the front row.
Carol looked up questioningly. Helen shrugged. "I couldn't tell. If I had a
little more time, but Bob and Charles were beginning to notice."
They sang their springtime songs. On the back row, Sandra Gebhardt
miserably tried to hold her legs tightly together so as not to move the air
currents around. She hated Helen and the whispering girls on the front row.
Helen stared at the girl, then looked away embarrassed. Beth Tripp was
sitting directly across from her on a bench in the girls' locker room, pulling
off her sneakers. Long black strings hung from her armpits. Helen had
never seen a girl with unshaven armpits. She was repulsed and fascinated. It
was strange how ugly it was, like having lichen or cobwebs grow from your
arms. She had the same shocked feeling the first time she saw her friend's
mother undress, her fat pink tummy a ballooning, gelatinous mass in panties that hung loose around her too-white legs. Or the massive woman in
the beach house, her back turned to Helen, squirming to peel away her
shiny, blue bathing suit, and popping out of it, finally, two giant buttocks
with gray, wet sand stuck to them in flattened clumps. There were more images-the flat, enormously long breasts of her grandmother, and her grandmother standing helpless and trying to cover them with one hand and the
pale yellowish skimpy hairs with the other, while her mother bent to sponge
her legs.
Then Helen's thoughts came back to Beth Tripp. She could see her up
there on the stage, playing a guitar, her legs spread apart to cradle the instrument, and those hairs from her armpits waving as she played. And it
would be Helen's fault. She had volunteered her old, pink evening dress
when the teacher asked if anyone had a gown Beth could wear the night of
the talent show. It was plain, homemade, a sort of salmon color that Helen
had never liked and that was going to look terrible on Beth. Helen had also
a green gown with cap sleeves that would hide Beth's armpits, but she could
not, could not, lend this once favorite item to Beth, even though she had
now a third evening dress, much nicer even than the green one.
"It's not my fault she belongs to some crazy religion that won't let her cut
her hair. It's not my fault she's homely and different and poor. I'm the only
one who's being nice to her. No one else offered her their clothes."
And Beth was grateful. That was the awful part. She smiled her crookedtooth smile and thanked her without ever having seen the gown.
Helen slammed her locker shut. That's what you get for being nice, she
thought.
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Once it was a farmland-coarse stalks of timothy and brome, Queen
Anne's lace and black-eyed Susan, kept cropped by the lazy swaying
nuzzles of an occasional farm house and the rhythmic silver scythe of an occasional farmhand. Once-before the boat loads of cheap labor and the
fire-belching Tom Thumb made the city of Baltimore an industrial center,
before the whistles and clangs of commerce lured the sons of the manor into
exchanging their sweet, misty fields for city streets and tin can factoriesthe land had been part of a wealthy plantation. The manor house was, in
fact, still standing, a dark, mysterious presence surrounded by a hedge
taller than a man's head.
Mr. James Donnelly cut down every living thing-the barns, the pig
pens, the Queen Anne's lace and the black-eyed Susans, and built one long
street of rowhouses. He attached the houses in groups of six, each house
twenty-three feet wide with roofed porches, two floors plus basement plus
dormer. They were bought up quickly by young marrieds who couldn't afford a detached house and needed room to start a family. With the money
from this group, James built another street of rowhouses, each house
twenty-one feet wide with roofed porches and a dormer on the end units
only. On the next street the porches did not have roofs or dormers.
The development was named Willowpond for one of the duck ponds,
although by the time Mr. Donnelly finished, there was not a single vacant
lot for the four thousand children who lived there, much less a pond for
ducks.
At dusk as the light in the living rooms of Willowpond go on, each street
looks like a string of passenger cars on a diesel locomotive, and the whole
community glows like a model train yard on Christmas Eve. From each of
the kitchens comes the sounds of dinner being made, and the clang of pots
echoes faintly through the walls, reassuring the next door neighbor that all
is well.
The smell of kale fills the small kitchen, fills the dining room next to it,
fills the living room and drifts up the polished stairs to the three bedrooms
above. Doris Minton's mother stands before the stove, a square figure lacking waist or ankles. Doris Minton, age forty-four, is seated at the kitchen
table, talking to her mother. It is six o'clock. Outside the sky is a deep purple.
"Dinner's been ready for over an hour. Helen shouldn't stay out so late.
You should talk to her."
(I wish you would be quiet, Mother. I am worried about my only child. I
want to worry in peace.) "What difference would that make? I do talk to
her. You talk to her. See if she pays attention to you."
(I am an old woman. She looks at me and sees only that I am old.)
"You're her mother. She should listen to you. Or her father. When my
father told me to do anything, I did it. I shined his boots. I cleaned out the
spittoons. I would never say no to my father."
(You left your father and came over on a boat and you were seasick and
never went back-and never wrote him either, until he died. And then you
cried.) "You tell him to talk to her, then. He doesn't listen, either."
(I loved my father but I could not live with him, could not forgive him
for marrying again after Mother died. And then when I understood, it was
too late.) "If this was my house, things would be different. A young girl
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shouldn't be out past dark. She's started her. .. you know. What if some boy
takes advantage of her?"
(If this were your house. I am the one who got you here, who went back
to work so that you would have something to do. I am the one who fights
with my husband because you are here, in the room next to our bedroom,
listening to us making love, listening to our fights.) "Stop getting yourself
all upset. She'll be here in a few minutes. She's with Nancy or Susanne.
She's all right."
(But it isn't my house. I am here and I have to live and I have no place
else to live and my sons don't want me with them and your husband will
not speak to me and calls me Mrs. Bixler and no one calls me Clara, no one
caresses me with my name.) "That's another thing. I don't think Nancy or
that Susanne, either one, sound like nice girls. That Susanne sounds like
she's boy-crazy. You should talk to your daughter. Tell her to get herself
some nice friends." (Tell her to look at me and see how I care for her. Tell
her to plait my hair like I did for my Grandmother. Tell her to talk to me
quietly in the darkened room.)
(Mother, with you telling me what to do, I cannot think. I am afraid of
Helen's friends. They act like normal people. We hide from the world and
never have anyone in.) "Mother, I can't talk to her. Stop worrying now,
and don't go on all the time. She has to have friends. We can't tell her all
the time what to do."
Doris Minton puts her fingers to her forehead. It is wet. She must get out
of the kitchen, away from this constant nagging. She walks to the living
room, sits down in the easy chair and lights a cigarette. She is annoyed that
Helen is late again. They could go ahead and eat. But of course they won't
because kale is Helen's favorite food. Funny thing for a child to like.
Riding her bike down the dark streets, Helen feels every shadow of tree
and post as a presence-feels the shadow touch the front wheel, slither over
the handle bars and press her head, feels the back wheel free itself of the
shadow. She is riding through Stoneleigh, where the houses sit alone with
bushes around them. Many are dark, with dark trees that arch over the
street. The flashlight on her bike darts ahead, grows pale where a road
crosses, and shoots a straight beam into the dark section. Each unseen mend
in the road, each unmended crack, is felt through the seat of her pants. She
hears, rather than sees, the leaves and papers that blow from one curb to
another. She is not afraid, yet as she rides into a dark area, her senses are so
heightened, are so tuned for every rustle, that a dog's bark or a squirrel's
scamper startles her and she wobbles the handle bars. But once she is out of
the darkest area and feels the wind on her cheeks and the fast glide of the
silent wheels, she is filled with a sensual freedom. She is in love with the
night, with the motion of her bike in the dark wind, with the ache in her
legs. Coming up to the lighted intersection, she is elated by the sight of
figures hurrying from the stores with packages. She is one of them. She too
has a separate mission.
She turns down the alley behind her house. The Louis's cat meows and
disappears in a hole in the hedge. The garages give off a familiar flavor. She
remembers that she is late, and that she is starving.
Helen parks her bike inside the garage and scrapes her leg on the pedal.
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Damn it. She is filled with frustration at the bike's heavy awkwardness.
The light is on in the kitchen. Her grandmother is stirring a pot, and as
she opens the door, the smell of kale envelops her and bright lights heat her
cheeks .
The Grandmother sat motionless in the kitchen long after her daughter
and granddaughter had gone off. She was filled with a sense of wrongdoing,
and to ease the feeling inside her, she started to pray silently, her lips moving ever so slightly. Her prayer was addressed to the Virgin , but as always,
it was her own mother, a mother she had hardly known , who had been
dead over sixty years, her golden-haired mother whom she saw in her mind
as she prayed .
Oh Mother, forgive me . It was only a small thing. Why should I feel so
badly about this one small thing? My granddaughter, she came from the
library and her books, she threw them down on the settee . And I came later
to pick them up and a paper, a call slip I think she calls it , is on the floor. I
see the title , "Positions in Marriage, " and I see a book called that and I open
it to put in the slip . I open the book, not knowing what I will find , open it,
Holy Mother, like it was a geometry book. I am not thinking or trying to
poke into my granddaughter's affairs; she is nineteen, she has a boyfriend
that she is going to marry , and then I see the pictures. Naked men and
women , they are contorted like acrobats, showing everything, shamelessly.
I feel the blood in my temples. I do not want to see more. I shut the book,
but then I am so upset I do not think , and I call my daughter and show her,
and then , before either of us can think, it is time for lunch and Helen , our
beautiful granddaughter, is sitting there , and I am ashamed thinking of her
looking at those pictures.
And then her mother mentions our finding the book. She is not so
ashamed, I think , as amused . It is funny to her that her daughter is interested in this book. I can see it in the way her mouth turns up. In her
mind she is seeing Helen's Howard, who is to her just a child, doing these
man things. And I do not want Helen to see this is why her mother smiles,
so I say, laughing at myself, "When I was married I didn't even know what
it was about , and then, later, my neighbor had to tell me there was a way to
keep from having all the babies, but I couldn't bring myself to tell my husband about it. "
I say this to Helen , but I can see she doesn't understand; she thinks I am
telling her it was wrong what we did together. Then her mother laughs
again and says, "What do you and that Howard want to do that for
anyway?" And she wrinkles up her nose . And I laugh, too , but it is because
I do not want my daughter to know how I feel. For we have never talked as
women do. I could not. But maybe that was wrong.
I see the hurt and the puzzle in Helen's eyes, but she says, "Well, we do ,

and next time don't poke into my things. " And she leaves. And her mother
says, "Suit yourself, smarty," and she leaves. And I sit alone and think we
did something wrong. And I wish I could have spoken how I felt. And now
it is too late. Help me , dear Mother .
The grandmother continued to sit at the table, motionless, except for her
hands . Her hands were old and big and crisscrossed with deep , blue veins.
They were working hands with thick, square-cornered nails . On her ring
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finger she wore a gold wedding band that was so deeply cut into the skin, it
would soon have to be filed off. As she sat, she stroked the ring with the
thumb of her other hand.
The kitchen table is wooden with an enameled top, covered with a sheet
of oilcloth on which are stamped repeated designs of blue teapots and green
ivy. The wooden part of the table, which includes a drawer for knives,
forks, and spoons, has changed color several times, being at the moment a
watery cream color through which the former green shows. The table is
only large enough for two, but it has a leaf which springs out with a "boinnng!" allowing a third person to eat. Since there are only two chairs, this
third diner has to bring in one of the satin-covered dining room chairs, taking care not to bang the door frame or knock over the trash basket. The
small brass lamp over the table casts a friendly, intimate light. It is much
cozier to sit in the kitchen and eat dinner than to be in the dining room with
its overhead chandelier and peach damask tablecloth.
And it is particularly cozy on this night because of the cold outside and
the windows all steamed up from the pot of kale simmering on the stove.
Cozy enough so that when her mother asks her why she was late again,
Helen answers. Earlier, she had told herself to keep quiet about it. But as
her grandmother dished up the steaming kale, potatoes, and ham, and as
Helen buttered a slice of bread in the warm, fragrant kitchen, that afternoon no longer seems of importance. That she had waited for Nancy and
Susanne an hour, after they went off together, assuring her they'd be right
back, that she had trusted them and sat like a fool on the concrete steps until the penetrating cold stiffened her legs, that she had ridden home crying
out loud and vowed never to speak to them again-seemed merely the normal trials that everyone had to go through sometime.
"I waited for Nancy and Susanne. They told me they'd be right back, but
they never came. I waited over an hour."
Had her mother said, "That's a shame, dear," and stopped at that, all
would have been well. That she didn't was due to a mixture of things. The
thought of her child, who she believed would never hurt anyone else, being
hurt by Nancy and Susanne, the thought that she had been humiliated by
Susanne, whose father was a truck driver, and worst of all, the thought of
her daughter being such a bampkin as to wait for Nancy whose mother
wouldn't wait for President Roosevelt-al l this filled Mrs. Minton with a
mixture of chagrin and contempt, so that she burst out savagely, "That
Susanne. I told you she was like that. Listen to me once in a while. She's a
little liar, that's what, and Nancy's no better. You don't need friends like
that."
And Grandmother Bixler chimes in with, "Listen to what your mother
says, Helen. She knows what's best for you."
Helen, lying wide-eyed on her bed, relives the moment she threw her fork
across the table, slammed her napkin on the floor, and marched upstairs.
She hears her grandmother begin to climb the stairs, two feet on each
tread, her ankles disfigured by arthritis so that they are straight poles from
the knees to the black, old-lady shoes. The grandmother pauses at the door
and calls, "Helen?" but Helen does not answer, and in a few minutes she
goes back downstairs. Then there is talking in the kitchen, but with the
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door closed Helen cannot make out what they are saying . She hears the
sound of dishes and knows with a sinking feeling that she has now definitely missed her favorite dinner.
To get to Uncle Robert's you skirted the city and drove through the lush,
rolling Greenspring Valley, past immaculate white fences , solidly green
fields , glistening brown-flanked horses, tree-shaded , quiet ponds, and mansions barely visible, a long way from the road. You wound , in seasick, racer
dip ups-and-downs, past neat white barns topped with steeples and weather
vanes, past thoroughbred Man-of-War progeny gamboling and nursing in
the solid green squares, past massive stone gates with bronze signs heralding
the exclusive finishing schools for boys and girls, and suddenly you climbed
a hill and came out of the valley on the main street of a small town that was
not particularly different from other small towns-a hodgepodge of gray
false-fronted stores, signs, traffic lights, drivers stalled in the left-turn lane.
From there it was a gradual widening out of houses again , a long, straight,
hilly road ahead, trucks appearing and disappearing at the crests, uneventful scenery -fields, an occasional house. You looked for the Sunoco gas station sign because right beyond that was an empty field , then a little road ,
and next to the road on the corner, the pink stucco bungalow that Hazel
and Robert had built themselves, with a pump, a vegetable garden, and
chickens .
The front and back of that house were different countries. From the road
to the front door and part way into the living room , the sound of trucks
was dominant. Day and night trucks whizzed past in both directions at nonhuman speeds, never slowing, never honking a hello. Always, they were
headed someplace, going to Pennsylvania , going straight through to
Chicago, making time , Baltimore to New York to Buffalo. Night and day
they thrummed and screamed. In contrast, the front of the house and the
space of thirty feet from the house to the road were dead, lifeless, sterile.
Birds didn't sing and flowers didn' t grow in that space. Occasionally, the
mail truck stopped to pick up a letter and deliver the Montgomery Ward
Sales Catalogue. When that happened, you might see a figure emerge from
the front door, hurry to the mailbox, and grope inside. A truck roaring by
at sixty miles per hour would cause the shirt to billow out and the hair to
part in the middle of the back, and the figure would hurriedly close the box
and retreat up the walk and onto the porch and close the front door, and
the space would be empty again.
That was the front-the Ural mountains, Siberia. The back of the house
was Mexico City. Visitors to the back were greeted by clotheslines, flowers ,
rows of corn, lima beans, a scarecrow, and a full-blown chicken coop with
chickens cackling and laying eggs and roosters arguing and parading about.
Blackbirds sat on the telephone wires and swooped down on the corn from
the scarecrow's tin can hat.
The house was like a motel you passed along the highway in the early
morning, a deserted looking place with one rusted car outside, looking like
its owners had gone to Florida and weren' t coming back. But when you
decided to stop anyway to ask directions , because this was the only place
you'd come across in miles and you thought you had missed the turnoff to
Mobeyville, after you got out of your car and had pushed open the office
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door, you were greeted by a jumble-a lady lugging a laundry basket, a
half-naked boy on a tricycle, two men drinking coffee, and a view out the
back of a squad of nine-year-olds playing catch. That's how Uncle Robert's
was-a real surprise when you got around the back.
If you took that drive in the middle of the day on a weekday, Robert
would be away at work, and Hazel would be in the garden , bending over a
squash plant or picking worms off the tomatoes. She'd be dressed in a
shapeless, pink housedress, and her legs would be bare down to white cotton socks and muddy, tan shoes.
Trucks and cars bumping up the road make a different sound in the country air than they do in the city; they have a louder, friendlier , busier sound.
Each truck and car has its own personality, and someone hearing it thinks,
there goes ol' man Swanson or Jack is late making his deliveries or is it that
time already and I haven't put away the lunch things.
So Aunt Hazel would know who you were by the way your wheels
crunched on the gravel, and she would look up and wipe the sweat from her
forehead with the back of her hand and push her hair back and call your
name warmly and say, "Wait just a minute while I get these peas picked
before the rabbits eat them all ," and then she would come over to where
you were standing, watching the chickens with their other-worldly chicken
eyes and scaly feet planted carefully one in front of the other, and she'd
turn her head for you to kiss her damp cheek, and say as you mounted the
back stairs together, "If I knew you were coming, I could have saved you
some lima beans. Not a dern thing comes up , but the rabbits have it chewed
the next day. " You'd follow her into the cool kitchen where the shades
would be pulled against the hot white light, and she'd wipe off the spotless
table with a rag and offer you a glass of iced tea or a Coke or whatever you
wanted, and she'd go to the icebox and chip off a piece of ice with a pick
and fill your glass.
And if you were her niece and had come to stay for a week , she'd take
your bag and carry it to the cool, pink bedroom with its peek-a-boo lace
curtains and big, cool bed covered with a pink bedspread . And she'd go up
the steep narrow steps to the attic that was filled with magazines and bring
down a robe she thought you needed, or maybe she'd send you on an
errand into the icy cellar with its rows of peaches and red tomatoes in neatly labeled jars and its sour chickenfeed smell.
That night after dinner and Uncle Robert's stories, you'd be so tired you'd
fall right to sleep, and in the morning you'd be awakened from your city
dreams by a cock-a-doodle -doo and you'd know instantly that you were in
the country, in the fresh country air.
For nothing gives you a sense of country like a rooster crowing. It's a call
to duty that's both exciting and mournful. "Come, " it says, "the day's
round begins. Leave go your dreams of diaphanous maidens and statuesque
man-gods who dance you round in eternal circles. I awake you to creature
time, to finitude."
"Come," it says, "another day has begun and you are called to labor
again, to carry your pail, to gather hoe and spade and walk the fields and
feel t,~e sun grow hot upon your back. Come. You have been given another
day.
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Mason drank the shot of whiskey straight, tossing his head back so that
the liquor drained down in one gulp. Helen watched, not saying anything.
She had never seen anyone do that except in the movies. Her aunt held the
whiskey bottle and filled his shot glass again as soon as he finished , and he
drank that one down the same way.
They were in the kitchen when she walked in , Hazel leaning against the
icebox and Mason in front of her, shirt open at the collar, his chest hairs
sticking out. It was a hot , sticky night, and in the harsh overhead light of
the white kitchen his face shone with dampness.
Mason looked nothing like his brother Robert. He had dark, thick ,
greasy-lookin g hair to Robert's thin, sandy wires : a pencil-thin , black
moustache to Robert's clean-shavenn ess; and a muscular, paunchy,
heaviness to his brother's bantamweight . Robert was kindly , crinkly, mildmannered. Mason was surly, loud, offensively opinionated . He didn' t tell
stories like Uncle Robert, blue eyes twinkling at the amusing situations people got themselves into. To Uncle Mason, people were not amusing-the y
were sick or crazy or out to get you. Mason was always talking about going
to Australia. Australia was a white Eden, and Mason could have gone
there , too , if it weren't for his wife and the store and his wife's mother.
They wanted him in Australia because he could do anything, fix anything.
He had no training, but guys who'd gone to those fancy classes came to him
with their camshafts and carburetors and thermocouple s, and he fixed them
right.
With the second shot, Mason leaned his head back and laughed, "Christ,
I needed that. Girl , you don't know what it's like. "
And Hazel said, "Yeah , I know what it's like. "
And Mason , "Yeah , I guess you do. " He put his hand behind her and
pressed next to her, then turned , and saw the girl standing there , watching .
Aunt Hazel, pulling away, "Helen, what do you want?"
And Helen , quickly , lightly, "Do you have any ginger ale? Uncle Robert
sent me to get some. "
Helen brought the glasses of ginger ale to the living room where her
mother and father and Robert were struggling through "One Hundred 01'
Time Favorites," Robert picking at his mandolin , getting every fourth chord
right.
"It's so hot. I'm going outside to cool off. OK? "
She left quickly before a response could be given.
She walked out to the end of the walk , to the place where the walk met
the ditch. The night was black. Above were millions of stars. She stepped
off the concrete and leaned against the cold stone fence , the grass wet
against her legs. Miles away in the darkness, trucks whined. The sound increased triangularly. From far off she could hear them , gearing down for
the hill. Then the whine changed to a throb , a primitive drumming that got
higher and louder before it faded again to a long, plaintive whine.
Helen watched the headlights emerge catlike in the darkness, grow large
and explode in sparkles. Four-eyed trucks appeared with tiny yellow and
red jewels strung out like Christmas. She liked to guess, from a distance ,
how big each truck was and then check it out when it roared past, the tiny
lights outlining its shape like numbers in a coloring book.
But tonight she wasn't playing the game. She was listening to the air pulse
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and bend, the magnetic air pulled this way and that by the insistent throb of
crickets. The night was velvet, soft, beguiling. The pulsing hum, the whine
and roar were bending time, extending and compressing it. She felt old and
wise, newborn and innocent. The sibilant incessant hum shattered her
chaste reluctance and pulled· the darkness to her.
Dago red. Italian red. Wine red. Sweet red wine in a gallon jug. Dago
red, pink, cerise, violet, fuchsia.
"Sure, fill Helen's. She needs something to keep her
whistle wet, don't you , hon? God, wouldn't you like to
be that young again? Look at that skin ."
Dago red, pink, purple. Italian eyes, German eyes, smiling eyes. Aunt
Hazel , Uncle Robert, Mother, Dad. Aunt Hazel, Dad, Uncle Robert,
Mother.
"I had pretty skin once, too, but a lot of good it did me.
Robert and I are always too tired at night after working
in the garden to do anything but fall asleep. We're lucky
if we get our clothes off. "
Dago red , hot red, blush red. Dago made in U.S.A. red. Sweet red
laughter in the gallon jug.
"Watch out, you're spilling, David. It doesn't matter, it'll
wash. Well, does anyone want to play more Hearts or
should I put away the cards?"
"Corne over here, Hazel , and sit on my lap. I know a
game we can play. "
"David, stop. In front of Helen. "
Dago red. Night red. Hearts red. Me, Mother, Dad, Hazel, Robert. Me,
Dad, Hazel, Mother, Robert.
"Somebody's got to go into the cellar and get af'.other
jug. Wait, I'll go . Sorry. Somebody give me a hand. "
"Look at me, hon. You OK? Don' t fill her glass again ,
Robert. "
Dago red, violet, puce. Sweet red liquid in the gallon jug. Sweet, sour liquid. Sweet, sour dago red.
Helen walked out of Stoneleigh School, wheeling her bike along, and saw
her mother and dad corning up the walk to get her.
The children on the playground traded cards and on the bus two cards,
valuable ones, accidently landed in Helen's lap and she kept them.
Mrs. Miller had a red face and yelled and Helen knew she didn't want her
for a teacher, but she got her.
Her first strong sexual feelings were for a "bad boy" in third grade who
was in their class but was older, and at recess she admired his ring.
Her teacher called her over in class and told her to stay away from that
boy .
Mrs. Spencer's son was killed in the war and her window wore a gold
star.
Mrs. O 'Brien's son was killed when he ran across the street.
The Air Raid Wardens knocked at the door, wearing white helmets .
On the way home from school a boy pinched her nipples.
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At Peggy's Halloween party they put their hands in spaghetti.
She played Queen of the Fairies with Mary Rose, using sticks from the
recently cut hedge for hands.
She got a cat, but it spit on her father and she had to give it back.
She watched herself in her neighbor's crystal ball.
Helen's mother cried when her period started.
She played strip poker with Susanne and Susanne's older brother and
some other boys.
She fell deeply in love in junior high and spoke the boy's name all the
time.
He asked her to a dance and she got a high fever before the dance but
went anyway.
Helen lent her cast-off evening gown to a girl who didn't have one.
They practiced chorus kicks to "Put Another Nickle in the
Nickelodeo n."
At Meadowbr ook swimming pool they played "Mona Lisa."
She swam at Beaver Pond at night.
She didn't go to Saylor's Lake with Janet but stayed home with her
parents.
She picked violets on the mansion grounds.
The new girl came to school and cried all the time and Helen made friends
with her.
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BREAKOUT
Michael John DellaMaria

I turned to my right and walked into the Acne Health Care Center's
waiting room and signed in as I had done what seemed like so many times
before. The girl working behind the counter was busy getting medicine for
another patient. When she saw me, she smiled and said hi, as usual, and
asked me to sign in.
"Hi, I did already."
"Just sit down and a nurse will be with you in a minute, OK?"
I nodded and went to join the other somber faces. Faces. They were
everywhere you looked in that office. From where I was sitting, which was
not where I usually sat because it was to the right of the cashier / receptionist
but directly in front of all the medicines (I usually sat to what was now my
left and looked out the huge glass window onto the lakefront and read a
Newsweek), I could count ten pictures of faces on the wall over the glass
medicine cabinets, and I knew there were at least ten more on the wall
directly over my head. Actually, they were fold-out pamphlets that had five
pages apiece to them. Each page had a face with a certain degree of acne
occupying it, and below the close-up was an explanation detailing each case
in medical terms. All the pictures were blown-up profiles, so as to capture
the flush view.
Basically speaking, the pictures were sickening. Each individual had a
grotesque amount of pustulates or discoloring or both, and it seemed unnecessary to paper the walls with these examples when there were many
lives ones waiting to be treated. If a patient wanted to see a pamphlet, he
could take one off the counter and take it home with him. The first day I
visited the health center, my mother took one of each (of about ten or
twelve) and two or three of some. I remember my mother stuffing them in
her purse as if they were the cure itself, all the while motioning me to hush
my snickering before the receptionist should glance over and discover her
over-exuberance. But I suppose the pictures, like everything else at the
clinic, had an exact purpose. I just couldn't grasp it.
I took off my coat, sat down, and began to read my Sun Times. I could
hear the videotape going in the other room. It was a short film detailing
how Doctor Fulton's cure came about and the necessary steps involved in
treatment. The film was every new patient's first assignment. After the film,
there was a short quiz you had to answer on the back of the application
that you had to fill out in order to become a patient. I remember that by the
time I had finished filling out the application, I had to guess at the quiz, and
I got all the answers right once I realized the code. The nurse was very impressed.
After about ten minutes, a nurse came out and called my name. I stood
and exchanged greetings, then followed through the corridor into one of the
rooms with a number on its door.
"So how are you today?"
"OK, I guess."
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"Just OK?"
I shrugged my shoulders. I wasn' t in the mood to be superficially polite .
She took my chart out of my folder and looked it over. The clinic keeps a
chart on every patient's progress, or lack of it. In the movie , Doctor Fulton
states that 80 percent of his patients around the country have been cured by
his treatment. I was asked the same questions every visit.
"Let's see, you're using the number five , right? "
"Yeah. "
"How often?"
"Every night. "
"Any burning or itching?"
"No. "

"Drying or peeling? "
"A little ."
"Any eye irritation?"
"No. "

"Why don't you take off your shirt, and I'll take a count. "
I sat on the cushioned operating table facing the mirror on the wall and
removed my shirt, as I had done what seemed like so many times before .
Then I lay on my stomach as the nurse scrubbed her hands with the pink,
medicated soap that the clinic sold. Her fingers felt cool as she ran them
slowly over the right side of my back.
"Well, we've got some activity back here ," as she walked over to the
chart. "Your count is down, though."
She counted my activities on the left side of my back and asked me to
turn over. "Your face isn't bad at all," as she ran her fingers from my
cheekbone to my jawbone on the right side of my face. "The count's way
down on your face , too," as she filled in my scorecard.
"I couldn't see the use in counting pimples every visit. If the count was
down, fine. If it wasn 't, what the hell, they had to pop them all anyway.
''I'll go see if I can find a doctor to look at you, " and she left the room. I
was hoping it would be the same doctor I had seen the visit before. She
worked on me rather than a nurse for the first time, and I had felt only half
the usual pain.
The doctor was a short Chinese woman of about thirty-two. She spoke
broken English , which made it easier for her to understand me. She had a
warm smile, and I was relieved to see it come through the door.
"Hi. How are you today? "
"OK. How are you doin'? "
She seemed to laugh at everything I said. She ran her fingers over my
face. "You're a little dry, yes? "
"Yeah, a little," recalling all the mornings I had to scrub my face with a
washcloth to get the dead skin off. I'd have to scrub it about five times
before I could open my mouth without feeling any tightness .
"How's your back?" reaching for the chart. The nurse quickly handed it
to her. "Still using the number five? "
"Yes, I am, " nodding my head.
She smiled and told m.e to turn over. "Oh , very dry back here," motioning to the nurse to give her a sterilized needle. It was used to break open the
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pimple before she squeezed the puss out.
"You have to look very carefully when it is dry like this or else you won't
see them," directing the nurse as she ran her fingers across my shoulder,
looking for a ripe pustulate to pierce. When she found one, I tensed up a
little, but eased down after the first extraction because I hardly felt it.
The doctor's hands had the careful precision of a mother washing her
newborn child. Normally, the injection of the needle was enough to convulse my body instantly, if but only for a second. And that was only a
warning shock of what was to come. When one of the nurses squeezed a
pimple, the pain was so intense that when it ceased, I was almost glad I had
experienced it. But then there was always another one a few seconds away.
It was kind of like acupuncture, except I wasn't hurting when I came in.
The doctor had a better technique than the nurses. She would pull away
from the infected area rather than squeeze it-same results, but much less
pain. I guess it takes practice. Most of the nurses are still in spring training.
But you can't really blame them because this whole thing is new to them,
whereas the doctors have had a sufficient training program. Doctor Fulton
is the only one who has been at it for any length of time, and aside from the
introductory film, I never saw him. But his signature is on every bottle of
medicine they sell.
The medicine's purpose is to bring out the bacteria under the skin that
cause the acne to erupt. Every night before you go to bed, you are supposed
to apply it so that it covers your entire face and back, not just the affected
areas. The medicine is a yellowish-white and has a stuffy smell to it,
resembling that of an artificial plant. It burns your skin for about a halfhour before you are able to fall asleep. When you wake up and take a
shower, you have to use a special brush to remove the grainy medicine and
the dead skin it creates.
The doctor worked for a few minutes longer and then was called out of
the room to see another patient.
"See you later," patting me on the leg.
"OK, doctor."
"Keep using your medicine," smiling as she walks out of the room.
The nurse got back in position and resumed the extractions. "All right,
now I'm just going to inject a few of these." She fills a syringe with a liquid
medicine designed to help heal the infections. When she injects the syringe
into an open sore, I can feel the irritating sensation of metal inside of flesh,
and as she pushes the medicine into my body, the sting is not unlike that of
alcohol poured over an open wound.
"OK, hon, you can turn over now," signifying she is finished with my
back. I roll over onto my stomach as she washes her hands with the pink,
medicated soap at the sink. She takes a new needle and some fresh Kleenex
in hand and begins the process all over. My face is not as sensitive as my
back, and by now I am growing weary of the ordeal, so I just lay back and
close my eyes as if I were going to fall asleep. And I really do feel like I can
fall asleep, until I feel that needle plunging into my forehead. Then the
shooting pains start all over again and my legs begin to wiggle, and suddenly I bend my right knee toward the ceiling-only to let it slowly down to
rest on the table again.
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When the nurse has completed the final injection , I sit up and swing my
legs over the side of the table and look dejectedly into the mirror. My face is
spotted with red blotches that are leaking blood, and the nurse hands me a
Wash 'N ' Dry to wipe it off. I stand and take a couple steps closer to the
mirror and begin wiping the blood off my face. In the meantime, the nurse
has opened another Wash 'N' Dry and is washing down my back.
"Boy, you probably lost five pounds. "
"Yeah," through a half-smile. She walks over to the table and takes my
bill for today out of my folder.
"Do you need any medicine, Mike?"
"Yeah . Uuhhh, the number five, aaand some soap ."
"Is that it?"
"Yeah, and I need one of those brushes. "
"OK, you can ask Janie for the alufla brush, " and she hands me the bill.
"All right , Mike . Take care, huh?"
"Yeah, you too , Karen, " and I walk back up the corridor to the front
desk and hand the receptionist / cashier my bill. She gets me the medicine
and brush, then fits the bill carefully over the many other copies that have
to be made, and writes it out.
"That'll be thirty-four today, Mike ."
"Thirty-four?" as I write in the amount and hand her the check .
"W'Juld you like to make another appointment? " as she hands me the
receipt.
"Uummm, yeah ," as I put the receipt in my wallet.
"How about three weeks from today at the same time? "
"Eight o'clock? "
"Yeah. That way I just walk over here after work. "
"Here you go ," handing me the appointment card.
"Have a good day, Janie, " as I walk over to the chair I had been occupying and grab my coat and Sun Times.
"You, too , Mike. Bye-bye ."
As I get off the elevator on the first floor, there are two people getting on
who have the characteristics of Acne Health Care patients, and I can't wait
to feel the cool breeze on my face.
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ANOTHER EXCERPT
FROM THE ADVENTURE OF JOHNNY "C"
Joe Friedlander

"What do you know about shaped-charge explosives?"
Karen's eyes were mystified. She knew what explosives were, but no
more.
Johnny stared into Karen's blue eyes, worried about her. "Explosives can
be molded or cast into almost any shape. Most shapes just look pretty and
sit there, but some have a certain ... utility." (Johnny's eyes went down to
the new AutoMag that he was stripping and cleaning on the bed, oiling it to
perfection. He held it up against the light, thinking of its twin, the gun that
had mowed down a dozen hoods, ten in one day. It had been a beautiful
rod, and old friend. It had been through more hell than most marriages.)
But it had been used and the tests of any crime lab could trace it, and so it
had been destroyed by Johnny, before it could destroy Johnny with the
evidence it could provide the ballistics boys.
"Now suppose you wanted to kill a pimp who rode around in an armored
lirnosine. You could detonate a one-kiloton nuclear bomb 300 meters away.
That would transmit as much energy to the surface of the limo as if you'd
spread a pound of explosives like peanut butter all over its side. (The whole
side of the car would blow inwards-certainly the windows (and the pimp
would die, boiled alive and jellied inside and blown apart all at once. The
heat would probably set the fat inside his body on fire.) Yeah, I think that'd
do it."
"But it's not good manners to set off a tactical nuclear explosion in a
major American city," Karen grinned, corning out of her shell again. God,
she was beautiful. He didn't know how he was going to get to sleep tonight
with her right here in his room, warm and soft and understanding.
And the other rooms of the house, on the second floor, weren't even
structurally safe. So he had to stay here tonight, sitting up as she slept,
watching the moonlight fall on her angelic face, and wondering what it
would be like with her. But she was waiting for his answer about the
politeness of setting off nukes in a major city.
"No. So you don't set off atomic bombs a third of a kilometer away. Instead, you move up close and plaster the car directly with explosives. But
even a small explosion close up can hurt innocent people, because usually
an explosion lashes out in all directions-directions where bystanders might
be, bystanders who might die. So you've got to find another approach.
Now think. There's a fire raging in an apartment house. You have a fire
hose. Do you spray wet everything in the neighborhood, as well as the fire?
Or do you try to hose the fire alone?"
There was the beginning of an understanding in Karen's eyes. "So shapedcharge explosives are just a way of directing the force of an explosion all
one way? ... But I don't see how. How're you gonna tell an explosion what
to do?"
'The same way you tell a crowd. You don't. You don't tell it. You lead
it." Johnny hefted a cubed block of something that looked like beige, rub-
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berized plastic and felt vaguely like soap. "This is four pounds of C-4 plastique. If I explode it next to a battleship's armor-a foot of steel at waterline- nothing will happen. There'd be a boom and a scorch mark in the
steel, and that's it. Not even a dent. Armor directs the force of the explosion, all right-away from itself.
"Look. Armor is hard. Air is soft. So the force of the explosion goes
along the path of least resistance. Like a crowd presses through an opening
in a fence. The armor forms a dead end, so the crowd moves toward an
open area. In this case, the 'crowd' is a crowd of air molecules shocked into
action by the force of the explosion. "
Karen looked at Johnny and was laughing inside, feeling strangely mixed
up. She didn't know what to make of herself anymore , and she saw that
everything she had thought about this Johnny had been wrong. Not that
she didn't like him; but she didn't know him as well as she thought she had.
He was a life-saver and a life-taker; kind, and callous when he had to be; a
professor, and a very tough guy. The old Karen , the Karen of two weeks
before, wouldn't have known how to handle it. The new Karen , the Karen
of now , decided to needle Johnny, because otherwise she'd have to kiss
him , and that could lead to complications she wasn't yet ready for.
"Okay, pretty boy, you've got your crowd. But how's that help you
smash the pimp?"
"Like this. No explosion, like no crowd, knows what it wants to do. It
has to be directed. If it's not directed, it goes in every direction at random,
looking for the easiest way out. But this explosive was cast into a U-shape.
Like the bottom of a test-tube. " In the bottom of the U was a hemisphere of
heavy metal that had a dull sheen like lead.
"It's tungsten, " said Johnny. "This is four pounds of C-4, just like the four
pounds detonated against the battleship. But because of that shape, because
it's molded like that , when you set it off, it'll do a lot more than just scorch
battleship armor."
"What'll it do, become a bullet?"
"Nothing so mild," grinned Johnny. 'The force of the explosion actually
v aporizes the tungsten-boils it like water over molten lava. It flashes to
super-heated vapor and heads out the U at whatever the top , open part is
pointed at. And this is tungsten, for God's sake. The stuff they use in light
bulbs that glows white hot for days, for months, without melting. And here
it boils in a thousandth of a second.
Karen grinned at him . "So I guess we get that pimp, huh?"
Johnny laughed. "We get that battleship. " He motioned out of the farmhouse. They went through the creepy yard, lit blue by the moon , past the
towering grim silo, behind the barn where there was a natural outcropping
of rock. Johnny quickly wired the shaped-charge, and secured it so the
tungsten hemisphere pressed against the face of the cold rock. Johnny then
made sure again that there was nothing he wanted to lose on the other side
of the rock. Then he fired away.
It was like being transported in a lightning flash to the screaming hell of
an airport at night-flame, noise, scream of metal , blinding light-and then
they were back-quiet, crickets, dark of night , the moon glowing cold,
silver and silent above.
"Won't anyone hear that?" Karen whispered , shocked by the noise and
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feeling instinctively guilty for disturbing the night.
Johnny laughed. "Nope. That's why I picked this place. Far away from
snoopers; in fact, far away from anyone . Hunting season coming on
anyway. No one'll pay attention. Let's go see us the other side of that rock. "
They walked around the massive outcropping; Karen gasped when she saw
the neat , molten hole. It looked like someone had taken a phaser to the
rock.
Johnny nodded, smiling cheerfully. "In a few thousandths of a second,
that little charge ripped through thirteen and a half feet of rock. It could
have gone through a foot and a half of battleship armor. If there was a
pimp in that car, he'd be fried to hell, blown apart to stringy red guts, and
cremated into nice greasy ash, all at once. The people who killed your folks
haven't long to live, honey." Karen was absolutely wordless, not even a
wisecrack. She literally could not speak for her awe. Johnny took her hand
and led her, like on a date in junior high school.
"Come on, I got lots more to show you."
They came to the big red side of the barn, dark violet in the moonlight.
"Shaped cartridges work more than one way. It doesn't have to be shaped
like a hemisphere, a U, a C. You can shape the U like a trench, a valley, and
make a long length of "rope" that's really a shaped-charge. Now watch
this, " Johnny said, as he took out what appeared to be a lasso made out of
triangular plastic tubing. 'Tm gonna play jump rope," he laughed.
He went to the side of the barn, leaped up and down , twirling the rope
under his feet to the time of some song only he knew . "Just practice,
honey ," he grinned, after a second. "Now I peel this paper off and expose
the adhesive strip ... " He began to jump again, but then whipped the rope
against the aluminum side of the barn, and it stuck, forming a six-foot high
arch of explosive cord, the outline of a nonexistent doorway. A string trailed from the jump rope of high explosive stuck on the barn's side, a string
that was the fuse. Johnny twisted the detonator, standing barely three feet
away , knowing he was safe.
A bang like the report of a .22 and a shuddering of the barn and a puff of
smoke manifested themselves, and Karen stared open-mouthed as the
upside-down U of the door, the six-foot arch, crumpled inward, falling
slowly and with a loud rattling bang, leaving a gap like a giant missing
tooth in the side of the barn. Karen just looked at it staring- disbelieving.
And Johnny said, "Now that was only a sample. I can lay open a door in
anything. That jump rope wasn't a tenth of full strength. I can blow open a
bank vault, a tank, a tom, or say ... " he smiled with an innocent, random
air, "a huge vat of bubbling, glowing, red hot steel. "
Karen was speechless, awed yet more. She now knew what Johnny was
going to do, and after what she had just seen, she was no longer laughing at
his plans to kill two hundred people. Not laughing anymore. It was she who
was in error, she who had made a mistake .
If two hundred people had been in that barn, Johnny could have killed
them just by laying more explosive wire and twisting his wrist. Karen had
made the mistake of assuming that the only way to kill a man is to shoot

him or knife him or strike him dead. She had not reckoned with the
possibility that he might harness the laws of nature as an ally in his grim
mission. Human flesh can regenerate, repair limited damage, given enough
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time. Steel and concrete could not. But none of them could stand up against
the forces that Johnny now commanded. When he twisted his flimsy human
wrist, mighty steel and concrete vaporized. When he twisted it again,
human flesh would go up in a shrieking agony of flames. Steel and concrete, flesh and bone-he was master of them all. The master of destruction.
"That's right, honey. I'm going to get those punks where I want them and
then give 'em a shower of molten steel. I'm gonna trap those bastards like
they trapped my family and yours and then give em all the big heat, two
thousand degrees of it. Remember your little cousin? How they held him
down screaming while they poured a boiling kettle of water over his eyes?
Well, this is for him. Those bastards are gonna bum in hell. But first they're
gonna bum a little right here on earth."
And Karen of two weeks ago would have screamed weakly with a kind of
horror. The Karen of now just grinned, put her arms around his hard killing
muscles, and gave him the biggest, longest kiss he'd had in a long time.
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UNTITLED
Peter Radke

Like the endearing of aardvarks
I have long wished to possess
that magnetic animal esteem
so instantaneous it could close
whole parochial girl schools,
cause severe damage to my lungs,
and chap my lips for decades to
come.
I have been assured by my doctor
of either long life or the cycles
of the moon being the cause of
this less than "punch" behavior
that finds me gleaming through
industrial brochures on sheep
shearing in Australia, fondling
kumquats between my fingers in
the produce section like a bell
rung before dinner, or imagining
I am capable of seducing women
from several countries away just
by traveling on an out-of-state
train.
Of course my problem is obvious.
Why else would I wear baggy trousers
with deep, grooved pockets? But
it isn't what you think.
My wife hasn't grown that cold,
it's just my back gets too sore
from digging her up all the time,
and quite frankly, one is running
out of states that offer asylum.
i'm simply an absurdist.
My whole life has been spent
being professionally groomed as a
coffeemaker.
My weekends are spent painting yachts
or tennis balls, whichever fits
easiest in my living room. I
marvel at how many things incorporating
human hair catch at someone's mouth;
for intensity, I classify different
groups of sweat, throw boomerangs in

wind tunnels, anything but my occupation:
balancing cartons of eggs on trampolines
one toss at a time.
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CONVERSATION WITH MYSELF
Julie Luna

So , you say, things aren 't going well.
I say, maybe prominent giraffes can't speak in public because their
long necks wrap around the microphones.
You laughed and said I was nuts.
I said , I smoke pot, and I'm cute. Cute people aren' t nuts , they're
berries.
You said, your feet are cold as ice cream.
I said, my zipper is stuck on my lip and won't close and my conference
is escaping.
You said, this isn't working out. The end isn't justifying the reasoning
behind closed doors.
I said, maybe . But the secrecy justifies my quarantined friends.
You said , I still think you're nuts. You should be committed to now.
I said, I have a brown and yellow scarf wrapped around the corner
of State and Randolph. It's holding my place for future reference.
You laughed again and threw your hands up in resignation of my senility.
I said, this place is shut down. The machines are out of order and
ca using a ruck us .
You said, that's senseless. I'm stuck in my own evasion .
I said, I'm cute.

SLEEPING WITH DAVID
Marianne Moro

Chicago: A Civil Defense Warning.
On the bus: a prelude,
the Tasmanian story of O ,
Anais Nin's bastard daughter spelling out the words phonetically,
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but something is lost in the translation
so she greets the morning sleeping with David.
Schnauzers sleeping with David.
Girls from the Candy store imported into David's room.
The entire population of Lichtenstein sleeping with David.
David doing it on top of the Empire State building
in a parallelogram covered with strawberry jam.
David sleeping with tourists and pretenders and police and shoes.
The windows broken in reverence.
Boy who won't make dirty faces like his friends
sleeping with David, stoned and sleeping with him .
Travelers checks sleeping with David.
David with three Russian beauties in a dryer .
Chrissie and Debbie and Sheila and Rudy and Steve sleeping with David
at the same time,
and that's not even enough.
Purity achieved on the day of Armageddon
2 p.m. Friday, nuclear take-off.
The voice: coated with Tennessee whiskey.
The antithesis: girl at pay phone with rosary beads in purse
regretting
not sleeping with David.
David wading among beach balls like a sandbox kid.
David in orange and yellow striped pants beneath the Golden Gate
bridge with the last straight girl left in San Francisco.
Warmongers and Puerto Ricans and Polish gypsies waiting their turn.
Aardvark giving him a blow job in an Isoceles triangle.
Nuns sleeping with David.
Black mesh gloves in his bed; the Sears Minitron calculator gets a short
circuit from counting all his conquests so he sleeps with it instead.
The barn, the antique showplace,
rented out so he can entertain his lovers.
Nubile young girl at office switchboard watching the Brady Bunch;
even she can feel him
subliminally
sleeping with David.
Those of us studied in the craft of Pythagorean geometry know better,
but sleep with him anyway.
Tangled in dry spinach leaves, stoned and sleeping with him.
David hitting Chinese gong with a model of his most cherished asset.
The Southern man dies in a car crash.
St. Rita graduate in a Volkswagen.
Truck door.
Scatological reference.
Blushing parrot.
Man in white fur hat and coat waving Canadian flag
sleeping with David.
David stoned and sleeping with himself, his most memorable fuck .
Black-haired boy in kneepads : a yawning firebrand.
The joke: a pick-axe slung over tender lamb shoulders.
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What has David done this time?
Arrested in Cincinnati for inciting a riot
by exposing himself to thirteen-year-old girl scouts.
Oh, not again!
The son of an optometrist and a psychiatrist,
further proof that heredity doesn't always fulfill its requirements.
He and his fat friend in the fourth grade
both had colds one day
and there was no Kleenex,
so they gave the mixed vegetables at the Pot Luck Luncheon
some extra cream sauce.
Pasadena: man with slicked back hair on beach.
Japan: a Lear jet in bondage.
Revenge: a Taiwan basket used expertly by a heavily made-up and desired
woman from Akron
and David.
Mythological ultraviolence replaced by stupidity.
The rainy Monday, the day itself, asleep with David.
Ann, Nancy, and Sue sleeping with David in their Land Rover
even since he began to wear red fringe.
Butchers, minotaurs, and sanitary napkin heiresses
asleep with David,
stoned and sleeping with him.
Anything that moves sleeping with David.
The black-haired boy in white, naked beneath his suit (if only he'd sweat
some more): a mirage.
The Three Stooges and a willing recruit go to work tonight
playing follow the leader,
following David
and walking into walls.
Man in headband biting a boy's arm, asleep with David,
stoned and sleeping with him.
with him.
Tall, short, skinny, English-speaking, Croatian-speaking, dope-smoking,
God-praising women sleeping with David on a merry-go-round.
The Bertrand Russell scholars: shell-shocked in Cuba.
The crumpled hundred dollar bill: wait five years for the moontide,
the struggle to sleep with David,
a case of supply and demand.
Midget in blue mask cuddling a cactus seed.
David: the body of a man and the IQ of a moth.
David in Cairo,
in the Hapsburg dynasty,
with Carlotta and Maximillian,
the crown French clowns of Mexico.
Juarez sleeping with David before snuffing out Max.
The angel waking up with jittery legs
after doing the rhumba with David.
Eight men dead in desert
the day of the crisis, a joke.
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The goal-to forget the world.
How? By sleeping with David, stoned, and sleeping with him.
Pensive boy in white suit on top of Renegade jeep: permanent and
grievously intelligent, sleeping with David while his brother watches,
sleeping with him under an avalanche of hotel hamburgers (red misty eyes).
The boy's feet tied like an Indian woman in suttee, sleeping with David,
stoned and sleeping with him.
No dramatic end of relationship here, no safari God disappearing into the
fading sunset.
It's just someone,
maybe this one,
sleeping with David.

MAN IN A TERRARIUM
Adrienne Clasky

He curls his tongue,
blows a bubble
out of glass
and walks inside it.
Is that fair?
I ask you.
He runs a finger
down the angle of his cheek
and ducks his head
and creates a thousand smouldering moods
with every gesturebutall within glass.
His hands
move around his face
like butterflies
just out of the cocoon
still wet, still raw.
My eyes flutter after them
till the skin trembles
up the insides of my legs
And I think of hammers,
lead pipes,
and iron balls.
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GUACAMOLE
Connie Deanovich

This Sunday,
man in Hawaii t-shirts
drink in the Take Ten Bar
on the corner.
They watch football and
hug each other. Their week is over.
I got home with my tortillas
to write.
And wish I could sit
once
in a bar
smelling the disinfectant and beer,
talking about sports.
Money.
Women.
Chew Gum.
Smoke Marlboros.
Not to be a man,
or to really do any of this.
I hate football, and have no
money.
But my day would be done. I'd
take off my lily coat and smell nothing.

7 T'S
Roark Moody

Trade you two toilet paper stoves
for yo fatback and rolls
and nothing more or less
Careful how you handle my shit
In your case, I was delicate
and we still managed enough sleep
The smell of monotony is perfunctory
like there's two sides to this story
This time the terrible test triggered trouble
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He slipped on some soap
in the corner, he was doped
Why wear a steel cup?
No, he was inextricably crowned
in the back pocket of night
just because he wasn't right
and they come, for he goes home
Perhaps I'll take his place
He knew little thanks in his space
The door dragged open wide
and nine eyes played incognito
and his brains hugged the floor
Alright, who knows what happened here
You, what do you know about this matter?
Only that the food got to get better.

VACANT LOT
James O. Elder

broken wine bottles in the gray vacant lot
reflecting dim lit shards of a lady walking fast
one hand sewed to the collar of her coat
the other melted to her purse
the vacant lot is too empty
for church bake sales
family picnics or a table for two with candles and wine
but i'll never forget you Lova
that night in the hallway when you rattled needles in my ear
my stomach quivering at the wetness of a french kiss
you were the second floor of Kramer's building
and i was the basement next door
but you left and the fire came
and there's nothing left but the murmur of yellow concrete
and the glitter of broken glass
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THE SEA ATTACHED TO THE WALL
Kenn Pearson

The sea attached to the wall
Has a boat parked at its curb
For the escapist in each of us, I guess
And I want to
Sometimes.
Maybe I could skim across that rock
Leap to that other
Wade pieces of fallen sky
And just touch the boat.
Was it twenty-one years ago
Donald and I went
With his father and others
Out in a rowboat
Out of a cove-a slow pinball, rocking
Onto the grey-green Pacific
Clutching the arms of the boat
And each other's hands? Someone
Said we were going fishing.
We thought we were
Testing out our stomachs
And failing. We used to
Slide down the wet cliffs
Pretend we were crabs
Among the rocks and other crabs
And pretend we could swim
In the shallow waters.
We couldn' t.
One year Donald drowned
After we had grown up and apart.
I had learned to swim in Tennessee
When they threw me into a creek
And left me there.
The way his friends left him.

UNTITLED POEM
Michael Igoe

I dig the dirt out of my nails with a knife;
hail, man the tool user.
I heard some clanking music and knew it was pizzicato.
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How educated I am.
In these poems I've tried to be interesting.
Let's try something else for a change.
Let's talk about dull aches, souvenirs from Jersey ,
and instead of the moon, the radiator .
This might work out.
But too bad, who cares what it does?
If I could sit by the radio and smoke cigarettes all day ,
I'd be a handsome guy.
No , but I have to get up, and walk around, and that's when I get ugly.
Ugly in the mind , too.
You've got to start with a fatal blow, and build it from there.
Truth and beauty won't get you very far;
these are the things I cough up out of my lung the day after a party,
and when your own sensibilities put you in ochre moods of rapture ,
you'd better watch out.
Somebody is bound to punch you in the head and it will be abrupt .
You'll know better next time. -

UNTITLED POEM
Joe Wilnuskiatis

Imagine walking in a two-named town
with a no-name personality ,
floundering under the confusion of overstuffed quilt ,
well-punched pillows and a
knowing but still postulating backhand on pegged door.
You fight with sand devils, competing
for the corners of your
vision to see
breakfast
and just for the price of a smile .
Reaching to wall,
letting glass-headed pins drop ,
clairvoyant objects to be gathered by the wiser of vermin.
The souvenir stolen from a drowning head is unfurled;
the smile passes hands.
A receipt, the wisp of a kiss ,
and morning sits on your lap
with just a silver tray between the two of you.
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THE DANCE
Penda Benson

I
Stomp that roach bitch
& zip up your pants.
Get yor ass in the kitchen ,
start shakin those pots & pans.

II
Down the hall that winds in the dark
Mikki lays cryin-alone,
his mama on the corner
stomping wine to drive out the cold.

III
Nigga clean in his three-piece red
zoot suit spun with the worms
still in it. And when my man
hustles the court-be more jive
talkin & get down stompin
til he done pulled one home for the night.

IV
Was standing in the library
called a culture center & this
white bitch poked her finger down
my son's nose & fore I could spit
I jammed my fist & stomped me a
permanent space on her face.

V
Yea , they be hangin out as usual,
5 or 6 on the corner singing shub-bob-shu-do ,
passing the bottle & the joint,
gettin high! But when that man
in his blue beetle & red cap come tearin
round the bend, shit!
I thought it was Indian smoke &
African war cries the way they
stomped, dropped the shit & ran inside.

VI
"Did u hear the one ... "
"Look , man , I don' t wanna hear
no more of yor stomp down
black & white lies. "

VII
When dinner got ready
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w I red beans, white rice & yellow cornbread ,
& Mikki heard his name echoed down the hall
before daddy's fist stomped mama's ass
& shuffled them off to jail.

VIII
She turned tricks for livin
& turned older to live.
She grew bitter w / the winters
& grew tired w / the years.
But it was OK,
cause Saturday nites were her own
when she threw off her wig ,
washed off the make-up
& in her natural sheerness
made low-down , funky-smellin ,
shoe stompin love to the real dude.

IX
In grade school there was Dick & Jane
& later on Algebra.
After college & no job for months
there was the neighborhood bank
held up by a mask & gun &
when they chased me down the street ,
& I turned & stomped 3 bullets
in they ass, I remembered the
ratio of my speed vs. the distance of
their heads & how pure they looked
on the page.
X

Stomp. Stomp down. Mean . Low down. Real.
Stomp roaches in one room tenements &
Rats in the yard where we play.
Stomp nickles & dimes on the line.
Stomp babies who enter before time
& mamas w /1 2 & more to go.
Stomp white folks who can' t hear
cause truth is too near Black faces.
Stomp chitlins & green smellin up the
kitchen & the chocolate cake in the oven .
Stomp diseases from fuckin , when u
open yor mouth.
Stomp employed employers
stealin jobs from the unemployed.
Stomp Joliet & Alcatraz & wire mesh
where our daddys reside .
Stomp! Mothafuckers. Stomp!
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FATHER OF RHINESTONE
For Tom
Sharon Mesmer

Keen with insomnia you lie with knees up ,
pressing white fists to a red face.
You are aware of the drama that occurs when
a faithless blonde shops for garters, and then he ,
the father of rhinestone ,
pastes her picture on his window shade ...
he says she is "cinematic. "
Crossing the street at 3 a. m. ,
he plays with a cigarette pack in his pocket,
newly annoyed at the sequins caught under his nails .
"New coat? Don't hold my hand ... "
And it makes you wonderdid he throw your picture away?
Walking alone under the el , under a slough of snow,
the suburbs sleeping and the slums jumping,
he is the cause and then the effect,
creating the fear of roller skating and swimming,
as he goes out to buy rubbers and pick up a pizza.
Underneath it all ,
under the glee and the coat made famous by
self-confidence,
he is much like your relative ,
the man who sits in his stuffy room ,
cutting up pictures of naked girls,
and the sailor who says, "Ain 't love a hole in the boat?"
But you can only sit and stare ahead for hours ,
remembering how he said,
''I'll have to leave you off here , darling;
the dollar has collapsed. "

HOUSES STRANGLED BY IVY
Sharon Mesmer

It can be calculated that chrome faucets will distort faces
upon waking,
and black feet will rub dryly on wooden floors.
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Blondes will slowly toss their hair around
on pillows,
and they will flex their long bodies languidly
like glow worms ,
and wake still dreaming of sweaty betrayals.
But the vines will lie quietly at night.
It can be detected that the sun will send signals
to sober the young, the attractive, and the tardy ,
and somewhere a pair of legs will unfurl and rise like parentheses
over a bed.
Children unravel,
warm boys unwind.
The dream goes like this:
as in a negative, the bare trees stick into the black-brown sky,
and there is a living billboard that craves you:
a body stretched , etched in X-rays.
Hundreds of pairs of people are unfolding,
as simply as the unlocking of your own fingers.
But on one dresser there is a note ,
written by a young girl who still plucks inattentively at her blouse,
and it reads:
"I wish I could be one of those pretty (pretty) girls
that you always seem to meet at fountains, in factories ,
and in nondescript drugstores."
It is true that she will leave him , take a deep breath ,
and step out into the swarm that hums like a worry.
And the vines will lie quietly tonight.

THE SYSTEMS INSIDE SYSTEMS
Sharon Mesmer

Here the electric networks spread.
This is your city:
dentists flee the sad divorcees,
and over there a blonde belches in a boat,
standing up to navigate.
All the pornographers hold their hats.
Your suddenly white hair and bony arms
glow below an odorless moon ,
and your eyes close softly
between bonfires on the steps.
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You are watching black uniforms
patrolling the wet streets.
This is the big hush.
This is the fear of eye contact on the bus.
This is the remembrance of catching you
applying the commonest of perfumes
to the rudest of napes
as the proud, progressive lights of the
central city snap,
and these are its hooves , detonating like coughs.
That row of lights, finance buildings,
feeble and cold on the horizon.
In the streets, great turds of ice float
at the feet of buildings.
All this city is is what you see:
a funny thing you might even eat
under a peeled pear of light.
All the wants and desires that circle in the heads of
the town sovereigns can easily freeze you ,
you , with all your monumental tears.
But it is unlikely that the heads of those same sovereigns
can contain the excitement of, say, a bomb in New York ,
like a joy that could kill 3,000 people.
Then silence comes like rain .
I asked for nothing-a name , a few trinkets ,
perhaps a necklace of interrupted seasons.
I entered , dressed to the teeth , and you ran ahead ,
disappearing into the theatre.
And I was left outside in the city ,
momentarily the place where all eyes were gray,
and I loomed there
like a fighter in a girl's school.
I should have done something,
flipped a coin and exposed my ankles, or
dreading cliches, I should've shaved my head.
But instead I went out and bought things I didn' t need:
bureaus, phone booths, entire urban areas.
It became a great amusement
to stuff spiders under cities covered in fog ,
and let my women walk around alone after dark.
Me conten t then , a bumpkin on a porch ,
watching the war that was fought in the parking lot.
Wanting only a bed and heavy books,
I pray that there will be nothing in the world
but radios.
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V
Ronald Booze

"I am not going to be the next great ex-nigger-of-the-year. .. "
without your love,
without that fine brightlipped attention
rubbing my head, without choking
on what i'm thinking,
without fucking the wrong women
(ugly, hateful, built fine), misogyny
snatchin' at my balls,
without some slow parasite
knowing the right pore, without
enjoying the fester,
without the Tom grin runnin spittle on
volumes of DuBois,
without bein "ain't shit,"
without don'ts, a green card, without
yo mama,
without steady jello, three picture i.d.'s, that
time in first grade when i peed on the teacher;
without pitchin a bitch out of order,
without my mothafuckin hand
on your mothafuckin throat,
without a song.

NOTES ON" A DOLL'S HOUSE"
Ronald Booze

The bank manager's wife has
taken her mask off. Elsewhere,
the clerk's children cry, but
do the Monkey till nine-thirty
(make Ta ran tell a pale!).
It is the new year, the champagne
is dry.
Some kind of strange joy
fires my insecurity, a want
to be abandoned, to be a
rock.
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There is a warmth in
ceramic stone, in sleds, in
blackmail and old heartthrobs.
Can you really stretch my
experience across four
back porches, a bearded garage,
across the predictability of
a duck?
Even a widow can be free of
heavy drama
(give it up , baby ),
but mother's love is
ammonia , a tambourine.
The harsh particulars of
bent fantasy or going broke
on the ponies and mixed language,
it is as queer as dry ice.
I miss the black squirrels
and two or three lies I could
figure out.
I miss salted cashews.

#65 EASTBOUND
Ronald Booze

Tawana.
Tawana bad.
Tawana as A - 1 cash money ,
right,
Tawana as Cancer.
ooooh look at that baldhead
1949 Ray Milland movie
Tawana .
hey Tawana
be tough-ass,
long nappy hey hippy hendrix
headband , nappy stonface
"off my ass ."
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Tawana as buswriter,
CT A guerrilla,
as three years old ,
Tawana,
Tawana , you be
sex-eye? you be young
hood? far away 14-speed osterizer
gangsterette confused?
Tawana you be
under needle trax ,
pregnant, Tawana ,
late Tawana?
you be bad Tawana
super smooth hot
Latina eyes,
sweet
16 and
mother of three?

FREEZER BURN
(For Gary Johnson)
Sue Greenspan

i'm cold, see how cold
my fingers are? perfect for cufflinks.
do me a favor. take my pensive photographs,
the heavy-lidded ones.
curtain the hollow of my neck with your soot ,
then lick your lips and go into the night.
i want you to. I expect you to .
you angora, you antelope.
let the clarinet play solo in a field.

FLOTATION
Sue Greenspan

give me the crack of leather
and the sun slams down into the corn
bringing up the shadows, bringing in the rice
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for the beefeaters against the lightpoles
with their hips thrust out
listening to the heels and the traffic
the heels and the hum
hanging purple in the air and
ripping across your skin that still
smells of soap and sheets.
then there comes the pacing
like cobras, pacing and
a cough heard through the wall.
this is what makes you
stare at the ceiling, at the doorknob ,
at the dampness. it's the
shadows always ever it's the shadows
come up from the ground
with their stain.

SPEED IN TWO PARTS
Sue Greenspan

1

today i bought a pair of handcuffs
i did this while on some speed
which was a christmas present
such is my sense of delight
but i bought the handcuffs to
flaunt on my hip
because although my shins are crooked and ruined
i' m fond of thighs
when i stride in my big red boots
the handcuffs sound just like
the man outside the closed bar, struggling in a trashcan
for beer cans to sell
all of this is while the snow
horizontals in the night like
hectic minnows
2

creaking around my apartment,
with its ornaments, its protective cat
i turn things on, i turn things off.
every now and then i prone myself.
i lie and wait , blinking, breathing.
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i place my palm on the worn flannel of my nightgown
and am not surprised to burn my fingers.
i go to the darkened mirror
and look! i resemble a shark
but my teeth are too square.
my toes, meaty with cold
are also not fishlike .
but i do have my sonar
see how i can glide without bumping?
see how absurd the furniture is now that i am swimming,
you are snoring,
it's still snowing,
see how prehistoric i look when i smile?
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THE MECHANIC
Greg Goggin

The crew of a dozen or so plumbers sat back in the shade of the trailers
where sub-contractors kept their offices, tools, and materials, some men
digging straight into their lunchbox and some just relaxing and smoking.
The kid sat back against a bag of pipe fittings, draining the last of the
lemonade in his thermos, hearing snatches of conversation and the idling
engines of huge earth-movers further back. He was watching the orange
hard-hat as it stepped out from the half-bricked frame of the hospital a hundred yards to the west, down the ragged clay path to his right. He knew it
was Mike, the boss, by the grease on his pants and the way he walked with
a farmer's bounce in his step.
"Hey kid! You guys were gettin' pretty loud down there this morning!"
Mike called as he came up the slope and flopped against a trailer wheel
across from the kid. "What's the matter? Are they making the pipe heavier
these days?"
"Goddamn smart-ass plumber. All you gotta know is that shit rolls
downhill. The only time you bust your ass is when you pick up your check
and cash it."
They laughed over the one-up game of greeting. Mike pulled out an apple
and the old single-blade work knife and began peeling and eating the apple,
peels and all. The kid got into his brown bag of sandwiches, and neither
man said much for a time.
Then Mike spoke up. "Yeah, you been mighty quiet down there the last
couple of days."
"We been digging by hand a lot the last couple days and there ain't too
much to say after awhile," the kid answered. "Other than that, the pipe has
generally been goin' home as easy as your old lady on Saturday night."
"You ought to whistle or something when you're working down close to
the side of the building like that. You don't know what's going to come
down on your head," Mike said betwe€n bite-sized peels of apple.
"I wear my hard-hat most of the time," the kid answered, unsure where
all this was leading, but smelling another story of when Mike had been an
apprentice.
"Yeah, I saw a brick bite the brim clean off the foreman's hat one day. I
think it scraped his nose," Mike said solemnly.
The kid looked at Mike with a disbelieving smile, assuring himself it was
just bullshit as the other man went on with the slow rhythm of carving
another piece of apple and biting the piece off the blade.
"Then there was this other apprentice, first-year apprentice, I think, had
to come work down in the ditch with me one day," Mike continued. "We
were digging along the side of a building, just like you. Clemmens Offer the
third, that was his name. He came down and told me the only reason
the boss put him down in the ditch with me was because he was a nigger.
That so-and-so foreman put me down here 'cause I'm a nigger!' he yells.
And so we got along all right.
"We were digging about five feet down into soft clay and had a good run
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to go; about three and a half feet out from the side of the building and forty
feet along it. The soft clay was a bitch for sticking to your shovel. You had
to get a bucket of water and keep dunking it like an ice-cream scoop with
every shovel-full to keep the shit from sticking. It was fucked. The goddamn job seemed to take forever-carve a shovel-sized piece out of this
wall of clay, pitching it higher and higher over your shoulder as you go
down-the shit sticks to the shovel every once in awhile, goddamn near
pulling your arms out of their sockets.
"So Clem is out there with a pick and shovel. He's workin' about ten
yards in front of me, and I'm behind him sweatin' and whistling away like I
was part canary, trying to keep any loose clay from hitting me in the beak.
"Every once in awhile he looks back over his stooped shoulders at me
with this exasperated, dumbfounded look on his face, like he must be
wondering if I am enjoying all this or something, and I never even think to
tell him he should make some kind of noise to keep some kind of trash from
landin' on him, though he should have known; there was all kinds of shit,
boards, bricks, buckets, already lying along the wall.
"By mid-afternoon we are shot, our boots are soaked through with
ground water and the sweat running down our legs. I kept taking a break to
have a smoke and let the breeze cool out my sweaty T-shirt. 'You don't
have any reason to take a break,' I told him, 'because you don't smoke.'
"So this one time he doesn't take a break anyway. He is gruntin' away at
some tree stump that got graded under, digging around with his hands,
pulling with his back bent, and generally fighting a losing battle for that
time of day. You have to get that sort of shit in the morning, while you can
still see past the sweat dripping in your eyes, while you can still beat it."
Mike dropped the core of the apple, pausing to chew on the last bite, licking his tongue over his teeth and sucking at any remaining particles that
might have caught between them. He wiped his hands on his jeans and then
the blade of the knife, folding it closed and slipping it into a front pocket
when he had finished. The kid's hands felt sticky watching him.
Then Mike pulled out a cigarette, tapped the butt against his thumbnail
until the tobacco compacted about a quarter inch down the paper cylinder
and struck a light to it. The kid swore to himself he would not ask; he
would sit stone dumb until Mike had finished.
"Well I'm leanin' against the wall of the ditch," he resumed, blowing his
smoke up into the breeze, "looking up at the empty window frames of the
building. They wouldn't have the glass in the windows for another two
months yet, when the job was getting close to finished.
"Yeah, I was looking up at a bird or something, when I see something
move in a window up over Clem to my right. Some guy hangs his hose out
the window and starts pissing, right on Clem! The sunlight cut across this
stream of piss and you could see it spread in the breeze like a golden
shower! Damn, you never saw anybody scramble the sides of a wet clay
ditch like that poor son-of-a-bitch did, trying like hell to get out of the way,
hollerin', 'You son-of-a-bitch! Come down here and I'll break your fucking
neck for you!' scramblin' through the slippery muck, drenched with piss."
By the time the last laugh had died on poor Clem Offer, the kid hoped he
never ran into the man, because he knew he'd bust out laughing sure as shit
if he ever met him. All he could see was one wet and sorry slob, like his
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boss, tellin' him it wasn't funny. No, it just ain't funny, unless it's someone
else, he thought.
Lunch wasn't over, but Mike lit another smoke and got up, scooping up
his lunch bucket in the process, to walk back down to the shade where he
was working inside the building.
By mid-afternoon the whole job would fall into the lull of the dusty,
oppressive heat. The big cats would throttle up, pushing a pile of earth into
a rise where there used to be a swamp, drowning distant sounds with the
diesel roar, but the men working inside the building heard something else
too, something like a whistle or a squeaking gear on an off-center shaft
down along the east side of the building.
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THE HOUSE THAT D.T. BUILT
Jodi Cohan

He smoked a pipe with an ivory handle. It sat on a stand on the corner of
his desk next to a rectangular name plate that read: D. T. KATIN. It was the
only object on the desk that gave any hint of the man's personality . Otherwise, it was your average, ordinary, run-of-the-m ill desk: blotter, ashtray,
pen and pencil set, paperweigh t, telephone, and the ever popular stack of
unsigned reports, recommend ations, and release forms.
He had started out as a guard. He walked up and down those cell blocks
night after night, hearing the sound of his black oxfords echoing in and out
of the bars, seeing the occasional striking of a match (including his own),
hearing loud, throaty snoring that reminded him of hearing his father fast
asleep in the room next to his when he was a boy, and sometimes a restless
radio muffled by a pillow.
Back in those days, the warden-"A x Man" to the prisoners- wasn't to
be bothered unless there was a fire, a shortage of toilet paper, a riot, or a
visit from the governor. It wasn't that he was a bad man; it's just that as a
warden he sucked.
A lot of things had changed since the ten years D.T.'d been at the prison.
He'd seen three wardens come and g9; he'd seen the murder rate in the
prison jump 13 percent; he'd outlived two riots, numerous escapes, and
many more attempted ones.
The adrenaline really started to pump through his veins when they'd
shine a searchlight on a guy who was trying to make it over the fence. It
reminded him of when he and his dad used to go hunting. They'd go before
dawn while it was still dark out. They went to the same area year after
year, because the deer were so abundant.
D.T. wasn't the bravest child, and the darkness scared him so he carried a
flashlight. Occasional ly, he'd hear something moving in the thicket, and
he'd aim the beam right at the noise. More often than not, it was just some
small woodland creature like a skunk, squirrel, or rabbit scampering
through, but he loved catching the animal off guard. It put him in control.
The light paralyzed it with fear; most likely the fear of indecision ... not
knowing which way to run.
Most of the guys liked D.T. when he was a guard. They stood and joked
with him, swapped stories from the outside world, and once in a while,
D. T. 'd turn his head when he knew they were playing craps on the floor of
the pantry in the back part of the kitchen. He really didn't care what the
guys did with their money or their spare time, as long as they kept out of
serious trouble. If he cracked down on all the gambling and racketeerin g
that went on, he'd have a shitload of required paperwork and a lot of looking over his shoulder to do.
D.T.'d done a lot of growing up at the prison, too. He challenged and
faced up to a lot of hard facts and rules while he was there. The most important one of all was to look out for Number One. He'd seen five guards
lose their lives because they'd either forgotten or chosen to ignore it. In that
hell hole you didn't turn your back on anyone ... not even for a second.
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There were specific rules the guards followed for their own protection.
Although they carried guns, they were urged not to use them except in an
extreme emergency. The press always gave such a distorted view of a prison
shooting, so the less incidents that came up, the better all the way around.
Looking out for yourself before anyone else was the most important personal rule, but the guards had a private, unspoken, unwritten law among
themselves. At any time, if a prisoner chose to try and do bodily harm or
was in the process of injuring a guard in any way, shape, or form, the
observing guard was to shoot to kill. Nine out of ten times in cases like that,
it is ruled justifiable homicide anyway, so what've they got to lose except
one more prisoner! It also helped to wise up the inmates who were planning
to overthrow the wretched regime of the screws.
Another rule was, unless the cells were locked up with their inhabitants in
them, the guards weren't to walk around alone. There were too many dark
places they could get pulled into and too many prisoners who would love to
do the pulling.
D.T. had shared a room with a guard who didn't follow the "buddy
system" rule. His name was Al. (His real name was Alfonso, and he used to
swear that one day he'd have it legally changed.) The two of them would
party on their nights off at the local bar. The drinks were cheap and stiff,
just like D. T. and Al were before they shot theirs into one of the local girls.
It was D.T.'s 33rd birthday, and the guards decided to have a party for
him. There were two full cases of liquor, five bags of ice, four cases of beer,
and enough lunch meat, cheese, potato chips, dip, pretzels, bread, and
Doritos to feed half the inmate population at the prison and then some.
They filled plastic garbage bags with ice and threw in the beer-the guys
knew how to party. The ones who got high went outside to blow joints,
since they were officers at a prison and all.
The last time D.T. saw Al alive was about 2 a.m. He was sitting outside
on the steps getting some much needed fresh air. When he saw Al staggering
toward the main gate, he yelled to him.
"Hey, Al. .. Oh, Al-fan-so," he called in a sing-song voice. He stood to go
after him, but the fact that the earth was spinning around and the presence
of bile in his throat prevented him from doing so.
They found Al the next afternoon in the laundry room, slouched in a corner with a spoon sticking out of his chest, in a pool of blood. The end of the
spoon had been filed to a point and literally screwed into his chest.
The autopsy was not of much help. It said he'd died early in the morning
of a puncture wound to his heart, and he'd bled to death. It also revealed a
high content of alcohol in his blood (what there was left of it), which didn't
make Al look so good. The coroner concluded that Al was drunk, picked a
fight with someone he couldn't handle, and paid the consequence. It got one
column of page 9 of the local paper. It came out months later-through the
prison grapevine-th at Al was killed because he'd refused to let some slimy
bastard butt-fuck him. D.T. cried for hours in a hungover state of shock.
Way over at the other end of the spectrum, there were the advantages of
being a guard. One of them was the food. They didn't even have to try to
eat the same slop the prisoners did. While the prisoners were gumming chipped beef, D. T. and the others were chewing sirloin steak; while they were
crunching on potato chips, he was eating au gratins; while they were dunk-
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ing Oreos, he was swallowing souffle.
Rookie guards had to live on the grounds (rent-free) for the first two
years, but after that they were free to live anywhere within a twenty-mile
radius of the prison-in case of an emergency and they needed to be called
in as backups-whi ch was a big plus for D.T. D.T. wanted to have his
dream house built and lived in by the time he was forty, and the opportunity to live rent-free to save a lot of money pleased him.
In addition to the good food, decent pay, and the free room and board,
the one plus that weighed heartily, and the one that kept D. T. relatively
sane and amused, was the prisoners. He dealt with thieves to mass
murderers and everything in between.
There was one guy in for conspiracy to commit murder who had some of
the clearest views on foreign policy D.T.'d ever heard ... like Washington
could've really used the guy in the White House; he'd put Kissinger to
shame.
Another guy-doing a stretch for armed robbery and assault-could add
figures in his head faster than any calculator Texas Instruments had ever
putout.
Another (D.T. never did know what he was in for. .. died before he could
find out) sang sweeter than Johnny Mathis ever dreamed he could. A lot of
the guys were all right; they'd just made a stupid mistake sometime in their
lives, and they were paying.
He'd only really been in love with one girl in his life. He'd lived with her
for four years before he was a guard. Her name was Debbie. He thought
things were going well until he came home one night to a note that said:
"D.T.-It's no good. See ya. Deb." She never was much of one with words.
It was just that that made him decide to pursue a career, save his money,
and build his dream house.
It was fifteen miles from the prison. Set back in a cushion of evergreens,
it looked like a gigantic wooden "A" with a lot of windows. There were two
brown brick chimneys, one at either end of the peak, looking at the house
from the side. The only thing in front of the house besides a wooden
walkway (you had to go up three stairs, a landing, and then three more
stairs to reach the front door) was a miniature A-frame birdhouse sitting
high atop a post.
At dawn the kitchen was showered with sunlight; at dusk the living room
glowed the reds and oranges of a dying day. Each room held a different
color in the spectrum. Each room allowed a different side of D. T. to be
seen. Each room evoked a different emotion or feeling. Each room made its
own statement.
The den, for example, even on the gloomiest of days, hummed a serene
shade of mocha; walking in there was like walking into the middle of a
Three Musketeers bar. There was a little cove in the den where D. T.
strategically placed an antique roll-top desk. He took care of household
bills, personal letters, and tax forms at the desk. It received daylight
through the window in the morning, through the skylight in the afternoon
and, if work need be done after the sun set, he turned up the lamp.
Another dream D.T.'d always had was to live in a house with no lights.
He hated bright lights-too revealing. His house was lit solely with oil-
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burning lamps and the fireplaces. The way the house was structured, every
room-except the living room-had a skylight. It wasn't necessary for the
living room to have one, because two out of the four walls were primarily
glass.
The living room took up a little more than half of the first floor. Edging
the entire room, attached to the studs in the walls by braided rope , were
windowboxes brimming with all sorts of green plants. Cobblestone
fireplaces sunk into the walls at either end of the room.
The middle of the room was sunken down three stairs. The pit was a
good-sized rectangle with the couch built right in on all sides. Big throw
pillows and a small Oriental rug added color and dimension.
There were a couple of tables-mostly wood and glass-strategi cally
placed around the room, so no matter where you sat, you always had a
place to set a drink or place a plate.
There wasn' t any wall-to-wall carpeting in the house. D.T. liked wood
floors , and in places where carpet need be, throw rugs served the purpose
adequately. For the most part, the floors were finished oak, except for the
kitchen which had elegant parquet flooring. D .T. , on his hands and knees,
had laid that floor, and it was his second pride and joy of the house.
His real baby was his loft. It was the whole second floor. The ceiling
peaked at a 45° angle with skylights on either side. A spiral , wooden staircase provided entrance and exit to the bedroom, although , after a few too
many, D.T.'d sometimes wished he'd opted for a normal set of stairs.
The bed was against the west wall or, to be more accurate, the bed was
the west wall. It was a 10' x 10' feather pedestal bed. Falling on the bed was
like falling into a pile of warm snow.
Directly opposite the bed, on the east wall, was a wet bar. D.T. didn't do
a lot of entertaining up there, but when he did, he went first-class.
It always smelled like fresh-cut wood up there. On spring days he'd open
the windows to catch a cross breeze filled with the scent of evergreen and
wildflowers. He'd spent some of his favorite times in the loft. In the winter
he would lie on his back in the bed and watch perfect snowflakes fall from a
frosty, cold sky, smell the fresh pine cones burning in the crackling fireplace
downstairs, and dream about how someday his life would be complete .
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A FOLKISH TALE
Melissa Shiflett

There once was a sharpshooter named Eddy-boy. Now Eddy-boy wasn't
really a boy, he was a man, but that's what his old mother and father had
always called him and so everybody else did likewise.
Now, one day Eddy-boy went out into the neighboring woods to shoot a
turkey he knew was there because he'd seen her roosting in the tree tops the
day before. He took his gun, a shiny silver beauty, and put a bullet in his
shirt pocket. He didn't think he'd be needing more than one, being an excellent shot. Eddy-boy was the best shot for miles around and if a goddamn
turkey sitting on a tree limb couldn't be killed with one lousy bullet, there
weren't no use in bagging her anyway.
When he got inside the forest he walked up to the tree he thought he'd
seen the turkey in the day before. (It was a tall evergreen with soft pine
needles. Tan pine cones covered the ground in a circle around the tree's
trunk. Eddy-boy's eyes scanned the tree. Sure enough, near the top,
perched on one of the longest branches, was the turkey he'd seen the day
before. The turkey saw him too and shuddered, nearly falling off the
branch.
"Eddy-boy," she cried.
"I can do more for you living than dead!
Put down that gun,
Or my soul's on your head!"
''Damn!" said Eddy-boy. "If there's one thing I can't stomach it's a talking
turkey." And he took the bullet out of his shirt pocket and began to load his
gun.
"Eddy-boy, don't shoot!
or I'll split into three
Insist on this route,
And the joke is on thee!"
Eddy-boy held the gun out at arm's length and raised it until he saw an
imaginary line between the butt of the gun and the turkey's heart. He said,
"Turkey, you got any last words to say, say 'em now." The turkey looked
down at him a hundred feet below, shuddered again, and whispered,
"One warning's enough,
Two is too many.
If you think you're so tough,
Put a bullet through this old henny!"
Eddy-boy pulled the trigger of his silver gun and his only bullet went
whizzing through the air. It cut through the lower branches of the pine tree,
sliced a couple of pine cones in half and when it reached the turkey's heart
she screamed, "Eddy-boy, look alive!" and it hit its mark and exploded. The
turkey fell to the branch just beneath her and was lodged between the
branch and the trunk of the tree.
Eddy saw that he would have to climb the tree in order to fetch his
turkey. He hoisted himself up branch by branch until he got to the branch
where the turkey should have been. But the turkey was gone.
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Sssss! He heard a hissing to his left. He clung to the trunk. "Eddy-boy!"
There was a snake as thick as the tree branch it was wrapped around, with
dull red eyes and dry skin the color of cracked black earth. She surveyed
him from the side branch.
"Eddy-boy!" Snurl! He looked straight up into the pointed snout of a
weasel with yellow teeth as sharp as rug tacks and slick curved back, who
clawed into the bark upside-down with hind legs spread and quivering in
wild anticipation of fresh game.
"Eddy-boy!" Chomp! On the branch to his right there was a two-footwide snapping turtle, with a dark brown shell a couple of inches thick, and
a rubbery green neck, creased with lines that seemed to stretch endlessly out
of its shell, supporting a very ugly, old head.
"Oh Lord! What do you all want?" said Eddy, whose face had turned as
gray as a wet cigarette and who was nauseated by the sour smell of fear that
erupted from his very own stomach.
"I am the turkey's breath," hissed the snake, "as the bullet hit her square
in the breast."
"I am the turkey's claws," said the weasel, "as she dug into the branch to
keep from falling."
"And I am the turkey's jaws," said the snapping turtle, "as she yelled to
you 'Look alive!' before dying."
The snake slithered over to Eddy-boy, who was so frightened he could
not loosen his grip on the tree's trunk, and she curled herself gently around
his neck. The weasel inched down the trunk and grabbed a tuft of Eddyboy's hair with the claw of her left foreleg and pinned his head closer to the
tree so his eyes were looking into the bark. The turtle stretched her
wrinkled legs and neck and pulled herself forward slowly. There was no
wind, only the sound of Eddy's muffled breathing and the brown shell
scraping and scratching along the tree branch. When she got close, she
opened wide the only thing she could move fast, which was her jaws, and
she snapped Eddy-boy's head off. The remaining three quarters of his body
slid down the pine tree trunk and landed with a thump on the pine cones
below.
Eddy-boy's old mother and father leaned over the railing of their front
porch and looked down the road, expecting to see their son return any
minute with a fat parcel slung over his back. They smacked their dried-up
old lips and grinned at each other because it was such a fine evening and
they were glad they had a son like Eddy to provide for them.
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CRIME
Tom Kline

'That's right. I didn't plan breaking into all those houses with my butcher
knife. It just started bleeding."
"What started bleeding?" asked the criminologist.
"What started bleeding? You don't know? EVERYTHING started
bleeding-the sky was bleeding, the walls were bleeding, automobiles were
leaving trails of blood on the street, dogs were turning into pools of blood,
music was floating through the air, dodging globules of blood. I was
bleeding to death, out of my ears, and I grabbed the knife, looking for
Kathy Morrison, and I wanted her blood all over my blood. We were going
to die together and bleed into one united puddle, and I kicked in all her girl
friends' doors, and their blood wasn' t pure; I could see it through their skin,
their blood was light red , not dark , rich red, and their faces were filled with
fear , and they didn't know how to bleed, so I was going to help them
bleed-just a little gash, just to get them started on the right track. And
once they started bleeding, they saw the consciousness of blood, and they
fell into an unconscious reverie, and I kept looking for Kathy, until the cops
found out , and the cops didn't want all the world to know about blood,
'cause then they couldn't work , so they took the knife away from me , and I
was bleeding hard out of my ears and I could hear music and Kathy Morrison's sweet voice , asking me to die with her, and I tried to die, but I
couldn' t bleed fast enough. "
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THE NIGHT DAVE GOT REALLY MAD
Jim Sulski

"Have you ever seen Dave Belasco get real mad?"
"Why do you ask?," Lisac said.
"Well, it's just that Dave never seems to let anything or anyone get his
goat," Izydorek explained. "He just always turns the other way and says,
"Fuck it."'
'That's one of Dave's virtues," Lisac said.
Izydorek leaned over the bar he and Lisac were sitting at and looked for
Dave. He saw the chubby Mexican sitting at the other end of the bar rapping to some chick.
"I'd like to try and get Dave mad just for the hell of it," he said before
slugging down some gin and Squirt.
"No you wouldn't, believe me."
"Why not? Have you ever seen him mad?"
"Just once," twirling the ice in his glass. ''I've seen Dave take a lot of shit,
but I've only saw him blow up just once."
"Well, what happened?"
"You promise you won't say anything?"
"Scout's honor."
"Well, I'm just telling you this because Dave can take a lot of shit, but
I've seen people come too close to pushing him too far."
Lisac looked down the crowded bar again at Dave.
"Let me tell you about the only time Dave got mad."
"Wait," Izydorek said. "Did he get mad over a woman?"
"No."

"Was it in a gang fight?," lzydorek tried.
"Not quite. It was over his car."
"His car?"
"Well, shut up and listen. It was a couple of autumns ago," Lisac said
quietly. "It was one of those cool autumns, the kind that makes you realize
summer's going away for good.
"Anyway, Fitz had just bought a new am-fm cassette in-dash job for his
car, speakers and all. Couple days later, Dave went and bought one.
"Well, they both installed the stereos during the same afternoon out in
front of Fitz's house, helping each other out.
"So everything comes out fine for both of them and they even wound up
with a little speaker wire left over. Then, two days later, someone rips the
stereo out of Fitz's car, speakers and all."
"How much did they pay for those things?" lzydorek asked.

"Geez, about 150 bucks each. But the worst part about it is two days
after Fitz's stereo got lifted, someone breaks into Dave's car and takes his."
"No shit," Izydorek said.
"Yeah, no shit. And worse yet is they really tear up his dash trying to get
it out.
"So anyway, whoever ripped the stereo out of Dave's car picked the
worst time of his life to do it. Poor Dave had just gotten burned by some
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girl; he was laid off from the Jewel where he used to be a stock boy and his
mother was about to kick him outta the house.
"Then two days later, Mr. Kleszynski, the guy who lives next door to Fitz,
gets his car stereo ripped off. So this thing no longer becomes a coincidence
on 87th and Escanaba."
"So some little gonad was ripping off the whole block?" lzydorek asked.
"Yeah. About two other cars also got ripped off within that two-week
span.
"But anyway, the cops were doing absolutely nothing except filling out
reports for insurance claims and everybody on the block is practically sleeping in their cars.
"So then Dave gets this idea. You see, everybody was pointing the finger
at that little dickface Jamie Schneider as the one ripping off the cars."
"You mean that little kid with the blond Afro that lived on the other side
of the block," lzydorek asked .
"Yeah, him," said Lisac, twirling the ice in his drink . "But nobody saw
him in the act, so there was no proof. That's when Dave gets this idea.
"He takes his last 150 bucks and goes out and buys another stereo outfit.
Then in broad daylight , in the middle of Escanaba Avenue , he installs it
with me and Fitz helping.
"With the dash all torn up from when the first one was taken, we had to
bolt it in there with wood screws and masking tape.
"So anyway, then Dave goes cruising around the neighborhood with the
windows open and this radio blasting. He purposely goes past the dickface's
house and sure enough Schneider's sitting there on his front porch. Dave
turned the radio up extra loud but he acted like he didn't even notice
Schneider."
"So that night , Dave parks his Challenger on the street in between his and
Fitz's house. He purposely leaves his window open just a crack and leaves a
few cassette tapes on the seat as bait .
"About midnight , me and Dave go upstairs and kick his sister out of her
bedroom. She had the second floor front bedroom and her window gave us
a perfect view of Dave's car.
"Fitz, meanwhile, sat in his living room all night peering out the front
window at Dave's car. Couple times a carload of mojos would go by scanning Dave's Challenger, but nobody stops or anything.
"Finally, about 2:00 a.m. I dozed off on the floor. Next thing I know, the
phone's ringing. I opened my eyes just in time to see Dave peering down on
the street through the window with the phone in his hand. It was dark as a
motherfucker in the room but the light coming in from the street lamp outside gave me enough light to see that Dave was at the window like a hawk.
"'Yeah , Fitz, I see him ,' Dave says into the phone, and I realized that Fitz
must have spotted Schneider coming down the street.
'They both stay on the phone for a minute , not saying anything, just
watching Schneider through their windows .
"Then suddenly, Dave mutters, That's it,' and he slams the phone down
and heads for the door. I hobbled off of the floor and stumbled through the
dark house after him. "
"We went out the back door and like two bandits or burglars or
something, we sneak through the gangway . Before we hit the front
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sidewalk, where we would be in a line of sight from the car, Dave holds his
arm out for me to stay back and begins peering around the corner of the
house like a spy.
"Finally, with all the finesse of one of those guys you see in one of those
old World War II spy movies, Dave waves his hand for me to come forward. I'm sort of crouching and so is Dave, but we're moving pretty fast.
We duck in and out of bushes and behind front porches until we're directly
in front of the sidewalk in front of Dave's car.
"I looked to my right and there's Fitz, hiding in the bushes. Dave gives a
hand signal to both of us and slowly we walk up to the car.
"It was kind of spooky. I felt like we had an ape-monster trapped in the
car and at any second he would jump out and bite us.
"Anyway, the three of us gather around the driver's door window of the
car and what do we see when we look in but a pair of legs coming out from
under the friggin' dashboard.
"I look up to Dave to see what he's gonna do. After all, it's his car. He
slowly opens the car door to get a better look inside. Sure as shit, there's
somebody under his dashboard fucking with the radio.
"Suddenly, Dave let's out this fuckin' scream that would make the
Frankenstein monster shit bricks. The legs go straight, and then in a flurry
of movements, this kid scurries out from under the dashboard and practically into Dave's arms.
"Well, it was dickface Schneider all right, and when he gets a look at us
three standing outside the open door his face sort of turned a piss-yellow."
Lisac stopped to twirl his straw in his drink and gulped down a piece of
ice.
"So what did you do with the kid," lzydorek asked.
"Well," Lisac continued, cracking the ice in his mouth, "Dave sort of
coaxed him into telling us where he's been stashing all those stereos. He did
that by taking a tire iron and threatening to smash the kid in the face.
"Anyway, it winds up the kid's been stashing the stuff in his garage down
in the corner of the alley. With Fitz and Dave holding the kid by his biceps,
we led him there. Reluctantly, he opened up the garage and we pushed him
in.
"You wouldn't believe the inside of this joint. There were car stereos,
tires, rims, hubcaps and even fuckin' floor mats. The place looked like an
auto parts store.
"Dave just starts rifling through the stereos until he finds the one from his
Challenger and the one from Mr. Kleczynski's car. Fitz then spotted his outfit and we loaded the stuff into a cardboard box.
"Dave then turned to dickface Schneider. He just stared at him for a
minute and I really think he chilled the kid's shit. Finally, he mutters,
'Gimme your car keys.'
'The kid goes 'huh' and Dave just swings out and grabs his shirt saying
'You heard me, dickface, give me your car keys.'
"The kid forks over his keys and Dave turns to me and Fitz. 'We're going
for a ride,' he says. He pointed to Schneider and said, 'You're coming with.'
"We left the garage and headed out to the front of the house. Anyway,
this kid drives one of those International Scout jeeps, the kind that's supposed to go over rugged territory.
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"We throw him in the back seat with Fitz and the stereo equipment
and, gunning the engine, we take off like a bat outa hell.
"Even though it's cool out, this kid is really sweating. I think it was probably because of this crazed look Dave had in his eyes. Dave turns off the
street and cuts down an alley. He turns around to the kid and yells, 'You
really like this car, huh, dickface. '
"The kid doesn't say nothing, he just sits there. So crazy Dave sideswipes
the jeep into one of those big utility poles in the alley. There's this awful
scraping sound and something pops off the car near the back end.
"'Answer me, asshole,' Dave yells at the kid. Before the kid can say
something, Dave plows into a row of garbage cans and shatters a headlight.
'The kid screams, 'Hey man you're wrecking my car, ' and Dave just
laughs. 'Next time, answer me, asshole, ' he shouts.
"So Dave asks the kid again , 'You like this car?' and the kid shouts that
he does.
"That's too bad, dickface, ' Dave says and sideswipes the other side of the
car against a brick wall. The back window cracks and both hubcaps fly off.
That's really too bad, dickface,' Dave says again and he guns the engine.
"We go flying out of the alleys and onto the streets, Dave taking this
thing up over curbs and lawns and knocking the shit out of it. All four of us
are flying out of our seats.
"Dave heads out towards Cal Park and the boat docks. The kid is just sitting there thinking how he ever got himself involved. He even looked like
he was ready to cry.
"Anyway, we get to the boat dock and Dave stops the jeep and puts it
back in to first gear. 'Let's see if we can get this thing to fly, ' he says and
guns the engine. I wasn't exactly sure what he was doing until I saw the
three foot curb ahead. I just clenched my teeth and hung on to the
passenger assist strap. "
"Dave jumped the jeep off the side of the ramp and for about five seconds
we're airborn. Just as we hit the ground in a series of scrapes and smashes I
get plastered to the ceiling. Glass breaks everywhere and the car just dies on
the spot like it had a heart attack.
"Kicking open the doors, we pile out of the jeep which is practically in
pieces. We're all standing there a little dazed when Dave grabs dickface.
'"Listen,' he screams at the kid lifting him up off the ground, 'If I ever
catch you near any of my buddies' cars or my car, I'll do to you what I just
did to your car.
"'For that matter, if I hear about anybody's car getting ripped off on the
block I'll do the same.
"With that Dave took the kid's car keys, threw them into the lake, and
we hitched a ride home."
"And you've never had any trouble from the kid since then?" Izydorek
asked.
"None ," said Lisac, sipping his drink. "I think he even moved out of the
neighborhood."
"And Dave did all that?" Izydorek said .
"Damn straight. He just went crazy for the night and let anything and
everything out. "
Izydorek nodded and finished his drink. He looked down the end of the
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bar and spied Dave talking to some girl.
lzydorek signaled the bartender and ordered him to fill up Dave's and the
girl's glasses. He then decided that he wouldn't try to make Dave mad after
all.
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BUTE & WACK
Edye Deloch

There are whites who try to be black, but they don't turn out blite simply
because they try too hard. They're called tryblites. Blites can't help the way
they are. They are whites who mainly grew up in the black community;
therefore, they naturally adopted black habits, black culture, black ways of
acting. Whites who try to act black usually come from segregated neighborhoods that sheltered them from any kind of black life. When unleashed to
discover the world, they discover black culture and are taken by its
liveliness and earthiness, which was always missing in their white lives.
They want to be a part of and identify with this new found love, but in the
process, they seem fakish, because they still have that twang and those
bright and fluttery eyes. And they seem to be put-on instead of real. Black
folks then begin suspecting these people because they seem to want to be in
their ass a lot. And you've gotta watch out for people who want to be a
part of your shit so badly.
There are tryblites who don't want to be blites at all. They just talk that
"Hey brotha, right-on" shit to your face, and then call you a nigger to their
white friends when you ain't around. And yes, they still have that twang.
Sometimes tryblites try so hard to be black physically that they are and
do it. Like for instance:
1. Wearing a severe perm in their head and calling it a gerri curl.
2. Wearing too tight polyester shirts, double platforms and too big
wide-brimmed hats rakishly cocked to the side.
3. Pimping down the street with the shoulder dipping on the upbeat
alongside the brothers whose shoulders dip on the downbeat.
4. Trying to dance like the folks on Soul Train and falling down
because their foot trips on their bell bottoms while doing a turn.
5. Having a conversation with a black student about how "tough" the
Supremes are when you know darned well they haven't done poot in
almost 10 years.
6. Doing every step of the soul brother handshake with intense feeling.
7. Trying to rap to a white girl the way the brothers rap to the sisters.
(Tryblites wouldn't dare rap to a sister).
8. Trying rap #13. The "What's your phone number before what's your
name" routine. (Some brothas still do that one.)
WAYS TO DISTRACT TRYBLITES

Tryblite - Say, what it is, blood!
Blood - How do you do, fellow.
Tryblite - Say did you see James Brown on TV last night?
Blood - I beg your pardon?
Tryblite - James Brown-you know (Grabs invisible microphone and sings
with feeling) Please, please, please, please!
Blood - What is your problem?
Tryblite - Say man, that's an old cut from James Brown. Man, I know you
heard of him. All the broth as heard of him.
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Blood - (seriously) Actually, I like Cat Stevens.
Tryblite - Wha-?
Blood - Yes, he has such a laid back siren-like quality don't you think?
Tryblite - You fo real?
Blood - Why shouldn't I be?
Tryblite - I dunno. To tell you the truth I like Cat Stevens too.
Blood - Oh yes?
Tryblite - (with his real White dialect) Oh hecky yeah, forget James Brown,
he's weird. Sweats too much if ya ask me. My mom bought Cat's greatest
hits for me the other day.
Blood - Oh yes!
Tryblite - Yes! Gosh, I really love Moon Shadow (singing) Moon shadow,
moon shadow. Say you're the only person I can talk to around here. You're
swell.
Blood - (Suspiciously) Dat so?
Tryblite - Huh?
Blood - Tis so! my fellow, tis so!

I came across this female Blite many times while still at C. C. I had always
noticed her in the lunchroom. Always in the lunchroom. Nowhere else. It
seemed she lived between the plastic seats, printed posters, and vending
machines that littered the floor and walls. She was always surrounded by
blacks, the fun-loving, rowdy blacks-mostly males, who treated the lunchroom as their own paneled basement. A huge portable tape player sat on
top of the table blurting out BMX. Coats were scattered over the seats,
shoes were kicked off, and a deck of cards tossed its way to awaiting hands.
There she'd be, skimmed milk among chocolate faces, sitting there with
her glasses on the tip of her nose, dealing the cards out, chewing on a piece
of gum. Her hair, a long drab blond, was pulled back. I heard her tell
somebody to shut their ass up in the most genuine black dialect. The guy
shut up and made a smirky expression in mock disgust. The others laughed.
She was accepted there.
I looked at her inconspicuously while sticking 40 cents into the pop
machine. I pressed root beer and then bent over to grab the clunking can.
As I did that, I kicked up my feet nonchalantly and turned my head around
again, as if that's part of the process of nabbing a fallen pop can. And when
I turned, I saw her again studying her hand of cards, and she said cooly,
"Six no." Everyone cleared his throat, and I suddenly knew two things. No.
1: They're playing Bid Whist and No. 2: She definitely knew how to play.
"Six no" is a difficult bid to make. Only the most skilled Bid Whist player
could pull that off.
Bid Whist is a game mostly black folks play. White folks got bridge;
black folks got Bid. It's a game that's challenging and fun. It uses your
strategic skills as opposed to Old Maid and Tunk, which are based mainly
on luck.
Bid Whist is a game that is deeply imbedded in the culture of black
people. Therefore, many whites are unfamiliar with Bid. When you find a
white that knows Bid, you also know that they sho'nuff like to hang aroun'
black folks. There are blacks who don't know how to play, believe it or
not. They know OF it. And many gather around the table and watch from
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the sides. But they don't know how to play. So you know a white Bid
player is a phenomenon to behold.
I beheld this phenomenon raking up all the books. Her partner giggled
gleefully, as one of her fat light-skinned male opponents yelped, "She's
kickin' our ass, man!"
I looked at them play as I sipped my root beer. Victory gleamed through
her glasses while a soberness settled into her opponents' brows. She grunted
out an "umph!" and an "ow!" for each card she flickingly slapped upon the
table. I knew she had a Boston (total victory). And I smiled as a white person would smile at me flawlessly reciting Shakespeare's "To Be or Not To
Be." She looked up and saw my smile. She gave me back a half snicker, the
kind I'd give that smiling white person. I bit my lip and walked over to the
other side of the lunch room, the section where the white folks dwell. A
couple of guys with black-rimmed glasses and torn jeans talked about farout monster flicks, while a girl studied and three others chatted away about
how sickening the vending machine food tasted, as they piled chunks of
vending machine tuna sandwiches and donuts in their mouths. And all the
while I sat there sipping away at my vending machine pop, wondering what
went on in her mind.

I saw her again, the Blite. She was in the lunchroom as usual, but alone
this time, sitting where the white folks usually sit. But there were no whites
around, or blacks for that matter. Only the janitor who picked up the abandoned cellophane and empty milk cartons that lay sprinkled about. Her
only dinner, I thought. She was busy reading Native Son. Every now and
then she'd push up her glasses that sometimes slipped down her nose, giving
a sniffle with each punch. She sat by the window. It was dark outside, so
she stood out like a picture on a mat board. The lunchroom radio was playing a Fleetwood Mac song:
Thunder only happens when it's raining
Players only love you when they're playing
Right then she looked how I would've imagined her at her home, had I
not known her true condition-sitting at her kitchen table of her lower
middle-class home, the room smelling of the Caucasian delicacy, polish
sausage and sauerkraut; the TV barely audible from the living room, bearing giggling gifts to her mother and father and baby brother, courtesy of
Suzanne Sommers; the radio in the kitchen battles the laughs with its
mellow weapon, Fleetwood. Her book bears the title, The Golden
Notebook, by Doris Lessing. She pushes up her glasses and sniffs
simultaneously. Eyes grow bored and weak; a slice of stringy hair jolts out
of place and into her eyes. A poot is heard, a slow murmuring kind that
sounds like a weasel. She chuckles silently and winces at the smell. She lays
the book face down on the table and stretches her legs and arms in a
sacrificial pose-a victim of fatigue. She wears a cream T-shirt that has the
washed up Eric Estrada on the front.
No.
It said in sparkling letters "Earth, Wind & Fire" on a black T-shirt, not
cream. She yawned a deep unashamed yawn and picked up her book again,
Native Son. The janitor edged towards her area and swept up the soup can.
He threw it into the trash bag. The smell of microwave polish sausage was
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very prevalent. Smelled kind of good. The buzzer sounded and I grabbed
my polish, which was steaming inside the oven and eager to be ravished. I
tore the mustard pack open and squeezed the yellow goo onto my
unbunned pole of red meat.
I threw away the pack, placed the bun back in its place, debating whether
I should sit by her or not. Curiosity killed the cat, but I knew maybe I'd
make a friend even if she was a bit different. Blitey. I took a deep breath,
flexed my nose, and turned my body to her direction. She was gone.
DEFINITIONS

Wak: A person of Negro stock who has been raised as a Caucasian by his
parents and / or environment.
Tryw ak: A person of Negro stock who has been raised as such, tries adopting Caucasian characteristics and customs but fails to do so effectively.
SONG: "THE LOOK OF WAK" (song to the tune of "The Look of Love")
1st VERSE
2nd VERSE
the look
of wak
is in
his eyes
a look
his 'fro
can't disguise
the look
of WA-AK
is saying so much more than
black could ever say
it says he's white inside
and he's thrown the black away
I can't hardly wait to kick him
kick him in his aa-ass
he makes me so sick, oh
speaking as a black girl. ..
speaking as a proud girl ...
I'm going to puke . ..

the look
of blite
is on
her face
the look
her freckles
can't erase
she slurs
her words
and combs her frizzy hair
with a plastic afro pick
and boogies down the street
oh my God , this makes me sick
I can hardly wait to bash her
scratch her in the eyes
too long I have waited
speaking as a black girl. . .
speaking as a proud girl .. .
but she might kick my ass ...

As I stated earlier, Blites do seem to come fair and blond. But there are
some who are brunette and red-haired too. I had a chance to meet a redhaired Blite during my travels to the "Show Me" state of Missouri. I believe
I was traveling to St . Louis from Chicago in a Greyhound, and I happened
to meet this fellow on the bus. As a matter of fact , he sat next to me , which
I didn't think very strange, because he seemed a chap who liked riding in
the front of the bus, and I was occupying the very first row across from the
driver. He was a very freckled chap, very Ivy League with crisp carrot hair
cascading over his brow and tufts of carrot bristles shading his eyes. He
seemed a bit tall , about six feet , and he was rather thin , but not exceedingly
so. He wore a cream pullover and double-knit slacks. I could see his shirt
collar peeking through his V-neck. The texture of his shirt was polyester
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and the pattern was NIK NIK, a shirt brand very popular among blacks in
the early 70s. Perhaps that should have given me the clue that he was a
Blite, but I reasoned that some whites do find NIK NIK shirts very attractive. I looked down at his shoes, expecting Hush Puppies, but they were a
soft-shined leather-very slick, yet conservative. They looked new. Perhaps
this should have given me another clue, but I reasoned that he probably had
good taste in shoes, a gift, I find, many white men do not possess. He carried with him a small, plastic leather duffle bag- "pleather" is what the
material's called. It had lots of zippers and pockets covering it. Thrown
over the bag was a brown leather jacket. One can really tell what is leather
and what is "pleather" when they're right next to each other. The jacket did
not look at all cheap. It seemed tapered and cut short. It also matched his
shoes. I remember being very impressed.
Streams of people were still boarding the bus. Two older white nuns sat
opposite us. Two middle-aged black women and their two daughters and
THEIR two daughters walked towards the back. A host of other whites
looking lower class and tired passed us. Two college looking black girls sat
behind us, and on and on and on until the bus was full. At that point I
realized that there were more front seats available, but he chose to sit by
me-another clue of his being a Blite perhaps, but I reasoned that I probably took his favorite seat and he had to settle for second best with the
seat beside me.
After a short wait, the driver started the engines and we were off. For a
considerably long time, we didn't acknowledge each other's presence. I simply read my book, and he simply sat there. All the while, however, I
wondered whether or not he would say anything to me. Or should I say
anything to him-What school did he go to, or what kind of work did he
do? Did he think I was cute? I had on my glasses, and my hair was fixed for
once. Did he think I was intelligent because I was reading a thick hardcover
book? Or did he think I was dumb and ignorant, anyway, like a lot of
whites think of blacks? Did he want to go to bed with me because I was a
black woman? Some white guys think we're prostitutes no matter how intelligent or innocent we may look or act. Is that why he sat next to me? My
mind jumped with freaked-out curiosity, even though I seemed to be so absorbed in my book. A steady wave of conversation, peppered with
laughter, swarmed inside the bus. Even the bus driver was having a conversation with one of the nuns. They talked of how majestic the Pope looked
when he visited Chicago.
I carefully turned my eyes away from the book to see what he was doing.
I had noticed his lap; the crease was still prominent in the middle of his
slacks. Whoever ironed his clothes did not, by any means, play around. As
I looked at his lap, he bent down, moved his coat further to the side, unzipped his duffle bag, and proceeded to search inside for something. I looked
inside, too, and saw a few magazines: People, Sports Illustrated, G. Q., JET!
Jesus, I thought. Jet magazine! Two Jet magazines! One with O.J. on the
front and the other with the Spinners. Dig that! That should have given me
a clue, but I reasoned-ah reason hell! This was ground evidence that my

red-headed, freckled friend here was a Blite. A Blite! So I asked casually,
without thinking it was a nosy thing to do, "Can I see one of your Jets?"
And he said, "Sure, here's both of 'em."
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Hummm, I thought, as he handed me the Jets. His voice hasn't the twang
of a white. It was sorta low keyed and subdued. But I still couldn't tell. He
looked at me and asked with a smile, "What's your name?"
I said my name shyly, like a little girl. Why did I do that? I wanted him
to know that I was a strong black woman, not a babe! He said, ''I'm Cliff,"
in a real cool, mellow tone. He sounded sexy this time. But as I gazed upon
his face, I didn't see any sexiness. All I saw were freckles. But you know, his
eyes did have a laid back quality to them-unlike whites whose eyes are
constantly bright and fluttery. His were more fixed on my face. When
meeting Blites, that is a telltale sign. It seems that this is the only nonverbal
way they can let you know that they are non-white because nothing else
will give it away. When I see that, I study their faces more to see whether
they've got some kind of black in them. For him, I did not study long, for
he was undeniably white.
He asked, "What school you go to?" I hesitated, because the dialect was
finally coming in. But it wasn't plantation dialect. It wasn't ghetto dialect. It
was merely nice, middle-class, college black dialect-the kind I talk. I said,
"Tuxen College. You probably never heard of it."
"Noooo, nooo, noo, Can't say I have. Where is it?"
"In Chicago."
"Well, I'm from Springfield anyway, so I don't know nothing about
Chicago except for Dingbats. Na I can tell you where Dingbats is." By this
time his face became a little more animated, but his eyes stared fixed on my
face.
"Yeah, I can tell you, too!" I replied. We both chuckled. He had a soft
"heh-heh!" sort of laugh that mixed in with my frantic "hee-hee!"
We talked some more, about where he worked: At Burger King as a fulltime manager. About what he likes to do: Party, as he puts it. "Hey, I like
to party, you heard me? I loves to party, party, party, par-tee! You get
high?"
"No," I said.
"Hey, ain't nothin' wrong with that. Nothin' wrong with that at all. Me,
I'll indulge in some herb every once in a while, you know, on a sociable
basis. But I don't do it everyday, now. Hey, some of my partners do it
EVERYDAY. I don't."
"Well, that's cool," I said, "I don't care. To each his own."
"Yeah, to each his own. I agree with that!"
There was a mild silence. And then he said, "You think I'm strange, don't
you?"
"What do you mean?" I asked knowing exactly what he meant.
"Come on. You know me! The way I've been bringing myself to you."
"Yeah, it's strange, but it's okay."
He smiled.
Then we talked about homosexuality: "Hey, I don't have anything
against them muthafuckas-exc use the French-but I swear, they betta not
touch me. I may not look it, but I can kick ass."
We talked about politics: "President Carter ain't doin' shit! I'm sorry to
talk about your man, but hey, it's real. But-I don't think no president can
do shit. That's what being president is all about. Not doin' shit."
We talked of women's rights: "Hey, my lady can work where she wanna
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work, get equal pay an' everything so long as I make more money than she

cl 0. "
Racial discrimination: "Hey, of course , we're still discriminated against. I
mean-ya'll are still discriminated against. WELL, EX-CUUSSSE MEE! "
About white people: "Some of my best friends are white. "
About black women: "I love black women. Does that offend you? Then
can I have your phone number?"
We were in Springfield by that time, nearing the terminal. So I figured he
was a nice enough person, and I did like him for a friend. But I had a thing
about giving out my phone number to the opposite sex-black or white.
Okay, okay, maybe his skin did play a teeny-weeny part in my hesitancy.
So to be fair, I asked him for his. And he willingly gave it to me, along with
his address and work number. He told me to call collect if I wanted. His
mamma wouldn't mind; he paid the phone bills.
Many months have passed and I still haven't called. Perhaps I will get the
courage to do it someday. Blites aren't my idea of potential boyfriends. But
who said he would be my boyfriend? Oh heck, after I type this sentence I'll
call him up . .. maybe .
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EUTHANASIA
Marilyn Mannisto

Advances that have been made in the practice of medicine now make it
possible to save lives and to sustain bodily functions in cases where
previously death was inevitable. Improved diagnostic tools, more effective
drugs, and life support equipment such as respirators and dialysis machines
have saved thousands of lives. However, these same advances have raised
serious questions as to whether, in certain cases, it is ethical either to
remove or decline to extend extraordinary measures to prolong life . In other
words, does euthanasia have a place in today's system of health care?
When I was a respiratory therapy student at the University of Virginia
Hospital and serving my first rotation in the intensive care unit, a 12-yearold boy was admitted in a comatose state.
Because his mother was an invalid, the family had installed a dumbwaiter
so that meals and other supplies could be easily transported to her room. A
few hours earlier, John had been cleaning out the shaft of the dumbwaiter in
the basement , stretching up and forward on his toes to reach the farthest
greasy corners, when someone unwittingly sent it back down to the basement. John was unable to completely back out of the shaft to safety before
the dumbwaiter struck him on the head and neck. He was pinned beneath
it , and his trachea was forced against the edge of the shaft entrance, completely obstructing his ability to breathe.
He was deprived of oxygen for at least 20 minutes from the time of the
accident until paramedics successfully revived his heart.
Now we watched as an anesthesiologist connected him to a respirator.
When he finished , we stood silently by his side. The tranquility and sense of
repose that comatose persons emit is of such a supernatural quality that it
can have a hypnotic effect. The surrounding activity of the medical staff,
conversations, glaring lights, dropped equipment-none of it seems to
penetrate the dim recesses of this subterranean level of sleep.
John's father would come to the hospital each day and sit silently by his
bedside, waiting for a miracle-waiting for his son to open his eyes, to
speak his name, to grasp his hand. Each evening John's father would leave
the hospital without having had any of these hopes fulfilled . As the months
passed, the strain of waiting for his son to either recover or die began to
show . He became shrunken in stature, lines of worry etched his face, and
mounting hospital bills contributed to the premature graying of his hair.
Soon his son's body also began to degenerate: his hair thinned, ulcerous bed
sores began to burrow into his flaccid flesh, and his limbs began to draw up
into a fetal position as his muscles atrophied and his ligaments shortened.
For two and a half years John's heart beat, his lungs expanded, and his
blood flowed, but he never awoke. He even reached the point where he
could be weaned from the respirator and exist with only supplemental oxygen, but his brain was dead. Finally, pneumonia extinguished his life.
Because the paramedics had revived John's heart , the hospital did not feel
justified in withholding life-support systems even though he had no discernible brain activity. The accepted medical definition of death is the complete
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cessation of function of vital organs-that is, no heart beat, no pulse, no
respiration. The fear of legal prosecution prompted the hospital staff to use
extraordinary means to prolong John's life, even though they were sure that
he would never recover from his coma.
In the highly publicized case of Karen Ann Quinlan, her parents wanted
Karen's respirator withdrawn after she had been in a comatose state for
several months, because they had given up hope for her recovery. When the
hospital refused to comply, they appealed their decision in court. In 1976
the Supreme Court of New Jersey decided that the guardian, family, and
physicians of Karen could disconnect her respirator and let her die if there
was "no reasonable possibility" of her ever returning to a "cognitive, sapient state." This decision was based on her right to privacy from bodily
invasion.
The rights of incompetent patients such as John and Karen, who cannot
express their wishes as to whether or not they want their life to be prolonged under such circumstances, need to be protected. However, medical
technologies and treatments need to be used in a meaningful way and not
simply for the useless prolongation of life. In 1977 the Massachusetts
Supreme Court reached a decision in the case of Saikewicz that, if it were
comprehensively implemented, would ensure that both of these goals are
achieved.
Saikewicz was a mentally retarded ward of the state who was suffering
from an incurable form of leukemia. Because he only had the mentality of a
3-year-old, his physician felt that chemotherapy in his case would cause unjustifiable suffering because of Saikewicz' s inability to understand the treatment. Therefore, the hospital brought the case to court to receive permission to abstain from traditional modes of treatment. The court's decision
was based on the concept of substituted judgment-that is, the court and a
guardian that they appointed for Saikewicz tried to determine his wants and
needs and to act on his behalf. The court decided that, based on his age (67)
and the opinion of physicians that, although chemotherapy would prolong
his life, his total life expectancy still was not expected to exceed that of one
to two years, treatment could be withheld. Within a year, Saikewicz died
from complications of his leukemia.
The use of substituted judgment can resolve the conflict that arises between the need to protect the right of the patient and the need to permit
physicians to exercise their sound medical judgment. In addition, such a
practice would share the burden of responsibility among the family, guardians, and physicians so that fear of legal prosecution would not override the
need to act in the patient's best interests.
A few years ago in a Chicago hospital, an adult accident victim was admitted to the neurology ward. Ed had suffered severe head and neck injuries
and he was paralyzed from the neck down. He was placed on a respirator,
and soon afterward electroencephalogr ams showed that he had no brain
activity.
When I came on duty a few hours later and checked the settings of his
respirator, I found that the volume had been turned down to zero. Standing
by Ed, you could hear him faintly gasping for breath above the sounds of
the machine. I quickly readjusted the setting and reported what I had found
to the resident on duty. He informed me that when they found out that Ed
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had no brain activity and apparently no family to consult, they had decided
to "speed up" the inevitable-namely, his death.
As he told me this, he kept his eyes averted as he read a medical chart
and kept his back half turned to me. "I will need written orders to that effect, " I said as he began to walk away. Hesitantly, I followed him until he
paused by another patient's bed. "Listen ," I said, ''I'm responsible for making sure that all of the respirators on this floor are functioning properly.
You will have to write orders to have the volume decreased or else to completely remove the respirator." I have to admit that my legal responsibility
was the reason why I had the audacity to force the issue . The class distinctions in a hospital are as clearly defined as the caste system in India. For a
lowly therapist to question the actions of a resident was equivalent to a
pariah speaking disrespectfully to an Indian Brahman priest. However, my
boldness was surprising enough to capture his attention and force him to
acknowledge me. "OK, OK," he muttered, and rapidly strode down the
hall .
An hour later when I came back to the ward, Ed was gasping for breath ,
the respirator was making all the correct noises but not delivering any air,
and orders had not been written in the chart. This time the resident said,
''I'm just following the head neurologist's orders; this guy's brain is dead
and we need the bed for patients that we can help. " We stood glaring at
each other at a complete stand-off; he had brutally but effectively disclaimed responsibility for his actions.
I called in my supervisor, explained the situation, and he set off to find
the head neurologist. Finally, he was located and persuaded to authorize the
removal of the respirator, but only after the resident and I had spent four
hours playing tug-of-war over the respirator controls.
The next day a new patient was in Ed's bed, his file was marked "deceased ," and nothing was noted in Ed's chart except for his cause of
death- "respiratory arrest. "
There was no "reasonable hope" for Ed's recovery, but there also was no
one who cared if Ed died with dignity or not. Because of their fear of legal
prosecution, the physicians charged with his care decided to act in their
own interests rather than those of their patient. They tried to commit a
covert act of euthanasia, and they succeeded because Ed's chart never
documented the hours that he lay gasping for breath because his respirator
was tampered with , or the fact that the cause of his death was a direct result
of the removal of his respirator. To the uninformed, it would appear as
though Ed died despite the use of extraordinary means to try and sustain his
life. If brain death were an accepted substitute for the current definition of
death , this entire situation could have been averted , and Ed's suffering
would not have been exacerbated and prolonged.
The cases of euthanasia that have been discussed so far have all involved
incompetent patients who could not voice their own wishes, but what of the
patients who can voice their wishes and do not desire further medical treatment but prefer to die a natural death? To date, courts have found that "the
state's interest in preserving life weakens , and the individual's right to
privacy grows, as the degree of bodily invasion increases and the prognosis
dims. " However, if the patient's prognosis improves or if they do not have a
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life-threatening disease, their right to refuse treatment can be overruled by
the hospital and the state legislature.
A 73-year-old terminally ill man in Florida repeatedly tried to disconnect
himself from his respirator, but his attempts were thwarted by the hospital
staff. He was forced to petition the court to grant his wish to refuse extraordinary means of medical treatment. Based on his right to privacy and his
terminally ill condition, his wish was granted, the respirator was removed,
and he died a short time later.
Obviously our courts are too overburdened to handle all of the cases in
which patients want to exert their right to refuse treatment. This fact makes
it that much more important that patients do know what their rights are
and that these rights are clearly defined and publicized.
I became aware of the consequences of not knowing your rights to refuse
medical treatment when I became acquainted with the case of a woman who
had incurable breast cancer. Edith was in her late 60s, and her cancer had
spread until both her liver and her spine were riddled with tumors. Her doctors decided to treat her with chemotherapy after both surgery and radiation treatments had failed to halt the progression of her disease. The
devastating side effects of the drugs that she received included the loss of
most of her hair, the development of painful ulcerations in her mouth and
throat, and the impeded ability of her bone marrow to produce red blood
cells. As a result, she began to wear a wig, eating became a painful experience, and she frequently had to receive blood transfusions. She would
come to the hospital each week to receive the drugs intravenously, and the
nausea and vomiting that they provoked would last for days afterward.
Her husband of 25 years had to care for her as if she were his child: rocking her in his arms when the morphine failed to ease the pain, helping her to
bathe, supplying her with clean bed pans, and coaxing her to eat when the
sight of food made her nauseated. Within a year, she had dropped from 150
to 80 pounds, as the cancer ravaged her body and her appetite abated. She
could no longer cook, clean, shop, visit friends, take trips, or even exist
without her husband's continual presence and support.
After six months of chemotherapy treatments, Edith did not want to continue receiving the drugs. She accepted the fact that they would only prolong her life and not cure her disease. Her physician persuaded her to continue the treatments, telling her that he had a legal responsibility to see that
everything humanly possible was done to curb her cancer. Reluctantly, she
agreed and received the drugs for an additional six months without substantial or lasting benefits. Her physician finally gave up hope and further
treatments were suspended. Edith received only morphine for relief of her
pain.
As higher and higher doses of morphine were required to be effective, she
began to live a drugged existence that was pierced only by the pain that
wracked her body between injections.
One day her clouded mind temporarily cleared, and she begged her husband to end her suffering and to give her an overdose of morphine. She
wrote a brief declaration of suicide that was meant to protect him from legal
prosecution, and he prepared the overdose and helped her to administer it.
Her husband was charged with voluntary manslaughter, but he received a
suspended sentence.
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Essentially, this was a case of "active" euthanasia, which is illegal and
considered to be equivalent to murder because an action was taken with the
express purpose of ending life. However, it is not unreasonable to assume
that if Edith had known that she had the right to refuse further treatment
and pressed her case in court, her suffering would not have been as severe
or as prolonged, and perhaps she would not have felt desperate enough to
ask her husband to help her end her life.
The findings of the courts that have examined the issue of euthanasia
need to be uniformly applied on both a federal and state level. The application of the concept of "substituted judgment" used in the Saikewicz case
could successfully protect the rights of incompetent patients such as John
and Ed, as well as prevent the shady manuevers that Ed was subjected to.
The equal sharing of responsibility among a coalition of decision makers
that includes physicians, family members, and court-appointed guardians
would not only serve the best interests of the patient, but remove the fear of
litigation that frequently prevents the exercise of sound medical judgment.
Furthermore, the substitution of brain death for the current common law
definition of death would prevent the useless extension of life-support
measures and allow persons who are in a vegetative state to die a natural
death. Finally, the right of terminally ill persons to cho"6se whether they
want to continue to receive medical treatment or not needs to be considered
as a basic constitutional right.
Even with the implementation of the above measures, however,
euthanasia will continue to be a hard issue to confront. The full burden for
such decision making cannot be delegated entirely either to physicians or
the courts. We must all share the responsibility of seeing that today's
medical technologies and medical treatments are properly applied. To this
end, we all have an obligation to support legislation that both establishes
euthanasia as an acceptable practice and that clearly defines the ethical
limitations of its practice. If we do not, cases like those of John, Ed, and
Edith will continue to exist, and one day we may experience firsthand the
same humiliation and suffering that they did or anguish and despair that
their loved ones did.
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ROSIE
Roxanna Haqq

Mister Freeman, Elijah Travis, and her daddy, Sam Simpkins, were
neighbors. Until "they" came, Rosie had never seen any people who didn't
live on one of these three farms.
The Freernans had 13 children, the youngest, a set of twin girls Rosie's
age. Their names were Faith and Joy, but Mister called them Miss and Priss
because they hated to get dirty.
"They" came late one moonless night while she slept. The rumble of a
dozen horses awakened her. She heard a voice outside call, "Corne on out
heah, boh!"
There was rustlings in her parents bedroom, voices hissed, feet scrambled. She lay in her bed listening, her heart pounding, as something like instinct leaped wildly within her, shouting warnings about danger. The door
to her parents' room opened and she recognized the cadence of her father's
footfalls. As he passed her open door, she saw his shotgun resting in the
crook of his arm.
The door did not open, but she heard him yell, "What you want?"
"I tol' ya boh, come out heah; meet yo' masters. If ya don't come out,
we'll burn ya out."
"Marna! What's wrong; why is Papa got that gun?"
"Shhh! Hush chile, doan make no noise."
Her mother was suddenly in the room, reaching down to scoop her up.
She moved quickly out of the room. As they entered the large kitchen,
Rosie saw the sky aflame with torches held by ghosts with pointy heads sitting on black restless horses. Myra dumped Rosie on the floor and threw
back the carpet covering the root cellar. Sam crouched in the other room
with his back to them, the shotgun cocked. He peered through the room's
single window. Myra lifted the cellar door. Rosie began to cry as her
mother snatched her from the floor and moved down the ladder.
"Hush baby, shhh; doan cry. Everything gon' be alright; doan cry. Wait
heah fo' Marna; doan cry."
Standing barefoot on the dirt floor in her nightgown, Rosie heard her
mother move a few steps away. A bump, a thud, a muffled prayer, the
smell of sulphur, and then her mother, bathed in the light of the kerosene
lamp she held.
"Rosie," said her mother kneeling before her trembling and urgent,
"Marna wants you to stay down heah. No, chile, doan cry; I won't leave
you long, ya hear? That's my big girl! There's some men outside who could
hurt you, so Papa and me want you to stay heah. You gotta be quiet, ya
hear? I'm gon leave the lamp down heah wit ya so ya don' have to be scared
of the dark. Don' cry chile, please don'; Mama will be back real soon."
After throwing her arms around the frightened child and whispering
another prayer, Myra rushed up the stairs. Taking one last look at the

child, she moved away from the opening. Rosie watched her mother as she
lowered the door shut; she heard the rug slide into place and her mother
rush away.
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Years later, that night was all she could remember of her parents .
When hands lifted her from the cold cellar floor , she pushed deeper into
the warmth. She was floating. Her curled body seemed to drift up from the
cellar through some space where air brushed the skin. There were smells of
smoked meat, and she fluttered into a dream of Mama cooking breakfast.
She came to rest on a soft white cloud and covered herself with another
cloud. Dreams of rose gardens, baby dolls, and porch swings enveloped
her.
It was the dream about Papa's shotgun that waked her. She sprang
upright in the bed.
Bed! It wasn' t her bed.
"Mama?" she called timidly. She listened to the dark. There was no moon
to light her way. There were no familiar sounds or smells. This wasn't her
bed, her room , her house!
"Mama! " She was screaming, thrashing, clawing the air, "Mama! Mama!
Mama! ... "
Wind rushed toward her, a kerosene lamp levitated at the foot of the
small bed. The lamp moved around to her right and rested on a table she
could not have known was there. It revealed the face of Mister Freeman ,
bending so close his beard brushed her flailing arms.
"Hush Iii' one; it's alright. Youse in my house. Simon brung ya from the
cellar at yo' place. "
"Mama! I want Mama! Where's my Mama!?"
"She cain't come, dahlin' . Youse gonna stay heah wid us. Yo Mama and
Papa is gon' chile; they kilt 'em. Youse gon' be my lil gul. Ah'm gon love ya
an' take care ya lak yo' Papa would been proud t' do ."
He picked the child up with hands rough and blistered, yet gentle and
comforting. He rocked her until the crying turned to hiccups, the hiccups to
soft snores. All the while, he talked, soothed. The moonless night turned
dawn as she fell asleep in his arms. She heard him blow out the lamp and
whisper, "Always thought it was bad luck t'have thuhteen chillun anyway! "
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EINSTEIN & FRANKENSTEIN
Michael Finger

For a period of two years, I observed the habits and lifestyles of the African
clawed frog (Xenopus Laevis). I owned two of the species, and they inhabited a ten-gallon aquarium. The frogs were given names that seemed to
match their personalities. One frog who was perpetually busy, and quite aggressive, was named Frankenstein. The other frog was passive by comparison, and quite a brooder. I called him Einstein.
A little should be mentioned about the general habits of the species of
frog. Unlike all other frogs, the clawed frog has no tongue. In order to obtain food, this frog must skim the bottom of his habitat with mouth open
wide, pushing and stuffing any loose matter into the opening. The frog will
eat almost anything, living or dead; the good is quickly swallowed and the
bad is spit back out. This species of frog lives entirely under water, coming
up only for air which it must breathe through its lungs. The frog can grow
up to five inches in length, but most are only three inches or less. Frankenstein was the larger of the two and was approximately three inches long.
Einstein was about half an inch shorter. Because they live underwater, frogs
are extremely good swimmers and can outmaneuver most fish, a staple in
their diet.
I acquired the frogs through a pet shop, and they were somewhat
domesticated. They had been born and raised in an aquarium and were accustomed to being fed regularly. The only food known to them appeared
daily in the form of frozen brine shrimp. At first I maintained this diet.
Then after a period of three months, I introduced them to live food.
Brine shrimp comes in flat, frozen, rectangular packages. The frozen
shrimp is cut into quarter-inch squares, and these squares are dropped into
the aquarium. They float for about thirty seconds; then they begin to break
apart and settle to the bottom of the tank. It only takes the frogs about ten
seconds to know it's feeding time. They smell the shrimp and immediately
begin fanning water into their mouths. Their short arms work furiously,
trying to find the food to pump into their mouths. The frogs' eyes are
situated on top of their heads, which are wide and elongated. Therefore,
they can only see what is above and around them, not what lies under them
or their mouths. Often the frogs will pass over a lump of shrimp lying
directly under their bodies because they cannot see it. Frankenstein was
quick to learn feeding times and often waited for me to appear with the
shrimp. Floating on the water's surface with only his eyes and nose in the
air, he would watch the shrimp hit the water and immediately attack it,
stuffing large quantities into his mouth. Frogs have no manners or dining
etiquette, the only rule being to get as much as one can eat before any other
frog comes along.
After a few months of steady feeding, Frankenstein would take the
shrimp out of my fingers, leaping out of the water to snap it with his
toothless jaws. If I kept my finger in the tank long enough, he would try to
swallow that as well, his forelimbs and mouth gently tugging until I removed the finger. I was surprised that the coldness of the shrimp never seemed
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to bother the frogs. If they waited at least a minute, the shrimp would completely dissolve and rise to the temperature of the water. But they just
couldn't wait to eat. Whereas Frankenstein would come to the surface of the
aquarium to greet me, Einstein would quickly dive to the bottom left corner
of the tank every time I appeared. He never seemed to get used to my
presence, even with a regularly scheduled feeding time. He would wait until
the shrimp settled upon the gravel and then would move out of his corner
and scavenge the bottom. Although Einstein never ate as much as Frankenstein, I don't think this had anything to do with his smaller size. Einstein
didn't move that much about in the tank. He preferred to remain motionless
in his corner, resting upon one of the plastic plants anchored in the
aquarium floor or sitting patiently in the hole bored in the middle of a thick
branch. Frankenstein never sat still and was always playing or digging in
the gravel. He had the habit of racing around the tank's bottom when a
light was suddenly turned on, pushing anything and everything, including
Einstein, out of his way. He moved three times faster than a cockroach
when you're trying to step on it. When I first got the aquarium, I stocked it
with real plants and anchored them securely under the gravel. Little did I
know how much the clawed frog likes to dig. It didn't take more than three
days for them to uproot all the plants, and I came home to find them
floating atop the water and Frankenstein underneath them, a smug look
upon his little face. After that it was strictly plastic plants for them, and
Frankenstein tried his best to dig these up as well.
I noticed after awhile that the frogs, Frankenstein in particular, were getting overly plump on their diet of brine shrimp. I concluded that they were
in need of exercise. But how does one exercise a frog? You cannot take him
for a walk, for if he were removed from water for only a short period of
time his skin would dry up, and he would die. A hamster is fortunate to
have a wheel to run around in and spin with glee, but no such device exists
for a frog. You can dangle yarn before a kitten, but try that in an aquarium
and the yarn starts to unravel and the bored frog turns red from the running
dye. A parakeet even owns plastic dumbbells to lift, but what has a frog?
There is nothing man has manufactured to bring exercise to his friend the
frog, so I had to devise a method of trimming the bellies of my bulging pets.
The only way was to logically utilize the natural instincts of the animal and
its characteristic nature as an aggressive predator. If I put small fish in with
the frogs, they would chase the fish to eat them; the chase would be exciting, with a number of attempts before success, and the frog, by means of
the chase, would get exercise. It seemed like it would work, but I had to
verify my hypothesis. I contacted the expert who sold me the frogs, and he
agreed it would be a good idea. It seems that the small fish known as the
guppy (Lebistes Reticulatus) is frequently served to domesticated frogs. I
smiled and purchased a half dozen.

But would my frogs actually go after and swallow the fish? After all, they
had never seen other animals, and the only food they were familiar with
came dead and frozen. Would their primordial instinct to kill be suddenly
recalled from the dark and untested regions of their little brains? There was
only one way to find out, and that was to put the guppies into the
aquarium.
I brought the guppies home in a plastic bag and set them on the kitchen
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table while I removed my jacket. I got my aquarium net and took the bag of
fish over to the kitchen sink. I undid the knot in the bag and slowly poured
the water out of the bag and into the net. This is done because it is
unhealthy to mix the waters of different aquariums. The guppies were now
in my net, six jumping and squirming little fish. They were very thin,
almost transparent, and their mouths opened and closed rapidly as they
wondered where their air had gone and what the hell was happening to
them. I walked with them over to the aquarium and opened the lid. Einstein
dove to his corner and Frankenstein was resting on the gravel. Neither had
been fed that day, and it was four hours past their accustomed feeding time.
I slowly lowered the bag of the net into the water, but kept the rim of the
net above the surface so they could not escape. This was it; the hour of instinct had arrived. I looked at Frankenstein and he looked up at me, and in
my best Jack Nicholson voice cooed, as I released the guppies, "Medication
time."
The guppies, happy again to be in water but puzzled at their experiences,
remained grouped together for fifteen seconds, and then began to explore,
in clusters of two and three, their new aquatic home. Their instincts were to
go to the darker areas of the tank, the log and the plants. They hovered
around the air stone and the fizzing bubbles it released. Frankenstein was
the first to move. He cautiously eyed the visitors and swam slowly, moving
only a few inches. When he moved, the fish watched him carefully, but
without apparent alarm. They kind of hovered in the water, wiggling their
little bodies back and forth like exotic dancers. Frankenstein surfaced for air
and floated for about thirty seconds; then he quickly dove to the bottom of
the tank. For awhile nothing happened. I was getting impatient. I wanted to
see a frog swallow a fish, and that's all there was to it. I was seriously considering changing Frankenstein's name to something less harsh, when he
made his move. It was quick. A smaller guppy, dying of curiosity, swam
right up to Frankenstein's nose and opened his 0-shaped mouth repeatedly,
as if greeting the frog with his own silent language. Frankenstein's reply was
brief. It consisted of a lightning swift lunge forward, an even quicker opening and closing of his mouth, and a single swallow. The fish was gone. The
magical frog had made the simple guppy disappear. For the first time in his
life, Frankenstein felt the strange movement of live food in his stomach. It
must have struggled to escape for awhile, but I didn't observe any outward
disturbances on Frankenstein's underside. He didn't seem to have any bad
reactions to his quick meal. He moved to the bottom of the tank and sat
watching the remaining five guppies. Einstein, on the other end of the tank,
did nothing and didn't seem to notice anything different in his tank-mate's
behavior. But there was. The taste of food, new food with a different taste,
must have been a welcome relief to Frankenstein. In twenty seconds he was
up for air and ready to capture yet another guppy. Three of the fish seemed
to know what was going on right away, and whenever Frankenstein moved,
they swam, or tried to swim, out of his way. The other two guppies
were either stupid or suicidal, because they also swam right up to Frankenstein's nose, offering themselves to sacrifice. Never one to refuse an offer,
Frankenstein greedily accepted one of the guppies as swiftly as the first one.
In a flash it was gone.
Now two guppies are really quite a meal for one frog, especially when
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that frog is no more than three inches in length and the guppies are about
one and a half inches long. After his two dinners Frankenstein settled on the
bottom of the tank and began the task of digesting his feast. The remaining
four fish , cursing me I'm sure, learned their lesson and tried to avoid either
frog . Einstein did not eat that day. He watched the fish with wonder, not
hunger, and contented himself with scavenging the bottom of the tank for
leftover shrimp. It was about a week later when I saw him finally lunge at a
guppy. He wasn't as swift as Frankenstein and he missed. He tried once
more but failed again. In all my observations of live feeding , I never saw
Einstein swallow any guppies. He was happy enough to swim alongside
them and share their food when it was sprinkled atop the surface of the
tank. It was Frankenstein alone who tried his best to keep the rapidly
breeding guppy population to a minimum.
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ELIENA
Esther Vital

When she was in school, Jessie decided the kitchen-with its canary-yellow
walls, big pots and little pans hung from pegboards all over, mittens spread
out to dry on the radiator in the winter like tiny steaks frying on the grill,
and bathing suits dangling from the doorknob in the summer like the pieces
of an exploded water balloon-was the only place in the apartment to
study. Since schoolwork never came easy to Jessie and since from wife-and
motherhood on, Tee's activities centered around the kitchen, both spent a
lot of time together in that room. Tee would drape a kitchen towel over her
right shoulder when she cooked. On Tee, who never weighed more than
ninety-five pounds when she was not pregnant and who had to straighten
her spine until it hurt and stand on her toes to reach five feet, the towel fit
her like a serape slung over a burly ranchero. To Jessie, the towel always
looked ready to eat her mother up, its fringes bigger than any one of Tee's
facial features. As Tee basted, breaded, fried, and roasted, Jessie went from
the alphabet to Dick and Jane to modern math to Karl Marx and to the
sociology of the nuclear family. But other than an occasional question from
daughter ('Tm sure you don't know how many degrees there are in a
triangle?") and an answer from mother ("180"), the room remained quiet
until dinner time chaos.
But after she quit school and was no longer living in her mother's house,
no longer just down the hall or in the next room or across the table from
Tee, that's when Jessie wanted to talk to her mother. That's when Jessie
decided she needed spices and no one's were as pungent as Tee's; that's
when only Tee could show her how to water a Boston Fern or retrieve an
earring from the trap in the kitchen drain; that's when only Tee's stories
were of any interest to Jessie and when only Tee's books were worth borrowing.
Jessie would invent a flimsy excuse and then go visit Tee, unlocking the
back door to her mother's apartment with the key she had never returned
and announcing the reason for her visit before the key was even out of the
lock (should anyone think Jessie had simply come to chat). She would
almost always find Tee in the kitchen and that is where the two would stay,
with Jessie in her coat, on the edge of her chair, jangling her car keys as
though her stop were intended to be a brief one and as if any words beyond
instruction or request that happened to sneak by them were purely accidental. But these conversations were intentional on Jessie's part. She suddenly
wanted any stories and information Tee gave the way she wanted the same
from books. And that is how Jessie approached her mother now-as if she
were an old classic, Moby-Dick, or a collection of Dickinson or Thurber or
some Dashiell Hammett or a best seller or a medical encyclopedia. Jessie approached her mother eagerly, yet coolly, as if conversations with Tee were
old hat. Tee gave her daughter what she wanted without knowing what she
was doing. But Tee did notice that she had stopped looking at Jessie with
the curious sensation that there was something she should be telling her
daughter.
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The afternoon Jessie came by under the pretense of borrowing two bay
leaves and a vanilla bean, Tee was not home. For the first time Jessie
noticed that with all six daughters gone to where- and whomever, the apartment rang with the explosive silence that immediately follows the clanging
of a bell or the clattering of a Melmac platter to the floor. But this silence
sounded good to Jessie.
She wandered through the rooms leaving behind a trail of her belongings.
She gave the living room sofa her hat, the dining room table her purse, and
her parents' bed her coat. Then she sat Indian-style on the floor and pulled
things out from under the bed: four dustpuffs, a white chenille bedroom
slipper, and a cardboard box from Sears labeled "Not for the Salvation Army / Tee's things." She blew away the dustpuffs and tossed the slipper back
as if it were a trout too small to bother with, and finally opened the box.
It was Tee's book box that emerged with the dust, an assortment of
paper- and hardbacks too young for rare book status but too old to stand
beside the spanking book-of-the-mont h-dub selections that decorated the
living room shelving. A collection of poetry Mathias had given Tee on their
wedding day (the collection that was now in pieces from constant poring
over and the collection Tee wanted to be buried with-"Do what you will
with my organs, just bury the rest of me with this book") and a sepia-toned
copy of Lear's Book of Nonsense were still in the box along with an old
library book, The Films of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, that was never
returned because down in the right-hand corner of each right-hand page
was a freeze frame of the two doing the Continental. If you flipped rapidly
through the pages with your thumb the way you might flip the corner of a
deck of cards, Astaire and Rogers danced.
New books had recently been added to Tee's box, one of them an ageyellowed, crumbly copy of Grimm's Fairy Tales. Jessie had to open the
book carefully to keep it from disintegrating and leaving her with a handful
of crumbs. She also opened it expectantly, waiting for something odd to
leap out of these ancient tales, and was actually surprised when it did, when
a square slip of paper wafted out like a soap bubble from a tube of shampoo-noiselessly and effortlessly and completely without weight.
As she picked up the slip of paper it cracked evenly in two. When pieced
back together, it read as eight lines of a play, handwritten in pale brown
ink, the kind of ink that fades in that anemic way that only ink straight
from a fountain pen with a keen point and a silver pocket clip fades. Someone had tampered with the book, had completely ripped out the pages
where "Cinderella" should have been, and where "Rapunzel" still was, had
taped neatly trimmed squares of paper right over the print. More of that
anemic brown ink in that slanted and simple handwriting covered each of
the squares of paper. It was a play, with, as far as Jessie could tell, more
stage directions than anything else.
"It's Mama's," Jessie said not only to herself but to the ceiling and a
bureau topped with bottles of creams and perfumes and cufflinks. "This is
my mother's doing." She settled back on her heels and considered how
quaint it was to think of her mother at sixteen, seventeen, with natural coloring and no need for creams, clipping five-by-seven inch squares of paper
and taping them into a book in order to see her own play printed between a
front cover and a back one. This was all very pretty to Jessie until Tee
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walked into the room and knocked the musing right out of her daughter,
knocked it out so precisely and completely that an observer would have
seen it leave Jessie and stand beside her like her own shadow, knocked it
out so that what was ethereal was now funereal. Tee stood over Jessie, with
a bag of groceries on each arm, and said, "What did you do? You found
Eliena's book."
Jessie did not drop the book; she held it more tightly and dug her fingernails into it, held it more tightly so that her knuckles paled and the veins in
her wrist bulged like the roots of an arthritic-looking maple. But inwardly
she dropped it and threw it on the floor as if she had suddenly found it
covered with roaches and then turned her head away. With a firm grip on
the book she looked at it calmly and asked, "Eliena' s?"
Tee nodded, hoisted her groceries with her hips to a more comfortable
position, and walked toward the kitchen. Jessie followed, still holding onto
the book as though it were organically connected to her hand, and sat on a
stepstool near the refrigerator, watching Tee set the groceries on shelves and
in drawers and under cabinets, and thinking that she was going to get from
Tee a story she wanted to hear as much as she did not, and knowing that all
she had to do was change the subject to the high cost of paper products or
ground chuck, and Tee would be sidetracked and would not talk about her
sister, Eliena, and would not remind Jessie, who thrived on normalcy the
way Mathias thrived on precision, that lurking in her family was a member
who could no longer make sense of life (hers or anyone else's) and so took
her own and put an end to it the way you might just stub out a cigarette
you had lighted and no longer cared for or push a half-eaten plate of food
away and signal to the bus-boy to take it because you had waited too long
to eat it and now it was cold. All of these acts were senseless and wasteful
to Jessie. No. She did not want her mother talking about Eliena. That's
what Jessie decided, but not soon enough to let her brain register the decision and send signals to all those mechanisms that control speech. Because,
split seconds before her decision to move on to another topic , this came
out: "No one ever told me how Eliena killed herself."
Tee did not look at her daughter right then, but closed the cabinets over
the stove with sharp clicks and picked up off the floor the discarded paper
bags that littered the room like so many brown pillows.
She sat down at the old Formica table, creasing and folding and unfolding
and crinkling and smoothing one of the paper bags and, still with that
thoughtfulness-an d without looking at Jessie but instead out the window
over the sink at the backyard, and then beyond even that, beyond the alley,
the baseball diamond in Lincoln Park, the water at the North Avenue
Beach, and perhaps beyond that-she spoke. But her tone was not pained;
it was quiet, yes, but it was also controlled, level, and each word appeared
to surprise her.
"She was younger than me, you know. She liked to point that out. 'I am
as old as Mickey Mouse,' she'd say, 'and you, Tee, are as old as Mickey the
Archangel.'
"You think you're the atheist in this family, Jessie. Or is it that you think

you're the agnostic? Whatever you think you are, you're not original or half
as bad as your aunt. Maybe you are and it's just that it's more acceptable
now, more fashionable. But when Eliena questioned the existence of God or
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the need for Catholicism, it wasn't acceptable; it wasn't fashionable.
"I remember one Sunday when we were all still living at home, before
any of us had married, Eliena would not go to mass. When your
papagrande said that she must go, she got angry, she got angry often and
quickly those last years, and told him that there was no God, that he was
just a silly, pitiful old man for believing there was one. 'God? Is there a
God? Oh, God, there is no God. There is no heavenly being, no all-loving,
all-forgiving power that cares for us,' she said. 'If there is any "power" it's a
negative power, not a positive one. It's one that sits above us and laughs.
Guffaws. "How can I mess up their lives now," he must say. And then he
thinks, he ponders, he plots, and he sure as hell messes them up. Mine's
messy. Should I go to church and thank him for that? "For thine is the
kingdom, and the power, and the glory forever messing, Amen."'
"Your grandfather slapped her right across the face when she finished
saying that. But he let her finish it all. And then he took her in his arms and
held her, squeezed her as if he saw bits of the old Eliena leaving her body
and tried to hold them in."
Jessie reached down to pick up one of the bags, but it crackled and
sounded to her as loud as a twenty-one-gun salute, so she dropped it.
"But what 'old Eliena'? Even when we were children she scared me. We
would play on the front stoop and dress up in the clothes the old German
woman from upstairs threw out with the trash and all of a sudden Eliena
would grab my arm, or just stand still and tell me she knew she was going
to die young. 'And it'll be my own fault,' she'd say. When I would either
cry or yell at her to stop, she would shake her head at me and say, 'for
someone who's so old, you're not very smart.'
"I never knew what she was talking about. I never knew what she was
talking about. I wasn 't very smart. When I started having babies, she would
look at the children and say that they were something she would miss. I
thought at the time she meant she would miss having them. She was right; I
wasn't very smart."
Tee looked at Jessie, but Jessie was looking at the floor and did not
notice. Tee began directing her words to her daughter.
"She was your age when she killed herself, Jessie. No, I suppose she was
older. She was twenty-five. You could have passed her on the street or
stood next to her in the check-out line at the National and thought she was
perfectly happy. Should she have been? She had just graduated and had
begun to sell her paintings. They were odd things, elongated faces and toes
and whatnot, and odd people bought them, people in black. I guess they
were beatniks. Maybe not. Were there beatniks in the early fifties?
"And she had just married Raymond and she was beautiful and bright
and so beautiful. Somewhere along the line she got red hair from an
ancestor. It was that red, not bright like a carnival, but deep with brown in
it, like very wet clay about to be thrown on a potter's wheel-earthy red
hair. It rippled away from her face: her slanted eyes and wide nose and thin
jaw line and full bottom lip.
"People would tell her she was lucky, she was beautiful and talented and
brilliant and happy. People would tell her she was happy! She would tell
them there was no point in all that. She would tell me she saw no point in
anything. There is something wrong here,' she would tell me, over and
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over again. There is something wrong, Tee, and I don't want to bother
figuring it out. I don't want to bother."'
Something in Tee's tone changed. Something tightened. If Jessie could
have drawn the tone, it would have been a pencil-thin, green line stretching
from the bottom of the page to the top, near the left edge, and as thin as a
young mother's patience at the end of a long day. The tone changed and
Jessie shifted on the stool and wanted to tell her mother to stop. Mentally,
she closed her eyes and plugged her ears and hummed like she used to do
when Tee told her to clean her room. Actually, she began to study the
kitchen: the ceiling that sloped and refused to admit tall people (anyone over
5'8"); the stove and sink and refrigerator with their out-dated, rounded
edges; the table Tee sat at, the old Formica-topped table with the thick
aluminum legs that curved and rested on the beige linoleum, the old
Formica-topped table with the price scribbled in black marker on its underside; the ivy creeping along the windows, in and out of the sill; the back
door with the peep hole in it; the workbench Mathias made that stretched
between the stove and refrigerator and had a perfectly round burn on its
middle where Jessie had once set the hot lid of a popcorn popper.
"That's what she told me the evening before she put herself in that place.
She was not there very long, only six days, and because she committed
herself they put her in a room without much security and they let her have
things that they don't usually let people in those places have-at least that's
what your father told me-like shoelaces and jewelry. And a belt. They
could not see that she had given up and that they shouldn't have done that.
Why couldn't they see that? All those doctors, Jessie; they should have seen
that.
"But they didn't and she took her belt, early, early, very early one morning-she never slept anymore, she did everything at odd hours-and hung
herself with it. We gave her that belt, your father and I. It was pure leather
and hand-tooled by the Indians in Mexico. And she hung herself with it. It
was pure leather. Pure."
Then Jessie looked at her mother instead of all around the room, instead
of anywhere but Tee, and noticed Tee had stopped moving, that she was
completely still, that the wonder was gone from her face and that her hands
were folded loosely on the table in front of her. She looked like a child just
reprimanded for no good reason and who now sits thinking that someday
things will make sense but that they are not making any now.
And then Tee cried. She cried like certain women do when crying is both
as unnatural to them as it is easy for them. She cried as she breathed-unconsciously and with nothing happening to her face except her eyes filling
just a little with tears and the skin around her mouth reddening even less
than that.
And then Jessie got down from that stepstool where she had been perched
all this time and walked over to Tee, stood behind her mother and rested a
hand on the side of her neck. It occurred to Jessie then that not only had
they never had a conversation before but, beyond necessary touching, or
accidental touching, or unnecessary, purposeful touching when Jessie was
too young to realize it, they had also never touched each other before.
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LEAHLI IS TEN
Sue Greenspan

It is a hot night; hot with a horrible, maddening heat; hot and with blue
strokes of heat lightning flashing in front of so many stars, all riding calmly
in the Midwest sky; hot and with the sound of crickets, thousands and
thousands of them, all grinding away in the dark. And over every field of
nodding corn, over every lawn silently in the dark, there is the quick green
glow of lightning bugs; and they light up-one here, two there, one further
off-so that you think maybe someone is conducting them, conducting an
orchestra of small, eerie light. And on the winding streets people walk their
dogs, or they bicycle by softly from streetlight to streetlight, the slight hum
of the tires brushing you if you listen closely. And if you listen closer, you
can hear the bugs around each streetlight colliding with the bulb and burning up; you can hear people sitting in their dark backyards talking quietly
until a laugh rings out like a church bell and floats in the hot dark for a
block or more. Now you can hear a dog bark to get inside, and then there is
the long unique bay of the hunting dog down the street.
Normally, Leahli would be with Ruthie, playing spy or bicycling her
lonely way around town or running in the dark, running from tree to tree
and grinning to herself in the dark, running and sweating from the heat until Moot blew the two-tone whistle she got in Cracker Jacks to call them in.
Over by the river, Mr. M would stand at the end of his driveway and
bellow, "Donna Jo! Barbara Jane!" until his daughters went out on dates
and couldn't be called home. This is how you know it is getting late. The
voices of parents calling out in the miserable heat, "Chuck, c'mon in!" and
far off a reply, "All right." You know these voices just as you know the
voice of the hunting dog and of all the schnauzers and collies and setters as
they yelp out a reply to a motorcycle speeding up the street or of an ambulance on the other side of the river speeding past the cemetery to the
hospital. And you know the heat, the Midwest heat plucking at your skin,
touching you like an old aunt. You know how to sit quiet and still in the
hot dark, fiddling with a bit of Queen Anne's lace or reading in dim light.
Moot herself sits under a bright lamp, because it is bad for the eyes to
read in dim light, and with her dark thin lips pressed solemnly together, she
reads a magazine. Moot is reading the current Atlantic. She is midway in
some short story about a man who doesn't understand his mistress. Moot
does not like the story because it is filled with comments about the
hopelessness of a modern existence, and such comments make her angry.
Yet if you were to wait until she finishes the story, since she absolutely
loathes being interrupted while reading and will fling at you a dark glare
which would make any creature with blood positively quiver, she will tell
you the story was all right. "Eh, it was all right ," she will say and then flip
the glossy pages of the magazine to look for a witty cartoon.
Yet now she reads, rubbing her bare feet slowly. They are propped up on
a green hassock which her father made, and the heels leave deep depressions
in the cushy vinyl. Downstairs, Daddy is watching TV, dozing off at times
and waking when a commercial is particularly loud. Ruthie is also
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downstairs, sitting spread-legged on the floor, her head resting against the
couch. For the most part, she is quiet. This is for two reasons: if she giggled
and murmured to herself, Daddy would wake up and fling a "Shut up, will
ya?!" at her; and in watching TV, she is absorbed and has no need to push
away her fears of the blurry world with chatter and private jokes. Ruthie,
sitting with her mouth in a vague frown and her forehead slightly creased,
stares at the white and blue light from the TV. What she sees is what you
see, but with feathery edges. This is because she has adjusted the TV to its
highest contrast, and there are no gray areas to confuse her. You think that
to know someone's face you have to have a study of each expression, each
shadow that curves around a lip or touches an eye? No. Think of newspaper photographs, how a president is recognizable by a nose, a smile, a
hairstyle or a clumsy motion. Ruthie will recognize you by your hair or by
the posture of your body, but mostly by your voice or by the smell of your
brand of cigarettes. And slowly, as Ruthie gets older, she begins to think, "I
really can't see and it's not getting better." Somehow, she thought, her sight
would get better because her grades in school got better and because she got
better at swimming and gymnastics. But it wouldn't be until she was nearly
twenty that she would come to think of herself as a person with a handicap.
Now Moot has abandoned the Atlantic for a recent issue of Science
magazine and she is reading an article about the immune system in rats and
how full understanding of how a rat can come to survive on poison will undoubtably aid medicine in finding a cure for death caused by toxic buildup;
e.g., cancer, black lung disease, diabetes, etc. Moot is reading with her dark
eyebrows knit together. Then she stops and emits a loud "Hmmm," and in
this pause she hears the shower in the upstairs bathroom running full blast.
It has been running for forty minutes now, but Moot has just noticed the
noise.
"Hurry up in there!" she bellows, but of course, Leahli, her hair full of
shampoo and with the hot javelins of water the shower spigot is flinging at
her from neck to hips, with the steam and the noise, Leahli does not hear.
Moot knows Leahli cannot hear her, and she thinks about getting up and
flinging open the bathroom door and then groping through the steam, flinging aside the shower curtain to yell at Leahli as she usually does; but instead
she feels suddenly lazy and she uncrosses her ankles to cross them the other
way. A cool breeze, which smells oddly of salt, comes through the screen
next to Moot' s chair and it comes in a moment later through the balcony
door which is flung open and Moot smells the salt and feels the coolness
across her skin and she lifts up her arms over her head and stretches, thrusts
her arms high in the air and she hears a series of loud cracking noises, like
castanets, which come from her back.
Downstairs, Daddy, dreaming he is a paratrooper, smells the salt and
feels something cool brush his wide forehead, and in his dream he looks
down between his boots and sees green and green-blue squares cut with the
glimmer of a lake or river. He looks up above his head and sees his
parachute; it is pale green and is made up of small rectangles. Squinting, he
makes out a title here and a graph there and realizes he is looking at the
Ph.D. thesis he tore up. He looks below again and his boots have turned into his old soccer shoes with grass stains all over, and as he floats down, he
makes out a gray house and the shape of a grazing horse and he realizes he
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is floating down to Scotland. Daddy smiles in his sleep and Ruthie hears the
slight change in his snoring and she whispers to herself, "Tst snoring, hnh!"
before shifting her attention back to the movie, which is "Boys Town."
There is a loud pounding at the door, and Leahli, standing with her back
to the spigot and letting the water slam into her hair and then run down her
body, starts and nearly slips. "OUT!" comes a yell, and Leahli, now thrown
into a tizzy, weakly calls back "Kl Kl" Moot, standing in the hall with her
cheek next to the dark blond of the bathroom door, pounds on the door
again and yells, "NOW, AND I MEAN NOW!" The sound of the shower
ceases, and with a dark look of satisfaction on her face, the same look a
tomcat has when it stalks around its territory, she walks down the hall and
into the kitchen, opens the white door to the Frigidaire and stands there a
minute or two, letting the cool air of the refrigerator wash over her and
then trickle out and lap at the old yellow paint and the rich wood of the
cabinets that crown three-quarters of the kitchen. Then Moot reaches into
the bottom shelf and wraps her hand around the slightly frosty side of a can
of Budweiser. She cracks it open and takes a long, long pull. Downstairs,
Moot hears a rustling and then a giggle at the foot of the stairs. "NO!"
Moot says between gulps, and then Moot hears Ruthie's disappointed
mumblings, like a dog home alone that hears a car with the same engine
noises as its owner's and eagerly yelps only to have the car continue down
the street and fade away. "There's nothing like a cold beer," Moot says to
herself and goes back to her chair to finish the article in Science.
Leahli, having brushed her teeth, stands in the bathroom and reluctantly
gazes into her underwear, set neatly on the counter which runs into the
sink. On top of her underwear is a brand new elastic belt with clips forward
and behind to hold the ends of a sanitary napkin. This is the fourth day of
her second period; Leahli is ten. Very slowly, Leahli steps into the belt and
pulls it up to her waist, the white elastic soaking up random drops of water
from her skin and becoming wet itself. Leahli stands, looking down at her
waist, and she narrates to herself, "This is going to go on for years," and
unhappily she wrinkles up her face in a squint of total displeasure. Then
swearing softly, "Goddam sonovabitch two-by-four," she fastens the
napkin in place. The napkin itself is white with a pink plastic layer at its
back, the part which touches the underwear. This plastic layer is to prevent
blood from staining one's clothing. However, the makers of sanitary
napkins apparently did not consider the possiblity of blood flowing over the
sides of the napkin down one's chagrined thighs and into one's clothing. But
they did apparently make a half-hearted attempt at comfort. The napkin
Leahli was using had "New Special Comfort Design" printed in blue on its
pink box, right over the cluster of flowers. It was wide in front and it
tapered as it went back so that its width at the end was a quarter of what it
was up front. In other words, it was a long, skinny triangle.
Leahli stood on one foot, shoving the other one into her underwear, and
the napkin fell away from her body. Pulling on her underwear, Leahli
pressed the napkin into place, swearing again and then saying out loud
"Jesus, I can't wait for menopause." Leahli heard the high cackle of her
mother from the living room and cursed the thin walls of the house.
Sprinkling talc over herself profusely, Leahli put on the thin cotton
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nightgown her Mother had handed down to her and opened the bathroom
door. After the hot steam, the house seemed cool and remote. The hall was
dim.
Downstairs, Daddy woke up and said, "Whut happened?" to Ruthie.
Ruthie did not reply for a minute and Daddy was about to repeat his question when the movie went to a commercial and Ruthie said, 'The Kid is trying
to not tell that his brother was one uh da guys that robbed the bank." Daddy shifted around on the battered, old couch and said, "Oh," and looking
weakly at the TV, he again closed his eyes. Ruthie watched as a man with a
briefcase was handed a plate of food, and after eating some, he leaped into
the air and began dancing to the tune from the commercial while some
women in mini-skirts sang "La Choy makes Chinese food SWING
American." Why not? Ruthie accepted this without comment as she did a
Ford commercial, and only when the third commercial started up, she muttered to herself "C'MON!" Daddy stirred and grunted a little and opened his
eyes again to look at the TV.
"Daddy," said Ruthie in a tone of seriousness which startled her father
awake. "Whut?" he said turning his head a little to look at her. Ruthie kept
her eyes on the TV. "Daddy, is Gramma gunna die?" And Daddy, forced
into thinking about what everyone in the house had been avoiding thinking
about all evening, said, "She might, but hope not," and Ruthie quietly
said, "Oh" and again shifted her attention to the TV.
Now you know that all evening, throughout the hot night, the family has
been pretending. They have been pretending that it is just any old, hotbitchin', hot summer night and not one of the nights that Gramma spent in
a hospital twenty-five minutes away down the Eisenhower Expressway in
Chicago. And you should know that Moot, filled with dread every moment
of the month her mother spent in the hospital, was convinced up to the moment the doctor told her when her mother could check out, Moot was shaking with the dread and conviction that her mother would die. And
Daddy, not knowing either way, did not talk about the matter; he comforted his wife as best as he could, holding her when she sobbed at 2 a.m.
and murmuring softly some old phrase his own mother had used. And
Ruthie, adding this new possibility to her list of horrors in the world, completely edited the words Gramma and Grampa out of her vocabulary for
that month, except for occasions when she would ask directly, "How is
Gramma?'' And Leahli, cursed as she was with a new bra and the addition
of her period to her woes, Leahli feverishly believed her Gramma would
live and out of the thin air she would say to everyone and no one, "She's
going to be okay," and Moot would look at her daughter strangely and ask,
"How do you know, How DO you know?" And Leahli would shrug and
murmur and not say how she knew. But oddly, it came to pass that Leahli
was right. Gramma survived.
But now Leahli sits across from her mother, the napkin pushing its stolid
cotton shape up into her soft new crotch, and as Moot looks across the top
of her magazine to her daughter, she suddenly bursts into laughter and then
says, "Well, that's how it is." Leahli's face is wrinkled with discomfort, and
she keeps murmuring to herself, "Damn two-by-four, Damn DAMN! DAYEM!" all the while trying to tuck her legs underneath herself and relieve the
all prevailing pressure of the napkin against her flesh.
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"Mm you smell good," says Moot catching a whiff of the talc. Leahli is,
as usual, silent. "Like a rose," continues Moot, who then suddenly laughs
her cackle again, ducking her chin into her neck , and flashing a row of large
square teeth. Leahli listens as a car goes by the house with a soft swish, and
the nearest crickets, gone silent in the passing, now start up again. Moot, in
a vague way , feels sorry for Leahli; she seems so uncomfortable and it IS
hot as hell. "It's hot as hell, " says Moot, and Leahli, looking at her mother,
catches a whiff of kindliness in her tone, sees the olive face gone soft with
sympathy, and says to her mother, 'Tm gunna wig out. " Moot bursts into
laughter, and Leahli mentally retreats and watches her mother carefully,
because Leahli is ten and has ten years experience with her Mother catching
her broadside with a sudden attack of anger.
"Boy, " says Moot, setting the magazine aside, "I remember when I got
my first period," and Moot' s face grows dark a moment because what she
remembers angers her. "I was older than you; I think I was thirteen , I
remember being in eighth grade and sitting at my desk and I felt funny , but
I didn't know what it was. I thought I had wet my pants, and so I put my
head down on my desk a moment and closed my eyes because the room
was very bright and I felt a little sick to my stomach. Then I don't know
what happened , but I remember rushing home all confused. There was all
this BLOOD. And I told my mother and she said 'OH' and handed me a
napkin. In those days they weren't as good, they leaked all over and were
rough and ahhhhhh it was horrible . I didn't know what in hell was going
on. So finally , I went to the library and I looked it up in a college textbook, you know, a biology book and God what a revelation. I thought
there was something WRONG with me. I didn't know shit from shinola. No
one TOLD me . You got it lucky, kid. I couldn't ask my mother. " Leahli
looks intently at her mother a moment and sees how trapped and confused
Moot had been. Leahli feels it herself, wanting to say things and not being
able to. Right then Leahli, summoning up as much courage as she can, asks,
"Why couldn't you talk to her, why all blocked up, jittery ... " and Leahli,
her hands arrested in mid-air, stops and looks at her mother. "I just
couldn't," says Moot, a dark flush coming to her face , a dark flush which
Leahli sees and knows as coming right before a stream of savage words
from her mother. Moot, sitting in the chair, feels the frustration of her
young relationship with her mother coming over her like a fog and then she
remembers her mother is in the hospital and the savage feelings fade as a
wall of dread looms up like an iceberg and Moot says without knowing she
is speaking, "She can't die; She can't!"
And Leahli, sitting across from her mother, sees the dark flush fade into a
sallowness, a look of jaundice, and suddenly Moot is blinking rapidly and
she says to Leahli, waving an arm savagely in the air, "Get OUT of HERE!
GET OUT! " And Leahli rises and drifts past her mother, drifts down the
hall to her room . And downstairs, the news comes down , and Daddy starts
awakening, listening for something and not fully aware of why or what. He
sits up and says to Ruthie, "Whut was dat? " Ruthie turns around and looks
at him , "Whut?" and then Daddy, sitting up , looks down into Ruthie's face
and says softly, "Nuttin. "
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COOL WILLIE
Ronald Booze

Cool Willie was from Philly. He was from Philly and he was COOOOL.
Not cool, but COOOOL. Ice-cool, supercool, pimpin' -down-the-streetwith-a-layer-of-frost-on-his-blood-red-Pierre Cardin-three-piece-suit-andthree-icicles-hangin'-off-the-superwide-brim-of-his-blo od-red-Dobbsgangster-skypiece cool. Cool Willie was from Philly, he was COOOOL,
and he shot some meeeean pool. Tha's right. Cool Willie's game was Poison
Eightball, and he kicked ass, all over town. Whenever Cool Willie pimped
through the door of a pool hall in Philly, the joint went dead quiet. Tha's
right, stone cold silent as the morgue at midnight, a flat, fearful quiet that
froze the spectators to the walls and straightened upright every hack and
hustler bent over the green felt. Yeah, they stood up, sticks in hands, palms
gettin' clammy on the cheap pockmarked ash, and they smelled their own
sweat, and smiled weak, cheap smiles as the screen door slam, slam,
slammed closed behind the stridin' red suit. Tha's all they saw, too, a
headless red crushed velvet suit, movin' through the neck-high light, pullin'
wisps of the thick cloud of cigarette and cigar smoke that filled the pool hall
behind him. Everybody's eyes rode those wisps, too, watchin' that suit
move straight smack-dab up the middle of the hall like it was gonna walk
right through the first table. But it never did. It always turned right and
went around that first table, makin' its way to the middle of the hall, to the
middle table. And that's when the left sleeve of that red suit would move up
past the neck and out of the light, and come back into the light with that
blood-red Dobbs, gently held in the long brown fingers of the sleeve's left
hand, and somebody would take it and set it down on one of the other
tables (after clearing the balls, of course). It would be safe there, 'cause
nobody was going to shoot any pool anywhere else anyway, not while the
red suit was there.
Then, quick-smooth and sudden, the right sleeve of the red suit would
flash up onto the end of the table, resting a maroon alligator-skin case there
(where the hell did he find a red alligator?) and then both sleeves would
come up, resting the long brown fingers on top of the shiny smooth case.
The fingers would rest there for a second or so, just long enough for the
light to flash and flicker off the ruby pinkie ring on the left hand, the
diamond-in-white-gold on the middle finger of the right. Then those fingers
would sliiiiiiide, slow and easy as y'please, out to the latches on the front of
the case, and with one quick "click!" that filled the pool hall and made
everybody jump, the latches would pop open, and the fingers would gently
lift the top of the case.
Well, if any of the rookies up in the hall hadn't dropped jaw at the sight
of the red suit, or the sight of the alligator case, or at the sight of the
diamond-ringed, ruby-ringed brown fingers, they sure loosed them jowls
when the case was opened up. There, sit tin' in two grooves of the softest,
plushest red velvet any earth born creature had ever laid eye or fingertip
on, were two halves of a deep, jet-black polished-to-a-shine-to-make-a-mango-blind ebonite pool cue. The neck-high tablelights shot flickering sparks
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and streaks of yellow off the two gleaming halves, and the shadow-hidden
eyes of every man in the pool-hall would run from tip to screw of the
narrow tapering top half, and from butt to gold-ringed top of the lower half
of what was the baddest piece of pool shootin' equipment any of them
would ever lay eyes on.
Then, the red suit's right sleeve moved to the front of the jacket, where
the fingers unbuttoned it, and the sleeves would both drop down and
behind the suit, and somebody would slowly sliiiiide that blood-red jacket
off, and hold it , "Don't hang it, got t'keep it in sight," Cool Willie would
say, and whoever was holdin' that jacket, folded neat down the middle of
the back and draped on his arm , made sure that he was somewhere in Cool
Willie's line of sight all night.
Then, Cool Willie would reach into the right vest pocket, and pull out a
pair of red split-leather gloves (where the hell did he find a red cow?) and
pull each glove on slooooooowly, carefully, lovingly, so delicate that
somebody would sigh the sigh of a satisfied lover (yeah , pool players are
lovers, too ) at the sight of those long brown fingers sliding in. He'd flex
those fingers, three times, each hand, then slowly, carefully, lovingly lift
the fat bottom half of the stick from the case, hefting and admiring it in his
left hand , his pencil-thin mustache just barely curling its ends upward in a
smile that nobody could see in the shadows, and the pool hall was so quiet
you could hear a flea fart. Then he'd take that slim, tapering top half from
its red velvet groove, and heft it, and lift it to the light. Then he'd join the
halves, and the scrsssh , scrsssh, scrsssh of the threaded peg screwing into
the hole of the bottom half would fill the pool hall, and when both halves
were firm together, with that thin line of gold at the joint, Cool Willie
would lower the stick till it stood upright at his right, resting its rubber butt
on the floor, and smile, lettin' his glossy whites shine just a line under that
lip up-edged pencil-thin, and say, softly,
"Anybody f'r a game a Poison Eight?"
It wasn't long before Cool Willie had to leave Philly. One night some
rookie, some out-of-town baby of a hack (called himself "The Kid" ) who
didn't understand what Cool Willie was in Philly, had spied and tried to lift
that blood-red, ostrich-skin billfold from Cool Willie's blood-red PC suit
jacket, wondering to himself, "Where the hell did he find a red ostrich? The
boy had taken off Willie's jacket, and folded it neat down the middle of the
back, and draped it over his arm, and that's when he saw that wallet, and
got that wrong idea. He didn' t get far with it. Cool Willie, bent over the
green felt, lining up a seven cross-side (that's a seven ball off the side
cushion into the opposite side pocket), glanced up off the long, black
ebonite line of his cue stick to see his jacket. It was not in sight. Cool Willie
coolly, calmly, straightened himself up from the table, laid his stick on it
(without touching a ball) , and got himself an ordinary wooden stick from
the wall rack. He coolly, calmly, walked around to the other side of the
table . He stepped into the shadow the young fool rookie had backed into ,
surprising him. The pool-room crowd was squinting through the dark,
trying to dig the goings-on , wondering. Nobody had ever taken Cool
Willie's jacket out of the light, out of his sight, so nobody knew what would
happen. Cool Willie handed the long, white-ash stick to the kid, then took
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the jacket from him, and slipped it on. Then Cool Willie peeled off his splitleather gloves, and stuck them into this vest pocket. The crowd was openmouthed, wondering. Was Cool Willie going to just dress, and pack up,
and leave, in the middle of a game, in the middle of a shot? It would be the
first time Cool Willie had ever walked away from the green felt, leaving
balls on the table.
Cool Willie turned to the young fool, took the white ash stick from him,
said "Thank y'Blood," and cracked him upside his confused head with it.
Yes, he cracked him, and the pool hall, again dead quiet as the basement of
a funeral parlor, resounded with the sound of the young fool's head
splitting open, and he crumpled to the floor like burning paper. Cool Willie
then pulled out his gloves, put them back on, and stepped around the
young fool's body, returning to the table. He picked up his stick, bent
down, and shot, knocking that seven ball off the cushion and into the near
side pocket. He began to unscrew his stick, staring at the thin gold ring as
the two halves separated, and he said, "Good evenin', gen'l'men," and
somebody brought his blood-red alligator cue case to the table and set it,
open, on the end. Cool Willie held each half of the stick up to the light,
admiring it, then slid each half into its groove. He took his red split-leather
gloves off, and folded them into his vest pocket, then he closed the case,
letting his long, brown fingers rest on top for just a second, and the light
flashed on that ruby and that diamond, and Cool Willie slid his fingers out
to the latches and clicked them closed, and somebody handed him that
blood-red Dobbs, and he smiled through the dark, and put it on. He picked
up his case, and turned, and walked out the pool hall, and out of Philly.
Cool Willie pimped on down to the train station, walked up to the ticket
agent, and said,
"What's the next train leavin'?'' The agent, unimpressed by Willie's dress
and demeanor, said dryly,
"The Great Lakes Limited, headed for Chicago, stopping in-"
"Nevah mind the stops," Cool Willie said. "Ah'm gain straight on
through t'Chi-Town." Cool Willie set his case up on the counter to get his
billfold.
"Baggage check is over there, sir," said the agent, rudely. Cool Willie
ignored him. "Ignore the ignorant," his daddy had told him. He opened the
blood-red ostrich-skin wallet and removed two crisp fifties, sliding them
under the glass at the agent.
"That oughta cover it," he said, and the agent took the money and slid a
ticket envelope back at Cool Willie and said "Gate Five."
Cool Willie took his ticket and slid it into his inside pocket with the
billfold, took his case off the counter, and pimped on over to Gate Five,
and walked out and stepped up onto the Great Lakes Limited, bound for
Chi-Town.
Well, Cool Willie may have been from Philly, and he may have been
cool, but he didn't know Jack-shit about Chicago. He got off the train,
walked out of Union Station, hopped in a cab, and said,
"Take me to a pool hall."
Well, a cabbie ain't no fool (no matter what his driving tells you), and
this one took Willie way up north to a bar on Broadway & Thorndale.
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'Ten bucks," said the cabbie as he pulled up in front of a bar with a neon
sign that said 'The Side Pocket."
Well, it wasn't no Philly pool hall. It wasn't any kind of pool hall at all.
Cool Willie stood just inside the door and took it all in.
It was noise. Big noise, high noise, pinball dings and pings and a big color
TV over the bar with the Cubs on and people screaming and cursing at
them and a jukebox playin' some disco tune and laughing and the bartender
rattling and tinkling glasses and stupid signs on the wall like "Please Don't
Pee in Our Pool, We Don't Swim in Your Toilet" (What pool? Cool Willie
thought to himself) and way in the back of the bar, in a corner by the
toilets, under a dim yellow light bulb, sat a six-foot pool table.
"Goddamn," he said. It was a whisper. Willie walked back to the corner,
totally ignored by the half-dozen or so beer drinkers at the bar. There was
nobody watching him put his case up on the end of the table, nobody
watching him rest his long, brown fingers on top of it, nobody
wondering where he found a red alligator. The click of the latches was
no sound at all, buried underneath the drinkers' screaming at Ivan
deJesus' second error of the game. When Willie opened the case,
nobody noticed the two, long, black halves of ebonite pool cue. He didn't even
feel like hefting them, or holding them up to the light. He just screwed the two
halves together, not even bothering to put on his blood-red, split-leather gloves,
'cause nobody would care where he managed to find a red cow.
He stood there beside the pool table with its faded green felt, and looked
around, and realized nobody wanted to play pool. Nobody in the whole
place gave a good goddamn about a game of Poison Eight. He watched the
pinball player body-Englishing the machine, bending himself like a snake.
He watched the fat, skinny, hairy, bald black 'n white folks sitting at the
bar, cursing and shaking their fists and slamming their beers down on the
bar. He listened to the loud disco drumbeat pound pound pounding in his
ears, and he reached up to scratch his head, and he still had his hat on.
Cool Willie unscrewed his pool cue, its shine dulled and flat under his
fingerprints. He tossed it into the case, the two halves falling clumsily into
their grooves. He slammed the case closed, took his coat off the wall hook,
and walked past the noise, the pings 'n dings and screaming and drumbeats,
and stepped on out the door. There was a cab letting out a drunk man in a
peach polyester leisure suit, and Willie got in as the man stumbled past him.
"Where y'headed?" the cabbie asked.
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McDONALD'S
Mickey Lowe

Flies just love McDonald's. McDonald's has everything a fly dreams about.
Plenty of greasy food. Lots of people to annoy. A great selection of walls to
crawl around on. But most of all, tons and tons of lovely, smelly garbage.
The corral is their favorite hangout. The corral is the fenced-in area ,
usually located behind the restaurant, where all the garbage goes. The garbage is put into big plastic trash bags, which are then taken out to the corral
and thrown into big garbage bins. Naturally, it smells pretty bad, but the
flies love it.
Of course, the flies don't restrict themselves to the corral. They also love
the inside area of a McDonald's. In fact, they love it everywhere inside a
McDonald's. They're in the seating area, the grill area, the bathrooms, the
stockroom, and the back room. You can see them crawling on the ceiling,
on the floor, on the tables, on the walls, on the garbage, on the crew
people, on the customers, and, of course, on the food.
Now naturally McDonald's does the best it can to stop the little pests, but
every time somebody walks in the door, they let in a dozen of them. Bug
spray is used, but it doesn't do much good. Actually, crew people kill more
flies than the bug spray does.
I'm pretty humane about the whole proces of killing a fly. I zap 'em off
the wall and that's it. However, some guys just love to do nasty things to
flies. They hit them with a towel, just hard enough to stun them. Then
they'll pick them up and throw them on the grill. Or they'll throw them in
the pie vat and watch them fry.
Some people get a kick out of torturing flies. You know, pull off their
wings, then watch them crawl around, and then smash the hell out of them.
But I don't go in for that sort of stuff.
The grossest thing I ever heard about a fly was a story told to me by the
people involved, who swore it was true. One day during a period of slow
business, somebody back in the grill area nailed a fly. They just happened
to have some burgers cooking on the grill. Someone, who shall remain
nameless, mainly because I don't know who it was, decided to add an extra
ingredient to one of the hamburgers. So one of the hamburgers had
mustard, ketchup, onions, a pickle, and a fly on it.
Somebody wrapped the burger, and then they all watched until some
poor idiot bought it. Then the poor idiot sat out in the seating area and ate
it. The guys in the grill area watched him eat the whole thing. They said
after he finished, he licked his fingers. Maybe the fly improved the taste.
Anyway, since then I've been checking my hamburgers before eating them.
There is this dream about McDonald's that I have had many times. In the
dream it's about two minutes until eleven. We close at eleven o'clock. I'm
working in the grill area by myself. Now when you close at McDonald's,
the particular area you have to close has to be spotlessly clean before you
can leave. What everybody tries to do is to have as much of the area as
clean as possible before eleven. That way you don't have as much work to
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do after the doors are locked, and you can leave. Believe me, after working
all night, you'll want to leave as soon as possible.
So anyway, I'm in the grill area trying to get everything all cleaned up, a
couple of minutes before eleven. All of a sudden, all these people start
walking in the doors. All kinds of people-teenagers, adults, old people,
and little kids. It's a huge rush!
"Holy shit!" I yell. "Lock the goddamn doors!"
The people start ordering all sorts of food. Hamburgers, cheeseburgers,
fillets, quarter pounders with cheese, quarter pounders without cheese, Big
Macs, apple pies, cherry pies. I have to cook all of this stuff. I'm running
around putting meat on the grill, throwing buns in the toasters, dropping
fillets and pies into their vats.
"Somebody lock the fucking doors!" I scream.
More people keep pouring in the doors. As soon as one person leaves,
three people take his place. The manager is nowhere to be seen. I look up at
the clock on the wall. Five of eleven.
"Oh my gosh! " I yell.
Where the hell is the manager? I can't see him anywhere. Buzzers are going off all over the place. Millions of them. I throw more meat on the grill,
more buns in the toasters. But the crowd of people just gets bigger and bigger.
"I've gotta go to school tomorrow. I've got to get out of here ," I hear
myself saying.
But nobody locks the doors. The people keep corning in. Where are they
corning from? I keep cooking. But no matter how much I cook, I still have
to cook more. This goes on for hours. Twelve o'clock, one o'clock, two
o'clock. Still no manager in sight. Nobody will lock the doors. The people
keep corning.
"What are you assholes doing eating at this time of the morning! For
Pete's sake, it's three o'clock!" I yell at the customers at the top of my lungs.
But no one answers. Just more hamburgers and cheeseburgers and quarter
pounders and Big Macs. On and on through the night. The sweat pours off
me. My uniform is completely soaked. I manage a glance out the window.
"For crying out loud! It's starting to get light out there! I'll never make it
to school! "
Finally, the rush stops. There are no more customers left. I collapse to the
floor, my heart trying to pound through my chest. My nice clean grill area
is now a disaster area. Food is all over the floor. Grease puddles are
everywhere. The grill is black with carbon residue.
I hear footsteps. I open my eyes, and I'm gazing into the face of Mary
Ambrose. Mary always opens in the morning, Monday through Friday. her
blue eyes are wide and revolving in their sockets, looking over the chaosand my exhausted body stretched out before her.
"What the hell is this?" she croaks. "You mean to lie there on the floor,
while this grill area looks like this! Come on. Get up and clean this place
up.f"
Right before I hit her with a spatula, I wake up. It's all dark and quiet
except for the sound of my breathing. My body is bathed in sweat. My
mouth feels like cotton. Now that's what I call a nightmare!
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Actually, the above dream isn't as crazy as it seems. Sure it's exaggerated ,
but I'll tell you, I've worked a lot of closes in my time, and someday I expect that dream to come true.
One time Marty Volk was closing the grill area. It was about a minute till
eleven. He had the grill area almost completely clean. So what happens?
This little tiny Mexican kid walks in and orders thirteen Big Macs.
Marty's face kind of turned a deep red color. I expected steam to start
coming out of his ears. He started goddamning and for-Christ-saking all
over the place. Then he started throwing things around. He picked up a
spatula and threw it clanging onto the grill. He finally calmed down and
cooked the Big Macs. But it sure did screw up a fast close.
I remember one time the manager was in the process of locking the doors
when a school bus pulled into the parking lot. So what did the jerk do? He
let all those people come in. I could have killed him. I almost did. It took us
about twenty minutes to clear those people out.

LOWE'S LAW
When you close the grill area at night, you have to do what is known as
scraping the grill. All you do is put a little shortening on the grill and spread
it as it melts. Then you take a grill pad, this is a little, rectangular wire
screen, and using a special handled tool, you scrape the carbon residue off
the grill. When you're finished , the grill will be all nice and shiny.
Anyway, when you close, you use just one grill to cook on. The other
grill is cleaned and turned off . About ten o'clock you scrape half of the
remaining grill , so you don't have a whole grill to do after close.
Usually about ten-thirty , when I close the grill area , I go ahead and
scrape half of the remaining half. So now I only have a quarter of a grill to
clean after close. We're not really supposed to do this. McDonald's frowns
upon it, but the managers don't care. They like to get out of there just as the
crew people do.
Finally, at about ten-fifty-five, I start cleaning the remaining unscraped
part of the grill. Now this is where Lowe's Law of closing the grill area
comes in. It states that if you have your grill all cleaned before the closing
time , some ass will come in and order something that is not in the bin. For
example, let's say that a customer walks in the door at ten-fifty-nine . He
walks over to the counter. The girl at the cash register smiles and says,
"May I help you , sir?" He looks at the menu board. Now there are hamburgers, quarter pounders with and without cheese, Big Macs, fillets, apple
and cherry pies in the bin, but no cheeseburgers. Guess what the customer
orders. Did I hear someone say a cheeseburger? That's right. He orders a
cheeseburger. You catch on pretty fast. So I have to go and mess up my
nice clean grill.
If you ever get a job at a McDonald's (special note to reader-take my
advice and don't even consider such a thing) and you have to close the grill
area, remember this law of closing . It may save you some time.
You've just bought a hamburger. You go sit down , unwrap it , take a bite.
Mmmmm , delicious, just right. Then the thought comes to your mind. How
the hell do they do it? Just how does McDonald's make a hamburger? Well ,
now you're going to find out. You say you really couldn't care less? Too
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bad!! You're gonna find out anyway!
Since all the hamburger cooking is done in the grill area , let's go back
there and I'll show you how it's done.
Before we do any cooking, I'm going to go over all the equipment we'll be
using. Right here in front of us is the grill. The cooking surface, made out of
stainless steel , is about two feet wide by three feet long and is set at a
temperature of 350 degrees . Above the grill to the left there is the timer.
Above that, on that little shelf, is a shaker containing seasoning. The
seasoning is about four parts salt mixed with one part pepper.
To the right of us is the bun station. That's where the hamburger buns are
toasted . The bun man will take care of that.
Behind us is the meat freezer. It holds one box of meat and keeps it from
thawing out. There are about three hundred pieces of meat in a box .
Right next to the freezer is the condiment table, where we dress the
burger buns after they've been toasted. Dressing just means putting the
ingredients on the bun. We have all the ingredients we'll need here on the
table: a mustard dispenser, a ketchup dispenser, pickles, onions, and
cheese.
Oh , I almost forgot-over here on this counter to the right of the grill is
the rest of the equipment you'll need: a spatula, for turning and removing
the meat, a scraper, used for scraping carbon residue left from the meat off
the grill , and last but not least , a sear press, used to sear the meat on the
grill. Okay, that's everything. We're ready to cook.
"Give me six burgers ."
Okay, that was the person running the bin. He tells us what to make
back here in the grill area. He wants us to run six burgers. The first thing
you do is tell the bun man that you need six burger buns toasted.
"Six burger buns please. " After he puts the buns in the toaster, get six
pieces of meat from the freezer. Sometimes the pieces of meat are frozen
together, so just take the stack of meat and give it a hard tap on the grill.
That should separate them. Now lay the meat on the grill , one piece at a
time, in a row , starting at the front of the grill and working your way to the
back . Lay it so the edges of each piece of meat are touching . This will give
you more room on the grill , and when it's real busy, you need all the
grill space possible .
Okay, press the timer button. In about twenty seconds the timer will start
beeping . It should go off any time now.
Beep, beep , beep , beep , beep ...
Press the timer button to stop the beeping. Now you have to sear the
meat. Take the sear press, place it on the first piece of meat , and lightly
press down . Like this. You sear the rest of the meat the same way.
All right , the buns are toasted and ready to be dressed. Take the mustard
dispenser like this , holding the handle with your fingers , and press the lever
with your thumb. You can use your other hand to steady the dispenser if
you want to . Give each bun one shot of mustard. Now do the same thing
with the ketchup . Next put a few onions on , and then one pickle on each
bun. Perfect. Now we have to get a cheese call in case they need some
cheeseburgers .
"Cheese on six burgers?"
"Two ."
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All right, put a piece of cheese on two of the buns.
Beep, beep, beep, beep. Time to turn the meat. Take the spatula and slide
it under the first piece of meat. Now flip it over and turn the other pieces of
meat the same way. Take the shaker of seasoning and lightly shake some on
each piece of meat. Not too much. That's right.
While we're waiting for the meat to finish cooking, we can check out any
nice-looking females that might be standing in line. There's a nice one over
there standing behind that bald-headed guy.
Beep, beep, beep, bepp.
Okay, the meat's ready to be taken off. Take the spatula and slide it
under the first two pieces of meat. Place the thumb of your free hand on the
first piece of meat and the forefinger on the second piece. Lift the spatula,
turn it sideways, keeping the meat on with your thumb and forefinger, and
shake it a couple of times. This gets rid of any extra grease that has accumulated on the meat. Now slide the meat off the spatula onto the buns one at a
time. Repeat this whole process until each bun has a piece of meat.
At McDonald's you get breaks depending on how long you're working
that day. For any amount of time under four hours, you don't get a break
at all. For four to five hours, you get one fifteen-minute break. For six
hours, you get one twenty-minute break. And from seven to eight hours,
you get two fifteen-minute breaks.
When you go on break, the first thing you do is fill out a menu ticket.
Add up the prices of what you're having and divide the total in half. That's
right. McDonald's is just so generous that they actually let us have the food
on our breaks for half-price. And you thought McDonald's was cruel to its
employees. Of course, this doesn't apply unless you are punched in and
working. If you come in on your day off, you have to pay the full price just
like any other customer.
After you fill out the menu ticket, give it and your money to the manager
or a crew chief, and he will ring it up on a cash register and give you back
your change if you have any coming.
Now with the way McDonald's has raised its prices in the last couple of
years, even paying half-price is no bargain. However, there are ways to
maneuver around paying for your break.
My all-time favorite is the don't-put-everything-down-that-you're-goingto-eat-on-the-menu-ticket trick. Let's say you want a hamburger and a
regular Coke. You pay for that, but you get yourself a large Coke instead of
a regular Coke, and as you pass the fry station, you grab yourself a bag of
fries.
Of course, some people don't pay a cent for food. If you're going to do
that, you better make sure the manager is a nice guy. See, some managers
couldn't care less whether or not you pay for your food. It saves them the
trouble of ringing it up on the cash register. However, if you are working
with a strict manager, there is still a chance to get out of paying. You fill
out the menu ticket and make sure the manager sees you doing this. Go
ahead and get your food and go downstairs and eat it. If you're lucky, the
manager will think you're going to pay after your break is over and forget
all about it. A manager is pretty busy most of the time and doesn't have
time to worry about people paying for breaks.
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Now I realize that some people will be shocked at what I've just said .
"My goodness, " they'll say, "that's stealing." Listen, for what McDonald's
pays, it ain't stealing. It's getting even. I figure I've worked my ass to the
bone enough times to pick up an extra bag of fries every now and then. The
McDonald's multi-million empire will not crumble and fall.
Okay, so you have your food. Now you take it downstairs to the crew
room and eat it. There are tables and chairs there and sometimes a radio to
listen to. Usually there are other people to talk to on break. One thing you
quickly realize, however, is that if you only get a fifteen-minute break, that
isn't really that much time. It seems as if you've just sat down when it's time
to go back upstairs. So most people take an extra couple of minutes,
sometimes five . Every now and then the managers will get nasty and time
your breaks to see how long you take.
One thing that's really stupid about that is the fact that there isn't a clock
in the crew room. So if you don't have a watch, it's hard to tell when to go
back up . A lot of people just wait until the manager realizes they're not
back from break. Then the manager will come to the top of the stairs and
yell at them that their break is over. A guy told me once that it took him
just about fifteen minutes to smoke two cigarettes. So after he had smoked
two cigarettes, he knew it was probably time to return from his break.
After working at McDonald's for awhile, you don't need a clock. You can
feel when it's time to come back from break.
Sometimes when you're working a closing shift, like five to close, they'll
let you take a half-hour break. The best way to spend a half-hour break is
to make sure you go on break at the same time some nice-looking female
goes on her break. Now that's a great way to take a break. Of course, if
you're not careful, you might end up taking more than a half-hour and , of
course, I know you don' t want to do that.
It was one of those steamy summer nights. You know the kind. There's
not even a slight breeze, and the air is so stale and hot that you have to
sleep naked without even a blanket. You lie there on your bed unable to
sleep, hardly able to breathe, bathed in sweat. The only sounds are your
own breathing and the sound of crickets rubbing their legs together . But I
wasn't in bed this particular night. I wasn't even at home. I was sitting up at
McDonald's shooting the shit with some of the guys.
It was after close, about twelve-thirty. The store was all nice and quiet ,
except for us of course . Everything was shut down for the night. It is
strange to sit there in all that quiet and imagine how noisy and hectic it was
only a few hours before.
We were sitting around the manager's desk, right next to the big walk-in
refrigerator, drinking Pabst Blue Ribbon and eating chocolate chip cookies .
You haven' t lived until you've had chocolate chip cookies and beer. It's a
great way to unwind from a hard night of work.
There were five of us , including me. I was sitting in the chair at the desk.
Chuck Horvath was sitting on a pickle bucket to my left. Chuck was a big
kid-as tall as me, which is six four , but he must have outweighed me by
seventy pounds. I weigh around two hundred myself, so you can imagine
the size of this kid .
Next to Chuck was Bob Rolseth. Bob was sitting on the floor up against
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the ice machine. He was tall and gangly with a homely face that included a
large nose. He was always wearing a beat-up, old, green baseball cap
turned around on his head, so that the bill was in the back.
Dave Beck was sitting on a stool next to the desk. Dave was one of the
best grill men I had ever worked with. We always got along pretty well.
The last person in our rough little circle was JW Brinner. JW was sitting
on the desk with his back up against the safe and his legs stretched out so
that his feet were hanging over the edge between me and Dave.
JW was a real bum out. A freak. His stringy hair reached down to the
middle of his back. When he was working, he had to wear a hairnet to keep
it off his shoulders. He always had about three days growth of beard on his
face, which the managers were always giving him hell about. Tonight he
was wearing a faded Ronald McDonald T-shirt, his greasy uniform pants,
and on his feet were a pair of the dirtiest sweat socks I had ever seen. It was
hard to believe that those things had ever been clean and white. They
looked as though he had worn them every day for the last six months.
Me and JW had worked the closing shift that night and still had our
uniform pants on. The other guys had come in after we closed.
"Hey, Mick, was it busy tonight?" asked Dave.
"Shit, yes. Last hour was a 298," I answered. That meant that we had
taken in two hundred and ninety-eight dollars the last hour we were open.
"Who closed the grill area?" asked Chuck.
"JW," I said.
JW didn't say anything. He just sat there and popped a cookie into his
mouth. JW didn't say much of anything at any time. In fact, he always
walked around in a daze that looked like it had been drug induced.
"Hey, JW, where'd you get that Ronald McDonald T-shirt?" asked Bob.
JW looked down at the shirt and remained silent. He seemed to be trying
to pull the distant memory out of his brain like a tow truck pulling a car out
of the mud. After a few moments he looked up and said, "I got it for being
Ronald McDonald."
"What the hell did you say?" Dave asked.
"I said I was Ronald McDonald one time, and they gave me this shirt."
"JW, how many cans of beer have you had?" Bob said.
We all laughed except for JW. He just took a long swallow of beer. Then
he said. "I don't give a goddamn whether you assholes believe me or not."
I thought maybe JW had hallucinated that he was Ronald McDonald or
something. It was no secret that he had toked a few in his time.
"JW, I've worked here almost as long as you have, and I don't remember
you ever being Ronald McDonald," I said.
"It happened a couple of months before you started." JW didn't say
anything else. He just went back to drinking his beer. After a couple of
minutes I couldn't stand it any longer.
"Goddamn it. Aren't you gonna tell us about it!" I demanded.
He looked at me and said, "What the hell. I guess I can tell you guys." JW
was a bit peppier now. I think the beer had loosened him up. He began his
story.
"Well, like I said before, this happened a few years ago before Mick
started working here. In fact, I had only been working here about a week
myself. Well, anyway, it was the grand opening of this store. It was a
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Saturday, and you guys think you've seen it busy. Shit, they were out the
doors all day. There were millions of kids running around because Ronald
McDonald was going to be here.
"I spent the whole morning blowing up fucking balloons for the little
shits. They had this big tank of helium, and I sat in the back room and used
that to blow up the balloons. Finally, about twelve o'clock old Ronald
showed up. He came in this big blue and yellow bus. He went out into the
seating area and went around shaking hands with the kids and gave out a
bunch of toys. He did that until around one and then went out to the bus
for a break. He was supposed to put on some kind of show at two. They
had this trailer out in the back parking lot that folded into a stage that
looked like McDonald Land."
At this point Chuck interrupted to say that he had seen Ronald do a show
like that once. "It was great," he said. JW looked at him for a couple of
seconds, took a swig of beer, and let out a tremendous belch.
"Anyway, as I was saying, Ronald was taking a break in his bus. Well, I
took my second break at about a quarter till two. I went outside to smoke a
cigarette and get away from all the little shits and those fucking balloons.
God, I hate kids and balloons. So I was sitting on the sidewalk having a
smoke when the manager, what the hell was his name?"
"Ervin?" I said.
"Yeah, that's it," he continued. "So Ervin sticks his head out the door and
tells me to go tell Ronald that's it's almost time for him to do his show. I say
okay and stroll over to the blue and yellow bus. I knock on the door. No
answer. I knock again. Still no answer. So I say, 'Hey, Mr. McDonald, it's
almost time for you to do your show.' No response. I figure I'll try the
door. Maybe he fell asleep.
"Well, the door handle turned, so I opened the door. As soon as I got
that fucker open, I was hit right in the face with the sweet smell of reefer.
Holy shit, I thought to myself. Somebody's smoking some grass. I heard
some music coming from behind this door about ten feet from where I was
standing. So I walked over to the door. I knocked. 'Hey, Mr. McDonald,
are you in there?' I said. No answer. I tried the door knob. The door wasn't
locked, so I opened it."
JW popped a chocolate chip cookie into his mouth and chomped on it.
Wiping his mouth with the back of his hand, he continued.
"At first I couldn't see anything because it was completely dark. But I
could sure smell that weed and I could hear 'Stairway to Heaven' coming
from somewhere in the room. I felt around for a light switch, finally found
it, and turned on the lights.
"Stretched out before me on a king-sized water bed lay Ronald. A radio
was on the night stand next to the bed, blaring away. Next to the radio was
a joint with smoke swirling from it. Smoke floated above the bed. Ronald
lay on the bed wearing his makeup and a pair of shorts. That was it. His
costume was on the back of a chair. I went over and grabbed him by the
shoulders and shook him. 'Hey, snap out of it! You have to do a show in a
couple of minutes,' I yelled. But it did no good. Ronald was stoned out of
his gourd.
"I ran back into the store and got Mr. Ervin. When he saw what was left
of Ronald lying there on the bed, he started goddamning and son-of-a-
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bitching all over the place. He slapped Ronald in the face about ten times,
but it didn't do any good. Then he looked at the costume on the chair, and
then he looked at me. He did that a couple of times more before I realized
what was going through his head. 'Oh, no!' You can just forget that,' I
yelled. Then he said, 'Gee, it's a shame you won't be working for us
anymore. You showed such promise.'
"Gimme another beer, Bob," JW ordered. Bob tossed him a beer. JW
popped open the tab and pulled it off.
"Come on already. What the fuck happened?" screamed Dave. JW drank
some of the beer. "This stuff is delicious," he said.
"Well, I'm not too clear on that. While Ervin was looking the other way,
I finished off Ronald's joint that had been on the night stand. So I'm a little
fuzzy on what happened after that. All I remember is Ervin putting makeup
on my face, and I seem to recall kicking a couple of little bastards in the ass
and busting their balloons, but I'm not sure. After it was all over, the
managers gave me this T-shirt."
"What the hell kind of ending is that for a story!" I shouted.
"The best I can do. Sorry," said JW.
"What happened to the real Ronald McDonald?" asked Chuck.
"I heard he got his ass fired by the corporation for fucking up Ronald's
image," answered JW.
"Well it's getting late. I'm gonna have to go," said Dave.
"Fuck that. Have another beer," JW said. Then he let out another loud
belch. "Hey, did I ever tell you guys about the time Ray Kroc came to this
store?"
Dear Lou,
Remember a few weeks ago when we were discussing how McDonald's
got its start? You said that just about everybody knew Ray Kroc was the
founder and creator of McDonald's. As the story goes, he opened the first
McDonald's in Des Plaines, Illinois, in 1955.
Well, I got to thinking about it, and I remembered reading an article
about Ray Kroc in a magazine a few years ago. So I went down to the basement, dug around, and found the magazine-Reader's Digest, October
1971. The article's a little outdated but it had some very interesting information about Mr. Kroc. It's entitled "America's Hamburger King." It turns out
that good ol' Ray didn't create McDonald's or start McDonald's; he
discovered it out in California.
It turns out that Ray is a high school dropout. For a while he played
piano with several bands traveling around the country. Then he became a
paper cup salesman in the Midwest. Then he got into the real estate business
down in Florida. Evidently, he was somewhat of a failure in these ventures.
"After the Florida boom collapsed, I was stone broke," he recalls. "I didn't
have an overcoat, a topcoat or a pair of gloves. When I got home to
Chicago, I was frozen stiff and disillusioned."
Finally, in 1937 Kroc went into business for himself. He started a small
Chicago company that distributed Multimixers. (Multimixers are machines
that could mix several malted milks at the same time.)
In 1954 he found out that a small restaurant in San Bernadina, California,
run by the McDonald brothers, Mac and Dick, owned eight multimixers.
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Nobody else had that many of his machines, so Kroc decided to go out to
California and see the operation for himself. When he got there , he saw
people standing in line, "clamoring" for fifteen-cent hamburgers.
Well , Ray baby wasn' t one to not answer the door when opportunity
knocked on it. He talked the McDonald brothers into letting him franchise
more of their restaurants anywhere in the country in exchange for one-half
of one percent of the gross receipts. Ray opened his first McDonald's in
1955 in Des Plaines, Illinois. By 1960 there were 228 McDonald's, and about
one hundred were opened each year until 1968, when the rate increased to
more than two hundred a year. In 1961 Kroc bought out the contract-along with the name and formulas-from the McDonalds for 2.7
million dollars.
So there you have it, Lou, the story of how Ray Kroc discovered
McDonald's, not how he created it or invented it or whatever.
Of course, he is responsible for making McDonald's what it is today-the
number one fast food restaurant chain in the world.
Oh, in case you're interested, Lou, I also found out that Ray Kroc is personally worth more than 800 million dollars. I would say that the 2. 7
million dollars he spent buying out the McDonald brothers was a pretty
good investment that returned a hell of a profit .
Now don' t you feel better? You'll be able to sleep soundly tonight,
because you know the truth about how Ray Kroc founded McDonald's.
Well take it easy Lou. Until next time .
Mick
Dear Ray Kroc,
First of all , sir, let me congratulate you on your good fortune in the
business world. I understand you are doing very well. It is always gratifying
to know that someone can be a failure so many times and still be successful
in this great land of ours. But let me get to the point of this letter.
Over the last few years, I have noticed that you have been signing quite a
number of free agents and paying them exorbitant salaries, to improve your
baseball team , the San Diego Padres. I have also noticed that you have not
gotten a very good return on your investments in these people, seeing as
how your team does quite poorly year after year.
Sir, I am also an employee of yours, just as these baseball players are. I
have worked for McDonald's for five years now. I have helped make a lot
of your personal fortune for you. How much money have these free agents
made for you , sir? I dare say they have actually lost money for you. Not
one World Series. Not one National League Pennant. Not even a measly
Western Division title . For the money you pay these people, they should
win every game!
I, on the other hand , sir, make money for you every time I cook a hamburger. Every time I fry a quarter pounder, it's money in your pocket. How
much money does Dave Winfield make for you when he steps up to bat?
How much do you receive when he catches a fly ball? The answer is, not
one red cent.
Sir, I feel that since I have done more for your bank account than any of
these baseball players, I deserve a raise. I don't mean a few cents, a nickel, a
dime, or even a quarter. I'm talking big bucks. I want something I can put
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in the bank for school. Yes, that's right , sir. I am a college student-one
who is struggling to scrimp and save so that he can go to school and someday make this world a better place to live in.
What baseball player makes the world a better place? They sign contracts
for huge sums of money, then invest it to make more. Sir, I'm asking you to
make an investment in the future. If you can pay someone to hit a little ball
and run around some bases, you can certainly pay me more to make more
money for you. If you do not wish to pay me what I feel I am worth, I feel I
should warn you, sir, that I will negotiate with another team , so to speak.
Yes, sir. That's right , a rival firm.
Remember, sir, this is an investment in the future of our world.
Sincerely ,
Mickey L. Lowe
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FATHER
Elizabeth A. Hake

The telephone call came in the middle of my semester break. "Daddy needs
to have an operation," my mother told me. "He's got a strangulated colon."
"Oh, Jesus. That sounds bad. Is he in a lot of pain?"
"Yes, but you know your father. He hates hospitals and doctors. He's
afraid if he has an operation, he'll die."
"Is he all right?"
"The doctor says he'll die without it. Can you come down and stay with
me.7"
'Tm on my way."
The call seems more like an unexpected bonanza than something really
bad. It's a chance to get out of the cold and wet Chicago winter and into the
warm sunlight of the Florida Keys. Serious as it may be, he won't die. He
can't die. He's too stubborn and cantankerous and full of jokes and teasing.
Too many things to say that he might be silenced.
I'd seen him only three months before at Christmas time. At seventy he
moved a little slower, complained more often, took longer naps. But still he
was the life of the party, ruling over everything.
Every evening at five, he'd announce the time of the sunset ceremony,
and we'd troop out, drinks in hand, to sit on the dock to watch the sun
slowly fall into the ocean. We'd listen to the squawking seagulls, laugh at
the antics of the clumsy-looking pelicans. Every night a flock of ducks
would rush by overhead, screaming out. And Dad would say, "There go
my ducks, coming to say 'Hello John how are you?' There go my ducks."
Then he'd look around him, taking in the blue water, the neighboring green
island in the distance, the evening sky riotous with pink, orange, and blue,
and he'd say, "Not too shabby, not too shabby. This must be how the rich
folks live." And we'd all agree.
One night he brought several live lobsters home for a special dinner. He
let them skitter around on the dock as he teased and poked at them. He said
to my sister, "Now, Ellen, just grab hold of one and twist its neck, that's the
way to do it."
"Yuck, no," Ellen said, making a face.
''I'll give you ten dollars if you'll do it. Just twist its neck," he said, grinning and pantomiming the motion in the air, "and if he makes any sound,
just ignore it."
"I'll do it," I offered.
"Now you stay out of this; I'm asking your sister here."
In the end, of course, it was Dad who killed the lobsters and dropped
them into a large pot of boiling water.
That was December. Now it is March. The back bedroom is littered with
Dad's photographs, all the pictures he's taken of us over thirty some years.
His big project. He's going through all the pictures and separating them into
four piles to send to his daughters. "Don't touch them," Mom says. "He'll
need something to do when he gets out of the hospital."
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I fish off the dock every day. The bait is live shrimp kept in a bucket
hanging from the dock post into the water. The shrimp are very active and
squirmy. I don't like having to touch them, because they sharply snap their
tails up to their heads, and it always freaks me out. But I can hear Dad saying, "Just reach in there and grab them, hold on tight, then stick the hook in
their tails and curve the shrimp around the hook." And I do it, just like he
taught me.
I don't really like fish-eating them, I mean. There's a great white heron
who hangs around the dock that Dad has affectionately named George.
George stands about fifteen feet away from me, a big, white bird with long,
skinny legs, a fat body, and a long, pipe-like neck. He stares at me from the
side, silently waiting to see if I'll hook something. Finally, I do. It's a small
fish, not much good for eating-grunt, so called because of the noise it
makes. George cautiously edges a little closer. I take the fish off the hook. It
flaps and wriggles in my hand. I hold it up by its tail and wave it slowly
back and forth for George to see. He moves a little closer, then stops,
waiting. I toss the fish in his direction, and he expertly snags it sideways in
his long pointed beak. Quickly, he flips it around so its head goes into his
mouth first. Jerking his head up convulsively, he swallows it down. His
neck stretches as the fish slowly slides down his gullet.
Dad's boat is tied up alongside the dock. It hasn't been used since he got
sick. No one but Dad has ever taken the boat out alone. I've driven it, of
course, learning through many lessons of Dad shouting and cursing at me
whenever I made a mistake. And I have a fair idea of how to navigate
around the shallows and coral reefs in the channel out front of the house.
But I've never taken it out without Dad. The boat is his toy, and he would
be extremely reluctant to let anyone use it, especially one of his flighty
daughters. Actually, I've never asked. I knew the answer would be no, and
we'd just get into an argument. I am sitting on the dock, watching the
seagulls wheeling in the sky, when the urge to take the boat out comes on
me. Dad isn't there to say no. By the time he finds out, it will be too late.
"C'mon, Mom, let's take the boat out for a spin, see what's going on at
the next island."
"Oh, no, what would we do if the motor stopped?"
"Wait for the Coast Guard. Let's do it; it will be an adventure."
"Your father wouldn't like it."
"So?"
"Maybe tomorrow."
Every day I ask and every day she puts me off. With every refusal it
becomes more important-sort of a symbol of defiance of my autocratic
father, a declaration of my own strength and independence.
The bed where my father lies is in a sort of alcove, secluded from the rest
of the intensive care ward by a curtain. It is at the back of the ward. To get
to my father, I have to walk past many beds occupied by men seemingly
asleep.
He lies on the hospital bed covered only by a sheet, his feet sticking out

at the end. His face is pale, almost gray in color and shiny like wax fruit.
His mouth is open at one side to accommodate a plastic tube, held there on
his face by flesh-colored, crisscrossed tape.
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Tape is also attached to his chest, holding another tube in place, another
tube entering his body.
And in his forearm is yet a third tube.
At the side of the bed, hanging from a metal tree, is a black bag. It
breathes in and out, in rhythm with his chest, which jerkily rises and falls in
an unnatural mockery of respiration.
Another tree holds a bottle of some kind of liqu_id, which slowly drains
into his body and out again.
Behind him are several machines, humming and blinking and beeping.
He lies perfectly still, except for that odd rise and fall of his chest . His
body seems puffy, distorting his features just enough that I think it doesn't
really look like him at all.
Every day the two of us make a visit to the hospital. Not for Dad's sake,
because he hasn't yet woken from his coma. I go in and just look at him and
all the machinery keeping his lungs breathing, his heart beating. I don't say
anything, because I don't know what to say . If he knows I'm there , won't
that make him worry, communicate to him how seriously ill he is?
Anyway, the doctors tell us that he can't hear anything. The nurses say he
can, and they address the still form cheerfully in loud voices whenever they
enter the alcove . When I talk to anyone in his presence, I whisper. I figure ,
he's going to be mad as hell when he wakes up. I feel guilty for standing
there looking at him when he's lying there helpless. I've never seen him
helpless before.
I go and stand at his bedside, trying to memorize his face , his hands. Just
in case. I want to say something. I want to touch his hand. But I don't.
If I could talk , I'd tell him that I love him . I haven't said that too much.
Does anybody say it enough? I was always too busy keeping on my toes,
ready to defy , to criticize, or too busy not speaking to him at all, sulking
because once again he'd injured my pride.
In the last few years things have gotten better between us. Maybe he's
mellowed a little with age. Maybe I have. We both listen a little more to
each other. For all his faults and annoying ways, I have to admit I admire
him probably more than anyone I know.
Tomorrow morning I have to leave, to fly back to Chicago to start
classes. My oldest sister is coming down tomorrow afternoon , so Mom
won't be alone. Dad is still in a coma. The doctors say he should come out
of it soon.
I still want to take the boat out, just once. "C'mon, Mom, let's go, this is
it. "
And reluctantly my mother agrees. We clamber on board, and I turn the
key in the ignition. The motor growls to life. We throw off the ropes , and I
carefully steer the boat, weaving around the channel markers , out to open
water.
With the boat at full speed, the wind whips my hair back, and I laugh in
total enjoyment. Riding the waves, I keep my knees slightly bent , the better
to withstand the shocks as the bow of the boat rises up and then crashes
down hard.
Later, after I've successfully brought the boat back home and tied it
securely, I feel a lot of satisfaction. "Wait till I tell Dad. He's gonna be so
mad."
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"No ," Morn says, "He'll be proud. He'll say, That's my baby tiger. "'
I think my mother was probably right. A lot of times Dad acted like we
were all a bunch of hopeless, incompetent fools. But he'd smile so big when
we'd accomplish something, and he'd listen to every detail of our stories.
He would have been proud, even at this little accomplishment. But I
didn't get the chance to tell him . Three weeks after I left, he died , never
having woken up. And now, every time I do something I'm proud of, I wish
I could call him up and share it with him. And I wish I could tell him how
much he means to me. But I can't, ever again.
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CHASIN' A DREAM
Michael Wilcox

I was sitting in church this one Sunday, not because I'm very religious or a
real good Christian, but I just felt the need to feed my spirit for a change. I
was sitting near the back, because this way I would have the best
view-everything would be in front of me. Of course, I'm not looking at
the magnificent architecture or the beautifully stained windows; I'm casting
my eyeballs at all the good-looking women. Now this is a pretty good-sized
church and draws a good crowd, so there's always a few beauties present.
But I had never seen the likes of such beautiful women as on this one day.
There were three of them, and even though I was situated near the back
and they were walking down in front, my eyes picked them up like radar. I
swear, they looked like they were hand-picked by God himself and sent
down here to show the definition of beauty. I sat there with my mouth
hanging open, slobberin' all over myself, and I thought I was going to fall
out of my seat and go tumbling all the way down the aisle until I stopped
by the altar. Well, I regained my composure and watched where they were
headed, and when they sat down, I got up from my chair and nonchalantly
walked down to their area and found a vacant seat in the row behind them.
My oh my, they were even more lovely up close. I started plotting my
strategy. First make eye contact; then after that is established, give 'em that
nice ol' friendly smile, and maybe throw a wink in for good measure; then
after the service, ask the one that you've been working on if she'd like to
have lunch. We'd go over to the Clark Street Cafe, have a bite to eat, have
some good conversation. And if she was kind of hesitant (you know how
they get sometimes-they'll kinda hem and haw, and shift their feet back
and forth, and have that "they're-not-so-sure look on their face, and they'll
be saying, "Well, I don't know, I'm not sure. See, I had these other plans"
or "But I don't even know you"), then I'd have to come right out with it and
say, "Hey, I've been watching you. You're beautiful, and I sat down here
just so I could be near you." That would get her head all swelled up, and I'd
tell her, "Hey, I'm not a weirdo or a nut or anything." She can trust me
(snicker), and she'd be able to see I'm cool, I've got honorable intentions
(yuk! yuk!), she'd know a good man when she sees one, and we'd have us a
real enjoyable afternoon.
So anyway, the service starts, and I'm sitting there throughout the whole
thing, looking at these three beautiful creatures, and I decide to pick out
one of 'em and concentrate on her. So I say to myself, well, I'll forget about
the blonde one. She's OK, but my last girlfriend was a blonde so I may as
well go for a little variety. Now this one in the middle here, she's really a
looker, and ... Hey, look at that. She just glanced at me; good , my plan's
working so far-eye contact has been made. Now how 'bout that one on
the end; she's a beauty too. Maybe I'll give 'em both the eye and just see
what happens.
Well, I'm listening to the preacher, because he's saying something that
makes an awful lot of sense, but I'm also gazing at these ladies and waiting
for a chance to talk to one of 'em and see what happens. The service ends.
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There's the benediction, then the closing prayer, and then the preacher says,
"And that concludes the morning service. Good afternoon and may God be
with you." That's it; it's over and it's now time for action.
The crowd starts filing out. Some of them head toward the doors, others
just gather around and chit-chat, and as soon as I step out into the aisle, I
lose sight of these women-that quick. So I'm standing on my toes and
stretching my neck out over the top of the crowd, trying to catch sight of
The Three Goddesses, and I can't spot them anywhere. Boy, am I disgusted.
I look all around, and nothing-they're gone. I walk to the exit doors
disgusted and disappointed.
I walk out onto LaSalle Street, and there they are, sticking out like a
black man at a Ku Klux Klan rally, walking across the street, and my heart
says, "There they are, man, go get 'em!" So I watch to see where they're
headed, and I see that they're going to the bus stop, so I'm going to be slick.
I'll run down a block and catch the bus first, and then, when they get on,
I'll try to catch one of them alone, or maybe even offer one of them my
seat ... And while I'm running down to the next bus stop-you guessed
it-right when I'm in the middle of the block, here comes the bus, and I
wave to the driver, but the moron thinks I'm just being friendly, and he
waves back to me and mouths "Hi." He stops at the next stop, and the three
beauties get on, and I watch it pull away, and I just stand there and shake
my head, disgusted. There's nothing I can do now but wait for the next bus
and hope that along the way maybe I'll see one of them get off or walk
down the street.
Luckily, I'm able to catch the next bus within a couple of minutes, which
indeed, so I think that maybe luck is with me. I get on the bus and
rare
is
grab a seat by the window and hope with some luck I'll see them. Sure
enough, this must be my day. We get to Belden Street, and there they are; I
mean, baby, my eyes are like radar-I pick 'em up immediately. So I jump
up to get off at the next stop, and it's real crowded, so I have to get the ol'
elbow out and make my way through, and just as I reach the door and get
ready to jump out, this old lady gets on carrying a bag of groceries. I run
right into her (or she runs into me, I don't know which) and the bag flies
out of her hand, and she falls down, and I fall out the door, and oranges are
rolling all around, and there's busted eggs and broken glass full of something, and cans of soup and Green Giant niblets corn rolling down the
sidewalk, and I really feel bad about this, and I hope I'm not being ignorant, but I gotta catch up with these three babes! So I pick myself up and
mumble "Sorry" and toss her a ten for the damaged stuff, and she ought to
be happy 'cause she's making out like a bandit. I start running down Clark
towards Belden, trying to keep these fine women in sight. I get to Belden
and I make a left-0.J. Simpson's got nothing on me, I'll tell you-and
there they are, down at the end of the block, lookin' so fine and wonderful.
I pick up the pace to catch up, and as I get to an alley, I almost get run over
by a squad car that's cruising through, and he hits the brakes to avoid running me over, and he jumps out of the car real quick, not to ask me if I'm all
right, but he wants to know what my hurry is. I tell him, "Look, I'm chasing
a dream, all right?" But he thinks he's Joe Friday or something, and he steps
in my path and says, "Hey, I asked you what your hurry is," and I tell him,
"I ain't no criminal and this ain't Dragnet, and besides, what are you doing
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driving down alleys when you ought to be on the streets fighting crime?"
This makes him mad, but I don't stick around to see his reaction. I take off
and start running after my dream girls, and I figure that even if he wants to
make a big thing out of this and chase me, he's in a car and I'm on foot , and
I can always duck into an alley or cut through a gangway. I look up ahead
and there they are again; looks like they' re headed to the park.
So I start running like a madman-I mean I'm pickin' 'em up and layin'
'em down-and I look over my shoulder, and sure enough , here comes The
Man in pursuit. I guess it must be a slow day for him or something, and he's
got nothing better to do (' course I don' t know, maybe he thinks I just
robbed somebody), but I've got no time to stop and explain. I get to the
park, still running like a track star, and come across some guy walking his
German Shepherd. I don't know if it's because I'm running or what , but the
dog lunges at me and takes a chunk out of my arm. So I stop and reach
back all the way to San Francisco with my leg and let loose with a massive
kick to its head that puts it out of commission and sends it sprawling. Its
owner starts yelling, "Brutus! Brutus! " but the dog is staggering around all
dazed. Now the owner starts to get on my case for kicking his dog, and I
tell him that next time I'll kill the thing, and he says that I'll have to start
with him , and he comes at me throwing haymakers, but I duck under 'em
and sidestep 'em, hit him with a left to stagger him and get ready to throw a
right that'll send him to the Promised Land, when here comes Brutus to its
master's rescue. Just as I've got my right arm cocked back and ready to let
one go, Brutus gives a GRROOWL! and jumps up and takes a bite out of
my side (and that hurts, brother), and I fall to the ground holding my side
and looking with hatred at this animal that has a pound of my flesh hanging
from its mouth. Now his master is ready to take over, and just as I start to
rise, here comes a size 12 Dingo boot, and the heel catches me right square
in the mouth , and I try to latch on to the guy's leg so I can pull him down to
my level and commit murder, and now here comes Brutus again-and during all this time I'm trying to keep sight of these beautiful women.
So here I am on a nice, quiet Sunday afternoon, rolling around on the
ground, fighting off a mad dog and his owner, and now the cop has arrived,
and he's yelling, "Hold him! Don't let him get away!" and I'm trying to
figure out how to get this dog out of my face, how to break his owner's
legs, and how I'm going to keep myself from being arrested, and out of the
corner of my eye, I can see those three beautiful creatures fading from
view ...
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MORSE A VENUE JEWEL,
10 PM - 1 AM ANY NIGHT
Andrew Howard

They drift into the Morse A venue Jewel every night at about ten o'clock or
so. I've taken to calling them the night stalkers, as I never see them during
the daytime. They are mostly old men and women who can't afford to live
on their social security checks, widows, widowers-lonely old people all
but forgotten by their family and friends. Slowly, they walk into the store,
staring at the pink, brown, and white tile of the floor, so that they don't
have to accept the cold stares of the employees and other customers that are
up front by the registers and behind the service desk. The cash registers and
service desk form the perimeter they must cross before they can begin the
search for food. Everything they need is fifty feet, yet a thousand miles,
away. Some don't make it; they are removed by the security guards,
soldiers of fantasy, on sight.
Humbly they march forward. Hunger is a neon sign they all wear on their
foreheads; pride was once a companion, but is now gone. Passing through
the fingerprint-stained chrome turnstyle, the night stalkers enter the sterile
wonderland, cruising the aisles like zombies in search of whatever it is they
can find to supplement their impoverished existence. Cold, lonely, purplishbrown eyes search the vastness of the aisles for an open package, a dented
can-anything that can be eaten on the spot, stolen, or bought for less than
half price. White fluorescent lights give them all a paste-white complexion;
cheap lipstick covers vitamin deficient lips.
Slowly, the old woman walks the beverage aisle. She opens a can of V-8
and pours it down her throat, puts the empty can back on the shelf, and
slowly moves on, paying no attention to the stock boy working at the other
end of the aisle or the customers who surround her with pseudo looks of
shock and disgust on their faces. Moving on, she makes her way ever so
slowly to the meat department. Pausing, she picks up a package containing
two pork chops. Holding them in her hand, she seems to drift off into
another world as she eyes the package, thinking of time gone by when this
was just another item she would place in her basket. Maybe, I don't know.
Her eyes return to the package; she shakes her head and places it back on
the rack. Moving on, she takes slow, calculated steps, eyeing the meat rack
as she moves on. She doesn't touch anything else; she only looks at it.
Turning away from the meat rack, she walks to the cookie and baked
goods aisle. This is a hot spot for the night stalkers, as the packages can
easily be put in a bag or opened and eaten on the spot. Slowly, she walks
on. They all walk slowly so that they can eye the shelves thoroughly. A
small box of crackers is picked up and opened, and a few are removed to be
eaten as she walks around. The package is placed back on the shelf behind
some boxes that are closed. She will return to this spot in awhile to eat some
more.
The canned and dry goods aisle is also where a lot of time is spent. The
night stalkers will pretend to be pricing items for hours; they will look at a
single can of soup for ten minutes, only to pick up the one right next to it
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and do the same . This is where the night stalkers do most of their stealing.
Small cans of fish are high on their list, as they are easy to conceal and can
be dropped into a purse or shopping bag in a second or two .
She has been in the canned food aisle for about an hour or so. I am not
watching her, but in the course of my duties , I walk by the aisle and will
occasionally pretend to be doing something, so I can see what she is up to.
It's a game of sorts for me. I have no intention of doing anything to these
people; for all I care, they can steal anything they want , just as long as
they're not too obvious or stuff their bags when I'm standing next to them. I
hang around for a few minutes and look at her; she looks at me. We both
know what she is up to , but after going through this routine night after
night, she knows that I don't care. Looking at the brown travel bag she is
carrying, I can see the outlines of cans, but the bag is zippered shut so I
have no technical reason to ask to see the contents, although on occasion I
will brush my leg up against a bag to see how well she is doing that night.
As I pass her by, I look into her empty eyes. They leave me helpless. As an
employee, I'm supposed to report her and instances of this nature , but I
can't. I'd sooner see her eat than let some security guard get his rocks off arresting her.
Rounding the corner, I see that Harold has come to do his shoplifting
tonight. Harold is a feeble, little man who must weigh one hundred and
twenty pounds or so , ten of which are his ears. The man looks like he's
been dead for a week or two . His face is as white as chalk, and he always
wears a red baseball cap; his ears stick out about two inches on each side of
his head and seem to move as if he is walking fast. Harold and I have been
dealing with each other for about two years now. It all goes back to when I
was a checker and used to sell the man a can of cat food every night. He'd
get up to the register with one can of food in his hand and all sorts of shit
bulging in his pockets, but I didn't care because I figured that if he was going to eat the cat food , he deserved to eat whatever he could get away with
stealing.
Walking over to my produce rack, Harold and I say hello to each other,
and I warn him about the tough , new security guard we have who carries a
small machine gun under his coat and has been given strict orders to shoot
shoplifters on sight. "No questions asked, Harold. On sight. " He looks at
me funny , and I tell him that that is what I heard in the break room before I
started tonight, adding that I don't even know what the guy looks like.
Turning his head slowly from side to side, Harold looks around and puts his
hand on my elbow, squeezing lightly, and thanks me for the warning,
assuring me that he will be very careful tonight. As he walks away, I
whisper, "Remember, Harold, on sight." He nods his head up and down
and walks on.
Arriving at my produce rack, I start to go through my nightly routine of
starting at the fruit end and working my way down to the fresh produce.
Everything must be filled , so that when my frustrated boss arrives in the
morning, he will have nothing to do. The job is very simple and not at all as
hard as it looks. The only really hard part is changing the dates on the outof-code items, so that they can remain on sale for a few more days. This is
normal practice at Jewel. So next time you buy something with a date that
seems to be in accordance with the calendar, don 't get too excited because it
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really doesn't mean a thing .
Turning to glance down the produce rack, I see the woman from the fish
and canned food aisle has made her way over to the produce section. She
spends lots of time here, too, because she knows I'm a sucker for her and all
her nighttime friends and can be easily talked into reducing old produce if
they ask me more than three times. A big part of their game is persistence;
they will comb the produce section for the last two hours the store is open
and make items reducible. This is all done when I go to the back room to
get one product or another. As soon as I leave, the floor produce will be
dropped, kicked around, stepped on, and crushed by hand to make it look
unpresentable to the customer who must pay full price. Once she has done
this , she will let it sit on the rack until I come back on the floor. After I
have been working for about ten minutes or so and while she is eating, she
will let it sit. After awhile she will drift over to the item she has destroyed
and bring it to my attention. Usually, she will say something like "Oh, look
what someone has done. Why don 't you reduce this for me so that you
don't have to throw it away. " This routine will start off with me telling her
to put it back, which never works, and will end up with a sort of debate as
to why I should let her have it when I know she destroyed it anyway.
After listening to her talk for awhile, I will reduce the item, knowing all
along that I was going to anyway. But now that she has got me to reduce
one item , it all starts to get worse. All of a sudden she finds all sorts of items
she knows my boss won't want to see around in the morning . We talk
about the whole thing of reduced food , and she tells me what she tells me
every night-that if I don' t do this for her, she will starve the next day. She
then reminds me that I have a home and family to return to after work and
that there is always food waiting when I get there. The one that does me in
is her famous line about me throwing away more food every week than she
eats. It's all well rehearsed on her part, but at the same time it's true. I feel
very sorry for her and wish that I could let her have anything she wants for
free. I can't, so I usually end up reducing anything she wants and sometimes
help her make products reducible.
Thanking me, she takes her reduced produce up to the register and pays
for it and leaves. I turn to finish filling the rack , only to find Harold standing directly behind me. He too wants some reduced produce and goes on to
tell me that he thinks he's spotted the security guard with the machine gun
over in aisle eight. Telling him it's OK and not to worry, I also tell him to
find some reducible produce for himself. Soon he comes back over to the
scale with five semi-bad apples and one ripe one hidden in the middle. After
I price the package, Harold takes it and walks away. A few minutes later,
he returns and asks me if I'm doing the trash that night. It's Thursday and
we both know I do it every Thursday, but he still asks me every Thursday
anyway. I tell him I am and assure him that I won't turn the compacter on.
Harold nods his head up and down as he always does, mumbles an almost
audible thanks, and walks away.
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HOW TO GET A GOOD SPOT AT A ROCK CONCERT

Julie Shepard

Dear Rick:
Being an avid concert-goer, I like to pride myself on always getting The
Best Possible Seat for a concert. I'm not a groupie, mind you; I just believe
that one should achieve the best possible view of the performer when he's
on the stage and that usually means about third row, center stage.
Most people seem to think that FIRST row is the best place to sit, simply
because of the fact that it sounds good-the old 'Tm as close as I can possibly be to him!" routine. Now this sounds like a thrill, but in actualitywhen it gets down to the nitty gritty of seating-it's a drag. You're too incredibly close! Go for the THIRD row! That's usually the basic spot where
the performer looks, as it's natural for him to look out at the audience, not
down at the audience. This way, you see him-and he sees you! Oftentimes
this pays off, as a lot of performers tend to throw out souvenirs into the audience. (e.g., guitar picks, sweaty T-shirts, albums, drumsticks and even
pieces of broken guitar!). If the performer sees you and likes what he sees,
you may get lucky and take home a little something to remember the event
by!
Usually, "General Admission" concerts are the easiest for "worming your
way to the Front" because of the crowd, lack of security and-most important-NO RESERVED SEA TS! Please keep in mind, when I say "Front
Row," I'm referring to the front section of the theater, concert hall, or
wherever the event is. "Front Row" usually ranges from rows one through
ten. Anything after tenth row isn't worth bothering about.
Getting front row, center stage, when your ticket stub says twenty-ninth
row, Section D, is a bit trickier than General Admission, because of the
strict security that accompanies reserved seating so; therefore, it's also more
challenging. But because it is easier to obtain good seats at G.A. concerts,
I'll tell you my secret.
It usually helps if you're looking good-not necessarily like a
groupie-but not a scumbag either. Tight jeans are a must, or at any rate,
French-cut fashionables. Any fashion will do, as long as you look good.
What you wear isn't really important; it's how you wear it and what you
look like in it. This is not to say to overdress for the occasion, because then
you'll take on the infamous groupie appearance, which should be avoided
at all costs. With due respect for keeping up your image, be sure to dress
properly for the event.
Now that your wardrobe is set, the process begins. Most people seem to
think: "Charge! Push from the back and go up the middle of the crowd!" Invariably, this method doesn't work too well. When the opening act comes
on stage, start working your way along the sidelines, wiggling your ass just
a little and smiling cutely at the opposite sex. You'll find you'll get a much
better response than if you were to push and say, "Move it, Buddy!" while
trodding on his feet. Also, always be aware of your surroundings at all
times. Now remember, Rick, you're not in the middle of the crowd; you're
to the side of the crowd-the "sidelines," so to speak. Usually, though I'm
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not exactly sure why, it benefits if you're on the far right and move your
way to the left. I don't know why this is, but it just seems easier that way.
So you're sliding in and out of people to the far right of the stage. As I've
stated earlier, it's best to do this early in the show, since the crowd isn't so
thick for the opening act. As you're slowly descending towards the front ,
pay attention to the crowd . I usually try to avoid most of the women, as
they're more or less my competition-striving for the Ultimate Goal-to get
up front. So I pay attention to the men (heh , heh), usually the taller ones,
with tanned, muscular bodies, a nice head of hair, and a slight bulge in the
crotch area! When I get up to what would be considered approximately
tenth row, I start making my play. This is where the action starts. The combat to "The Front" has begun .
I walk casually along the sidelines, giving different people different looks,
depending on how I'm affected by their appearance. Suddenly, I pounce,
diving into the crowd, only to be swallowed up by it, like a swimmer taking
her first dive for the day. The wave of people is somewhat shocking, and
like water, wakes you up-fast! Now that you're in, the slow, grueling process must begin.
"Excuse me, please; excuse me," you smile sweetly at the young man in
front of you. He smiles back, "Sure, little lady. Yeah, you can stand next to
me any time! "
"Thanx!" you reply sarcastically, smiling through clenched teeth at the "I
am #1" printed on his sweat-stained T-shirt.
He wonders-was that a wink you just gave him, or just a mischievous
twinkle in your eye? But he won't find out, because you've just seen a space
where someone left to go to the bathroom. You rush to occupy it, surging
ahead . By "space" I mean two-feet wide or so-just enough space to slide
your body a few feet farther up towards your destination. Any space you
see-GO FOR IT! Even if it's just a fraction of an inch , or just wide enough
to put your shoulder forward just a little. The key thought is MOVE always. Try to get behind as many tall guys as you can.
"Urn , gee, could you trade places with me? I can't see."
"Shore! Whot's yer name , sweetie?"
By now, if you've kept a constant movement, you should be about fifth
row, one-fourth of the way between center stage and stage right. Now
remember, Rick, you don't want to go straight, but in a diagonal direction.
So while you are constantly moving forward , you're also moving to your
left. Sometimes you may have to zig-zag, just to get an empty spot ahead of
you-but the general direction is to the left.
The opening act is through , and there's a break while the roadies set up
the headliners' equipment. Now comes the real trouble: 'The Battle of the
Bodies." Picture it-ten thousand, sweaty, stinking, human bodies, all
jammed into one small space-back to front, side to side, like cattle in a
slaughter house; and it gets worse as the headliners' equipment is almost set
up . The crowd gets anxious and wants the band on NOW! Ten thousand,
sweaty bodies scrunch even closer together, suddenly all of them wanting to
get closer, struggling to get up front. The people from the back push the
front part of the crowd; and like most assholes, the majority of the front
half of the ten thousand people don't like it and inevitably push back. So
the back pushes harder, and since the front can't scoot up any more than
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they already are , nothing gives much, and they push back, just a little bit
harder this time.
This is what is called "the human wave. " You can't fight it and must ride
the storm out. You sway back and forth in the sea of flesh ; the only thing
keeping you from falling and being trampled to death is the fact that there's
no room to fall. You are held up by the crowd and let your body go limp. If
you fight it, you'll only fatigue and frustrate yourself, and you have two
more rows to go yet! Finally, the lights dim , and this calms the sea. All is
quiet now; the storm is over. And since everybody else is tired from
fighting the waves, you wriggle your way to your goal-third row, center
stage-like a triumphant worm who has worked its way through tightly
compacted compost.
Now the fun can begin-for you have achieved the American Dream.
Love, Julie
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BARTEND ING
Peggy Doherty

Bartending is a useful skill to keep in your back pocket. It is a good way to
pick up extra money. And you can never tell when you may find yourself
"between" jobs. It is also practical for artists, dancers, writers, musicians,
and other irregular-work types who prefer the flexible schedule and "off"
hours to the rigidity of a "day" job. The ratio of hours worked to money
made is usually better than in a straight job. You also have the opportunity
to meet a varied and usually interesting group of people. This, of course,
depends an awful lot on what bar you stand behind.
Bartending is relatively easy to pick up. There are professional bartending
schools that teach everything from pouring a basic Scotch-on-the-rocks, to
concocting a most elegant Pink Lady, to swirling the bar napkins into a
spiral sculpture. They are a waste of both time and money.
The three essentials for a beginning bartender are 1) handling the money
accurately, 2) mixing a marvelous martini, and 3) pouring a perfect draft.
Assuming you all know how to add and subtract, the only advice I have
regarding the money is to be careful and go slow. You seldom have time to
count things twice, so concentrate when making change. Most places will
hold you accountable for any shortages.
On to THE fundamental in mixology-the martini. The basic martini is a
double shot (2 ounces) of gin on ice with a dab of dry vermouth (the clear
stuff). Forget the cookbook method of 4 parts gin to 1 part vermouth-no
one wants more than a dab (also known in some parts as a dribble). A dry
martini has the same amount of gin but only a half a dab of vermouth. And
to make a very dry or extra dry or extra, extra dry martini, just wave the
vermouth bottle over the glass. (I used to think the extra, extra dry people
were simply too embarrassed to order gin-on-the-rocks, but I recently
discovered they are actually saving money, as the same amount of gin
ordered that way would cost half again as much.) If you ever have any
doubts about how much vermouth to add-don't add any. I've never had a
drink returned because of too little vermouth.
The last step to the martini is the garnish. It is usually an olive, but it
never hurts to ask "twist or olive?" Sometimes they want both, sometimes a
double olive. You will occasionally get requests for anchovy olives, or if
they're visiting from one of the northern states, a pickled mushroom. Comply if you have such delicacies around. Placing a small pearl onion in a martini transforms it into a Gibson (an amazing feat for an onion). When asked
for a Gibson, always try to give two onions-they're awfully small.
Vodka martinis are made in precisely the same way as regular martinis,
simply substituting vodka for gin in all recipes. A word of caution here:
Never confuse a vodka martini for a regular one. Use color-coded swizzle
sticks to tell them apart (red for gin, another color for vodka). For some
strange reason, regular martini drinkers despise vodka martinis and vice
versa. So if your bungling forces them to swig from the wrong glass, you're
bound to blow your tip.
Slightly more complicated is the straight-up martini, which means
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basically no ice. However, the cocktail is still expected to be c·o ld. "Up
glasses" are more elegant and always stemmed. Ideally, they should be
stored in a refrigerator if there is room. If not, the first step is to fill the "up
glass" with crushed ice and set it chilling while you mix the drink. Place a
fair-sized scoop of crushed ice into a mixing container; a glass one is preferred for aesthetic reasons, but stainless steel works just as well. Pour the
gin or vodka and appropriate amount of vermouth into the container. You
may then either swish or stir gently as you prefer. Under no circumstances
should you ever shake. Bubbles belong in champagne, not martinis. After
approximately 30 seconds, dump the ice from the glass and strain the martini into it. (Use the bar strainer, not your fingers-no matter how clean
they are.) Then garnish and serve.
A few side points: Martinis are also ordered as "marts" and "martins," the
latter being a favorite at golf courses. "No fruits," "no vegetables," "no
floaters," and "no garbage," all translate as requests for no garnish of any
kind.
The last necessity for the beginning bartender is the ability to pour a draft
beer with a perfect head, topped by one inch of white foam. The secret is to
let the beer run down the inside of the glass, which is held under the tap at a
slight angle. Running the beer along the side keeps the carbonation in the liquid instead of bringing it to the surface. Stop filling within an inch of the
top. If you have more than one beer, continue with the others, then come
back just before serving, and quickly spurt the last bit in at a 90° angle. The
perfect head.
Well, there you have it, all you need to begin bartending. You can draw a
beer, mix a martini, and make change. The finer points of mixology, such
as Golden Cadillacs, Dirty Mothers, Snowshoes, Watermelons, and Tootsie
Rolls, can be picked up along the way. You may even find yourself earning
a masters in bar psychology, but that comes much later. For now, feel
secure knowing you have that "something to fall back on" mother always
recommended.
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TV TALK SHOW
Marina MacMichael

The subject of Phil Donahue's show today was "What is the Responsibility
of the Extended Family?" His guests were two couples, each of whom had
two children. Both of the couples had divorced, with the wife in the second
couple remaining single, and her ex-husband marrying the former wife in
the first couple. This new husband and wife team obtained custody of all
four children, and the now single man in the first couple remarried and has
remained childless with his new wife. To illustrate:
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Phew! The audience was as confused as you probably are. But it doesn't
really matter because after this introductory section, I turned the sound off
on my television and watched the remainder of the show in silence.
Donahue's actions were fascinating to watch, and by the time my hour was
over, I had his motions and manners down to a near perfect science.
In his opening segment, in which he explained the above relationships, he
maintained direct eye contact with his viewers-alternating between the
television and the live audience. He raised his eyebrows often, and then
squinted hard when posing especially tough questions. He cocked his head
frequently while moving his hand back and forth across the television

screen, stressing important points. At the commercial break, I turned the
sound off.
When the Donahue show resumed, Donahue was positioned with his
back to both audiences. He was talking to the guests; I could see his hand
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moving up and down, back and forth-even rolling around in little circles.
His shoulders would shrug forward when questioning, and Donahue would
often lean his head on one of his shoulders. I was reminded of the way in
which a dog will position his head off to one side when he is especially confused by what his master is saying. After the shrugging-shoulder routine, he
would often run his hand through his hair, while gazing up at the studio
ceiling (looking to God for help/inspiration?). When trying to emphasize a
point, his entire body would bob up and down, while waving his arms in
animated gestures and shaking his head forcefully.
Donahue would jog up and down the aisle, sometimes even moving
backwards. Upon reaching a member of the audience with a question for
the "extended family," he would put a reassuring hand on the arm of older
ladies, sometimes even helping them up. He tended to position himself very
close to all the female questioners, while maintaining a space around
himself when talking with the men in the audience. His eye contact with the
questioners was direct, and Donahue remained virtually standstill until they
were through questioning. He would often hold his free hand up in a sort of
"HALT!" motion when running through the audience to field a question.
His look was usually a stern one at the time of questioning, although he did
not smile often in the course of the entire show.
He constantly carried around a set of index cards and often used them as
a pointing device. His hand was moving incessantly-sometimes it appeared
as though he were using an imaginary adding machine; at others, as though
he were splashing a huge canvas with paint. For much of his questioning of
the "family," he put one of his feet up against the stage and then rested his
same arm on the leg. He returned to this relaxed position intermittently during the course of the show.
His eyes would alternately be wide open with disbelief, or almost closed,
gazing thoughtfully down at his shoes. Even when appearing to look pensive and engrossed in thought, his hand would be ever moving about.
Another pose that he struck quite often was one similar to the famous
sculpture, 'The Thinker." Donahue would nonchalantly run his hand
through his hair and then bring it down as a resting spot for his chin. He
would hold this pose while gazing intently into the eyes of the speaker.
Several times he also pursed his lips when in this position, adding to the
look of concentration.
In the closing segment of the show, he was posed against a black
background. His head and arms seemed as though they might shake loose
from his body-he was bobbing them about so passionately. The look in
his eyes was one of utter disbelief. He maintained eye contact with the
television viewer the entire time of this final summary, and then walked
away into the audience without so much as a smile.
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SCISSORS
Marina MacMichael

My scissors are constructed of two identically formed pieces of steel, inverted and fastened above the center with a rivet; but that is where their
similarities to other scissors end.
The scissors are six inches long, with the handles consuming three inches
of the length. Those handles are bright red and of equal size, each shaped
like a cross section of an apple quarter. The shiny, red paint is chipping off
in thin strips around all sides of the handles, exposing the chrome plating
underneath.
The blades are in a state of deterioration. The chrome is cracking off,
especially on the cutting edge, exposing dull, gray steel. The blades are no
sharper to the touch on the cutting edge than on the outer edge, although
they are not as thick, and they more or less rip the paper instead of slice it.
The two parts of the scissors are held together with a small rivet and two
washers. The rivet is not crimped as tightly as it ought to be; thus the blades
have approximately one-eighth inch between them. This separation adds to
the ripping action of the scissors when in use.
When the scissors are moved back and forth, they make a sound similar
to flatware being clanged against itself. When the scissors are in a closed
position, the handles make contact, whereas the blades do not. The blades
are closest together just above the rivet; the distance increases until there is
a separation of about one-eighth inch or more at the points.
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HOW TO JUMP A PICNIC TABLE
Bill Pirman

You kn ow ho w nn .. h 0se hot summer days, when you pull into the woods
and it's completely packed-worse than a can of sardines even. But all your
friends are hanging out where you always do. You find a parking spot and
get out. You then go to the spot where everybody is, and all you do for the
first five minutes is shake everybody's hand. It kind of sucks though ,
especially when the first person you meet is a nice chick that you haven't
seen for a long time , and you try to lay the rap on her right away, and all
the other people are corning up to you shaking your hand and dragging you
off . The best thing to do in that situation is to overlook it and wait for
awhile. Give her time to get a little drunk and horny, then you can lay the
serious rap on her, and you have a better chance of scoring. Then you, with
the supervision of all your friends, have to smoke a few joints, drink some
beers, and sit there and get buzzed with them before they let you go off and
fuck around. Finally, you sneak off and jump into a game of frisbee . Or
you can get into the softball game, or you can just stand there and get all
fucked up with the people that have been there all day.
Then after you get pretty buzzed, you can go over to the water pump
with a container of some kind and fill it up and throw it at someone. It's
always fun , but some people get pissed at you. But then again , so what?
Just 'cause they aren't having fun , don't mean you can't. Days like that are
always fun.
Every time you go to the woods, you have to make sure that you bring at
least a twelver with you because it never fails that you get snuffed for at
least three of them. But that don't matter; you go to the woods to have a
good time anyway. Besides, the people that snuff you for beers are the ones
that give you beers when you're in need .
By the time you've had about eight beers and you are getting into that
crazy, energetic, deviant mood and your mind starts to take over, you get
this crazy notion to do something crazy, something that you don't see done
often, something that will freak people out. Then it hits you , right smack
dab in the face. ''I'll jump a picnic table, that's what I'll do ," flashes across
your mind as you can see yourself doing it. Now there's a certain way to go
about performing this task , and I'm going to explain exactly how it is done.
Before you try it , it would be wise to read over these pointers a few times
'cause you might not like the consequences if you fuck it up.
Anyway , first of all you will need the attention of all the people who are
around the picnic table of your choice. You could do that by kindly asking
them to move, but that's the baby way; besides, no one listens when you
talk that way anyway. Or you could get their attention by doing something
crazy, which probably is the best way because if you're going to do something crazy like jump a picnic table in the first place, why not get their attention by doing something crazy. You could jump up and down and shake
your arms , whistle at an ear-piercing volume, holler for order, beep a car
horn for a long time, or even jump up and down on the picnic table while
shooting the moon. Shooting the moon would probably be the best way ,
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because everybody looks when a moon is shot. After you get all their attention, you must make sure that they all are well informed as to what exactly
it is that your mind is up to. The best thing to tell them is that you plan to
jump over the picnic table, and that you need the area clear of all patrons.
You could say something different, but make sure that you stick to the same
basic principle. Be frank about it.
Now some people will laugh; some will not believe you; some will reject
you; some will think that you're some kind of loony that belongs in Tinley;
and some will be anxious to see if you can do it or not. And you will,
because you have the positive mental attitude it takes-the attitude that
you will do it, and you will do it with no problem. If there's anything that
fucks people up, it's the attitude they have. You need the attitude, or you
will fuck up. I saw this one dude fuck up a jump over an open car door, and
I knew he was going to do it, too. I saw it in his eyes. He wasn't confident
and he jumped too early, which led to an early drop of altitude, which in
turn led to the shattering of his kneecap. I saw the pain in his eyes, too-his
eyes rolled back in his head, his eyelids turned inside out. He was gritting
his teeth so hard, instead of screaming like a little eight-year-old kid. He
probably wished he was, so he could scream out loud; I'm surprised he
didn't chip all his teeth and need to get them capped. He had his knees
buried in his chest and was holding on tightly to his right knee, which he
shattered. He was rolling around on the ground from left to right in utter
pain. I know he wasn't faking it, because he did that for an hour before he
could get up and walk into his car. So make sure that you keep that positive
attitude, and you'll have no problem. I always keep the attitude, and I
never have any problem.
Next you have to clean up the table, removing all the empty beer cans
and shit. You know, everybody is a lazy ass when it comes to cleaning up
after themselves at the woods, so you have to do it. It's best to throw them
out in the can, because if they are lying on the ground by the picnic table,
your chances of fucking up are enhanced, and you know what that could
mean. Now by the time you're done playing janitor, you will probably have
a couple of people that have returned to the picnic table, and you don't
even have to use force, unless it boils right down to it and you have to get
violent. Just heave a joint as far as possible, and watch them dive for it like
a hawk swooping down for a rabbit.
After all the technical shit is taken care of and you have a clean working
area, you are ready for the jump. All this time you must be thinking of the
steps that are required in executing this artful process properly. Get yourself
into a deep state of concentration and keep it there. Remember, deep train
of thought.
If you think you need it, you could practice by jumping the picnic table
width-wise a few times, just to help you get into the swing of the body
movement required.
The time is near. Tension is building in both you and your audience. Just
act cool, because if you look like you're in doubt, everyone else will be in
doubt. You can fuck it all up, and you know what that means. Now casually walk up to the end of the picnic table, and see how high it comes up on
you. It should come up to your waist, which is good. Back off eight or ten
steps, depending on your personal preference. Whichever it is, it's a good
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distance to get the velocity you'll need for the big jump. Rub your hands
together. Smile. Breathe deep . Glance at the audience. Get that adrenaline
flowing. Spring up and down on your toes. Now you have the distance;
your confidence is high , not to mention you . Concentrate . If you are righthanded , you will drop your right foot back about eighteen inches; if you
are left-handed, you will drop your left foot back about eighteen inches.
That's your take-off foot. Bend your other knee slightly. Swing your arms
back and forth . Look at the picnic table, and don't take your eyes off it for
the slightest fraction of a second. Put your environment out of the picture.
Completely forget about all those people around you. Now you're in position and ready for the jump. You know that you are going to do it with no
flaws whatsoever. Take off with all your might. Spring off of your take-off
foot as hard as you can. Run like you have three cops on your tail. Make
sure that you throw your arms forward with each step. When you close in
on the three and one-half feet in front of the table, you will have your takeoff foot in front of you. Push off of your take-off foot with all the might
you have , while at the same time bringing your other leg right up even with
your take-off foot. With both legs together, you now have to bring both
knees right up to your chest and secure them there with your chin. Do it
fast, or you will fuck up and possibly shatter your kneecap like the other
fool did. When your body is a little past the halfway mark , you must throw
your feet out ahead of you. That will give you the extra boost you will need
to make it over. Just to make sure that you will make it , you can stretch
your body forward. If you threw your feet out correctly, your body will
follow, and as soon as your feet hit the ground, the force that your body
will have behind it will push you up , so you can stand up and take a bow
right away. But if you threw your feet out wrong, you will end up rolling
head over heels on the ground, which still isn't that bad because you made
it over either way. You'll get different responses from your audience. You'll
hear aaahhhs and ooohhhs, whistling, yelling, and you might even get some
applause or a pat on the back. That's the reward you get along with the
satisfaction of knowing that you are capable of doing something a majority
of other people can't do. Now don't get a big head about it and go doing it
all day, because your positive mental attitude will tend to leave and be
replaced with the attitude that jumping is nothing-you'll end up fuckin ' it
up and possibly shattering a kneecap. Don't push your luck is what I'm trying to say. I know of a guy that got a big head over the craft , and he tried
to jump over the front end of a car (which is harder than jumping a picnic
table), and he didn't lift his feet high enough. See, he only tried to jump the
table about five times, and he never missed, so right away he thought he
was a pro. Anyway, his shoes hit the hood and his feet stopped , but his
body kept right on going . He ended up kissing the pavement with his face ,
and he knocked out his front four teeth-broke them off at the gum line. He

also chipped the bottom jowl.
But anyway, you made it and you're proud, really proud. Throughout
the course of your day at the woods , people will come up to you and congratulate you with a look of amazement in their eyes. All you have to do is
sit there and absorb it all. It'll make you feel even better. Just be modest
about it.
You have to keep up your practice, though . Failure to practice will result
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in sloppy execution, and you know what that could mean. After you have
mastered the picnic table jump, you will be ready for bigger and better
things. Go for it and good luck.
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THE OPPOSITE
Sandy Jasso

The music never stopped. Amid the colored lights and flashing strobes they
all seemed to be moving in unison-men dancing with men, some in silk
shirts and silk baggies, others in leather or pencil jeans and white tee shirts
with the sleeves rolled up past their shoulders. They moved in subtle and
frantic movements to the throb of the music. A small bottle marked
"HARDWARE" was passed between two men inside the sour-smelling
cavern. One-tall, slim, and muscular-wore a pair of faded Calvin Klein
jeans and a white dago-tee. He lifted the amber bottle to his nose and inhaled. Taking two hits, he looked up and ran a hand through his closely
cropped hair. Putting a thumb over the bottle's opening, he passed it to his
pal. "Your turn," he said and sipped on his drink.
There was never a moment of silence-it was constant music at all times,
and you had to either shout to be heard or use hand signals to be understood, and look like an ass in the process. But mostly it was shouting and
soft kisses on the lips and pulling at crotches or fondling of rear ends to
make the message clear.
She was one of the four women there. Yes, four-you could count them.
The others didn't mind having them there. Of course they loved to have her
there and run their hands through her hair and smell its sweet scent and tell
her how beautiful she was, and how she really was enough to make them all
go straight. She'd laugh and roll her eyes in that way which meant "Yeah,
sure, asshole."
She was so cool and unaffected. She stood only five feet tall, yet you'd
swear she was taller-much taller. She had big gray eyes and carefully
outlined red lips. People told her she looked like Garbo in her youth. Of
course she denied it, but in her bedroom she had a wall full of Garbo's pictures, which friends had given her. She had an air of sophistication and
looked like class in anything she wore. But she gave herself away at times,
when she slipped into her gangster way of talking (which she got from her
father) and there was too her Italian ethnocentricity or "bein' a 'Talian" as
she put it.
Everyone was dancing now, on the dance floor, on the stage, alongside
the two bars, and in that back room where women weren't allowed. Across
the bar from where she sat, a guy with dark curly hair eyed her until he got
her attention. He winked at her, took a sip from his drink, and held one of
the ice-cubes in his lips. He held it there a moment; then it disappeared into
his mouth. Her eyes darted away, and she leaned over to her friend Chaz
and asked him, "Are all the guys in here gay?" What? He couldn't hear her;

the music was too loud; and could she speak up a bit? "All the guys in here
are gay, right?" she shouted.
What had she said? He couldn't hear her; and it was no use repeating it;
and would she like to dance?
She was dancing in that way they all danced, moving their hips back and
forth and keeping the rest of their bodies stiff. The small amber bottles
could be seen in hands or inside jean pockets. And someone playfully
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dabbed some of its contents behind his ears. It was hard to see straight in
the darkness of the bar with the strobe light cutting everyone's movements
in half.
She was hot and sweaty and a little drunk and high, and her hair would
fall in her face and strands of it would get caught on her lips. Someone later
told her, when she came back to sit at the bar, that when she danced she
looked like she was on the verge of an orgasm. She said nothing and stared
at a blond in leather pants-the seat of his pants was missing and she
watched his ass move to the music-one cheek went up and the other went
down and she was hypnotized watching its movements. Someone tapped
her on the shoulder and showed her a small bottle covered over with a
finger; she lifted his finger off and took a snort. She loved it here-she felt
so free.
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VETERINARIAN

Mark Terry

To most of us at the hospital, bagging dead animals can be depressing. One
minute the pet is alive, the next we are wrapping it up in a plastic bag and
dropping it into the freezer. It's depressing to everyone but Brian. Like
everything else, he looks at it like a game. He refers to the cold stiff dogs as
"pup-sides" and the cats as "feline freezes."
It sort of makes me mad, especially after what happened yesterday. I was
standing up in the front office, and an old lady was sitting there with her
old, sick dog. The dog was in pretty bad pain, but the look on the old lady's
face when the dog was taken away was awful. She couldn't stop the tears
from leaking out of her eyes, and her lips were tight, trying to hold back the
sobs. There were big, blue trickles of makeup around her eyes, and her
lipstick was smeared on the side of her wrinkled face. You could tell she was
all self-conscious, but she just couldn't hide her pain. It made me feel real
embarrassed about her being embarrassed.
Of course, today Brian has to pull a frozen something out of the freezer
and ask, "A frozen treat for anyone?" Fred and Todd give a fake smile out
of politeness and usually I might smile, too, but I can just imagine the old
lady seeing him do that and start sobbing again. I don't even know if that
frozen animal in his hands is the old lady's, but I still get all pissed off.
"Knock it off, asshole!" I say. They see I'm in a bad mood, so Brian puts the
animal away, and Fred and Todd remain quiet.
The kennel room is large and well lit. One wall has the sink and the
freezer, while the other three walls are lined with stainless steel cages. The
others walk out of the room, so I am alone with the animals. As I walk
along the rows of the cages, petting the cats and dogs, I notice an old
favorite of mine. It's a dog named Sunny. He's an old golden retriever and
he's been coming here for years. I open his cage and start petting him. He
sure looks okay. I wonder why he's here.
Maureen, a short, young girl with big, blue eyes and dark brown hair, is
walking towards me. She is a receptionist and knows what all the animals
are in for. I ask her why Sunny is in. The exasperated look she flashes just
before she starts speaking gives me the idea that it's something bad. "His
owners are going on a trip for two months, and they don't want to pay for
two months of boarding, so they're putting him to sleep." I can't fuckin'
well believe it.
"You mean they aren't finding him another home?"
"Nope, the dog is too old to find it a new home, so they just want to get
rid of him, " she says, shaking her head and leaving the room with a kitten
under her arm.
The idea of taking him home with me passes through my mind, but we
already have five dogs and four cats, and my parents would have an attack
if I just brought him home. I walk up front to ask my father about the situation. It is his hospital, so he has the ultimate say-so . He is standing at the
telephone, trying to calm somebody down. From what I hear, he is talking
to somebody who just found a dog that was hit by a car. This call will take
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another five or ten minutes; then after that , there are three or four clients
waiting to see him. There is no time to talk. What's the use anyway? The
owners want him put to sleep , so he'll be put to sleep .
I walk around to the sink by the surgery room . There are a few towels
which have bloody instruments in them; it is my job to clean and re-sterilize
them. As I open the towel, I see a small, vein-filled , marble-sized tumor lying there. I think back to all of the wars we had with disgusting objects like
this tumor. Todd, Fred, Brian, and I would wait until the doctors and other
important people were gone, then let fly . Anything gross could be used as
ammunition-tum ors, shit-stained newspapers. One time I even threw a
handful of rabbit turds at Brian , and a few got lodged in his throat. I contemplate picking up this tumor and throwing it at Fred , who's walking
through the swinging door, but the doctors are still here. Besides, I'm too
depressed.
Next to the sink by the surgery room is a small row of kennels . Only the
animals that have had surgery or are going to have surgery stay there. Todd
is standing at the end kennel and is trying to get a real mean cat out of its
cage.
You have to be real careful when handling any mean cats 'cause they can
get dangerous. Considering what a sissy Todd is, he can handle 'em pretty
well. He checked with a doctor to see if the cat was declawed or not , and
how sick it was. Now he's got his rope and is all ready.
He puts a slip knot in the rope, just big enough to fit over the cat's head.
The cat is back in the corner of the cage, hissing and clawing at the air
between him and Todd. Todd tosses the loop over the cat's head and gently
jiggles the knot tighter around the cat's neck . With his puffy hands wrapped
firmly around the rope and his feet firmly set on the ground , Todd yanks
the cat from the cage . With the cat screaming and dangling from the rope,
he carries it to an open cage and tosses it in . If you ever see anybody do
this, you will probably think to yourself, my god , that guy is killing that
cat. But don't worry 'cause a cat's neck is very strong, and it can take a lot
before it will break.
With that excitement over, I dump the bloody instrument into the sink
and fill it up with hot water. I pick up the towels and take them back to the
laundry room. While I'm putting the towels in the basket, I hear somebody
outside the back door . I wait, and then I open the door to see who is there.
It's just a couple of old straggly guys who look like janitors, with gray,
stained shirts and red , wrinkly necks.
I'm always worried about who's walking around the hospital, 'cause one
night I was here when it got broken into. I was in one of the offices about
ready to go home, when I heard splintering wood . It was a couple of kids
breaking in to steal stuff, I guess. Anyway, I just hid and watched them
walk in the door and head towards the back.
The funny thing was they didn't know about Ditto , the hospital mascot ,
and one of them stepped on poor Ditto's paw, and he got a leg full of cat's
teeth. Boy, they sure ran out of there crying and filling their pants so
fast-it was sure great. But the one thing is that, ever since that happened,
I'm always thinking somebody is breaking in .
I walk back to the sink and drain the water. I pick out the instruments,
dry them off, and stack them away. Hunger starts to grumble in my
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stomach , so I guess I'll go eat, and come back later when everyone is gone.
Grabbing my coat, I walk through the kennel room and stop and watch
Sunny. He's about the only animal left for the night, and he's sitting excitedly at the kennel door, waiting for his masters to come get him. But
they've left for their trip , and soon he'll be put to sleep.
The old golden retriever stares at you and wags his tail. He has been one
of your favorite dogs since he started coming here about ten years ago. His
name is Sunny. You open his door and start petting him , and realize just
how old this friend has really gotten. His eyes and face have become frosted
with gray, and his bones stick out of his thin hair and skin like branches in
an old linen bag. The few teeth he has left are worn down and yellowed.
Besides looking old, the dog really does not look unhealthy, so you go to
a nearby table to check his records to see what's wrong with him . Despair
pulls your sickened stomach taut as you read: euthanasia and cremation.
You walk to the crowded front office to ask a receptionist why the dog is
being put to sleep. She tells you that the owners are going on a trip for
several months and don't want to pay for the boarding fees for such an old
dog .
Each time somebody walks into the back room, Sunny stands up and
wags his tail , confident he will be the next one to go home. Slowly, the
parade of homeward-bo und dogs ends, and Sunny is left standing alone in
his kennel. You glance back to see what he is doing. He is standing by his
door, staring off into space, waiting and listening for the familiar sound of
his owner's voice . There is hope in his old gray eyes, and faith in his
master's need for him . But the hospital is closed for the weekend. The receptionists have all gone home. His owners are flying south for the next two
months and saving lots of money.
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MAKE-UP
Octavia Little

What do you use when you want to add more color to your face or maybe
highlight your cheekbones? A MaxFactor make-up compact. A Max Factor
make-up compact is four inches wide and two inches long. It is a dark royal
blue color compact, which resembles a midnight sky. Directly in the middle
of the make-up compact, there is a soft, flowery design with the letters
"MF" written inside of it. These letters stand for the product's name-Max
Factor. About one-and-a-half inches down from the soft flowery design is a
plastic bump, which protrudes from the compact. The protruding bump
enables you to open the compact. To open the compact, you place your
index finger on the protruding bump and your thumb under the compact.
Push the front of the compact back until it stops.
On the inside of the compact, there is a mirror which you look at when
you place the blush onto your face. This mirror can also be used for looking
at yourself at any time. Directly below the mirror, a blue plastic strip connects the front of the compact to the bottom of the compact. This bottom
half contains the blush and a miniature broom. The blush is a toasted plum
color and has a sweet scent. The blush rests in a triangular-shaped surface.
Below the blush lies the miniature broom, which also sinks into the triangularshaped surface. This miniature broom is about three inches long. At the
bottom of the miniature broom, there are bristles which are used to apply
the blush to your face. The bristles are very fine and they resemble a horse's
tail. The bristles have a toasted plum color because they have been swept
against the blush. The bristles are connected by a gold metal strip, one inch
long. This strip is connected a dark royal blue plastic strip, one-and-a-half
inches long.
To close the compact, you must push the front of the compact forward
until it is completely closed. Once it is closed, you will hear a snap, which
will let you know that the make-up compact is tightly shut.
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THE YEOMAN
Desiree Washington

Chaucer's Original
A Yeman hadde he, and servaunts namo
At that tyme, for him liste ryde so;
And he was clad in a cote and hood of grene;
A sheef of pecok-arwes bright and kene
Under his belt he bar ful thriftily;
(Wei coude he dresse his takel yemanly:
His arwes draped noght with feathers lowe),
And in his head he bar a mighty bowe.
A not-heed hadde he, with a broun visage.
Of wode-craft wel coude he al the usage.
Upon his arm he bar a gay bracer,
And by his syde a swerd and bokeler,
And on that other syde a gay daggere,
Harnesied wel, and sharp as point of spere;
A Christofre on his brest of silver shene.
An horn he bar, the bawdrik was of grene;
A forster was he, soothly, as I gess.
Modern English Translation
The Knight's private attendant stood next to him.
None of the other servants would ride the journey with them.
This servant wore a coat and hood of green.
His sheaf of peacock arrows were long and keen.
Under his belt was every weapon he needed.
The Yeoman's dress code he certainly heeded.
His arrows' feathers didn't droop low,
And in his hand he held a large bow.
He had a knothead, but a handsome brown face.
He was good at woodcarving, any time-any place.
He wore a large bracelet gay and wide.
His sharp buckled sword hung down by his side.
And on his other side he had a long dirk;
He had it well harnessed, so he wouldn't get hurt.
He wore a St. Christopher medal that lay on his chest.
His horn hung in a green baldric to match his coat, I guess.
More than an efficient woodsman, I could tell by his dress!
Non-standard English
The Yeoman played servant and worked as a guide,
No other lazy-ass servant would make the long ride.
This man wore a hooded coat in loathsome lime green.
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His arrows had peacock feathers from some bird he'd just cleaned.
He had 'em in a sharp leather sheath that hung on his side;
This mad-bad, fad of fashion was every Yeoman's pride.
He had to jus' plucked them arrow feathers, cause they didn't wilt.
And his bow wuz a'odd oak-like timber, man, carved to the hilt!
His head was shaped like a peanut with a face colored brown.
And this guy was the best brother woodcarver in town.
He had a brass bracelet on his upper arm,
To keep that thick bow string from <loin' any harm.
He shoulda been weighed down with that heavy sword and shield.
That dagger on his other side showed he's ready-for real!
He had a silver Catholic medal around his large neck.
And he had a horn in his green baldric-my man was decked!
Even though he was a stranger,
Man, you knew he had to be a Ranger.
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HOW TO CUT DOWN A TREE
Art Hoskins

When you cut down a tree, there's always a buildup. You can hear it in the
roar of the saws and the cracking, snapping branches. The men move in
loosely repeated patterns as they work, stooping, lifting, cutting, dragging,
and working the ropes. The work site warms up as the job progresses. The
air fills with the moist aroma of crushed grass and working bodies.
Sometimes flurries of downy sawdust drift by, making you sneeze. Sharp
fumes of gas make your eyes water and your nose pinch. The chain saws
snarl angrily as they chew at the tree. They add color to the air, punctuating it with the odor of hot metal and dry sawdust.
The climber moves swiftly, carefully overhead. He's the human squirrel,
more at home in a tree than on the ground. He ties off a branch and shouts
"OK."
"Which rope?" comes from below.
'Three-quarter."
"Got it."
He cuts the branch and watches its slow descent. When it lands, he ties
another branch with the half-inch. He then hauls the three-quarter back up
and cuts the branch tied with the half. When it lands, he ties the threequarter. Over and over, always the same, except every tree and every
branch is different.
You fall into a rhythm and work at it steadily from the first cut to the
last. Then the climber ties the three-quarter around a blunted stub near the
trunk and climbs down. You pause and huddle together at the base of the
tree, discussing the lean and twist of it. You sense the wind, feeling for
gusts, and maybe even wet your finger in your mouth and hold it in the
breeze.
"How tall is the tree?"
'Twenty-five feet."
"How far to the sidewalk?"
'Twenty-seven feet."
Everyone looks up the tree and over to the walk. If the tree hits it, it'll
crack for sure.
"Well, let's do it. Remember, pull slow and steady so it doesn't snap
back."
You walk along the rope with the climber. You put your gloves on and
pick up the rope just past the sidewalk. You grasp the rope firmly , but easily. You lean back into the rope, kicking your heels into the ground and
making sure the rope doesn't run anywhere near your feet. Don cuts the
wedge and knocks it loose with a sledge hammer. He looks at you and nods
his head. You re-grip the rope and set your heels. He starts his cut. You can
rock the tree slightly, but it's still too risky to try to pull over. You glance at
the house next to the tree. In your mind's eye, you tug on the rope and it
snaps. The tree wavers and then topples onto the house. The top of the
trunk smashes through the roof with a roar. Through the picture window,
you see the tree bounce once on the living room floor and then crash
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through to the basement.
Don gives you the nod . The cut is nearly complete. You lean back, putting all your weight on the rope. You pull with your arms and push with
your legs. Don's in a low crouch, ready to drop the saw and run if
necessary. He keeps cutting, and you pull steadily harder. The tree resists
for a second, and then the top starts easing towards you. The cut opens up
a little. The top begins to describe an arc. Don backs away , squatting and
carrying the saw . All his attention is focused on the widening cut. The base
of the tree pops several times, and then a loud crack shakes the tree. The
rope goes slack. There's a quick series of pops and groans from the cut.
There's a rush of air and then a muffled thud, which you feel more than you
hear.
Then quiet. The saw is off . The tree is down. You walk up to it slowly, as
if you aren't sure it's dead yet. You touch it, gingerly at first , but after
awhile you run your hand along the sun-warmed bark. You check
underneath the tree to see how the ground compressed and if the tree poked
any holes in the sod. Then you go to the stump and brush away the
sawdust. You look at the rings and briefly consider counting them. You
study the rings. You look for the wide-ringed years of good growth and the
mere lines indicating bad years. You wonder about all the years chronicled
here.
What happened here? Was this mark caused by a fire? And this big
knot-what happened to the branch? Who planted this tree? Why? What
was it like here then?
Then you hear it, or maybe you feel it first. Once you hear it, you can
hear it from all over the yard. There's a fine, soft hissing. It comes from the
butt end of the trunk. It's right next to you. You look, and there's a liquid
bubbling out of the trunk. It fizzes like fine carbonation and collects in
droplets, which run down to the ground. As it fizzes , you feel and taste the
mist on your face. It's sweet and earthy and cool tasting. You see this liquid
bubbling out of the tree, and it makes you sad. No matter where you go in
the yard, you hear it, and you know the tree is gone. You helped cut it
because they hired you and now you feel sad.
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ADVERTISEM ENT
Rosie Jackson

Well, folks, Barbie and Ken have finally done it. After years and years of
taking Barbie to proms and out on dates in his little sports car, Ken has
finally gotten her to go to bed with him.
Yes, these are the Barbie and Ken dolls of the "now" generation. Press the
button on the lower part of Barbie's back and her dress falls down. Press the
button where her navel is supposed to be and her legs automatically fly
open. Press the button on her right side and she will moan and groan saying
"Oh Ken, Oh Ken, hurry up, hurry up." Ken is ready at all times. On hearing Barbie's moans and groans, his zipper automatically slides down and his
penis slides out. Press the button on the back of his neck and it will get
hard. Press the button on his chest and it grows and grows. Place Ken on
top of Barbie and his body begins to roll and grind against hers. Press the
button on the sole of Barbie's foot and her legs will fly around Ken's neck.
Ken and Barbie reach orgasms themselves. There is no special button to
press for this. When their bodies stop moving and Barbie's moans die away,
they are all done. You can remove Ken from Barbie and let them lay side by
side, or you might prefer to let them smoke in the dark. The miniature
cigarettes come in such brands as Kool, Salem, Virginia Slims, Camel, and
Vantage. Extra accessories include miniature birth control pills and condoms (just to be on the safe side) and Midol (for that time of the month).
There are also whips, chains, paddles, muzzles, handcuffs, and leather
whips (for those nights when they're feeling a little kinky).
Yes, folks, the "now" generation Barbie and Ken dolls. You must be
18-years-old to buy these dolls or have a note from your mother.
On sale now-----Dolls sold separately, batteries not included.
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NOTES
Andy Peterson

DADThe car was making funny noises last night and stalled once. Maybe the
carburetor?
-JEFF
JEFFI doubt the car's condition was seriously improved much by using it till 1:35
a .m. , do you? So maybe 11:30 will be more appropriate for a month . Also ,
put in gas once in a while. You use.cl up 12 gallons last night!! That's over
140 miles. For Christ's sake, knock that off. I dropped the car off at Shell ,
but they can't get to it till tomorrow.
-DAD
SHOPPING LIST
Pears
Tomatoes
Coke
TAB
Bread
Toothpaste
Tide
2 steaks
Milk
Pretzels
Hot dogs
13 Jul. '80

ESTIMATE FOR REP AIRS
Willie's Shell
Valve job
Plugs
New belts
Air filter
Labor
TOTAL
WORK DUE DA TE

$56 .40
27.80
22.50
17.80
45 .00
$169.50
15 Jul . '80

JEFFThis is the estimate for the car. From now on, take it easy, would you
please? Don't beat on the car, and it's 11 :30.
-DAD
MOMI've gone to Plush Pup with Bob for a quick hamburger . I'll be back for dinner.
-JEFF
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MARGEI just saw the grocery bill. $117.00 for a week? Isn't that excessive? Let's
budget ourselves from now on. And could you buy some food? All I see is a
bunch of Twinkies and other crap. Can I eat here, too? Or should I go out
and buy dinner?
-PHIL
JEFFTake out the garbage before you go to bed. And start getting home a little
earlier.
-MOM
BILL FOR SERVICE

/~Jul '80
Willie's Shell

Valves
Rods
Plugs (4-338)
Fan belt
Air compressor belt
Air filter
Labor
TOTAL
Thank you for your business

$67.49
43.30
36.90
18.80
17.50
21.30
75.00
$280.29

DEAR FAMILYThis is the car bill. Henceforth, the vehicle in question will be used for
necessary trips only. Jeff may use the car on weekends if he has a date and
is back by 11:30.
-DAD
P.S. The gas needle will be in the same spot as when you leave.
DADWho am I dating? Junior high school girls? 12:30 at least. Please. I swear I'll
be careful and put in gas.
-JEFF
JEFFDad and I are out to eat with the Carsons, should be home by 1:00. Don't
be late, or else. Dad says 12:30 is fine. Have fun with Sue. I mean, you two
go out and have fun.
-MOM
P.S. Look in the downstairs fridge.

Gone to the basketball game with Sue. Back by 1:00, okay? We want to eat
after the game. Thanx.
-JEFF
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JEFFCut the lawn, wash both cars, and clean your room.
-DAD
Gone to the beach with Kathy. Back by 4:30. Anything not done today , I'll
do tomorrow.
-JEFF
JEFFMom and I are at the theater. Tonight it's 12:30. No exceptions. And don' t
drink! I want you to be up early to clean your room , cut the lawn and wash
the cars.
-DAD
P.S. Get a haircut Monday after work.
JEFFIt's raining. Congratulations. Get that work done during the week or else.
I'm at the office trying to earn a living .
-DAD
MOMGone to movies with Debbie . Back at 12:30? Thanx.
-JEFF
JEFF12:30 on a Sunday? Sorry , but no! You're not driving for two weeks, and
get that haircut after work tomorrow.
-DAD
DADThe transmission was making funny noises last night. Did you check the
fluid lately?
-JEFF
ESTIMATE FOR REP AIRS
AAMCO TRANSMISSIONS
Bands
Screen
Filter
Fluid
Labor

20

Jul '80

$36.80
16.50
12.80
6.75
40.00
112.85

DADIs the car going to be ready by Friday? I'm supposed to take Lynn to the
sock hop.
-JEFF
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WORK
Sharon Lewis

Dear Bridgette,
People tell me the restaurant where I work used to be a grocery store.
Looking at all the mirrors, counters, booths, and paneling on the walls,
you'd never guess it. The semi-dim lights give it a soft atmosphere, which
impresses customers to speak in tones just under moderate. Close your eyes
to the waiters and waitresses who are forever on the hustle, and the place
seems harmless.
But behind the double doors-ha! The kitchen is so small that everyone
leapfrogs over everyone else as the supervisor, Otis Raymone, sings the
"pull 'em in, push 'em out, and replace 'em with fresh bodies" theme song of
Gladys's Luncheonette. He, the monstrous dishwasher, and the dishwashing
guys stacking plates are the dominant sounds. If you wish to be heard,
you'll shout like everyone else.
I work with Crystal on carry-out. Together we answer the phones, write
and pack the orders, and answer the phones again. Never did I think such
belligerence existed until answering those phones. Jesus Christ! 99. 9¾ % of
the patrons are either from the low-income housing projects or narc heads
who live amidst 47th Street. Either way, fighting is a way of life and it
shows. Poor Crystal. She's younger, stamped harder with good manners,
and less flexible than I, who fear not derelicts, indignant lesbians, pregnant
teen-agers, disillusioned and angry black men, nor any other dragons who
huff and puff their way into the door. Whenever the customers harass
her-and I'm beginning to believe she acts as a magnet when encouraging
hostility-I don't mind intercepting the fray. The battle always ends with
Otis grabbing me by the back of my neck and throwing me through the
kitchen doors.
Actually, I like Otis. No matter how many times I ask for a quarter so
that I might buy candy, Otis forks it over. Of course, he yells, "What in the
hell do you think I am? A money tree?" Calling him "Uncle Otis" usually
shuts him up. He gives me a disapproving look, but shuts up. He reminds
me of a pig-a freckled, amber-colored pig. His features are broad; he's of
no height; and he looks as if someone stuffed him inside his skin. All he's
missing is a tail. But his organization and grace stun me. Years of being a
waiter have taught him that. He knows how to handle enraged roughnecks
and narc heads to boot. He doesn't hang back, afraid to breathe like
Crystal, and he doesn't challenge like me. He just listens without, I believe,
hearing them. Secretly, I admire his restraint.
Not that Otis is immune to having a customer rattle him. When that happens, everyone who gets in his way gets yelled at. One waitress, Flora,
thoughtlessly pushed her food tray too close to him and he screamed at her,
'That's right, damn you. Run me over." Because I liked them both (though
I like Otis better), I thought it was funny. However, Crystal, an upholder of
intellect and things of that sort, brings out the less understanding, more
demanding-in a reserved manner-attitude in me.
"That's awful," Crystal said.
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"It's called Threat A La Mode.' He forces people to swallow his superiority, using threats as a spoon. The poor devils have worked here all their
lives. They're too scared of striking out to seek work elsewhere."
We watched Otis squint at the food under the warmer lights. When
buried beneath tons of hungry people and unable to deliver food (maybe
the cook is buried under a ton of orders and hasn't reached his), he always
squints. Finally, the cook handed him his orders by the tons. Delighted and
dismayed, he shot at me, "Don't stand there with your mouth hanging open
like a gate. Get some biscuits to go with this smothered chicken."
I wasn't going to be bullied into anything. "Let the one who is eating get
the biscuits."
Crystal cheered me. I leaned against the counter.
"Get your butt off that counter and get me some biscuits.
"Say 'please."'
"Do it, or you'll be on vacation."
"Threats! That's how you keep us in line. It's torture and I won't be tortured! If you wish to fire me, fire me."
"You're fired.
The only clatter I heard was Crystal's laughter. Hers hung in her throat,
and, seemingly trying to dislodge it, she hugged her stomach, shut her eyes,
and doubled over. Later, she explained to me she really hadn't thought me
funny, but my expression-one of horror and disbelief-nearly killed her.
"And since you think it's so funny, you can stand in line behind her at the
food stamp inn."
Had Crystal been on film, I would have guessed her actions edited. Eyes
round, pencil poised for writing, she stared like she knew our conversation
included her, but couldn't decide to what extent and decided to listen further before quarreling.
I began, "Now wait a minute, Otis. You're going about this all wrong."
Crystal sputtered, "Otis-"
Otis grinned at me and handed me a plate. Then he erupted in laughter.
Like Crystal, I watched him open the door by backing into it. His tray,
loaded with food, accompanied him.
"And make sure the biscuits are hot, doll face."
I opened the warmer drawer and began squeezing biscuits. 'Tm not making sure of anything."
"The hell you won't. If those biscuits are cold, you'll eat them."
'The hell I will. And if they' re cold, you'll eat them yourself."
"We'll see." And the kitchen door swung behind him.
11

11

Truly,
Sharon Lewis
Upstairs is the kitchen-it's a pretty big kitchen. There are four black,
gigantic commercial stoves on one side, a row of tremendous metal
refrigerators on the other, and in the middle of the kitchen, a long table.
The two fat-ass cooks who work there are dangerous specimens. By that, I

mean they always swing huge, black skillets (most of the time, there is a
film of hot grease in the skillet), or heave ten-gallon pots that hold bubbling
stuff (for example, rice or grits) that sticks to the skin when splashed. When
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people see these pots or skillets approaching, they jump out of the way.
Having people jump out of their path puts the cooks on an ego trip and
they sorta snarl at you.
Both the cooks, Lillian and Doris, look like hens with their huge breasts,
big round bellies, and terrific-sized asses. They act as hens, as they're constantly pecking at me about how skinny I am or how much noise I make
when I'm coming up the stairs. (They say I have big feet that clop against
each stair, and the noise distracts them from work.)
Yesterday Otis told me to go upstairs in the kitchen and fetch a dish of
peach cobbler. He was buried beneath orders and needed an extra hand.
Lillian, who cooks the cobblers, keeps a pan of the stuff atop one of the
stoves. Since all the waiters and waitresses had been racing up and leaping
down the stairs for the cobbler, by the time I got to the pan, there wasn't
any cobbler left.
"Lillian, I need cobbler!" said me.
"Why don't you look for it?" said she. She pointed with a spoon to a
stack of cobbler pans in a comer.
I nearly excused her snarl for there was no time to lose for Otis's sake.
However, the woman seized the chance to hassle me. She continued,
"You're too lazy to look for it. Girl, what man do you think wants a lazy
woman?"
"What are you getting at?" I knew full well what she was getting at, but I
couldn't think of anything else to say.
"I mean, when your husband comes home from work, you got to have
the house clean and dinner ready. Ain't no man wants a woman who sits on
her ass all day and does nothing," Lillian explained. "You'll be saying,
'Honey, give me some money so I can buy myself a new pair of shoes.' Now
you'll be asking for a new pair of shoes and won't have done a thing to
deserve it."
I was fully aware of Otis, but couldn't let that one pass from self-honor.
"Me? Asking some man to buy me a pair of shoes? I'd sooner go barefoot
than kiss a man's ass for a new pair of shoes! Work eight hours, have to
cook and clean house, too? Why, I ain't got to do that at home-not all in
the same day at least. I'd be a damn fool to get a man who expects me to
work eight hours a day, come home and fix dinner, and scrub the house. If
that's what it's all about, I'll be an old maid."
Lillian said, "Nobody says you have to work eight hours a day."
"Well, how am I going to get any money? Wait until it falls from the sky?
Wait until he says, 'Here's some money'? There ain't a man alive who'll just
throw you money and say 'Here, catch.' There's got to be some strings
attached somewhere." I had forgotten about Doris, who now stood behind
Lillian.
Doris gave me a quick look. "Honey, it's too late for you anyhow."
I didn't mean to get hostile, but suddenly there were two against one.
"Too late for what?"
"Look at you. You're too masculine. Maybe, just maybe, though chances
are slim, you'll find a man who'll work his ass off and surrender his money
to you ... " Doris began.
"That only happens in Muddy Waters' songs, and even then he ends up
talking about shooting women at the end of the song," I shrugged.
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Doris continued, "But you ain't ever going to find a man who'll tolerate a
woman who has more than he has where it counts, and you know what I
mean."
Oh, so Doris wanted to shoot dirty pool, did she? Well, that was fine
with me because I never did like the old bitch anyway because she always
harassed me, even though I hadn't done anything to her. I was really about
to shoot it at her, when I looked over my shoulder and saw Otis giving me
this enraged look. He was silent but mad.
"I asked you to get me some cobbler, and you' re up here running your
mouth. Doris, I don't know why you're trying to talk to this thing. " When
Otis was offended, he always called me a "thing." "Get down those stairs!
Now! "
Well, I was offended, too. I mean, first Lillian started on me, then Doris
went berserk with outrageous accusations, and then Otis appeared, barrelling down on me . I muttered, "All three of you kiss my ass." I didn't think
he heard me, but downstairs I felt this slap on my shoulder-not a hard
slap, but an "I could get harder" slap. While I looked up, Otis moved to
slap the other shoulder. I had forgotten the whole thing of Lillian and
Doris, but Otis hadn't. He opened the door with his back while glaring at
me. "The next time you tell me to kiss your ass, I'm going to do just that. "
I love the black boots my father bought me . They're shiny. They have an
inch heel, and they're pointed at the toe. They look like the kind the pirates
wore in the swashbuckling movies. I like swashbuckling pirates. I like my
boots even more, though.
When I sit, I stretch my legs full length to get a better view of my boots.
If I'm at a table, I slouch a bit so that my feet aren't exactly under the table,
and I can glimpse down to make sure no one has made off with my boots.
The other day I sat with Otis. Do you recall the monster pictures in
which , after eating the humans, .the monster hurls human bones in a sordid
cave corner? By the time the hero confronts the monster, the human bones
are stacked at least fifteen feet high? Otis sucked chicken bones, draining
them of the last bits of flavor. After he finished each bone, he carefully
placed it on a napkin by his plate. So at the moment, there was a generous
stack of white and dried bones at his elbow. All he needed was a horned
helmet and a sword across his lap.
So we're sitting there, right? And I says to Otis, I sez, "You like my
boots?"
"There's something I have to speak to you about, Sherly. "
He says this quietly . We're at the corner table, at the end of a parade of
booths and counters. If they wish, customers can see us without effort.
There's no need to draw attention.
This is Otis's "do not get offended but-" voice. Actually, I can't get offended by Otis. I figure I like him too much. Why else would I let him get
away with saying some pretty unbecoming things about me?
"Sharon , about?"
"About that preacher. "
"What about him?"
"You mean you actually were going to make money from him?"
Otis meant the preacher who came into the restaurant earlier. He was go-
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ing to tip me. I was going to take it. Otis intervened. A lot of people in the
restaurant are hung up on holy men, Otis among them. You're supposed to
be extra nice to preachers, and I can't seem to figure out why. Maybe
they're supposed to be closer to God than yourself. If you want to get in
good with God, you get in good with the preacher.
To hell with that.
If I'm going to hell, I may as well enjoy as much of this earth as I can. If
I'm not going, good; but I still intend to see it all, hear it all, and do it all.
(Notice, I didn't say taste it all. Fuck that sort of bullshit.)
"I sure was. But you know a preacher. He'll just give you a quarter, while
he's riding around in a Benz. I started to throw it back in his face and
scream, 'Motherfucker! What kind of shit is this? Those people are putting
ten and twenty bills in your collection plates at those Sunday prayer
meetings, and you're going to give me a measly little quarter?' But then I
told myself I could get a Summit bar with this quarter. So that cheap-ass
preacher friend of yours just would've bought me a candy bar."
Bone in mouth, Otis looks at me with disapproval. He wants me to shut
up, but he's on an oral gratification trip. To tell me to shut up, he'd have to
remove bone and interrupt trip, right?
"Know what my father once told me?"
That does it. Otis glares at me, "No!"
I don't believe it. Nobody ever believes my father actually told me things.
In ninth grade, I recited this poem and the teacher called me to his desk. He
tried to appear calm, but NOBODY recited things LIKE THAT in HIS
classroom and escaped alive. He asked me, would I like him to call my
father and tell my dad what I said. I told him go ahead, call my father
because he was the one that taught me the poem. I asked him, did he want
to hear anymore, because I had some that would knock the fur from a cat's
back. He told me to sit down. I was glad he didn't call my dad. My old man
wanted me to file the jeans and the dirty sneakers in the can and pull on
pantyhose and a skirt. He never told me that, but I sensed it. Discovering I
recited obscene little ditties when bored would have crushed him.
Otis knew if my dad would have said anything complimenting preachers,
I never would have repeated it.
I laugh and try to hug Otis. He wards me off.
"Away from me, Judas!" Otis calls me that: He says I'm deceitful, but
that's a lie.
I truly favor Otis. If anyone else refused my handshake, I'd say fuck him.
But with Otis, it's so funny. "Oh, Otis, I'm not the scoundrel you wish me
to be." Last month it was his birthday. I chased him the length of the
kitchen, trying to hug him, but he kept weaving and ducking my open
arms. I asked him did he find my breath offensive. He said he didn't know
because never would I get that close to him.
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KILLING
Drew Wilson

Last year I remember reading in the paper that a man jumped off the
Marina Towers, and they couldn't find his head. The interesting thing here
is that when the head and body separate, there is enough oxygen left in the
brain for 2 to 5 seconds of normal thought process. The man may have realized what he did and may have seen his body separate from his head.
WAYS THAT SEX AND KILLING ARE RELATED:
- Both have a buildup and a climax.
- When involved in either, you drop your inhibitions and facade. These acts
reveal character.
- They have to do with emotions. They are furious, passionate, physical
acts which release enormous tension.
- Art is based on sex and violence.
- They are characterized by the feeling of power and the urge to subdue.
- Both have a strong energy which is attractive.
- Both are spawned from love.
- Sex and killing both carry strong consequences, but with one you make
life and with the other you take it.
- A knife and a gun are phallic; they are modeled after the penis. All three
convey a passionate feeling of penetration.
- Both are primitive acts and are inherent in the genes of humans.
A cop comes upon an overturned Mack truck in an isolated area up in the
woods. The truck is on fire and the driver's compartment is smashed in, like
a Coke can that somebody has stepped on. He calls on his car radio for a
fire engine. The nearest town is ten miles away. The cop jumps out of his
car when he hears a voice inside the truck, screaming in pain. The fire
sounds like a whip when it crackles. It burns all the wood parts of the truck
and, in doing so, it heats the driver's compartment. Eventually the inside
catches on fire. You could equate it with a giant saucepan or kettle being
heated over the burner of a stove. A Country and Western 8-track tape still
plays in the unharmed tape player. The cop tries yanking open the door,
but it won't budge. A welder is the only hope to get through the door.
There is a handle alongside of the door and the cop jumps up and grabs it
with one hand. He pulls himself up and tries to get a glimpse of the inside
through the shattered glass, but has to let go because the handle has burned
his hand. The screams are heard again as the driver starts to burn up slowly. First his pants leg burns, then his ankle. The fire turns it pink, then red;
then blisters form. The blisters then pop and the flame causes the ankle to
smolder and turn black. The driver is pinned in, and can only watch himself
burn as soothing Country music plays. "Can you move?!"
"No! Shoot me! Shoot me before I burn to death!" The voice of the driver
sounds scorched, as if there were fire in his throat. The cop pulls out his gun
but won't fire. More screams and begging are heard. The cop keeps looking
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down the road for the fire engine and trying to hear the sound of the siren.
"I've called for a fire truck. They'll be here any second! "
"It's too late! Shoot me now! I can't stand it! " The cop is sweating and he
shakes. He extends his arm with the gun at the end, and it shakes . Painful
screaming is heard. The cop stands on his toes with his arm stretched over
his head and points the gun in through the cracked glass. He can't see who
he is about to shoot , but he is nervous and is on the verge of crying and
screaming himself.
The sound of the siren is heard coming down the road. The cop stops . "I
can see them. They're here!" The driver is now engulfed in flames from the
neck down . Some matches that were in his shirt pocket catch on fire and
flare up momentarily, then blend in with the rest of the fire. A plastic coffee
cup is on fire and drips hot plastic on his chest. The whole cup falls over
and lands on him. The driver screams and his scream blends in with the
siren of the fire engine. The fire engine pulls up and stops. The siren has
stopped. The screaming has stopped. The cop is crying.
Dear Iva,
When I talked to you on the phone, the phrase "broken heart" came up.
"Broken heart" is a cliche. It is used so much it is unsatisfying and it sounds
like a lie . It doesn' t sound like it could be true. The phrase doesn' t have the
energy as the feeling it's supposed to represent does.
The feeling is really a pain that is somewhere between the forehead and
waist. You can't pinpoint exactly where. You could say it was the heart ,
and that would be poetic, but you can't scientifically find the spot.
The pain is like a coil of barbed wire, implanted inside the chest, which
moves and turns like a snake or earthworm. If you've ever baited a hook
with a worm , and pierced its collar with a hook and seen it wriggle in pain
and wrap around the line, then you know the movement I'm talking about.
The barbed coil has an intelligence, because every time a thought of the person appears , it turns and scrapes and the barbs get caught , only to be jerked
free , tearing the insides.
The coil gets bigger and bigger and longer and fatter , like a tumor. Barbs
grow sharper and more numerous. It won't kill you-it wants you to suffer.
It can make you kill yourself though.
It won't let you sleep at night , but sometimes you can get a few hours by
vomiting or crying before lying down. Vomiting can be self-induced , crying
cannot. The coil has a tendency to lock up your crying mechanism. You feel
enormous pressure, as if the coil has excreted liquid waste in the form of
tears, and it's stuck inside your body. But vomiting and crying only work
temporarily , for a few hours sleep. And you don't want to sleep anyway
because you'll just dream of the pain from the barbed coil-you've been experiencing it all day.
As the barbed coil gets fatter and you can't escape the pain, you wish you
could explode your chest internally-the insides are ripped to shreds
anyway. You wish you could cram a lit stick of dynamite down your throat
and have it explode from the inside, which would slit the chest down the
center and cause the two flaps of skin to fly open like saloon doors. You
wish you could do this because it would expel the barbed coil. You know
that if you had "nine lives" like a cat supposedly does, eight of them would
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be gone. But "nine lives" is also a cliche. You know it is not true.
Drew
We'd ride our bikes to McDonalds and when the clerk wasn't looking we
would take handfuls of these red, yellow, and white, striped , plastic straws.
Then we'd go to the swing-set in my friend's backyard. Underneath each
swing there was a patch of dirt. This is because you would drag your feet to
stop and , after repeated dragging, the grass would wear away, leaving just
dirt. On this dirt you could see big black ants and little red ones. Sometimes
there would be an anthill, but it would be small and would be the home of
the little red ones. The big black ones always went into the grass and disappeared. Some would be carrying small twigs or a blade of grass or other
dead ants . You could put your finger down in front of them and they'd
crawl right over it very quickly and continue on their way. The big ones
seemed mean.
We'd get some matches and light the end of the straws . When these
plastic straws burned, they would emit an evil black smoke and the horrible
rubber-burning smell would choke you . The end would liquify and drip,
making a very bizarre and futuristic sound as the drops fell to the ground . It
sounded to us like little missiles being shot from a spaceship.
We'd drip these on the ants, and they would curl up and crackle and die.
Sometimes we would get just half the ant , and the other half would frantically move its legs and try to struggle away . Sometimes we would seal up
an anthill by dropping many of these drops over the opening. An ant or
two would come out to investigate what was happening, and we'd sizzle
him up.
We stopped doing it one day because my friend accidentally dripped
some on his leg while wearing shorts and got a bad burn. Nine years later,
his leg still has a small burn mark.
When a chunk of sodium the size of a dime is put in a glass of water, it
explodes so violently that the explosion evaporates the water and the remains of the glass can be found stuck in the wall.
You have to handle sodium with pliers, or it may react with the moisture
in your hand. Sodium must be wrapped in a dry cloth or it may react with
the moisture in the air. Sodium and water just do not mix.
An interesting idea would be to throw a chunk of sodium the size of a
softball into the bathtub while someone is taking a bath.
Me and Rick went out into the backyard to investigate what we just
heard. We approached the garbage cans. I quickly lifted off the lid and
jumped back, standing on my toes to peer inside and using the lid as a
shield. There was the dead catfish with its belly slit open, being eaten by
maybe a hundred maggots. They looked like little white capsules that the
doctor might prescribe for you. They probably had the texture of cooked
macaroni noodles. They were all together in crowded clusters at different
points on the catfish's body.
Rick got the rake and, extending it into the garbage can, he carefully slipped the pronged end under the catfish and slowly lifted it out. It was at this
moment I thought he might fling it at me, or at least fake a fling at me, but
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he didn't. He was interested in it. He set it down on the grass and we stared
at it in the sun.
If you looked close at the maggots, you could see thin red veins in their
bodies and tiny ridges in their skin. A fly landed on me and I jumped, shooing it off. It just flew around in a circle and landed near the same spot again
on my arm. I jerked my arm and kept in motion so it wouldn't land again.
Rick went in and got a can at Raid and sprayed at least half the can on
them. They reacted by moving faster and faster and getting confused and
bumping into each other. Some died right off, but most eventually slowed
down and fell into the grass like dead weight. Rick then sprayed the inside
of the garbage can.
I pushed the fish in a Jewel paper bag with a stick, drove up to the corner
gas-station and threw it in their huge metal garbage bin. It was empty, and
when I dropped the bag, it made a hollow eerie boom. I shut the lid and
went home. The way I killed and wasted that catfish and the sight of those
maggots crawling, eating, and dying made me worry that nature was going
to take some sort of revenge on me.
Once I saw a film in which a man takes a fresh cut rose, dips it into a
beaker which has smoke pouring from it, removes it , and hits it against the
table. The rose breaks in a hundred pieces as if it were glass . The substance
in which it was dipped was liquid nitrogen, which is extremely cold . It is so
cold, it froze the rose throughout and made it brittle.
A perfect murder would be to get a vat of liquid nitrogen , knock a person
out and lower him into the vat by rope . Lift the body out , drop it, it breaks
in a million pieces, and you sweep it up and throw the bits in the garbage
can.
Tom told me about this girl he met on vacation. She was about fifteen
and had been hospitalized three times for attempted suicide. Every summer
for the last three years she had tried and each time she had come closer to
success . She said she hated the summer.
Twice it was sleeping pills, and the third time she tried to slit her wrist on
the beach. She cut an opening on her left wrist with a razor blade. The skin
flapped open and blood flowed. She could see the vein she had to cut in
order to be successful. This was the vein that could not be repaired . She
was happy for the first time because she was so near the moment . She
described the vein as a long strand of cooked spaghetti, and when she tried
to cut it, it wriggled off to the side. She tried to cut it again , but it wriggled
off and jumped to the other side. Every time the razor would make contact
with the vein , it would jump away . She gave up after a while and just
stared at the vein and the blood on her wrist.
"When the blood dripped on the sand , it turned dark brown and made

the sand granules stick together," she said . "Blood on the wrist feels warm.
That was the last thing I remember before I woke up in a hospital. Tubes
with liquids in them were coming out of my wrist. You couldn't see where
they entered , because my wrist was bandaged, but I could feel the pressure
and tingling, like when you step on the footpedal of a strong water bubbler,
and it squirts a stream of water against the roof of your mouth. "
She told Tom about this as they walked along the beach . I wanted to
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know why he didn't ask her about the reasons for her attempts rather than
getting involved with the mechanics of taking her life. He said he would ask
her next time he goes on vacation.
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About Story Worksh
"I've been very impressed with some of Schultz's (Story Workshop) techniques,
and have been using them in my beginning writer's class this fall to a limited
degree-and have had the most responsive and productive class I've ever had.
Needless to say I'll be going into it much more thoroughly next time I teach the
course .. .I'm enthusiastic ... especially about the stressing of creativity over
amateur criticism."
-Oakley Hall, Director, Program of Writing,
University of California, Irvine
"Anyone who despairs of the fate of our fiction in the years to come has not read
these stories (in The Story Workshop Reader and Angels in My Oven). The best
of them promise richly, as much as any generation is bound to promise, and
deliver far more than the prophets of entropy want to admit. If we don't hear
importantly from some of these writers during the next decade or more, it'll be
because the presses broke down."
-Miller Williams, Poet/Teacher, Co-director,
Program in Creative Writing, University of Arkansas
"Both books (The Story Workshop Reader and Angels in My Oven) are
fascinating and impressive evidence of the success of your (Story) Workshop
methods. A sense of life, a sense of literary process being ripened and developed
quickens nearly every piece I read. These are clearly students bringing the best of
their power to bear on the writing task while those powers are being extended in
a most wonderful variety of directions. The discipline rises from the vigorous immersion of the writers with their material-as it should."
-R.V. Cassill, Brown University
author of Doctor Cobbs Game and The Goss Women
"Ifs the kind of writing that makes me stop what I'm doing, pick up the book
and set off to find a colleague to share it with."
-Robert F. Hogan, Executive Secretary,
National Council of Teachers of English
"The Freshman English section (of / 1 ) will astound anyone who has ever had to
teach or take that agonizing course."

-Chicago Review
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